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This Special Issue of Membranes provides an updated and comprehensive overview of the state
of fundamental knowledge on the fluid sorption and transport in glassy polymers, combining original
experimental and modeling works, as well as reviews, prepared by renowned experts. Sophisticated
experimental insights are given at the transport in glassy polymeric materials in challenging operative
ranges such as in mixed gas conditions, in the presence of humidity and of strongly interacting
species, as well as at high pressure and temperatures. A thorough investigation of the transport
in complex novel structures, based on high performance polymers incorporating fillers of different
types (Mixed Matrix Membranes, MMMs) is also presented. Macroscopic models suitable for the
interpretation of competition effects during the mixed gas sorption in glassy polymers are analyzed,
while a comprehensive review of the modeling of facilitated transport in membranes is presented.
Finally, a complete review is provided of the most recent and effective molecular and multiscale models
for the simulation of complex glassy polymeric structures and for the fluid sorption and transport
therein. The present issue is mainly devoted to the applications of membranes for fluid separations,
although the results obtained are valid in general.

The experimental analysis of transport in glassy polymers often requires dedicated techniques
because experiments are time-consuming, due to the long relaxation times typical of glassy polymers,
and they might show history-dependent properties that require appropriate pretreatment protocols.
In many cases, connection with theoretical models is required to support the experimentation and the
analysis of the results.

The experimental analysis is complicated when strong interacting species such as polar compounds
are considered, for which specific models are required. In the paper by Mensitieri et al. [1], the sorption
thermodynamics of CO2, H2O and CH3OH interacting with a glassy Poly (ether imide) (PEI) were
studied; gravimetric analysis and vibrational spectroscopy were used for the collection of the data,
and non-equilibrium thermodynamics modeling was applied for their interpretation. The molecular
information gathered from the Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopic analysis is used to
tailor thermodynamics modeling. The investigated penetrants display different interactions with the
polymer, which reflects in different sorption thermodynamic properties. For the specific case of water,
the outcomes from molecular dynamics simulations are compared with the results of the analysis.

The sorption of CO2 in PEI could be described with the NELF model in view of the weak
interactions established with groups present on the polymer backbone. For the case of H2O sorption,
data were interpreted using the Non Equilibrium Thermodynamics for Glassy Polymers-Non Random
Hydrogen Bonding (NET-GP-NRHB) model in order to cope with specific H-bonding interactions
occurring in the PEI–H2O system. FTIR spectroscopy revealed the occurrence of two water species,
one self-interacting via H-bonding and the other cross-interacting with carbonyl groups of PEI, making
it possible to adjust the H-bonding terms in the NET-GP-NRHB model.

In glassy polymeric membranes for gas separation, membranes’ multicomponent effects have
been proven to be particularly important, especially because of competition between penetrants, which
affects sorption and sorption-selectivity. Mixed gas effects can completely reverse the performance of
membranes characterized under pure gas conditions only.

Membranes 2020, 10, 400; doi:10.3390/membranes10120400 www.mdpi.com/journal/membranes1
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In the paper by Genduso et al. [2], the nonideal behavior of CO2-CH4 mixtures was elucidated
in 6FDA-mPDA, a polyimide of remarkable performance. To quantify the deviation from ideality,
sorption and diffusion contributions to permeation were decoupled. Experimental data of mixed-gas
solubility revealed a decrease in both CO2 and, more markedly, CH4 solubility due to mixture effects.
CO2 versus CH4 mixed-gas solubility coefficients of 6FDA-mPDA and other glassy polymers previously
studied follow a linear trend regardless of equilibrium concentration. Since the CO2/CH4 solubility
selectivity of 6FDA-mPDA improved under mixed-gas conditions, the observed decline in mixed-gas
permeability selectivity from the corresponding ideal values cannot be attributed to competitive
sorption, as frequently assumed in the literature, but rather to a depression of the size-sieving capability
of 6FDA-mPDA induced by the presence of CO2 in the polymeric film matrix. The authors performed
kinetic measurements which reinforced the idea that CO2 addition lowers the effective diffusion
coefficient of CH4 in the polymer.

In the scientific literature on gas separation membranes, most data are reported in pure gas
conditions, at room temperature and relatively low pressure. However, many separations would
preferably occur at high temperatures and pressures, such as in the case of pre-combustion CO2

capture where H2/CO2 separation is relevant, and natural gas treatment where the CO2/CH4 mixture
is involved. In addition, temperature and pressure have a dramatic impact on the membranes’
performance, because the selectivity can decrease or even reverse with temperature, and the high
pressure of mixtures containing CO2 causes plasticization.

In the paper by Lasseuguette et al. [3], the transport properties of CO2, N2, CH4 and H2 in a
Polymer of Intrinsic Microporosity (PIM-EA(H2)-TB), with high CO2 and H2 permeability and good
ideal selectivity over N2, were determined for upstream pressures up to 20 bar and temperatures up to
200 ◦C. No increase in CO2 permeability due to plasticization was noted over the range of pressure
tested. The permeability coefficient of N2, CH4 and H2 increase with temperature, while for CO2 the
permeability decreases with temperature, due to its high solubility, which is an exothermic process.
Therefore, the separation performance of PIM-EA(H2)-TB for H2/CO2 is reversed at high temperature
and maintained also at high pressure. This suggests that, after further development to enhance absolute
selectivity of H2 over CO2, PIMs could become good candidates for membrane materials for use in
pre-combustion CO2 capture.

A significant interest was created in the last 20 years around Mixed Matrix Membranes (MMM),
namely polymers to which particles of different structure and morphology were added, with the
aim of improving their performance in fluid separations. The glassy polymers, due to their rigidity,
are particularly suitable for incorporation of such fillers, which normally reduce the flexibility of softer
materials like the rubbery ones. The interactions between the polymer and the filler play an important
role in determining the final performance.

In the paper by Dai et al. [4], Poly(1-trimethylsilyl-1-propyne) (PTMSP), a polymer with an
exceptionally high gas permeation rate but a serious aging problem and low selectivity, was combined
with different selective fillers with the aim of increasing its selectivity. The gas permeation of the hybrid
membranes was evaluated using a mixed gas permeation test with the presence of water vapour to
simulate the flue gas conditions. The addition of ZIF-L improves the CO2/N2 selectivity at the expenses
of CO2 permeability, while the addition of TiO2, ZIF-7 and ZIF-8 increases the CO2 permeability but
the CO2/N2 selectivity decreases. The hybrid membranes are characterized by high thermal stability,
while the poor affinity with the polymer phase causes the formation of interfacial voids. The solvent
used for the membrane preparation has a strong effect on the final performance, as is usually the
case with glassy polymers. For all the hybrid membranes, increasing the water vapour content in the
gaseous streams lowers the CO2 permeability.

Escorihuela and coworkers [5] studied the effect of adding different fillers on various
polyimides suitable for gas and liquid separations, particularly for biogas upgrading and organic
solvent nanofiltration (OSN). The most promising result was obtained for Matrimid®—10 wt.%
BaCe0.2Zr0.7Y0.1O3 (BCZY) MMM, which showed improvement in CO2 and H2O permeabilities
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accompanied by increased CO2/CH4 selectivity. It was also observed that, in general, the inorganic
fillers could produce small rigidification in the polymer matrix, although they do not exhibit higher Tg.
Regarding the temperature effects, some changes were observed in the activation energy of the process,
while the incorporation of inorganic fillers did not significantly affect the permeation mechanism
determined by the polymer transport properties. Water permeability was first reported for several
polyimides and MMMs of inorganic particles with polyimides, reaching relatively high values.

In the review by Golemme and Santaniello [6], the focus is on MMMs formed by molecular
sieves dispersed in perfluorinated glassy polymers. First, the issue of compatibilization of ceramic
molecular sieves with the polymers is considered, examining the effect of the surface treatment on
the gas transport properties of the filler. Then, the preparation of the defect-free hybrid membranes
and their gas separation capabilities are described. Finally, modelling of the gas transport properties
of the perfluoropolymer MMMs is reviewed, with a four-phase approach implemented in the frame
of the Maxwell model and finite element simulation. The four-phase approach is a convenient
representation of the transport in MMMs when more than one single interfacial effect is present.
Grafting perfluorinated tails on the outer surface of zeolitic molecular sieves improved the surface
permeability and allowed the preparation of defect-free MMMs with perfluoropolymers.

Macroscopic models for describing fluid transport in glassy polymers are computationally
inexpensive but their accuracy can be limited by the absence of the experimental information required
to parametrize them. Two important cases of study are reported: the simulation of mixed gas sorption,
and the facilitated transport process.

As pointed out above, the mixed gas sorption in glassy polymers is complicated by the presence
of competition effects and it is important to rely on predictive models which could estimate the mixed
gas performance in the absence of specific experimental data. The paper by Ricci and De Angelis [7]
aims at assessing the performance of a model used to predict the mixed-gas solubility and selectivity
of glassy membranes, the Dual Mode Sorption (DMS) model in its multicomponent extension.

The data of CO2/CH4 mixtures in three high free volume glassy polymers, PTMSP, PIM-1 and
tetrazole-modified PIM-1 (TZ-PIM), were taken as test cases. These systems exhibit deviations from
the ideal pure-gas behavior, especially due to competition. The DSM model parameters retrieved
from the best fit of pure-gas sorption isotherms provided a good qualitative picture of sorption in
mixed-gas conditions, displaying a reduction in solubility that was experimentally observed and
due to competition. A sensitivity analysis carried out on the DMS model parameters revealed that a
small uncertainty in the pure-gas data propagates greatly in the mixed-gas calculation, limiting the
quantitative accuracy of the mixed-gas prediction in the absence of experimental mixed-gas data to use
for validation. The authors concluded that the DSM model is a useful tool for a first estimate of the
mixed-gas effects, due to its simplicity, but that for quantitative accuracy one might resort to other
models such as the Non Equilibrium Lattice Fluid (NELF) model.

The Facilitated Transport (FT) process is one of the most promising processes when it comes to
CO2 capture with membranes, because the reaction taking place between diffusing CO2 and certain
aminic species present in the membrane boosts the CO2 selectivity and permeability. The process is
composed of pure diffusion and chemical reaction between solute and carrier and requires a specific
modeling approach. The review by Rea et al. [8] elucidates the various models devoted to explaining
the FT mechanism in the two main families of carrier-mediated membranes: the mobile carrier (MC)
systems where the carrier is free to diffuse across the membrane, and the fixed site carrier (FSC) where
the carrier is fixed to the polymeric backbone.

For the MC systems, the models by Teramoto and by Morales-Cabrera et al. seem to be the more
flexible ones as they can be applied in a wide range of operative conditions, without strong assumptions
but with the numerical solution of a system of equations. The simpler models, provided by Smith
and Quinn, Noble et al. and Jeema and Noble, have a good descriptive ability coupled with a very
simple mathematical form, but they are only valid under certain assumptions. For the FSC systems,
interesting approaches are those by Noble (1992), Kang et al. (1996) and Zarca et al. (2017). Despite
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the number of modeling tools available, the main issue is the knowledge of the physico-chemical
parameters of the models, which are difficult to determine experimentally.

The modeling of fluid transport in glassy polymers can be made less reliant on experimentally-
derived parameters by using more predictive modeling tools like atomistic simulations. However,
glassy materials are challenging for such methods, due to the long relaxation times that make the
calculations computationally expensive. The review by Vergadou and Theodorou [9] aims at giving an
overview of the most recent efforts dedicated to the development of molecular and multiscale methods
for the simulation of sorption and diffusion in glassy polymers. The basic concepts of equilibrium and
non-equilibrium Molecular Dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo (MC) techniques for simulating polymers
and sorption and diffusion of small molecules are introduced. For diffusion, the focus is placed on
multiscale methods that adopt infrequent event analysis of elementary diffusive jumps, such as the
Transition State Theory (TST) and the Transition Path Sampling (TPS) Method. Indeed, penetrant
jumps between sorption sites in glassy polymers cannot be simulated with MD, due to the excessively
long computational times required. Multiscale methods such as those based on coarse-graining/reverse
mapping for the generation of realistic polymeric configurations and for the sorption and diffusion
phenomena in polymers per se are also discussed. Recent approaches designed to cut down on the
computational cost, such as mesoscopic kinetic MC techniques that utilize atomistic information and
coarse-grained MD simulations with appropriate time mapping, are discussed. Finally, open challenges
and future perspectives of molecular simulations of transport in dense membranes are illustrated.

In conclusion, it can be said that glassy polymers, and their use in applications where fluid
transport is important, still have open issues that need to be investigated. We hope that this Special
Issue provides inspiration to new and established scientists in the field, and a source of information
about the different aspects of the problem that often need to be considered altogether.
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Abstract: In this paper, the sorption thermodynamics of low-molecular-weight penetrants in a glassy
polyetherimide, endowed with specific interactions, is addressed by combining an experimental
approach based on vibrational spectroscopy with thermodynamics modeling. This modeling approach is
based on the extension of equilibrium theories to the out-of-equilibrium glassy state. Specific interactions
are accounted for in the framework of a compressible lattice fluid theory. In particular, the sorption
of carbon dioxide, water, and methanol is illustrated, exploiting the wealth of information gathered
at a molecular level from Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy to tailor thermodynamics
modeling. The investigated penetrants display a different interacting characteristic with respect to the
polymer substrate, which reflects itself in the sorption thermodynamics. For the specific case of water, the
outcomes from molecular dynamics simulations are compared with the results of the present analysis.

Keywords: glassy polymers; sorption thermodynamics; lattice fluid theory; polyetherimide; carbon
dioxide; water; methanol

1. Introduction

Sorption thermodynamics of low-molecular-weight compounds within synthetic polymers, as well
as the associated interactional issues, is a subject of considerable technological and fundamental
interest, as proven by the recent literature reporting on experimental characterization techniques,
theoretical approaches, and molecular simulations [1–13]. Sorption of gases and vapors in polymers has
important technological implications as, for example, durability of polymer matrices for composites [14],
membranes for separation of liquid and gaseous mixtures [15–18], and barrier polymers for packaging
applications [19].

Depending on the chemical structure of the polymer and the penetrant, the system can be
endowed with specific interactions, such as hydrogen bonding or other acid–base type interactions.
We previously investigated and theoretically modeled sorption thermodynamics of gases and vapors
in glassy polymers characterized by different levels of interactions [20–23] by complementing the
theoretical modeling with the wealth of information gathered from vibrational spectroscopy and
gravimetric measurements. These techniques provided a comprehensive molecular characterization
of the systems under scrutiny, which was used to tailor the structure of the model. In detail,
the experimental results were successfully interpreted using the so-called non-equilibrium theory
for glassy polymers with non-random hydrogen bonding (NETGP-NRHB) [22], a model based on
a compressible lattice fluid framework which is able to account both for the specific interactions and the
non-equilibrium nature of glassy polymers. This approach is based on an extension of the equilibrium
NRHB equation of state (EoS) theory [24,25], originally developed by Panayiotou et al. to deal with

Membranes 2019, 9, 23; doi:10.3390/membranes9020023 www.mdpi.com/journal/membranes7
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rubbery polymers. This extension was performed following the procedure introduced by Sarti and
Doghieri [26,27].

Polyimides find relevant applications as membrane materials in view of their permeability and
selectivity properties, as well as of their strong resistance to organic solvents [28]. Polyetherimide
(PEI) belongs to this class of polymers. It is an amorphous engineering thermoplastic with a relatively
high glass transition temperature (∼=216 ◦C), a chain flexibility provided by ether groups, and high
heat resistance imparted by aromatic imide groups. Thanks to its excellent chemical, mechanical,
thermal, and transport properties, and to its durability [29–31], it is the material of choice for several
separation processes [19,32–35]. Understanding at a molecular level the interactions between polymer
backbone and penetrants is crucial for the optimal design of separation processes. In particular,
hydrogen-bonding (HB) interactions significantly affect membrane mass transport and separation
performances in those processes involving water and alcohols [36–45].

We present here a theoretical analysis of the sorption of low-molecular-weight penetrants in
PEI combined with experimental investigations. The present contribution puts together unpublished
results on the CO2–PEI system with results on the H2O–PEI and CH3OH–PEI systems obtained
by our group and already reported in recent publications [20,46–48]. The aim was to compare
the thermodynamic behavior of systems displaying widely different interactive characteristics.
As anticipated, non-equilibrium lattice fluid models are combined with Fourier-transform infrared
(FTIR) spectroscopy and gravimetric analyses. Information gathered from the experiments was used to
identify the involved interactions to be accounted for in the modeling and to validate model predictions.
A rather clear physical picture emerged on self- and cross-interactions, providing quantitative and
qualitative indications on the involvement of the moieties present on the polymer backbone.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Totally amorphous PEI (see Scheme 1) was a commercial-grade product, kindly supplied by
Goodfellow Co., PA, USA, in the form of a 50.0-μm-thick film. To obtain film thicknesses suitable for
FTIR spectroscopy, the original product was first dissolved in chloroform (15% w/w concentration)
and then cast onto a tempered glass support. The solution was spread using a calibrated Gardner
knife, which allows one to control the film thickness in the range of 10–70 μm. The cast film was dried
1 h at room temperature and 1 h at 80 ◦C to allow most of the solvent to evaporate, and at 120 ◦C under
vacuum over night. At the end of the drying protocol, the film was removed from the glass substrate
by immersion in distilled water at 80 ◦C.

Scheme 1. Chemical structure of PEI.

Thinner films (1.0–3.0 μm) were prepared via a two-step, spin-coating process performed
with a Chemat KW-4A apparatus from Chemat Technologies Inc (Northridge, CA, USA). Spinning
conditions were 12 s at 700 rpm for the first step and 20 s at 1500 rpm for the second step. The spin-
coated films were dried in the same conditions as for the thicker films, and freestanding samples were
removed in distilled water at room temperature.

Methanol used for sorption experiments was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Milano, Italy) with
purity higher than 99.6%. Deionized water was used for water vapor sorption experiments. Before use,
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both water and methanol were degassed through several freezing–thawing cycles. CO2 with a purity
of 99.5% was purchased from Linde, Germany.

2.2. Gravimetric Measurements

The apparatus used to determine the sorption isotherms in PEI was based on the measurement
of the elongation of a calibrated quartz spring microbalance (see Figure 1). The microbalance system
recorded the weight gain of a sample exposed to a controlled environment (temperature and pressure
of gaseous CO2 or of water and methanol vapor) The quartz spring was placed in a water-jacketed
glass cell that was connected, through service lines, to a CO2 cylinder or to a water or methanol
reservoir, to a turbo-molecular vacuum pump, and to pressure transducers. The polymer sample
hung from the hook of the quartz spring. Changes in weight of the sample determined by sorption
of the penetrant brought about the elongation of the spring that was monitored using a traveling
camera, equipped with a macro objective, screwed on a computer-controlled piezoelectric slide. The
microbalance provided a sensitivity of 1.0 μg with an accuracy of ±2.0 μg.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of quartz spring sorption apparatus in the configuration for
vapour sorption. In the case of gas sorption, a penetrant reservoir is substituted by service lines to
the gas cylinder. The polyetherimide (PEI) film sample hangs from the quartz spring located in the
measuring cell.

Gravimetric sorption isotherms were collected at 18, 27, and 35 ◦C in the case of CO2, at 30, 45, 60,
and 70 ◦C in the case of water, and at 30 ◦C in the case of methanol. Sorption tests were performed
starting from neat polymer by increasing the pressure of penetrant in a stepwise manner, waiting for
the attainment of a constant weight at each step. Full details about the experimental procedure are
given elsewhere [20–22].

2.3. In Situ FTIR Spectroscopy

Spectroscopic analysis of sorption processes was performed by time-resolved acquisition of the
spectra of polymer films exposed to gaseous carbon dioxide or water and methanol vapors, at a
constant pressure. These measurements were carried out in the transmission mode, and sorption
kinetics was monitored up to the attainment of equilibrium.

The spectroscopic set-up consisted of a diffusion cell placed in the sample compartment of
a suitably modified FTIR spectrometer. In the case of CO2 sorption, the tests were performed with
flowing gas. A schematic view of the apparatus is reported in Figure 2. The cell was connected to
a gas line where the flux was regulated by a mass-flow controller and the downstream pressure was
controlled by a solenoid valve. The cell temperature could be controlled between −190 ◦C and 350 ◦C.
Differential sorption tests at 35 ◦C were performed by increasing stepwise the CO2 pressure within the
40–150 Torr range.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of experimental apparatus for Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy measurements of CO2 sorption. The PEI film sample is located inside the test cell,
normally to the IR beam of the FTIR spectrometer.

In the case of water and methanol vapors, the tests were performed in static conditions. A custom-
designed vacuum-tight FTIR cell was used to acquire the time-resolved FTIR spectra during the
sorption experiments (see Figure 3). The cell, whose temperature could be controlled between −20 ◦C
and 120 ◦C, positioned in the sample compartment of the spectrometer, was connected through service
lines, to a water or methanol reservoir, a turbo-molecular vacuum pump, and pressure transducers. Full
details of the experimental set-up are reported in References [49,50]. Before each sorption measurement,
the sample was dried under vacuum overnight at the test temperature in the same apparatus used
for the test. Differential sorption tests at 30 ◦C were performed by increasing stepwise the relative
pressure of the vapor, p/p0 (where p is the pressure of the vapor and p0 is the vapor pressure at the
test temperature), within the 0.0–0.6 range.

Figure 3. Schematic representation of experimental apparatus for FTIR measurements of H2O and
methanol vapor sorption. The PEI film sample is located inside the test cell, normally to the IR beam of
the FTIR spectrometer.

Spectra were collected using a Spectrum 100 FTIR spectrometer (PerkinElmer, Norwalk, CT, USA),
equipped with a Ge/KBr beam splitter and a wide-band deuterated triglycine sulfate (DTGS) detector.
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The spectral resolution was set to 2 cm−1, with an optical path difference (OPD) velocity of 0.5 cm/s.
Collection time for a single spectrum was 2.0 s. Spectra were collected and stored for further processing
in the single-beam mode. A dedicated software package was employed to control automated data
acquisition (Timebase from Perkin-Elmer).

The cell without sample, at the test conditions, was used as background to obtain full absorbance
spectra (i.e., polymer plus sorbed compound). The spectra representative of the different penetrants
were isolated by difference spectroscopy (DC), which allowed us to eliminate the interference of the
polymer substrate.

Ad(v) = As(v) − kAr(v),

where v is the frequency, and Ad(v), As(v), and Ar(v) are, respectively, the difference spectrum (the
sorbed penetrant), the sample spectrum (the polymer containing the sorbed penetrant), and the
reference spectrum (the dry polymer). The subtraction factor, k, allows to compensate for changes
in the optical path (sample thickness) resulting from possible swelling. In the present cases, it was
verified by spectroscopic means that a negligible volume change occurred; hence, a k value of 1 was
consistently taken.

In the transmission FTIR measurements, sample thickness could be used to adjust the sensitivity,
provided that the polymer substrate made no or limited interference in the frequency range where
the relevant signals of the penetrant spectrum were located. Obviously, the sensitivity increment was
achieved at the expense of the time to equilibration, and a trade-off was established between sensitivity
and experiment duration. For this reason, thick samples (40–60 μm) were used to monitor the spectrum
of the penetrant, whose concentration was very low, thus achieving an optimum signal-to-noise ratio.
Conversely, to investigate the effect of the penetrant on the polymer spectrum, thin films were used
(1–3 μm) that allowed keeping the intense carbonyl bands of PEI in the range of linearity of the
absorbance vs. concentration curve.

3. Theoretical Background: Modeling of Sorption Thermodynamics

Sorption thermodynamics of low-molecular-weight compounds in glassy polymers was addressed
using different approaches, some of which account for the molecular details associated with this
process. In fact, there are various sorption modes, occurring simultaneously, that should be considered
in modeling sorption equilibria: bulk dissolution and specific interactions (including self and cross
hydrogen bonding, Lewis acid/Lewis base interactions, and penetrant clustering). Another relevant
issue, when dealing with glassy polymers, is their non-equilibrium nature. In this section, we provide
an overview of some significant lattice fluid modeling approaches proposed in the literature to interpret
sorption thermodynamics in rubbery and glassy polymers. The reader is referred to Appendix A for
the mathematical details of some theoretical approaches relevant in the present context.

In the last four decades, EoS-based theoretical models were introduced to address equilibrium
thermodynamics of rubbery polymer–penetrant mixtures, possibly accounting for the occurrence of
specific interactions (e.g., hydrogen bonding (HB) and Lewis acid/Lewis base interactions). Sorption
thermodynamics in glassy polymers, endowed or not with specific interactions, was successfully
interpreted by properly extending the equilibrium models, originally developed to describe sorption
thermodynamics in rubbery polymers, to the case of polymers in an out-of-equilibrium glassy state.

The compressible lattice fluid (LF) model proposed by Sanchez–Lacombe (SL) [51–53] is one of the
early examples of EoS-based approaches that were developed to describe sorption in rubbery polymers.
Such a model assumes that a random mixing occurs within the polymer–penetrant mixture. The lattice
fluid framework for fluid mixtures takes each component (i.e., polymer and low-molecular-weight
penetrant in the present context) as consisting of a series of chemically bonded -mers, each one
accommodated in a cell of the lattice. Since the lattice is compressible, not all the cells are occupied
by the -mers, some of them being possibly empty (holes). Chemical bonds are established between
first neighbor -mers belonging to the same molecule, but contacts are also established with other
non-bonded -mers located in adjacent first-neighbor cells. The coordination number, z, which is
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a parameter of the model lattice, rules the number of contacts between first-neighbor cells. Contacts
established between -mers of the same type are named homogeneous; otherwise, they are said to
be heterogeneous. Sorption equilibrium in binary systems is ruled by the equivalence of chemical
potentials of each component in the two phases in contact, i.e., the polymer–penetrant mixture and
the gaseous phase. The SL theory provides the expressions for the chemical potentials of each of
the mixture components, as well as the expression of the equations of state of the mixture and of
each pure component. Since it is generally assumed that no polymer is present in the gaseous phase,
the equivalence is only imposed to the chemical potentials of the penetrant in the two phases in contact.
Densities of the two phases in contact are provided by the EoS of each phase. Parameters of the model
are the three scaling parameters of the EoS for the two pure components and the value of the binary
interaction parameter that is related to the energy associated to formation of heterogeneous contacts
occurring between the -mers of the two components in a binary mixture and the energy associated to
the formation of homogeneous contacts between the -mers of each component.

Later, lattice fluid theories were further developed to describe sorption of low-molecular-weight
compounds in rubbery polymers for systems endowed with HB interactions. These approaches were
developed by properly modifying available LF models that account only for mean field interactions to
include the effect of occurrence of self and cross hydrogen bonding. Worthy of mention is the model
proposed by Panayiotou and Sanchez (PS) [54] that, starting from the original Sanchez–Lacombe
theory, introduced additional terms accounting for the formation of HB interactions. A key assumption
in this development was the factorization of the configurational partition function in two separate
contributions, respectively associated with mean field interactions and to specific interactions. The PS
model, in fact, combines the SL mean field contribution with an HB contribution formulated on the
basis of a combinatorial approach first proposed by Veytsman [55,56]. This model requires, in addition
to the parameters already mentioned in the case of SL theory, the HB interaction parameters associated
with each type of proton donor–proton acceptor adduct that can be formed in the system.

A remarkable intrinsic simplification of the SL model, as well as of the related PS model, is that the
evaluation of the mean field contribution is, in both cases, based on a random arrangement of r-mers
and holes in the lattice. This assumption is that a more inappropriate arrangement suggests a greater
number of non-athermal contacts occurring between different kinds of r-mers [57]. Several approaches
were then proposed to account for possible non-random distribution of contacts by following the
pioneering work of Guggenheim [58]. As a first step, systems without specific interactions were
addressed. Also in this case, the assumption was that the partition function can be factorized, in an
ideal random contribution and in a non-random contribution “correction term”. The latter was
formulated considering the establishment of each contact as a reversible chemical reaction (the so-called
“quasi-chemical approximation”). The original development proposed by Guggenheim was based on
a lattice fluid system without holes, but Panayiotou and Vera (PV) improved this theory by introducing
a compressible LF model (i.e., with the presence of hole sites) [59]. In the PV model, only contacts
between -mers of the mixture components were non-random, while the hole site distribution was
still random. Later, You et al. [60] and Taimoori and Panayiotou [61] further upgraded this approach
introducing the non-randomness of all the possible couples of contacts, still adopting a non-random
quasi-chemical approximation.

A further step consisted in the formulation of an LF-EoS theory accounting both for the occurrence
of specific interactions and for the non-randomness of distribution of contacts within the lattice.
In fact, Yeom et al. [62] and Panayiotou et al. [2,24,25,63,64] modified the PV approach to include the
contribution of HB interactions. Again, the key assumption was the factorization of the configurational
partition function in different terms: a mean field random term, a non-randomness “correction term”,
and a term accounting for specific interactions. In the present context, the non-random model is of
particular interest, which also accounts for cross and self HB interactions, proposed by the group of
Panayiotou in References [2,24,25]. We refer to this theory hereafter as the “non-random lattice fluid
hydrogen bonding” (NRHB) model. The theory can be used to calculate the chemical potential of
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the polymer and of the penetrant, both in the polymer mixture and in the vapor or gaseous phase in
equilibrium with it, as well as the EoS of both phases. The types of parameters required to perform
calculations are similar to those required in the case of PS model. Examples of good correlations of
the experimental sorption isotherms using the NRHB model were provided by Tsivintzelis at al. [65]
for the case of mixtures of poly(ethylene glycol), poly(propylene glycol), poly(vinyl alcohol), and
poly(vinyl acetate) with several solvents, including water.

The theories discussed so far are well suited to describe the sorption behavior of rubbery
polymers. When dealing with modeling of sorption thermodynamics in a glassy polymer, one has
to tackle an additional complexity, i.e., the non-equilibrium nature of the glassy state. Rational
non-equilibrium thermodynamics provides an adequate theoretical framework to address this issue.
In fact, using a proper reformulation, it is possible to extend the equilibrium theories developed for
mixture thermodynamics—adequate for describing sorption thermodynamics in rubbery polymers—to
the case of sorption in glassy polymers. This procedure is based on thermodynamics endowed
with internal state variables. Order parameters that mark the departure, at a certain pressure and
temperature, from the equilibrium conditions, are selected to play the role of internal state variables.
In fact, in addition to the external state variables, which are the only ones needed to describe the
state of a system at equilibrium (e.g., pressure, temperature, and concentration), a set of order
parameters are used as internal state variables to provide a proper interpretation of the state of
non-equilibrium glassy polymer–penetrant mixtures. This line of thought was introduced by Sarti and
Doghieri [26,27], which adopted the density of the polymer in the mixture as the only order parameter
and internal state variable. These authors introduced a procedure that enables the extension to
non-equilibrium glassy systems of several equilibrium statistical thermodynamics mixture theories (in
Appendix A, some further details are provided). This approach, referred to as “non-equilibrium
thermodynamics for glassy polymers” (NETGP) [66], was demonstrated to be very effective in
describing the thermodynamics of numerous binary and ternary glassy polymer–penetrant mixtures.
A relevant difficulty that one encounters when applying this theory is that the expression for evolution
kinetics of the internal state variable has to be known. To avoid dealing with complex evolution
kinetics of non-equilibrium polymer density, a “simplified” version of this approach considers the
polymer as being “frozen” in a kinetically locked pseudo-equilibrium (PE) state. This assumption
is legitimate for glassy polymers at temperatures well below their glass transition temperature and
when the concentration of penetrant within the polymer phase is low. To deal with cases in which
such conditions do not occur, the theory was properly formulated to take also into account the
structural evolution of the glassy system during penetrant sorption. The NETGP approach requires the
knowledge of the same parameters as for the equilibrium theory from which it is derived. The phase
equilibrium is still dictated by the equivalence of chemical potentials of each component in the two
phases. However, differently from the case of sorption in rubbery polymers, no equation of state can
be written for the polymer phase. In fact, in the case of glassy polymers, the value of polymer density
cannot be calculated using an equilibrium EoS, but is determined by its intrinsic evolution kinetics;
its value, which is necessary to perform model calculations, should be known from independent
experimental data. In particular, in the present context, we refer to the so called “non-equilibrium
lattice fluid” (NELF) model [26,27] as the NETGP extension of the equilibrium Sanchez–Lacombe
theory to treat sorption in glassy polymers not endowed with specific interactions (see Appendix A,
for details).

To deal with sorption thermodynamics for glassy polymer–penetrant systems exhibiting specific
interactions, extensions of equilibrium models able to cope with self- and cross-interactions were then
proposed. Referring to the case of EoS-based models, of particular relevance are the extensions of
“statistical associating fluid theory” (SAFT) [67] and NRHB [68] approaches. Our group developed
and applied an extension of the NRHB model to non-equilibrium glassy polymers to account for HB
interactions in water/glassy polymer mixtures [22]. We refer to this model here as NETGP-NRHB (see
Appendix A for details). Again, this model requires the same parameters as for the equilibrium NRHB
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model. In addition, the value of polymer density should also be known, since it cannot be provided by
an EoS.

4. Results and Discussion

In this section, we discuss the results of experimental analysis and of theoretical modeling
of the PEI–CO2, PEI–water, and PEI–methanol systems. Results of in situ FTIR spectroscopy
are presented along with their elaboration by means of two-dimensional correlation spectroscopy
(2D-COS) [23,69–71]. Indications emerging from FTIR measurements were used to tailor the structure
of sorption thermodynamics model, which was then used to fit gravimetric sorption isotherms.

4.1. PEI–CO2 System

4.1.1. FTIR Analysis: Absorbance, Difference, and Two-Dimensional Correlation Spectra

As reported in Section 2.3, to achieve an optimum signal-to-noise ratio, thick samples were used
to monitor the spectrum of the penetrant, whose concentration was very low. Conversely, to analyze
the effect of the sorbed penetrant on the polymer spectrum, thin films were used in order to keep the
relevant bands of PEI in the range of linearity of the absorbance vs. concentration curve. In Figure 4A,
the spectra of a fully dried film (red trace) and of the same film equilibrated at 35 ◦C under a CO2

pressure of 150 Torr (blue trace), collected on a 37.7-μm-thick film, are compared. This was the kind
of sample used to perform the subtraction spectroscopy analysis on the spectral region populated by
signals associated to penetrant molecules. In Figure 4B, the same comparison for the spectra collected
on a much thinner film, with a thickness of 2.6 μm, is shown. This was the kind of sample used to
perform the subtraction spectroscopy analysis in the spectral region with signals characteristic of the
polymer, in order to detect possible perturbations related to the presence of sorbed CO2. In particular,
attention was focused on the intense carbonyl bands of PEI, and the thickness was selected to keep
the associated absorbance vs. concentration curve in the range of linearity. It is worth noting that,
in the case of the “thin” sample, the weakness of the penetrant signals, even at the maximum CO2

pressure, did not allow a reliable band-shape analysis. Furthermore, the sorption kinetics was so fast
that a time-resolved measurement and the associated two-dimensional correlation analysis (vide infra)
were unfeasible.

It was immediately apparent, from the comparison of the two traces reported in Figure 4A, that
sorbed carbon dioxide produced two signals, centered at 2336 and 655 cm−1. The high-frequency band
was due to the antisymmetric stretching mode (ν3) at 2336 cm−1 plus a satellite peak at 2324 cm−1.
The latter component was a non-fundamental transition, in particular a hot band enhanced by Fermi
resonance with the main stretching mode [72]. It is to be stressed that the peak at 2324 cm−1 was not
due to a second CO2 species, but to a further signal produced by the same species that generated the
main absorption at 2336 cm−1.

The ν3 mode was well suited for quantitative analysis and for achieving information at the
molecular level. The carbon dioxide bending mode (ν2) found at around 655 cm−1 was less useful,
being much weaker and superimposed onto intense polymer bands. The suppression of the polymer
matrix interference by difference spectroscopy [50,69] allows one to isolate the spectrum of absorbed
CO2. The integrated absorbance of the 2336 cm−1 band was collected at each pressure as a function of
sorption time up to attainment of sorption equilibrium.

In Figure 5A, the ν3 band of CO2 after sorption equilibrium at different pressures is reported.
The correlation between integrated absorbance and gravimetric data, collected at 35 ◦C, at sorption
equilibrium at different CO2 pressures, is represented in Figure 5B. The behavior was linear through
the origin, thus verifying the Lambert–Beer law, which allows one to convert the absorbance data into
absolute concentration values. In the explored pressure range (40–160 Torr), the sorption isotherm
was linear (see Figure 5C). The band-shape of the ν3 mode was exactly coincident at all pressures (see
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Figure 5A) indicating that, in the explored range, the molecular interactions formed with the polymer
substrate did not depend on CO2 concentration.

The time-resolved spectra were subjected to 2D-COS analysis, which is very effective for
investigating molecular interactions [69]. This is a perturbative technique applied to systems that are
initially at equilibrium; these are then subjected to an external stimulus and the spectral response of the
system is treated by a correlation analysis. The covariance of two correlated signals (peak absorbance,
in the present case) is measured as a function of a third common variable related to the perturbing
function (time, in the present case). This procedure spreads the spectral data over a second frequency
axis and allows unambiguous assignments through the correlation of bands. It produces synchronous
and asynchronous maps. In the latter, the correlation intensity for signals evolving at the same rate
vanishes [71], thus providing a resolution enhancement. Moreover, valuable dynamic information can
be also gathered.

In Figure 6A,B, the synchronous spectrum in the 2250–2420 cm−1 range, obtained from the time-
resolved spectra collected during the sorption experiment at 150 Torr and 308 K, and the power spectrum,
i.e., the autocorrelation profile taken across the main diagonal, are reported. The synchronous spectrum
(Figure 6A) displays a highly characteristic cross-shape; in the power spectrum (Figure 6B), a strong
auto-peak was detected at 2336 cm−1, corresponding to the main component in the frequency spectrum,
plus a weak, fully resolved feature at 2324 cm−1. The off-diagonal wings present in the synchronous
map (Figure 6A) extend by about 60 cm−1 and reflect the presence of a further component, increasing on
sorption or decreasing on desorption concurrently with the main peaks (at 2336 and 2324 cm−1). The
elongated shape of the off-diagonal feature indicated that this component was significantly broader than
the main peaks.

(A) 

 
(B) 

Figure 4. (A) Absorbance spectra of fully dried PEI (red trace) and PEI equilibrated at 35 ◦C at a CO2

pressure of 150 Torr (blue trace). The insets highlight the bands of sorbed CO2. The spectra were
collected on a 37.7-μm-thick film. (B) Same as (A); measurement performed on a 2.6-μm-thick film.
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Figure 5. (A) The ν3 band of CO2 after sorption equilibrium at different pressures. (B) Absorbance of
the ν3 band as a function of sorbed CO2 as evaluated gravimetrically at 35 ◦C. (C) FTIR isotherm at
35 ◦C. The right axis was obtained from the calibration curve of Figure 5B.

Figure 6. (A) Synchronous spectrum obtained from the time-resolved spectra collected during the
sorption experiment performed at 150 Torr and at 35 ◦C. (B) Power spectrum calculated therefrom.

The asynchronous spectrum was featureless (see Figure 7A,B). Only noise was present despite the
significant intensity of the band and its complex structure. This result was relevant; it demonstrated
that all the components in the ν3 profile evolved synchronously, which, in turn, signified that the
species they originated from had comparable dynamics or, alternatively, that a single molecular
species produced all the observed components. Albeit no conclusive evidence is yet available, we are
inclined toward the second hypothesis, in view of previous studies on solvated low-molecular-weight
compounds [73,74].
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Figure 7. (A) Asynchronous spectrum obtained from the time-resolved spectra collected during the
sorption experiment performed at 150 Torr and at 35 ◦C. (B) Iso-frequency profile at 2334 cm−1.

Similar band profiles were reported in the literature (i.e., a broad Gaussian component
superimposed onto a sharper peak of larger intensity) and were interpreted assuming the Gaussian part
as being a remnant of the gas-phase spectrum, while the sharp, Lorentz-like component was interpreted
as the purely vibrational transition active in the condensed phase (but not in the gas-phase) [73,74].
According to this interpretation, the two-component band-shape was the consequence of probe
dynamics within the molecular environment (essentially free rotation in the early stages of the
relaxation process, 0.2–1.0 ps), which produced the Gaussian part, and a random rotational diffusion
regime at later stages (the so-called Debye regime), giving rise to the Lorentzian part. The band-shape
models based on small-molecule mobility invariably tend to overlook the role played by molecular
interactions. This is partially due to the difficulty in embracing the effects of specific contacts in
a random collisional framework. In the present case, the specific interaction between CO2 and PEI
emerged clearly from the vibrational analysis (vide infra) and was taken into account when interpreting
the band-shape and the 2D-COS results. Our view is that the probe molecules sorbed in PEI were
characterized by very short free-rotation regimes (the Gaussian component is barely detectable in
the frequency spectrum); the main component was due to a single molecular species of CO2 forming
a specific type of interaction with the polymer substrate. The uniqueness of the interaction is suggested
by the sharp and highly symmetrical nature of the main ν3 component, coupled with the absence of
asynchronous features in the 2D-COS map. Work is in progress to substantiate this hypothesis and to
put the above considerations on more quantitative grounds.

To complete the characterization of the probe-to-substrate interaction, we had to recognize the
functional group(s) of the PEI backbone that was (were) involved in the formation of the adduct
with the penetrant. In fact, there were several possible candidates, such as the imide carbonyls, the
ether oxygens and, to a lesser extent, the aromatic rings. The analysis was performed by detecting
the perturbation brought about by the probe to the spectrum of the substrate in terms of peak shifts
and/or band-shape distortion, effects that were subsequently interpreted in terms of geometry and
electron-density distribution of the molecular aggregate. The reversibility of the observed effects was
also assessed, i.e., the obtainment of the unperturbed spectrum when the probe was fully desorbed.
Measurements of this kind require films in the thickness range of 1.0–3.0 μm, in order to maintain the
whole spectrum within the range of absorbance linearity. In the present case, these films were prepared
ad hoc via a spin-coating process. Since the interaction was weak, the effects were expected to be very
subtle; in these circumstances, difference spectroscopy was demonstrated to be a viable approach [46].
In Figure 8, the difference spectra in the frequency range 1820–1660 cm−1 are reported, obtained by
subtracting the spectrum of the fully dried sample from the spectra of the polymer sample equilibrated
with gaseous CO2 at a pressure of 150 Torr and at the different temperatures. It is explicitly noted that
the reference and the sample spectra to be subtracted were collected at the same temperature to avoid
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any spurious perturbation of the vibrational response. Lowering the temperature is expected to narrow
the peaks while increasing the separation among the components, which should enhance the shift
effect. An increase in the number of interacting CO2 molecules is also possible at lower temperatures,
as a consequence of the reduced kinetic energy of the probe.

Figure 8. Difference spectra in the PEI carbonyl range. The subtraction involves the film equilibrated at
the indicated temperatures as a sample spectrum and the fully dried sample as a reference. Both spectra
were collected at the indicated temperatures. Equilibrium sorption measurements were performed at
150 Torr.

The difference spectra in Figure 8 display the typical first-derivative features associated with
red-shifts, that is, a negative lobe preceding the positive. Thus, a lowering of the peak frequency
was produced in the CO2-containing samples. The effect was evident for both peaks occurring in the
1800–1680 cm−1 interval, according to the nature of the corresponding vibrational modes, i.e., the
in-phase, νip(C=O), and out-of-phase stretching, νoop(C=O), of the imide carbonyls. The two-lobe
profiles were symmetric, i.e., the positive and the negative components had comparable intensities
and grew progressively as the temperature decreased. Furthermore, the effect was fully reversible,
as demonstrated by comparing the reference spectrum with that of the sample equilibrated at
p = 150 Torr and subsequently desorbed. These results confirm that the observed shifts, albeit very
subtle (maximum shift of the main carbonyl component = 0.25 cm−1), actually originated from the
probe/substrate interactions and that these interactions were weak. For comparison, we recall that the
red-shift caused by the interaction of the same carbonyl groups with water molecules (H-bonding)
amounted to 0.8 cm−1 [46]. All difference spectra were featureless below 1250 cm−1. The absorbance
spectrum of PEI displays two intense bands at 1238 and 1215 cm−1, involving significant contributions
from the C–O–C stretching modes [46]. The fact that these bands (as well as aromatic peaks) remained
unaffected indicates that both the ether oxygens and the aromatic rings did not “see” the presence of
the CO2 molecules. The effects discussed above clarify the interaction mechanism: the imide carbonyls
were selectively involved in a way that produced a lowering of the C=O force constant. The carbon
atom of the carbon dioxide molecule, which brought a partial positive charge as a consequence of the
two oxygens to which it was bound, formed a weak Lewis acid/Lewis base interaction with the imide
carbonyls, as schematically represented in Figure 9. The above conclusions are in full agreement with
the 2D-COS analysis.
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Figure 9. Schematic representation of the CO2/C=O interaction.

4.1.2. Modeling Sorption Thermodynamics

The FTIR analysis presented in the previous section indicates that carbon dioxide molecules
absorbed within PEI tended to establish weak Lewis acid/Lewis base interactions with carbonyls
along the polymer backbone. The interactional energy was close to a mean field value; hence, for
the sake of a macroscopic thermodynamics description of the system, it was pointless to introduce
distinct specific interaction terms in the model (as for the NETGP-NRHB model). Based on these
premises, the NELF approach (see Appendix A, for relevant equations) was used, which provided
a good interpretation of gravimetric sorption isotherms. In Figure 10, the experimental gravimetric
sorption isotherms, along with the curves obtained by a concurrent fitting of the data with the NELF
model at three temperatures (18, 27, and 35 ◦C), are reported. Only one fitting parameter, i.e., the
Sanchez–Lacombe binary interaction parameter, χ12 (see Appendix A, for its definition), was used.
A value of χ12 = 0.0313 ± 0.003 was estimated, thus pointing to a limited deviation from the geometric
mixing rule for characteristic pressure (see Equation (A24)). The scaling parameters for the SL EoS
of pure PEI were calculated by fitting pressure, volume, and temperature (PVT) data available from
a previous investigation [20] with the SL-EoS model, while those of pure CO2 were taken from
Reference [26]. The (non-equilibrium) density values of neat PEI (i.e., ρ2,∞ as defined in Appendix A)
at each temperature (assumed here to be time-independent) used in the model were taken from the
literature [20]. All parameters are reported in Tables 1 and 2.

ρ

Figure 10. Experimental gravimetric sorption isotherms of CO2 in PEI at 18, 27, and 35 ◦C. Continuous
lines represent the results of concurrent data fitting performed with the non-equilibrium lattice fluid
(NELF) model.
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Table 1. Non-equilibrium polyetherimide (PEI) density [47].

Temperature (◦C) Density (g/cm3)

18 1.2700 ± 0.0006
27 1.2680 ± 0.0006
30 1.2673 ± 0.0006
35 1.2663 ± 0.0006
45 1.2641 ± 0.0006
60 1.2610 ± 0.0006
70 1.2589 ± 0.0006

Table 2. Scaling parameters of Sanchez–Lacombe equation of state (EoS) for PEI and CO2 [26,47].

Substance T * (K) P * (MPa) ρ * (g/cm3)

PEI 893 545 1.354
CO2 300 630 1.515

4.2. PEI–H2O System

4.2.1. FTIR Analysis: Absorbance, Difference, and Two-Dimensional Correlation Spectra

For the analysis of water absorbed in PEI, we considered the normal modes of the water molecule
in the ν(OH) frequency range (3800–3200 cm−1). Other regions of potential interest for the spectroscopic
analysis were not available for the case at hand due the exceedingly low intensity of the signals. This
system was discussed in a recent publication [46], and we present here the most relevant results.

In Figure 11A, the difference spectra in the OH stretching region (ν(OH)) are reported for the
sample equilibrated with water vapor at different p/p0 values. The band was representative of
sorbed water and exhibited a profile with two maxima at 3655 and 3562 cm−1. The well-resolved
multicomponent band-shape clearly indicated the occurrences of different water species in contrast to
the situation observed in the case of CO2, where a single component pattern was detected.

Figure 11. (A) The ν(OH) band of H2O sorbed in PEI after sorption equilibrium at different p/p0

at 30 ◦C. (B) Asynchronous spectrum obtained from the time-resolved spectra collected during the
sorption experiment performed at p/p0 = 0.6 and 30 ◦C.

To improve the resolution and to deepen the spectral interpretation, 2D-COS was also carried out
in this case; the time-resolved spectra collected during a water sorption experiment performed at a p/p0

= 0.6 were used for this purpose. The resulting asynchronous spectrum is reported in Figure 11B. The
rich pattern contrasts with the featureless map detected for the CO2–PEI system (compare Figure 11B
with Figure 7A), thus confirming that asynchronous 2D-COS spectra are a powerful and sensitive
tool to highlight complex molecular interaction scenarios. In particular, in the case of the H2O–PEI
system, it emerged that there existed two couples of signals, suggesting the presence of two distinct
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water species. In detail, the two sharp peaks at 3655–3562 cm−1 were assignedto the asymmetric and
the symmetric stretching modes (νas and νs), respectively, of isolated water molecules interacting
via H-bonding with the PEI backbone (cross-associated or first-shell water molecules). The second
doublet at 3611–3486 cm−1 was related to water molecules self-interacting with the first shell species
(self-associated or second-shell water molecules).

To identify the active sites of polymer backbone involved in the specific interaction with first-shell
water molecules, an analysis was performed on thin samples (thickness in the range 1.0–3.0 μm). The
red-shift of the νip(C=O) and νoop(C=O) modes demonstrated the involvement of the imide carbonyls
as proton acceptors in H-bonding. The peaks of the aryl ether groups remained unperturbed, which
demonstrated that their interaction with water was negligible, if present. In addition, it was found
that the largely prevalent stoichiometry of the first-shell adduct was 2:1, i.e., a single water molecule
bridged two carbonyls: –C=O—H–O–H—O=C–. The two water species identified spectroscopically are
schematically represented in Figure 12, where the peak frequencies they produced are also indicated.

f h d f d b h

second-shell (ss) 

first-shell (fs)

Figure 12. Schematic representation of the water species identified by the spectroscopic analysis.

Molecular dynamics (MD) calculations performed on this system [46] indicated that, at least in
the low-to-intermediate relative pressure range of water vapor, these bridges formed by first-shell
water were intramolecular, that is, formed by interacting with two contiguous carbonyl groups present
on the same macromolecule. In Figure 13, a snapshot of an MD calculation is reported, showing the
typical conformation of first-shell water molecules.

 

Figure 13. Snapshot of a typical first-shell (fs) configuration with an interacting water molecule
bridging two consecutive carbonyl oxygens on the same PEI chain via hydrogen bonds.

Performing a quantitative analysis of the difference spectra of water, based on the information
available from gravimetric measurements at different relative humidity, it was possible to obtain
a quantitative estimation of the amount of the two water species identified spectroscopically. Details
on the calculation procedure are reported in a previous publication [46].
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4.2.2. Modeling Sorption Thermodynamics

In view of the significant HB interactions characterizing the PEI–H2O system, the interpretation
of sorption thermodynamics of water in glassy PEI was approached using the NETGP-NRHB model
(see Appendix A for the relevant equations). Information gathered from the vibrational spectroscopy
investigation, illustrated in Section 4.2.1, was exploited to tailor the H-bonding interaction contributions
in the NETGP-NRHB model. In fact, only one proton acceptor was assumed to be present on the
polymer backbone (i.e., the carbonyl of the imide group) and water molecules were assumed to be
involved both in cross and self HB interactions. Moreover, the presence of two proton donors and two
proton acceptors was assumed for each water molecule.

Also in this case, as for the PEI–CO2 system, the non-equilibrium density of the polymer, at the
different temperatures, was assumed to be time-independent and its value was taken to be equal
to that of pure PEI. These density values, the values of the NRHB EoS scaling parameters for pure
PEI and pure water, and the values of the self HB parameters for pure water were retrieved from
the literature [20,75] and are reported in Tables 1 and 3. Experimental gravimetric water sorption
isotherms in PEI were available at four temperatures (30, 45, 60, and 70 ◦C) [47]. For the meanings of
scaling and HB interaction parameters appearing in Table 3, the reader is referred to Appendix A.

Table 3. Non-random lattice fluid hydrogen bonding (NRHB) scaling parameters and hydrogen-bonding
(HB) interaction parameter for pure PEI and H2O [20,75]. The meanings of symbols can be found in
Appendix A.

Substance ε∗s (J/mol) ε∗h (J/(molK)) v∗sp,0 (cm3/g) E0w
11 (J/mol) S0w

11 (J/(molK)) s V0w
11 (cm3/mol)

PEI 6775 ± 250 5.503 ± 0.15 0.7228 ± 0.08 - - 0.743 a -
H2O b 5336.5 −6.506 0.9703 −16,100 −14.7 0.861 0

a Calculated using UNIFAC group contribution calculation scheme [76,77]. b No confidence intervals were provided
for water parameters in Reference [75].

Concurrent fitting of the four experimental gravimetric isotherms was performed using the
NETGP-NRHB model, and the results are shown in Figure 14. The internal energy of formation of
water–polymer cross HB, E0wp

12 , the entropy of formation of water–polymer cross HB, S0wp
12 , and the

mean field binary interaction parameter, K12, were used as fitting parameters (their meanings are
discussed in Appendix A). In accordance with the previous relevant literature [65], the volume of
formation of water–polymer cross HB, V0wp

12 , was taken to be equal to zero. In Table 4, the values
of the model parameters as determined by a best fitting procedure along with their 95% confidence
intervals are reported, determined using the Jacobian method implemented in the nlinfit and nlparci
routines of the Matlab® software. As evident in Figure 14, the model provided a very good fitting of
the experimental sorption isotherms. Calculations performed to carry out isotherm data fitting using
the NETGP-NRHB model also provided a prediction for the amount of self HB (i.e., 1–1, involving
only water molecules) and of cross HB (i.e., 1–2, between water molecules and carbonyl groups of PEI)
interactions established in the PEI–water mixture equilibrated with water vapor at the different p/p0

investigated. In particular, calculations provided the number of moles of HB self-interactions (1–1) and
of moles of HB cross-interactions (1–2) per gram of amorphous PEI, indicated as n11/m2 and n12/m2,
respectively. These values predicted using the NETGP-NRHB model, at a temperature of 30 ◦C, are
compared in Figure 15 with the results obtained from FTIR spectroscopy and with the outcomes of
MD simulations [46]. The agreement is satisfactory in the whole range of water concentrations.
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Figure 14. Experimental gravimetric sorption isotherms of H2O in PEI at 30, 45, 60, and 70 ◦C. Dotted
lines represent the results of concurrent data fitting performed with the non-equilibrium thermodynamics
for glassy polymers/non-random lattice fluid hydrogen bonding (NETGP-NRHB) model.

Table 4. Non-equilibrium thermodynamics for glassy polymers (NETGP)-NRHB fitting parameters for
PEI–water mixture (note that the value of V0wp

12 was set at 0 according to Reference [24]).

k12 E0wp
12 (J/mol) S0wp

12 (J/(mol·K)) V0wp
12 (cm3/mol)

0.121 ± 0.005 −13,264 ± 200 −6.107 ± 0.100 0

 
Figure 15. Comparison of the predictions of the NETGP-NRHB model for the number of self and cross
HBs in the PEI–H2O system at 30 ◦C with the outcomes from FTIR spectroscopy and of molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations.

4.3. PEI–CH3OH System

FTIR Analysis: Absorbance, Difference, and Two-Dimensional Correlation Spectra

For the methanol–PEI system at 30 ◦C, the ν(OH) band-shape (3650–3200 cm−1 range) was
simpler than for water–PEI (compare Figures 16A and 11A) [47,48]. A single maximum was observed
at 3575 cm−1, superimposed to a broader component at lower frequencies. The occurrence of two
signals only was confirmed by the asynchronous map (Figure 16B) displaying a single cross-correlation
centered at 3441–3575 cm−1. The other features appearing in the map were relative to the correlations
with the ν(CH) signals and were not relevant for the molecular interaction analysis. Perturbation
analysis of the PEI spectrum indicated that the carbonyl groups of the polyimide acted as proton
acceptors in the H-bonding interaction with methanol, while the ν(C–O–C) band was unperturbed in
the presence of methanol, thus indicating that the involvement of ether linkages in H-bonding with
the penetrant could be ruled out.
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Figure 16. (A) The ν(OH) (3650–3200 cm−1 range) and ν(OH) (3650–3200 cm−1 range) of CH3OH
sorbed in PEI after sorption equilibrium at different p/p0 at 30 ◦C. (B) Asynchronous spectrum obtained
from the time-resolved spectra collected during the sorption experiment performed at p/p0 = 0.6 and
30 ◦C.

In the light of all the experimental evidence, the peak at 3575 cm−1 was assigned to the OH
group of methanol directly to the imide carbonyl, which represents the first-shell layer of the sorbed
penetrant. The peak at 3441 cm−1 was due to self-associated methanol molecules (dimers), and in
particular to the OH group bonded to oxygen of the first-shell species. A schematic representation the
H-bonding aggregates established in the CH3OH–PEI system is depicted in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Schematic representation of the methanol species identified by the spectroscopic analysis.

As for the case of water, it was possible to quantify the amount of each of the two methanol
species, as a function of the relative pressure of the methanol vapor phase at sorption equilibrium,
by combining the gravimetric sorption isotherm, reported in Figure 18, with the results available from
vibrational spectroscopy (see Figure 19) [47,48].

It was noted that, in the investigated range of relative pressure, the concentration of first-shell
methanol, Cfs, was significantly higher than that of second-shell methanol, Css, thus indicating that,
in this range, the monomer (i.e., a single molecule of methanol linked via HB to a carbonyl group),
whose concentration was equal to Cfs − Css, was the largely prevailing species while self-associated
aggregates were in a smaller amount and were likely to be dimers.

Fitting of the sorption isotherm was attempted both with the NELF and the NETGP-NRHB
models assuming a time-independent value of polymer density, but the results were not satisfactory,
likely due to a non-negligible structural evolution of PEI during methanol sorption. Since information
on the actual value of polymer density was not available, we were not able to properly interpret the
results with the illustrated class of lattice fluid models.
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Figure 18. Experimental gravimetric sorption isotherms of CH3OH in PEI at 30 ◦C. The continuous
line does not represent any model and is intended to guide the eye.

Figure 19. Amount of first- and second-shell methanol in PEI at equilibrium with pure methanol vapor
phase at different relative pressures and at 30 ◦C. Continuous lines do not represent any model and are
intended to guide the eye.

5. Conclusions

A molecular insight into sorption thermodynamics of low-molecular-weight penetrants in a glassy
PEI was gained in the case of three penetrants with different interactive characteristics. To this aim,
gravimetric analysis and FTIR spectroscopy were combined with macroscopic thermodynamics modeling.

For the case of sorption of carbon dioxide and water, non-equilibrium compressible lattice
fluid theories were successfully used to interpret the experimental results. For the analysis of
sorption data of carbon dioxide, an extension to non-equilibrium glassy polymers of the equilibrium
Sanchez–Lacombe theory was adopted—the so-called NELF model. Conversely, for the case of water
sorption, data were interpreted using an extension to non-equilibrium glassy polymers of the original
NRHB approach—the so-called NETGP-NRHB model—to cope with specific H-bonding interactions
occurring in the PEI–H2O system.

In both cases, information gathered from vibrational spectroscopy was useful to choose the
proper model and to tailor its structure. In fact, in the case of carbon dioxide, in view of the weak
interactions established with groups present on the polymer backbone, the NELF approach, which does
not explicitly account for specific interactions, was well suited to describe sorption thermodynamics.
On the other hand, in the case of water, FTIR spectroscopy revealed the occurrence of two water
species, one self-interacting via H-bonding and the other cross-interacting with carbonyl groups
of PEI. This identification of the interactions to be accounted for in the sorption thermodynamics
interpretation allowed us to tailor the structure of the H-bonding terms in the NETGP-NRHB model.
In this case, FTIR analysis also provided quantitative information on self and cross HB interactions
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established within the system, which was in remarkably close agreement with predictions of the
adopted theoretical approach.

In the case of methanol, we were not able to identify a suitable theoretical approach, likely due to
the effect of the penetrant on the density of the polymer substrate in the time frame of the experiments.
In this case, we limited ourselves to the spectroscopic identification of the molecular aggregates and
the population analysis.
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Appendix A

A.1. The Equilibrium NRHB Model

The NRHB model [2,24,25] is an equation of state model for fluids used to describe the equilibrium
thermodynamics of pure components and mixtures. The model is based on a non-random compressible
lattice characterized by the presence of empty sites and accounting for hydrogen-bonding interactions.
Each molecule of type i occupies ri sites (or cells) of the lattice; this value is independent of the
composition of the system. The total number of molecules in a system, N, is arranged in a lattice
consisting of Nr sites, including N0 empty sites. The lattice is characterized by a coordination number, z,
that is generally assumed to be equal to 10. The system is made of N1 molecules of type 1, N2 molecules
of type 2, and Nt molecules of type t, and is endowed with hydrogen-bonding specific interactions
involving m types of proton donors and n types of proton acceptors. The model is based on a Gibbs
partition function, Ψ, for the system, characterized by a tractable mathematical structure based on the
assumption that the canonical partition function, Q, can be factorized in two contributions—one related
to intermolecular interactions, apart from specific ones, and one associated to specific interactions.
This corresponds to the decoupling of physical (van der Waals) and specific (hydrogen bonding)
interactions. The canonical partition function is expressed as

Q = QP(T, N0, N1, N2, . . . , Nt)·QH(T, N0, N1, N2, . . . , Nt), (A1)

where the subscript P stands for “physical” and the subscript H stands for “hydrogen bonding”.
The physical contribution to the canonical partition function is, in turn, expressed as

QP(T, N0, N1, N2, . . . , Nt) = ∑
Nij

QP

(
T, N0, N1, N2, . . . , Nt, Nij

)
, (A2)

where Nij represents a vector of variables, whose generic Nij component represents the number of
lattice fluid contacts between a segment of a molecule of type i and a segment of a molecule of type j,
with i ranging from 0 to t and j ≥ i. It is worth noting that not all the possible Nij variables are present
in this vector, since they are not all independent of each other. In fact, the following material balance
equation holds:

2Nii +
t

∑
i �=j

Nij = Nizqi, (A3)

where zqi is the number of external lattice contacts per molecule for component i. As a consequence,
the independent subset of variables is that made of Nij with i ranging from 0 to t and j > i.
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The hydrogen-bonding contribution to the canonical partition function is expressed as

QH(T, N0, N1, N2, . . . , Nt) = ∑
NHB

αβ

QH

(
T, N0, N1, N2, . . . , Nt, NH

αβ

)
, (A4)

where NH
αβ represents a vector of variables, whose generic NH

αβ component represents the total number
of hydrogen-bonding interactions between proton donor groups of type α and proton acceptor groups
of type β.

The Gibbs partition function, Ψ, can be then calculated from Q as follows:

Ψ(T, P, N1, N2, . . . , Nt) =
∞
∑

N0=0

[
QP(T, N0, N1, N2, . . . , Nt)·QH(T, N0, N1, N2, . . . , Nt)·exp

(
− PV

kT

)]
(A5)

where P and V are the pressure and the volume, respectively, of the mixture. It is noted that in the NRHB
model, the “physical” canonical partition function, QP, is in turn factorized in two terms: a random
term, QPR, and a non-random correction, QPNR, which accounts for the non-random distribution of
contacts. Full details can be found in Reference [25].

The Gibbs energy can be then readily obtained as

G = −kTln[Ψ(T, P, N1, N2, . . . , Nt)] (A6)

According to a standard procedure of statistical thermodynamics, the sum in Equation (A5)
can be approximated by its maximum term. This is mathematically equivalent to equating G to the
logarithm of the generic term of the Gibbs partition function and finding its minimum with respect to
the variables Nij, NH

αβ and N0.
This minimization procedures result in the following expressions [24,25]:

Γij
2

Γii Γjj
= exp

(Δεij

RT

)
; (A7a)

ναβ

να0ν0β
= ρ̃exp

(−GH
αβ

RT

)
; (A7b)

P̃ + T̃

[
ln(1 − ρ̃)− ρ̃

(
t

∑
i=1

ϕi
li
ri
− νH

)
− z

2
ln
(

1 − ρ̃ +
q
r

ρ̃
)
+

z
2

lnΓ00

]
= 0. (A7c)

In Equation (A7a), the Γij’s are non-random factors defined as Nij/N0
ij, where N0

ij represents the
number of lattice fluid contacts between a segment of a species of type i and a segment of a species of
type j in the case of random arrangement of contacts in the lattice and Δεij is defined by the expression

Δεij = εi + ε j − 2
(
1 − kij

)√
εiε j, (A8)

where εi is the interaction energy per i–i contact within the lattice and kij is the mean field binary
interaction parameter measuring the deviation from geometric mixing rule for characteristic energies.

In Equation (A7b), ναβ represents the average number per molecular segment of hydrogen
bonding established between a proton donor of type α and a proton acceptor of type β; να0 and ν0β

are the average number of unbonded proton donors of type α and the average number of unbonded
proton acceptors of type β, respectively, per molecular segment; and GH

αβ is the molar Gibbs energy of
formation of hydrogen bonding between proton donor group of type α and proton acceptor group of
type β. The term GH

αβ is equal to EH
αβ − TSH

αβ + PVH
αβ, where EH

αβ, SH
αβ, and VH

αβ are the molar internal
energy, entropy, and volume of formation of hydrogen bonding, respectively, between proton donor
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group of type α and proton acceptor group of type β. The value of VH
αβ is generally taken as being

equal to zero [65].
In Equation (A7c), representing the equation of state of the mixture, P̃, T̃, and ρ̃ are the

scaled pressure, the scaled temperature, and scaled density of the mixture, respectively; ϕi is the
“close-packed” volumetric fraction of component i, zq is the averaged number of external lattice
contacts per molecule in the mixture, r is the average number of cells occupied per molecule in the
mixture, νH is the total number of hydrogen bonds per -mer in the mixture, and lj is a parameter that
can be calculated using the following expression [25]:

lj =
z
2
(
rj − qj

)− (rj − 1
)
. (A9)

The resulting general expression of the chemical potential for the component i in the polymer
mixture is given as follows [25]:

μi,POL
RT = ln ϕi

δiri
−ri

t
∑

j=1

ϕj lj
rj

+ lnρ̃ + ri(ṽ − 1)ln(1 − ρ̃)

− z
2 ri

[
ṽ − 1 + qi

ri

]
ln
[
1 − ρ̃ + q

r ρ̃
]
+ zqi

2

[
lnΓii +

ri
qi
(ṽ − 1)lnΓ00

]
+ri

P̃ṽ
T̃
− qi

T̃i
+

μH
i, POL
RT ,

(A10)

where the hydrogen-bonding contribution to the penetrant chemical potential, μH
i, POL, is given as

follows [9]:
μH

i, POL

RT
= riνH −

m

∑
α=1

di
αln
(

να
d

να0

)
−

n

∑
β=1

ai
βln

(
ν

β
a

ν0β

)
. (A11)

In the previous expressions ṽ = 1/ρ̃, δi is the number of configurations available to a molecule of
component i in the “close-packed” state and is a characteristic quantity for the penetrant that accounts
for the flexibility and the symmetry of the molecule (it cancels out in all equilibrium calculations of
interest here), T̃i is the scaled temperature of pure component i, di

α is the number of proton donors of
type α on the molecule of type i, ai

β is the number of proton acceptors of type β on the molecule of type

i, and να
d and ν

β
a are the total number of proton donors of type α and the average number of proton

acceptors of type β, respectively, per -mer in the mixture.
The expression of equilibrium chemical potential for component i in the mixture can be obtained

by coupling Equations (A7a)–(A7c) with Equation (A10). Phase equilibrium between a gas mixture
and a polymer mixture is dictated by the equivalence of the equilbrium chemical potentials of each
component in the two phases. In the case of penetrant sorption in a fluid or solid polymer, it is
generally assumed that no polymer is present in the gaseous phase, and that the equilibrium is dictated
only by the equivalence of chemical potentials of penetrants in the two phases.

The physical canonical partition function carries three scaling parameters for each component: (a)
the enthalpic, εh

*, and the entropic, εs, contribution to the mean field interaction energy per mole of
segment, and (b) v∗sp,0, that is, the “close-packed” specific volume of the pure component at a reference
temperature (298.15 K). For the case of a pure component i, the mean interaction energy per mole of
segment, ε∗ii, is expressed as

ε∗ii = ε∗h + (T − 298.15)ε∗s . (A12)

The so-called “close-packed” volume of a component (i.e., when no empty sites are present), can
be calculated using the following equation (where v∗sp is expressed in cm3·g−1):

v∗sp = v∗sp,0 + (T − 298.15)v∗sp,1 − 0.135 × 10−3P, (A13)
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where P is the pressure (in MPa). The pressure term in Equation (A13) is taken to be equal to zero
for low-molecular-weight compounds. v∗sp,1 is a parameter that takes the same value for a given
homologous series, and its values can be retrieved from the literature [25].

The value of ri is expressed as a function of the lattice cell volume, v*, of the “close-packed”
volume, v∗sp and of the molecular weight MWi of the component i.

ri =
MWiv∗sp

v∗ , (A14)

where v* is taken to be equal to 9.75 cm3·mol−1 for all fluids [25].
In the case of mixtures, proper mixing rules are introduced. Limiting the attention to binary

mixtures, an average number of lattice cells occupied by a molecule in the mixture can be calculated as

r =
2

∑
i=1

rixi, (A15)

where xi represents the molar fraction of component i. The average lattice fluid intersegmental
interaction energy per mole of average segment in the mixture is calculated as

ε∗ =
2

∑
i=1

2

∑
j=1

θiθjε
∗
ij, (A16a)

where
ε∗12 = (1 − k12)

√
ε∗11ε∗22, (A16b)

and θ are the concentration-dependent surface fraction of component i in the mixture.
The reduced temperature of the mixture, T̃, the reduced temperature of component i, T̃i, reduced

pressure of the mixture, P̃, and reduced density of the mixture, ρ̃, can be expressed as

T̃ =
RT
ε∗ ; T̃i =

RT
ε∗ii

P̃ =
v∗P
ε∗ ; ρ̃ =

ρ

ρ∗ , (A17)

where ρ∗ = ∑2
i=1

xi MWi
rv∗

A.2. Extension of Equilibrium Theories to Non-Equilibrium Glassy Polymers

Equilibrium models, such as the NRHB theory, are not suited to describing mixture
thermodynamics of low-molecular-weight compounds and non-equilibrium glassy polymers. To
extend equilibrium approaches to the case of non-equilibrium glassy polymers, Doghieri and Sarti
elaborated a procedure denominated the “non-equilibrium thermodynamics for glassy polymers
(NETGP)” approach [26,27,69], which is rooted in thermodynamics endowed with internal state
variables. In this section, we illustrate briefly the particular case of the application of this extension
procedure to the Sanchez–Lacombe model [54] for binary polymer–penetrant mixtures. This was the
first example of application of the NETGP procedure [26,27] that was then applied to other equation
of state equilibrium models. In the present context, we refer to this theory as the “non-equilibrium
lattice fluid” (NELF) model. Throughout this section, the subscript 1 refers to the penetrant and the
subscript 2 refers to the polymer. The Sanchez–Lacombe theory is significantly simpler than the NRHB
approach and is based on a random compressible lattice fluid model which accounts neither for the
non-randomicity of contacts nor for the establishment of specific interactions among the components
of the mixture.

In their extension of the Sanchez–Lacombe model, Sarti and Doghieri assumed that, for the
non-equilibrium glassy polymer/penetrant mixture, the thermodynamic state is identified by the
following set of variables: temperature, pressure, number of moles of penetrant, n1, and density of
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the polymer in the mixture, ρ2 [26,27]. The density of the polymer is an order parameter that rules the
departure from equilibrium and takes on the role of an internal state variable of the system, whose
rate of change over time is itself a function of the state of the system.

dρ2

dt
= f (T, P, n1, ρ2). (A18)

In the implementation of this extension procedure, it is frequently feasible to assume
f (T, p, n1, ρ2) ∼= 0. In fact, in the case of polymer systems at temperatures well below their glass
transition temperature, the density relaxation may occur on a time span much longer than that required
to reach phase equilibrium, thus implying that ρ2 is “frozen” at a roughly constant non-equilibrium
value, referred to as ρ2,∞. This is legitimate for low concentrations of penetrant within the polymer. In
such cases ρ2,∞ is taken as being equal to the starting value of dry polymer. We actually deal, in this
case, with a pseudo phase equilibrium, in view of the non-equilibrium nature of the glassy polymer.

It can be demonstrated [27] that the phase pseudo-equilibrium between a pure penetrant gaseous
phase and the “frozen” polymer–penetrant mixture is still dictated by the equivalence of chemical
potentials. Assuming that no polymer is present in the gaseous phase, in a binary case, this condition
applies only to the penetrant

μ1,POL

(
T, p, nPE

1 , ρ2,∞

)
= μ1,GAS(T, p), (A19)

where μ1,POL and μ1,GAS are the penetrant chemical potential in the polymer phase and in the gaseous
phase, respectively. In Equation (A19), μ1,GAS is consistently provided by the Sanchez–Lacombe theory
written for pure penetrant and is coupled with related equation of state expression. The symbol nPE

1
highlights that we refer to a pseudo-equilibrium polymer phase.

In Equation (A19), μ1,POL is obtained by deriving the Gibbs energy as a function of the number of
moles of penetrant.

μ1,POL =
∂G
∂n1

∣∣∣∣
T,p,ρ2

. (A20)

The expression for G is provided by an expression similar to Equation (6) where the partition
function Ψ is evaluated, using the expression provided by Sanchez–Lacombe theory, considering only
the generic term of the summation, evaluated at a single value of ρ2. Actually, a change of variable
is introduced, expressing this generic term as a function of ρ2 using the following relationship that
relates ρ2 to N0:

ρ2 =
m2

V
=

m2

rNv∗ + N0v∗ , (A21)

where m2 is the mass of polymer in the polymer–penetrant mixture (that is fixed). In performing the
derivative in Equation (A20), the generic term for G is evaluated at ρ2 = ρ2,∞. By this procedure, Sarti
et al. [26] obtained the following expression for μ1,POL according to the NELF approach:

μ1,POL

RT
= 1 + ln(ρ̃ϕ1)−

[
r0

1 +

(
r1 − r0

1
)

ρ̃

]
ln(1 − ρ̃)− r1 −

ρ̃
[
r0

1v∗1
(

P∗
1 + P∗ − ϕ2

2ΔP∗)]
RT

. (A22)

It is worth noting that, unlike NRHB, in this model, the number of -mers occupied in the lattice
by component i takes on different values for the component in the mixture (ri, which is a function of
concentration) and for the pure component (r0

i ). This last value is obtained by the scaling parameters
of the model for the pure component i. P∗

i is the scaling parameter for the pressure in the Sanchez
and Lacombe theory named “characteristic pressure” of pure component i, while P∗ is obtained by a
mixing rule as

P∗ = ϕ1P∗
1 + ϕ2P∗

2 − ϕ1 ϕ2 ΔP∗, (A23)
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with
ΔP∗ = P∗

1 + P∗
2 − 2χ12

√
P∗

1 P∗
2 . (A24)

In Equation (A24), χ12 represents the Sanchez–Lacombe binary interaction parameter. It is
worth noting that, unlike the case of equilibrium expression for chemical potential obtained by
Sanchez–Lacombe theory, the expression (A22) for non-equilibrium chemical potential does not need
to be coupled with the minimization condition for G as a function of N0.

In Equation (A22), we have

ρ̃ =
ρ2,∞

ω2ρ∗ , (A25)

where ωi is the mass fraction of component i and ρ is the “close-packed” density of the mixture, which
is a function of concentration according to

ρ∗ = − ρ∗1ρ∗2(−ω1ρ∗2 − ρ∗1 + ω1ρ∗1
) , (A26)

where ρ∗i is the scaling parameter for the density in the Sanchez–Lacombe theory for the component i.
The parameters of the NELF model are the binary interaction parameter, χ12 and the scaling

parameters of each pure component, P∗
i , T∗

i , and ρ∗i . T∗
i is the characteristic temperature of component

i. The reduced pressure, temperature, and density of each component are consequently defined as

P̃i =
P
P∗

i
; T̃i =

T
T∗

i
; ρ̃i =

ρ

ρ∗i
. (A27)

For the mixture, the corresponding scaling parameters are P*, T*, and ρ*, which can be obtained,
by proper mixing rules, from the corresponding pure component quantities.

The binary interaction parameter can be retrieved by fitting sorption isotherms with the NELF
model for chemical potential. Conversely, the pure component scaling parameters are generally
obtained by fitting equilibrium PVT data in the case of polymers and liquid–vapor equilibrium data in
the case of low-molecular-weight compounds. Obviously, the value of ρ2,∞ is also to be known and can
be retrieved by standard methods for measuring the density of polymers (e.g., by helium picnometry).

A procedure similar to that applied by Sarti and Doghieri to develop the NELF approach was
applied by our group to extend the NRHB model to the case of non-equilibrium glassy polymers [72],
developing the so-called NETGP-NRHB model. The procedure is more complex since, in this case, the
number of internal state variables is incremented. In fact, in addition to ρ2, there are also the variables
NH

αβ and the variables Nij with i ranging from 0 to t and j > i.
As already discussed, at equilibrium, the values of these variables are dictated by Gibbs energy

minimization conditions. Conversely, in non-equilibrium conditions, the values of these variables are
ruled by equations for their evolution kinetics that, in turn, are a function of the state of the system.

To simplify an otherwise complex matter, we assumed in developing the NETGP-NRHB approach
that, in analogy to the NELF model, the evolution kinetics of ρ2 is extremely slow. Conversely,
we assumed that the evolution kinetics of all the other internal state variables is “instantaneous”.
As a consequence, the values of variables NH

αβ and Nij are those that the system would exhibit
at equilibrium for the specific value of (non-equilibrium) ρ2 = ρ2,∞ and for the current value of
concentration at the system pressure and temperature. Consequently, in a binary system, the expression
for chemical potential is the one obtained from

μ1,POL =
∂G
∂n1

∣∣∣∣
T, p,n2,ρ2, Nij ,N

H
αβ

, (A28)

where the values of NH
αβ and Nij are obtained by the minimization conditions (A7a) and (A7b).
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In Equation (A28), G is provided by Equation (6) where the partition function ψ is evaluated,
using the expression provided by NRHB theory, considering only the generic term of the summation
corresponding to ρ2 = ρ2,∞ and to the values of NH

αβ and Nij obtained by the minimization conditions.

Having made the hypothesis of “instantaneous equilibrium” for the variables NH
αβ and Nij, the

constitutive class for non-equilibrium system actually becomes the same as for NELF and, for a binary
system, consists of the “external” variables T, P, n1, and n2 and of the “internal” variable ρ2. We
can then use the same arguments invoked for the NELF model to demonstrate that, at the phase
pseudo-equilibrium between glassy polymer–penetrant phase and pure penetrant gaseous phase, the
following equation holds:

μ1,POL

(
T, P, nPE

1

)
=

∂G
∂n1

∣∣∣∣
T, p,n2,ρ2, Nij ,N

H
αβ

= μ1,GAS(T, P). (A29)

In Equation (A29), μ1,GAS is consistently provided by the equilibrium NRHB theory written
for pure penetrant (see Section A.1) and is coupled with the related equation of state expression.
The following expression was finally obtained [22] for the penetrant chemical potential in the
polymer–penetrant mixture:

μ1,POL
RT = ln ϕ1

δ1r1
−r1

2
∑

j=1

ϕj lj
rj

+ lnρ̃ + r1(ṽ − 1)ln(1 − ρ̃)− z
2 r1

[
ṽ − 1 + q1

r1

]
ln
[
1 − ρ̃ + q

r ρ̃
]

+ zq1
2

[
lnΓ11 +

r1
q1
(ṽ − 1)lnΓ00

]
− q1

T̃1

+T̃

[
ln(1 − ρ̃)− ρ̃

(
2
∑

j=1

ϕj lj
rj

)
− z

2 ln
(
1 − ρ̃ + q

r ρ̃
)
+ z

2 lnΓ00

]

·
rx2· ∂ṽ

∂x1

∣∣∣
P,T,ρ2,Nij , NH

αβ

T̃
+ r1vH − m

∑
i

d1
i ln
(

vi
d

vi0

)
− n

∑
j

a1
j ln
(

vj
a

v0j

)
+vH

∂lnṽ
∂x1

∣∣∣
P,T,ρ2,Nij ,N

,H
αβ

x2r.

(A30)

This expression, coupled with Equations (A7a) and (A7b), provides the values of
non-equilibrium chemical potential of penetrant in the polymer–penetrant mixture, according to
the NETGP-NRHB model.

The parameters of the NETGP-NRHB model are the NRHB EoS parameters for pure components,
i.e., εh

*, νs, and v∗sp,0, and the hydrogen bonding parameters, i.e., the EH
αβ and SH

αβ for each proton
donor–proton acceptor couple. The values of EoS parameters and of the hydrogen-bonding
parameters for pure component interactions (self hydrogen-bonding interactions) can be retrieved
from equilibrium PVT data in the case of polymers and liquid–vapor equilibrium data in the case of
penetrants. The hydrogen-bonding parameters for interactions between polymer and penetrant (cross
hydrogen bonding interactions), as well as the binary interaction parameter, k12, are retrieved from
fitting of sorption isotherms with the NETGP-NRHB model. Regarding qi, its value can be obtained as
qi = si × ri, where si is the surface-to-volume ratio for a molecule of component i and can be estimated
using the UNIFAC group contribution model [77].

It is explicitly noted that, once fitting of the experimental sorption isotherms is carried out, the
model calculations also provide a prediction for the values of the set of variables NH

αβ and Nij for
the mixture.
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Abstract: The nonideal behavior of polymeric membranes during separation of gas mixtures
can be quantified via the solution-diffusion theory from experimental mixed-gas solubility
and permeability coefficients. In this study, CO2-CH4 mixtures were sorbed at 35 ◦C in
4,4′-(hexafluoroisopropylidene)diphthalic dianhydride (6FDA)-m-phenylenediamine (mPDA)—a
polyimide of remarkable performance. The existence of a linear trend for all data of mixed-gas
CO2 versus CH4 solubility coefficients—regardless of mixture concentration—was observed for
6FDA-mPDA and other polymeric films; the slope of this trend was identified as the ratio of gas
solubilities at infinite dilution. The CO2/CH4 mixed-gas solubility selectivity of 6FDA-mPDA and
previously reported polymers was higher than the equimolar pure-gas value and increased with
pressure from the infinite dilution value. The analysis of CO2-CH4 mixed-gas concentration-averaged
effective diffusion coefficients of equimolar feeds showed that CO2 diffusivity was not affected
by CH4. Our data indicate that the decrease of CO2/CH4 mixed-gas diffusion, and permeability
selectivity from the pure-gas values, resulted from an increase in the methane diffusion coefficient in
mixtures. This effect was the result of an alteration of the size sieving properties of 6FDA-mPDA as a
consequence of CO2 presence in the 6FDA-mPDA film matrix.

Keywords: mixed-gas sorption; mixed-gas diffusion; mixed-gas permeation; competitive sorption;
gas separation membranes; 6FDA-mPDA polyimide

1. Introduction

Conventional distillation or absorption and adsorption systems are reliable and, for existing
plants, economically feasible technologies. However, membrane units could potentially replace
these traditional unit operations, ensuring better economics and lower environmental impact [1].
To fully exploit the potential of membrane-based gas-separations, polymeric materials of high
permeability and permeability selectivity are required. Moreover, these materials must be mechanically
strong for formation of integral asymmetric and thin-film composite membranes and should also
ensure stable separation performances over time. Currently, most experimental studies reported in
the literature are based on pure-gas permeation properties of membrane materials (e.g., cellulose
acetate, polysulfone, polyphenylene oxide, polyimides, polymers of intrinsic microporosity (PIM),
and others) [2–6]. However, when gas permeation is performed under mixed-gas conditions,
permeability and permeability selectivity can deviate significantly from the pure-gas values. For
example, the pure-gas CO2/CH4 permeability selectivity of PIM-1 is ~15 (in the range of 0–10 atm
CO2 pressure), but drops to ~8 in a CO2/CH4 mixture at 10 atm partial CO2 pressure [4], that is,
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only ~50% of the ideal value. Because the overall intention of CO2-CH4 separation studies is to
design membrane materials for industrial applications, correct identification of the reasons for the
deviation from ideality of permeability selectivity is crucial. Therefore, one should describe gas
transport at both thermodynamic (sorption) and kinetic (diffusion) levels. The solution-diffusion
theory that is commonly applied to describe the transport of fluids through dense polymer membranes
affirms that permeability (Pi) can be directly determined as the combination of solubility (Si) and
diffusion (Di) coefficients of a specific gas in a membrane [7]. Hence, to accurately describe the
transport of gases through membranes, one should preferably couple mixed-gas permeation data,
measured by a well-established experimental technique [8], with mixed-gas sorption or diffusion
data. Fraga et al. [9], for example, designed and implemented a new time lag apparatus for the direct
measurement of mixed-gas permeability and diffusion coefficients in Pebax 2533, HyflonAD60X, and
PIM-EA-TB—the same instrument was used by Monteleone et al. [10] to test mixed-gas diffusion
coefficients of a spirobifluorene-based polymer of intrinsic microporosity (PIM-SBF-1). On the basis
of our experimental capabilities, we estimated mixed-gas diffusion coefficient values by applying
the solution-diffusion theory and combining experimental mixed-gas permeability and mixed-gas
sorption values. Particularly, a newly developed sorption system was used for the mixed-gas sorption
studies reported here [11]. To the best of our knowledge, so far, four types of mixed-gas sorption units
have been described in the literature [11–15] and utilized to test a total of only 11 polymers [11–23].
Furthermore, the number of studies covering the diffusion of gas mixtures in polymers—retrieved from
experiments of mixed-gas sorption and permeation—is even smaller. Some previous studies include the
following: CO2-C2H6 in XLPEO [24], n-C4H10-CH4 in poly [1-trimethylsilyl-1-propyne] (PTMSP) [25],
CO2-CH4 in 6FDA-TADPO [22], CO2-CH4 in PEO-based multi-block copolymer [26], n-C4H10-CH4

in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [27], and CO2-CH4 in PDMS [11]. In our previous work [11], we
showed that co-permeation of CO2 in mixtures with CH4 in rubbery polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
increased mixed-gas diffusion of CH4.

Similar to other commercial glassy polymers (e.g., polysulfones, cellulose acetates), polyimides
have attracted the attention of the academic and industrial community for the following reasons:
(i) strong thermal and mechanical properties (high glass transition and thermal decomposition
temperatures, high ultimate tensile strength/elongation at break, and Young’s modulus) and (ii)
excellent combination of pure-gas permeability and permeability selectivity [5]. In particular,
polyimides based on the commercially available monomer 4,4′-(hexafluoroisopropylidene)diphthalic
dianhydride (6FDA) are typically solution processable and, therefore, suitable for hollow fibers
spinning [5,28]. The polycondensation reaction of 6FDA with m-phenylenediamine (mPDA)—a
commercially available monomer—yields the high-performance 6FDA-mPDA polyimide [29,30],
shown in Figure 1. 6FDA-mPDA displays an interesting combination of pure-gas CO2 permeability of
~14 Barrer and CO2/CH4 permeability selectivity of ~70 measured at 2 atm and 35 ◦C [27]. Therefore,
this membrane material is a particularly attractive polymer to perform a case study of mixed-gas
sorption and diffusion of CO2-CH4 mixtures in polyimides. Such a study may also clarify whether the
deviation of the CO2 mixed-gas permeability from the pure-gas values can be ascribed to competitive
sorption phenomena—as commonly assumed in the literature [31–33]—or to phenomena related to
CO2-induced dilation [34].

Figure 1. Chemical structure and 3D representation of the repeat unit of
4,4′-(hexafluoroisopropylidene)diphthalic dianhydride (6FDA)-m-phenylenediamine
(mPDA) polyimide.
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In this work, we aimed to provide a full experimental description of sorption and diffusion of
CO2-CH4 mixtures in isotropic 6FDA-mPDA films at 35 ◦C. First, we show the results of CO2-CH4

mixed-gas sorption experiments, and then perform an analysis of mixture effects on the solubility
coefficients and solubility selectivity at various equilibrium pressures. To analyze mixed-gas solubility
data, isothermal surfaces of gas uptake were estimated via the following: (i) linear interpolation
and (ii) the extension of the dual-mode sorption model [35] to mixtures supported by an empirical
expression for better data fitting. In the second part of this work, experimental mixed-gas permeability
values of 6FDA-mPDA obtained with equimolar CO2-CH4 mixtures previously reported by our
group [29] were divided by experimental mixed-gas solubilities to estimate CO2-CH4 mixed-gas
concentration-averaged effective diffusion coefficient data. These data show the interaction between
CO2 and the polymeric matrix of 6FDA-mPDA and the effect of CO2 diffusion on CH4 diffusion.
Moreover, using our experimental data, we were able to clarify the impact of competitive sorption and
CO2-sorption related phenomena on transport and separation of CO2-CH4 mixtures in 6FDA-mPDA.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

6FDA-mPDA was synthesized according to the procedure reported elsewhere [29]. The polymer
had a weight-averaged molecular weight (Mw) of 141,000 g/mol and a polydispersity index (Mw/Mn)
of 1.2. Isotropic polyimide films made by solution casting from chloroform were air-dried, soaked
in methanol for 12 h, and then dried at 120 ◦C under vacuum for 24 h. Complete solvent removal
was confirmed by thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA). The geometric density of 6FDA-mPDA was
determined at room temperature (22 ◦C) from membrane area (via image scanning), thickness (547-400S
micrometer, Mitutoyo, Japan), and weight measurements (XPE204, Mettler Toledo, Columbia, SC,
USA). Three pieces of 6FDA-mPDA film of 50 microns and three pieces of 240 microns were measured
with fresh samples (i.e., 0 days aging). The geometric density of 6FDA-mPDA was 1.42 ± 0.02 g/cm3.
Moreover, the density of 240-μm thick 6FDA-mPDA films aged for >3 months was identical to that of
the fresh film samples. This value was slightly lower than other values reported in the literature—that
is, 1.464 g/cm3 [36], 1.46 g/cm3 [37,38], 1.456 ± 0.014 g/cm3 [28], and 1.45 ± 0.01 g/cm3 [39], which
were measured via the Archimedes’ principle procedure.

Certified gas mixtures of 11 mol% and 90 mol% CO2 in CH4 were purchased from Air Liquide;
gas mixtures of 37 mol% and 51 mol% CO2 in CH4 were purchased from AHG Specialty Gas Center
(Jeddah, Saudi Arabia).

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Barometric System

The design and operation of the system used for barometric pure- and mixed-gas sorption
experiments were introduced in detail elsewhere [11] and are shown here in Figure 2. In brief, gases are
introduced from volume VB to VA, which contains the polymer sample (VP). Volume VC is connected
to VA, VB, the gas chromatograph (GC, Agilent 490 Micro GC Natural Gas Analyzer, Santa Clara,
USA), gas cylinders (custom-made mixtures and carrier gas), and a vacuum pump. VC allows a certain
operational flexibility to this mixed-gas system; for example, by addition from VC, gases can be mixed
in VB. VC can receive gas samples from both VB and VA for GC analysis. Furthermore, when using
custom-made mixtures, the valve between VB and VC can be left open to increase the volume of the
feed chamber so that more gas can be expanded to VA. PA and PB transducers of 35 atm range were
used for both volumes VA and VB and were exchanged with transducers of 50 and 100 atm range,
respectively, to explore high partial pressures (>15 atm partial gas pressure).
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Figure 2. Schematic of the barometric mixed-gas unit used for sorption experiments discussed in this
work (adapted from the literature [11]). GC—gas chromatograph.

Active volumes in a barometric sorption system are the feed and the sample chamber because they
are used to calculate gas uptakes by mass balance. Dead-volumes in tubes, transducers, and valves do
not act actively during sorption experiments. The minimization of these non-active volumes (e.g., by
insertion of metallic rods in all tubes [11]) maximizes the difference between amount of i-gas in VA at
time zero (i.e., immediately after gas is expanded from VB to VA) and the same amount at equilibrium;
therefore, volume optimization increments the sensitivity of the mixed-gas sorption system and it
was crucial to explore the low solubility coefficient of 6FDA-mPDA toward methane at high partial
pressures (see later in this work). All volumes of the pressure-decay system were calibrated via a gas
expansion procedure (VA = 9.00 ± 0.03 cm3; VB = 7.77 ± 0.03 cm3; Vc = 10.44 ± 0.04 cm3), already
well described in the literature [9–14], in which a known reservoir volume, which was previously
calibrated via water filling at room temperature, is added to VA (or eventually to VB). To the best
data accuracy, all volume values employed reflected the actual situation of the system—that is, any
maintenance-operation on the system was always followed by a leak-test and a re-calibration procedure,
and were always very close to the first calibration values.

2.2.2. Barometric Pure-Gas Sorption

CH4 and CO2 barometric pure-gas sorption experiments were performed in the system shown in
Figure 2. A fresh film sample of 1.16 g was loaded and degassed for 24 h at 35 ◦C. Gas was admitted
in VB and was expanded after pressure equilibration to VA. Data were acquired continuously at a
rate of one point every two seconds using custom-made software operating in LabVIEW (National
Instruments™, Austin, USA) until the average pressure variation was approximately −2 × 10−7 atm/s
during 100 min; above this pressure, variation value uptakes were constant. At equilibrium, more gas
was added to VB and expanded to VA.

Gas uptakes were estimated as reported previously in the literature [12–15] from the difference
between the amount gas first admitted to VA at time zero and the amount of the same gas not sorbed by
the polymer sample at equilibrium. Molar amounts were calculated via the equation of state of gases
(corrected with compressibility factor) from pressure transducer readings. The Soave-Redlich-Kwong
(S-R-K) equation of state [40,41] was used to estimate compressibility factors (S-R-K compressibility
factors matched with values obtained via the virial equation of state [19]) and partial gas fugacities.
The S-R-K parameters of CO2 and CH4 can be found elsewhere [15].

The well-established dual-mode sorption (DMS) model [42] was used to fit CH4 and CO2 pure-gas
uptake data. Because DMS model interpolation of gas uptake from fitted isotherms is usually very
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accurate, the DMS model was also used for estimation of CO2 and CH4 solubilities at infinite dilution
of 6FDA-mPDA and other polymers discussed in this work (see Supporting Information).

2.2.3. Gravimetric Gas Sorption

Pure-gas sorption experiments were performed via an Intelligent Gravimetric Analyzer (IGA)
by Hiden Isochema (Warrington, UK). A fresh sample was loaded in this gravimetric system and
degassed at 35 ◦C under high vacuum (<10−7 mbar) for at least 24 h. When the sample weight was
stable, sorption measurements were initiated; gas was introduced in the sample chamber at a rate of 0.1
atm/min to reach the desired equilibrium pressure. After equilibration, gas was added cumulatively
to obtain a further pressure point.

2.2.4. Barometric Mixed-Gas Sorption and Data Analysis

To perform mixed-gas sorption experiments (see system in Figure 2), the constant feed
concentration procedure described in our previous work [11] was applied. In the framework of
this procedure, custom-made mixtures were added to VB and, after pressure equilibration, expanded
to VA. It should be noted that during this expansion procedure, the valve between A and B volumes
was opened and then immediately closed to avoid any interaction between the feed gas in VB and
the gas of VA now sorbing into the polymer sample (hence, we can assume that at time zero, VA

and VB have the same gas composition). At sorption equilibrium (i.e., average pressure variation
approximately −2 × 10−7 atm/s during 100 minutes), two gas samples from VB and VA were sent
to VC for GC analysis. Then, both VB and VA were degassed for a time long enough (about the same
time allowed for sorption) to remove any sorbed (detectable) gas from the polymer sample in VA;
the 6.8 atm range transducer—mounted on VC (see “low range” in Figure 2)—was used to detect gas
desorption. If no desorption could be detected, the same gas mixture was added at a higher pressure to
VB and then expanded to VA to perform the next mixed-gas uptake experiment. Once an experimental
series at fixed mixture composition reached the highest total feed pressure allowed by VB (which
depended on the maximum value of gas-cylinder pressure, PB transducer pressure range, and VB

dimension), the next experimental series was carried out from a feed pressure of 7 atm. It should be
noted that although we set the sequence of the concentration series in the direction of increasing CO2

concentrations (i.e., mixtures of higher methane concentration were run first), the sample might have
undergone CO2-conditioning when going from the last pressure of a series to the first experiment of
the new series. This sample conditioning might have introduced a certain over-estimation of a few gas
uptake data points; however, we anticipate that this effect was relatively small because between two
consecutive experimental data points, the difference in CO2 partial pressure was always lower than
8 atm, and because of the extensive sample degassing mentioned above between each experiment.
Mixed-gas uptakes were calculated via mass balance and GC composition data [12–15].

Unless otherwise stated (see Table S4), the same sample used for pure-gas sorption uptakes was
employed during mixed-gas sorption experiments.

CO2 and CH4 mixed-gas sorption uptakes in 6FDA-mPDA in the form of three-dimensional data
points were fitted via MATLAB® software (version R2016b, The MathWorks, Inc, Natick, MA, USA).
All data were linearly interpolated or were fitted via the DMS model for mixtures [35] supported by
an empirical equation for better data fitting. All details of this fitting analysis can be found in the
Supporting Information of this work.

2.2.5. Pure- and Mixed-Gas Permeation and Diffusion Coefficients

Pure- and mixed-gas concentration-averaged effective diffusion coefficients for the case of 50:50
mol% CO2/CH4 feed concentration were calculated as previously done elsewhere [14,24,26,27,43] from
Di = Pi/S f eed

i ; where Pi is the pure- or mixed-gas permeability at permeate pressures approaching zero,

these permeabilities were previously published by our research group for 6FDA-mPDA [29], and S f eed
i is
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the pure- or mixed-gas solubility coefficient of the i-gas at the feed pressure. Because our experimental
mixed-gas solubility coefficients were obtained via constant feed concentration experiments (i.e., we could
only control the concentration at the beginning of the experiment and not at equilibrium [11]), we used
models to predict the S f eed

i values at the fixed 50:50 mol% CO2/CH4 equilibrium concentration. We
predicted these values in two ways: (i) with a modified version of the dual-mode sorption model (details
can be found in the Supporting Information), and (ii) with the use of the ‘linearinterp’ model within the
‘fit’ function of Matlab R2016b. The ‘linearinterp’ model simply connects all data points of the 3D uptake
diagrams with planes (see Figure S5), therefore, the quality of the prediction of S f eed

i strictly depends on

the number of data points and on experimental accuracy. Both prediction methods for S f eed
i produced

very similar values (see later in the Results and Discussion section).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Experimental Pure- and Mixed-Gas Sorption Data

To assess the effects of multicomponent gas sorption on the sorption capacity of the individual
mixture components, pure-gas sorption experiments were first performed by barometric and
gravimetric techniques. Pure-gas sorption isotherms obtained via the barometric system with a
6FDA-mPDA film were in excellent agreement with those determined gravimetrically (this comparison
validated our instrument accuracy) using film and powder samples (Figure 3a,b), indicating that
sorption did not depend on the physical state of the 6FDA-mPDA samples.

Figure 3. (a) CH4 and (b) CO2 pure-gas sorption isotherms at 35 ◦C vs. gas fugacity. Blue squares
were obtained with 6FDA-mPDA films in our custom-built barometric system. Blue diamonds were
obtained with 6FDA-mPDA films via gravimetric sorption. CO2 pure-gas gravimetric sorption
was also performed with a 6FDA-mPDA powder sample (blue stars). Sorption isotherms for
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [11], polysulfone (PSF) [45], polycarbonate (PC) [42,46], 6FDA-6FpDA
polyimide [44], poly [1-trimethylsilyl-1-propyne] (PTMSP) [15], and polymers of intrinsic microporosity
(PIM)-1 [20] are also shown. Interpolations were performed via the dual-mode sorption (DMS)
model [42]—DMS parameters were determined in-house. PDMS uptakes were interpolated linearly.

Figure 3 shows that the 6FDA-mPDA polyimide follows the general pure-gas sorption behavior
of another fluorine-containing polyimide, that is, the 6FDA-6FpDA [44] (Figure 3a,b). CO2 and CH4

isotherms of 6FDA-mPDA are located between the curves of low-free-volume glassy polymers, PSF
(polysulfone) and PC (polycarbonate), and high-free-volume PIM-1. The CH4 sorption uptake in
high-free-volume glassy PTMSP is much higher than in 6FDA-mPDA, as shown in Figure 3a. However,
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CO2 uptakes are comparable for PTMSP and 6FDA-mPDA (Figure 3b). Hence, this example shows
how gas/polymer affinity, as well as free volume, plays an important role in gas sorption.

The CO2-CH4 mixed-gas solubility coefficient data for 6FDA-mPDA as function of gas fugacity
are shown in Figure 4 (all data are also listed in Table S4). The presence of CO2 strongly influenced
the solubility of CH4 (Figure 4a), and, similarly but less markedly, CH4 also affected CO2 solubility
(Figure 4b). The inserts in Figure 4 show the predictions of the extension to mixtures of the dual-mode
sorption model (DMS-mix [35]) for CH4 and CO2, respectively—these inset graphs are intended to
provide a reference framework and to guide the reader through the mixed-gas data. The qualitative
agreement between predictions of the DMS model and experiments (Figure 4) suggests that competitive
sorption in the glassy polymer may be the main reason of the deviation of the mixed-gas data from the
pure-gas solubility coefficient trends. Other effects that are not accounted for by the DMS model and
that impact solubility at high pressures are presented in the Supporting Information of this paper.

Figure 4. (a) Experimental CH4 solubility coefficient vs. CH4 fugacity and (b) CO2 solubility coefficient
vs. CO2 fugacity of 6FDA-mPDA. The inset graphs report the solubility coefficient behavior of CH4 and
CO2 at various equilibrium concentrations—these curves were predicted using the dual-mode sorption
model extended to mixtures (DMS-mix) [35] and the pure-gas DMS sorption parameters (Table S1).
Note that the feed mixture concentration is the parameter for the experimental data in (a,b), whereas
the concentration at equilibrium is the parameter for the DMS-mix predictions (insert graphs); hence,
the comparison between experimental data and predictions is qualitative (i.e., the DMS-mix curves
guide the reader through the data).

Because 6FDA-mPDA has strong affinity to CO2, and hence high sorption uptake, the
experimental data exhibit small scattering. Conversely, solubility coefficients of methane were scattered
at low CH4 feed concentrations and at high total pressures, because the accuracy limit of the system was
approached (methane solubility coefficients lower than ~0.5 cm3(STP) cm−3 atm−1 require volumes
optimization of the barometric pressure decay system, as discussed elsewhere [11]).

3.2. Solubility Selectivity Analysis

We further analyzed our experimental results of mixed-gas solubility for 6FDA-mPDA via a plot
of CO2 mixed-gas solubility coefficient versus CH4 mixed-gas solubility coefficient (Figure 5a). Note
that each mixed-gas sorption experiment produces two solubility coefficients: one for CO2 and one
for CH4; hence, these two solubility coefficients generate a single data point in the plot of Figure 5a.
Experimental mixed-gas solubility coefficient data at 35 ◦C are also shown from previous studies for
PIM-1 [20], TZ-PIM-1 [23], PTMSP [15], and PPO [18]—data of AO-PIM-1 [23] and polynonene [23] are
plotted in Figure S1. Interestingly, all experimental data could be fitted with a straight line regardless
of mixture concentration.
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The straight line fitted to the data in Figure 5a follows the following equation:

SCO2 = αo
CO2/CH4

·SCH4 + B (1)

where SCO2 and SCH4 are the solubility coefficient of CO2 and CH4, respectively; αo
CO2/CH4

is the
mixed-gas selectivity at infinite dilution, that is, the slope of the straight line; and B is the intercept.
We rearranged this equation as follows:

αmix,S
CO2/CH4

=
SCO2

SCH4

= αo
CO2/CH4

+
B

SCH4

(2)

where αmix, S
CO2/CH4

is the mixed-gas solubility selectivity coefficient of the membrane material.

Figure 5. (a) CO2 vs. CH4 mixed-gas solubility coefficient of 6FDA-mPDA at 35 ◦C—solid lines
were estimated via linear fitting of experimental data (the dotted curves delimit the confidence
intervals of each linear interpolation); (b) data of CO2/CH4 mixed-gas solubility selectivity vs. CH4

mixed-gas solubility coefficient of 6FDA-mPDA (CO2/CH4 mixed-gas solubility selectivity vs. CH4

mixed-gas solubility coefficient mixed- (solid line) and pure-gas trends (dashed-line) are also shown
for comparison). Mixed-gas solubility coefficient data from previous reports on PDMS [11], PIM-1 [20],
TZ-PIM-1 [23], PTMSP [15], and PPO [18] are included in (a,b).

When SCH4 is high, and B
SCH4

� αo
CO2/CH4

, αmix, S
CO2/CH4

= αo
CO2/CH4

(Equation (2)); this condition

may be found for very low equilibrium pressures. Hence, αo
CO2/CH4

corresponds to the ratio between
the solubility coefficient of CO2 and CH4 at infinite dilution. For most of the polymers shown in
Figure 5a, the pure-gas solubility selectivity at infinite dilution (estimated via the DMS model in
the form of Equation S2) was in good agreement with the experimental values found via linear
interpolation of CO2 mixed-gas solubility coefficient versus CH4 mixed-gas solubility coefficient data
(i.e., αo

CO2/CH4
); this comparison is discussed in the Supporting Information of this work. When SCH4

is low (i.e., for high equilibrium pressures), a second limiting condition is found; in this case, the
CO2/CH4 solubility selectivity diverges positively from the αo

CO2/CH4
value if B > 0.

The significance of B and αo
CO2/CH4

in Equations (1) and (2) can be better appreciated in Figure 5b,
where the mixed-gas solubility selectivity of 6FDA-mPDA, PIM-1, TZ-PIM-1, PTMSP, PPO, and the
predictions of Equation (2) are plotted against the solubility coefficient of CH4. For all polymers,
predictions by Equation (2) follow the experimental data, and as SCH4 decreases, the mixed-gas
solubility selectivity increases (B > 0)—especially in the grey region of Figure 5. Note that during
linear fitting of CO2 versus CH4 mixed-gas solubilities of 6FDA-mPDA (Figure 5a), the data in the
grey region had almost no influence on αo

CO2/CH4
, while they could affect the value of B, but not the

sign—this confirms the overall trends of solubility selectivity shown in Figure 5b. Interestingly, the
mixed-gas data of rubbery PDMS [11] also follow the trend seen for 6FDA-mPDA.
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In Figure 5b, the solubility selectivity increases with pressure (B > 0) from αo
CO2/CH4

; hence,
αo

CO2/CH4
appears to be a characteristic solubility selectivity value of glassy polymers. We plotted data

of αo
CO2/CH4

versus CO2 solubility coefficient at infinite dilution in the 2014 upper bound solubility
plot (Figure 6) discussed by Lou et al. [47]. The solubility selectivity at infinite dilution of AO-PIM-1
was obtained from pure-gas uptake experiments (see Supporting Information). For both PTMSP and
PPO, the solubility selectivity at infinite dilution estimated from Equation (2) and from the DMS
model (i.e., from the ratio of DMS solubility coefficients at infinite dilution calculated via Equation
S2) did not agree within the respective standard deviations and were both plotted in Figure 6. The
values of αo

CO2/CH4
and CO2 solubility coefficient at infinite dilution for 6FDA-TADPO were uncertain,

because of the limited number of pure- and mixed-gas data reported [22,48]. Although the standard
error is very large, the pure-gas 6FDA-TADPO solubility trend is qualitatively similar to 6FDA-mPDA
(Figure 6). Similarly, PIM-1, TZ-PIM-1, and AO-PIM-1 points group in a confined region of the 2014
CO2/CH4 solubility upper bound plot.

Figure 6. CO2 solubility coefficient vs. CO2/CH4 solubility selectivity (at infinite dilution) data of all
polymers tested for CO2-CH4 mixed-gas sorption at 35 ◦C [11,15,18,20,22,23,48]. CO2/CH4 solubility
selectivities were obtained from linear interpolation of CO2 mixed-gas solubility coefficient vs. CH4

mixed-gas solubility coefficient data or from pure-gas uptake data via DMS model equations—see the
discussion in the Supporting Information and data values in Table S2. CO2 solubility coefficients were
estimated from experimental data of pure-gas CO2 uptake. The 2014 CO2/CH4 solubility upper bound
was discussed elsewhere [47].

3.3. Equimolar CO2-CH4 Mixed-Gas Diffusion

To elucidate the phenomena that affect the separation performance of 6FDA-mPDA polyimide in
mixed-gas conditions, we first show previously reported pure- and 50 mol% mixed-gas permeability
data of 6FDA-mPDA from our group [29]—here, these data were corrected with fugacity coefficients
and re-plotted in Figure 7. Secondly, we incorporate the results of our pure- and mixed-gas solubility
experiments to clarify the contribution of mixed-gas solubility to permeability. Finally, CH4 and CO2

pure- and mixed-gas concentration-averaged effective diffusion coefficients are discussed.
After correction of partial pressures and driving forces with fugacity coefficients, permeability

trends show that CO2 mixed-gas permeability suffers from the presence of methane (a local minimum is
found at about ~10 atm partial fugacity), whereas CH4 mixed-gas permeability increases in mixed-gas
conditions, particularly above ~10 atm partial fugacity (Figure 7a). Overall, the permeability selectivity
of the mixture strongly diverges from the pure-gas trend (Figure 7b); at about 18 atm partial fugacity,
almost 35% of the ideal permeability selectivity is lost. Frequently, it is assumed that competitive
sorption is the cause for this loss of permeability selectivity. The data of mixed-gas solubilities at
50 mol% equilibrium concentration (Figure 8) show that competitive sorption strongly affects CH4

mixed-gas solubility—that is, when partial pressures increase, the CH4 mixed-gas solubility coefficients
diverge from the pure-gas values. Because the effect of competitive sorption on the solubility coefficient
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of CO2 is limited, we found that at 2 atm CO2 partial pressure, the CO2/CH4 solubility selectivity
jumps from a value of ~5 in the pure-gas state to ~10 in the mixture; moreover, as previously discussed,
the CO2/CH4 mixed-gas solubility selectivity increases with partial pressures. Thus, the effects of gas
mixture on solubility selectivity are beneficial during separation of CO2 from CH4 (equimolar feed)
and cannot be held responsible for the loss of permeability selectivity from ideality (Figure 7b).

Figure 7. (a) CH4 and CO2 pure- and mixed-gas permeability data (6FDA-mPDA) vs. partial fugacities;
(b) CO2/CH4 pure- and mixed-gas permeability selectivity data vs. CO2 partial fugacities (feed was
equimolar). CH4 and CO2 permeabilities based on partial pressures were previously reported by our
group [29] and corrected with fugacity coefficients. Lines are drawn to guide the eye.

Figure 8. CH4 and CO2 pure- and mixed-gas solubility coefficients (6FDA-mPDA) vs. partial fugacities.
The mixed-gas solubility coefficient curves for methane and carbon dioxide were obtained by linear
interpolations of mixed-gas experimental data or by fitting with a modified version of the DMS model
for gas mixtures (DMS-mix-mod)—more details can be found in the Supporting Information of this
work (Figure S4 and Figure S5).

Hence, kinetic effects must be responsible for the deviation of mixed-gas permeability selectivity
from the pure-gas values. Figure 9a shows the variation of pure- and mixed-gas concentration-averaged
effective diffusion coefficients with partial fugacities. The mixed-gas diffusivities of CH4 notably
deviate from the pure-gas trend, whereas CO2 diffuses in the same manner in pure- and mixed-gas
environments with almost no disturbance by methane (Figure 9a). The CO2/CH4 mixed-gas diffusion
selectivity drops from an average pure-gas value of ~18 to a mixed-gas value of ~5 (Figure 9b), simply
because in the mixture, CH4 diffusion is enhanced compared with that in the pure-gas environment
because of the presence of CO2 in the mixture. Similar effects on CO2-CH4 diffusion were observed for
PDMS rubber [11]; in this case, sorption of CO2 induced the decline of the mixed-gas diffusion and
permeability selectivity relative to the pure-gas values. A similar case was discussed by Ribeiro et
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al. [24], who described how the increase of C2H6 mixed-gas diffusion coefficient and the decrease of
the CO2/C2H6 permeability selectivity could be ascribed to CO2-induced “plasticization” of a XLPEO
rubber film.

Finally, from the analysis of the data in Figure 7a, one may conclude that “plasticization” of
6FDA-mPDA takes place at partial fugacities greater than ~10 atm, where the gas permeability shows
minima for both CO2 and CH4. However, CH4 mixed-gas diffusion rises immediately at low feed
pressure after the polymer matrix sorbs CO2 (Figure 9a); in other words, the effect of CO2 sorption
on gas transport occurs over the entire range of partial pressures explored in this work, and the local
minima seen in Figure 7a were produced by counteracting thermodynamic and kinetic contributions
to transport.

Figure 9. (a) CH4 and CO2 pure- and mixed-gas diffusion coefficients (6FDA-mPDA) vs. partial
fugacity; (b) CO2/CH4 pure- and mixed-gas diffusion selectivity vs. CO2 partial fugacity. Lines are
drawn to guide the eye.

4. Conclusions

To quantify the deviation from ideality of CO2-CH4 mixed-gas permeability and CO2/CH4

mixed-gas permeability selectivity of 6FDA-mPDA at 35 ◦C, sorption and diffusion contributions
to permeation were decoupled. Experimental data of mixed-gas solubility revealed a decrease of
both CO2 and, more markedly, CH4 solubility due to mixture effects. We found that CO2 versus
CH4 mixed-gas solubility coefficients of 6FDA-mPDA (and other glassy polymers previously studied)
follow a linear trend regardless of equilibrium concentration. The slope of the trend line agrees well
with the CO2/CH4 solubility selectivity at infinite dilution, and the intercept indicates the way in
which solubility selectivity deviates at increasing pressures. We found the same behavior reviewing
mixed-gas sorption data of glassy polymers reported in the literature. In all cases, the CO2/CH4

solubility selectivity increases with pressure from the value of solubility selectivity at infinite dilution.
Because the CO2/CH4 solubility selectivity of 6FDA-mPDA improved under mixed-gas

conditions, the decline of CO2/CH4 mixed-gas permeability selectivity from the corresponding
pure-gas permeability selectivities—typically observed during CO2-CH4 permeation in polymeric
films—could not be attributed to competitive sorption (as frequently assumed in the literature). Hence,
we studied the kinetic behavior of 6FDA-mPDA to elucidate the effect of gas mixture effects on
concentration-averaged effective diffusion coefficients as estimated from experimental mixed-gas
sorption and permeation data. We observed that after CO2 was added to CH4 in a mixture, even
at a low concentration, the concentration-averaged effective diffusion coefficient of CH4 deviated
from the pure-gas values, whereas the concentration-averaged effective diffusion coefficient of CO2

essentially followed the pure-gas trend; hence, the departure of CO2/CH4 permeability selectivity of
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6FDA-mPDA from the pure-gas values can be explained by a depression of the size sieving capability
of 6FDA-mPDA (i.e., it makes CH4 diffusion faster than in the pure-gas environment) induced by the
presence of CO2 by sorption in the polymeric film matrix.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2077-0375/9/1/10/s1.
Figure S1: Data of CO2 mixed-gas solubility vs. CH4 mixed-gas solubility coefficient of AO-PIM-1 and
polynonene [2]. For both interpolations, the slope was fixed at the value of pure-gas solubility selectivity
at infinite dilution. For both interpolations, the slope was fixed at the value of pure-gas solubility selectivity at
infinite dilution. Figure S2: In red and in blue, two examples of the behavior of the switch function (Equation S5)
used in this work to track the behavior of KDi and bi parameters. In this graph, Apure

i = 1. Figure S3: Comparison
between experimental uptakes and model predictions for (a) CH4 and (b) CO2. Black squares are predictions of the
DMS-mix with pure-gas parameters. Red circles are predictions of the DMS-mix-mod. Figure S4: CH4 (a) and CO2
(b) mixed-gas uptakes in 6FDA-mPDA. Surfaces were obtained via the DMS-mix-mod fitting. The DMS-mix-mod
allowed us to predict the solubility behavior beyond the region covered by experimental data. Figure S5: CH4
(a) and CO2 (b) mixed-gas uptakes in 6FDA-mPDA. Surfaces were obtained via linear interpolation. Table S1:
Dual-mode model parameters of methane and carbon dioxide in 6FDA-mPDA for pure-gas sorption at 35 ◦C.
Table S2: Comparison between solubility selectivities at infinite dilution retrieved from mixed-gas and pure-gas
sorption data. Table S3: Parameters derived from DMS-mix-mod fitting. Table S4: Pure- and mixed-gas uptake
data presented in this work.
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Abstract: Gas transport properties of PIM-EA(H2)-TB, a microporous Tröger’s base polymer, were
systematically studied over a range of pressure and temperature. Permeability coefficients of pure
CO2, N2, CH4 and H2 were determined for upstream pressures up to 20 bar and temperatures
up to 200 ◦C. PIM-EA(H2)-TB exhibited high permeability coefficients in absence of plasticization
phenomena. The permeability coefficient of N2, CH4 and H2 increased with increasing temperature
while CO2 permeability decreased with increasing temperature as expected for a glassy polymer.
The diffusion and solubility coefficients were also analysed individually and compared with other
polymers of intrinsic microporosity. From these results, the activation energies of permeation,
diffusion and sorption enthalpies were calculated using an Arrhenius equation.

Keywords: microporous polymer; gas permeability; activation energy; CO2 capture

1. Introduction

Membranes are one of the most promising technologies to compete with conventional separation
processes for gas separations including post- and pre-combustion carbon capture. Studies on the use of
polymeric membranes in an Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) power plant [1–3] show
their viability and their competitiveness with the currently more developed solvent-based technology.
Process simulations [1] have shown an advantage for hydrogen selective materials for this application
and new membrane materials are currently under development [3]. The performance of the materials
in the relatively harsh conditions of the separation (50 bars and 200 ◦C) needs to be investigated before
production can be scaled up [4].

The increase of gas pressure can have a negative impact on membrane performance, due to
plasticization effects. For glassy polymers, many gases, such as O2, N2 and H2, can permeate through
the polymer without modifying the polymer’s properties due to their relatively low solubility in the
polymer. Therefore, with the pressure’s increase, the gas permeability slightly decreases, as expected
from the dual sorption—dual mobility model [5]. On the contrary, highly sorbing gases such as CO2

can induce a swelling of the polymer matrix, that is, plasticization, leading to a large increase of the
gas permeability with increasing pressure. In addition, the influence of temperature on gas separation
performance has been investigated for a large number of polymers. Depending on the polymer,
the membrane performance can be improved by an increase of temperature as shown by the Robeson
plot in Figure 1. Most polymers, including ultrahigh-free volume polymers such as PTMSP and Teflon
AF, present higher hydrogen selectivity over CO2 at high temperature. For example, Merkel et al. [6]
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reported H2S, CO2, H2, N2 and CO permeation as a function of temperature up to 240 ◦C. At room
temperature, PTMSP appears to be more permeable to the more condensable gases, such as CO2 and
H2S than to H2. However, it becomes hydrogen selective at elevated temperatures.

Figure 1. Influence of temperature on membrane performance (calculated from [7]) [6,8–11].

For the first Polymer of Intrinsic Microporosity, PIM-1, Budd et al. [8] showed that the CO2

permeability coefficient decreased gradually as the temperature increased, whereas the H2 permeability
coefficient increased. Thus, PIM-1 also becomes slightly more H2 selective at higher temperature.
Recently, Fuoco et al. [12] studied the temperature dependence of gas permeation in triptycene-based
ultrapermeable PIMs, such as PIM-TMN-Trip. With increasing temperature, the permeability coefficient
increased for the bulkier penetrants (N2 and CH4), while for the faster penetrants (CO2 and O2) it
decreased and for the very small penetrants (H2 and He) it was constant. Therefore, PIM-TMN-
Trip became more selective to H2 at high temperature; these ultrapermeable polymers behave as
microporous solids, in which the pore dimensions are rather large in comparison with the diffusing
gas molecules. Such studies of the temperature and pressure dependence of transport properties are
essential for understanding the behaviour of membranes over a wide range of conditions, in order to
assist any consideration of industrial use.

Recently, a new type of PIM has been developed using a polymerization reaction based on the
formation of the bridged bicyclic diamine called Tröger’s base (TB: 6H,12H-5,11-methanodibenzo
[b,f][1,5]diazocine), such as PIM-EA(Me2)-TB [13] or PIM-EA(H2)-TB [14,15] (Figure 2). PIM-EA(Me2)-
TB demonstrates at ambient temperature very fast gas permeability and good selectivity, surpassing
the Robeson’s upper bound in the case of O2/N2, H2/N2 and H2/CH4 gas pairs [16,17]. This is due to
the large diffusivity selectivity that favours transport of gas molecules of smaller kinetic diameters
(H2, CO2) over that of larger molecules (N2, CH4).

PIM-EA(H2)-TB differs from PIM-EA(Me2)-TB only by the absence of methyl groups at the
bridgehead (9,10) position of the ethanoanthracene (EA) unit, which modifies its chain packing in the
solid state. PIM-EA(H2)-TB presents an inter-chain distance, d-space, of 7.7 Å and 32% free volume,
whereas PIM-EA(Me)-TB has values of 11 Å and 30%, respectively [18]. With these differences, a higher
separation performance for PIM-EA(H2)-TB is expected. However, few papers have been published
on this polymer. Bernardo et al. [15] developed thin film composite based on PIM-EA(H2)-TB and
they studied the impact of the residual casting solvent on the separation performance at 25 ◦C and
1 bar. In addition, Benito et al. [19] studied composite membranes based on a ultrathin layer of
PIM-EA(H2)-TB for CO2/N2 separation at 35 ◦C and 3 bar.
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Here we report a novel study on the permeation properties of PIM-EA(H2)-TB over a large
temperature and pressure range for a series of gases (CO2, H2, N2 and CH4).

Figure 2. The chemical structure of PIM-EA(Me2)-TB and PIM-EA(H2)-TB.

2. Experimental Section

The detailed synthetic procedure for making PIM-EA(H2)-TB and its structural characterization
are reported elsewhere [15]. Robust flat films of thickness between 130 and 200 μm were cast from
chloroform with their thickness determined using a digital micrometre (Mitutoyo, Kawasaki, Japan).
The permeation properties were measured in a constant volume-variable pressure apparatus (Figure 3)
using pure CO2, N2, CH4 and H2 (Table 1) with pressures up to 20 bar (10 bar for H2) and temperatures
up to 200 ◦C.

Figure 3. Constant volume-variable pressure apparatus.

Table 1. Kinetic diameter and critical temperature [20].

Gas Kinetic Diameter (d) (Å) Critical Temperature (Tc) (K)

H2 2.89 33.2
N2 3.64 126.2

CH4 3.8 190.6
CO2 3.3 304.2

For each measurement campaign (i.e., one gas and either variable T or variable P), the sample was
carefully treated with methanol prior to the measurement in order to start from the same ageing history.
The methanol treatment consists of soaking the sample in methanol for 2 h, drying it under ambient
conditions for 20 min and under vacuum at 30 ◦C overnight. At the end of the campaign, the gas
permeability at 30 ◦C and 1 bar was re-measured in order to check the absence of physical/chemical
ageing. Moreover, each campaign’s duration was short, carried out over a maximum of 3 days in order
to limit physical ageing. By using this procedure, the physical ageing was minimised and had no
apparent impact on the results for permeability and selectivity.
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The permeability was obtained from the evolution of pressure of the downstream side (MKS
Baratron 615A (Andover, MA, USA)). The permeability coefficient, P, was determined from the slope
of the pressure vs. time curve under steady state condition. Before each experiment, the apparatus
was vacuum-degassed and a leak rate determined from the pressure increase in the downstream part.
Three different downstream volumes could be selected accordingly to the permeation rate of the gas.

The time lag, θ, was used to determine the diffusivity coefficient D (Equation (1)).

D =
l2

6θ
(1)

The solubility coefficient, S, for the gas in the polymer was evaluated indirectly, assuming the
validity of the diffusion-solution mechanism (Equation (2)):

S =
P
D

(2)

The ideal selectivity between two gas species i and j is the ratio of the two single gas permeabilities
(Equation (3)).

αij =
P(i)
P(j)

(3)

3. Results

3.1. Permeability

Permeation measurements on methanol treated films of PIM-EA(H2)-TB were carried out using
pure N2, H2, CO2 and CH4 at several pressures (1 to 20 bar) and temperatures (30 ◦C to 200 ◦C).

Table 2 reports the results from the time lag experiment at 30 ◦C and 1 bar.

Table 2. Gas permeabilities and ideal selectivities (CO2/Gas, H2/Gas) for MeOH treated film
PIM-EA(H2)-TB at 30 ◦C, 1 bar (Errors calculated by statistical analysis of repeated measurements from
separately prepared films (between 3 and 5)).

30 ◦C, 1 bar N2 H2 CO2 CH4

PIM-1 [8]
Permeability (Barrer) 252 2936 5303 440
Selectivity CO2/Gas 21 1.8 - 12
Selectivity H2/Gas 12 - 0.5 6.7

PIM-EA(Me2)-TB [16]
Permeability (Barrer) 525 7760 7140 699
Selectivity CO2/Gas 13.6 0.9 - 10
Selectivity H2/Gas 14.8 - 1.1 11

PIM-EA(H2)-TB
(This study)

Permeability (Barrer)
(± Error)

238
(± 3%)

5188
(± 1%)

5990
(± 1%)

372
(± 3%)

Selectivity CO2/Gas 25 1 - 16
Selectivity H2/Gas 22 - 1 14

PIM-EA(H2)-TB presents high CO2 and H2 permeability coefficients and good ideal selectivity
over N2 and CH4. The order of gas permeabilities for PIM-EA(H2)-TB is CO2 > H2 > CH4 > N2,
the same as that for PIM-1. CO2, which is the most condensable gas, is the most permeable due to the
predominant role of solubility in PIMs [8]. In comparison with PIM-EA(Me2)-TB, the permeability
coefficients obtained for PIM-EA(H2)-TB are lower. This can be explained by the methyl groups
increasing the distance between polymer chains of PIM-EA(Me2)-TB, relative to PIM-EA(H2)-TB,
which ensures higher free volume and, hence, higher permeability [16] but reduces selectivity.

Figure 4 shows the Robeson plots for five gas pairs, H2/CH4, H2/N2, H2/CO2, CO2/CH4 and
CO2/N2.
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Figure 4. Robeson plots for H2/CH4, H2/N2, H2/CO2, CO2/CH4 and CO2/N2 for PIM-1 [8] ( ),
PIM-EA(Me2)-TB [16] (  ) and PIM-EA(H2)-TB [our study] ( ) at 30 ◦C and 1 bar. The lines represents
the 2008 upper bound for each gas pair [21].

As shown on Figure 4, the data for PIM-EA(H2)-TB are located above the 2008 upper bound for
all five gas pairs. For H2/CH4 and H2/N2, they are clearly higher than for PIM-1 and PIM-EA(Me)-TB.
This demonstrates the potential of PIM-EA(H2)-TB for industrial applications, such as carbon capture
(CO2/N2 mixture), natural gas sweetening and biogas treatment (CO2/CH4 mixture) or hydrogen
recovery (H2/CH4 mixture).

3.2. Diffusivity and Solubility Coefficients

The gas transport in PIM-EA(H2)-TB was analysed using the solution-diffusion model (Equation
(2)), to provide the diffusivity and sorption coefficients (Table 3).

Table 3. Diffusivity and solubility coefficients for MeOH treated film PIM-EA(H2)-TB, at 30 ◦C, 1 bar
(Errors calculated by statistical analysis of repeated measurements from separately prepared films).

30 ◦C, 1 bar N2 H2 CO2 CH4

D (10−7 cm2/s)
(± Error)

9.7
(± 12%)

500.0
(± 9%)

8.2
(± 3%)

1.3
(± 11%)

S (cm3(STP)/(cm3·cmHg))
(± Error)

3 × 10−2

(± 15%)
9 × 10−3

(± 10%)
9 × 10−1

(± 4%)
3 × 10−1

(± 14%)

The diffusivity and solubility values of PIM-EA(H2)-TB are similar to those of polymers from the
same family (PIM-EA(Me)-TB) [16] with a very high value of CO2 solubility coefficient. This affinity
towards CO2 may be enhanced by the presence of the amine groups in the TB moiety.

Diffusivity and solubility data are plotted in Figure 5 as correlations of log D versus d2 and log S
versus Tc, respectively, where d is the kinetic diameter and Tc is the critical temperature of the gases.
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Figure 5. Diffusivity (a) and solubility (b) coefficients of PIM-EA(H2)-TB for H2, CO2, CH4 and N2 at
30 ◦C and 1 bar.

Figure 5a shows that the diffusivity coefficient of PIM-EA(H2)-TB decreases with increasing
molecular size of the permeate. Larger molecules interact with more segments of the polymer chains
than do smaller molecules and thus the mobility selectivity always favours the passage of smaller
molecules over larger ones [20]. Moreover, this decrease is large due to the glassy state of the polymer
where the highly rigid polymer chains of PIM-EA(H2)-TB are essentially fixed and do not move readily
to accommodate the transport of larger molecules. It is noteworthy that the value of diffusivity for CO2

is slightly lower than for N2. Generally, in polymers, the smaller molecule, that is, CO2, is expected to
diffuse faster than N2, which is a larger molecule. This unusual inversion is found for polymer with
high CO2 affinity [13,17,22] and is caused by the specific interaction between CO2 and amine groups
slowing diffusion [23].

The sorption coefficient of the gas within PIM-EA(H2)-TB increases with its critical temperature
(i.e., its condensability) as is usually observed for polymers (Figure 5b).

3.3. Effect of Pressure

The permeability coefficients of each gas were measured as a function of upstream feed pressure.
The measurements were carried out with H2, CO2, CH4 and N2 at 30 ◦C and pressures up to 20 bar
(10 bar for H2) (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Permeability coefficients of PIM-EA(H2)-TB for CH4, N2(a) and H2, CO2 (b) at 30 ◦C.

The permeability of nitrogen is constant with increasing pressure while CO2 and CH4

permeabilities decrease with increasing pressure, which is classical behaviour for glassy polymers [24]
and is due to the filling of Langmuir sorption sites. At higher pressures, the contribution of the
Langmuir region to the overall permeability is weaker and gas permeability approaches a constant
value associated with simple dissolution (Henry’s law) transport. In contrast to the majority of glassy
polymers, PIM-EA(H2)-TB does not exhibit the typical increase in CO2 permeability associated with
“plasticization” in the high pressure range for CO2. A similar behaviour has been also noted for
other polymers of intrinsic microporosity, such as PIM-1 or PIM-EA(Me)-TB [17,24,25]. However,
the decrease in H2 permeability is higher than expected [25].

Despite the decrease of permeability coefficients, the ideal selectivities of PIM-EA(H2)-TB stay
constant with the increase of the feed pressure (Table 4). However, it should be noted that ideal
selectivity is usually not representative of behaviour at high pressure in mixed gas systems due to the
interactions between different gases.

Table 4. Selectivity of PIM-EA(H2)-TB for CH4, N2, H2, CO2 at 30 ◦C for different pressures.

Selectivity, 30 ◦C H2/CO2 H2/N2 H2/CH4 CO2/N2 CO2/CH4 CH4/N2

1 bar 1 22 14 25 16 2
5 bar 1 20 - 24 - -
10 bar 1 20 14 25 16 2
20 bar - - - 23 14 2

3.4. Effect of Temperature

The temperature effect on gas permeability through PIM-EA(H2)-TB was studied over a
temperature range of 30–200 ◦C for pure gas at different pressures. The values of the permeability
coefficients are summarised in the Table S1. Figure 7 shows the permeability coefficient of N2, CO2, H2

and CH4 as a function of the inverse absolute temperature at 1 bar.
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Figure 7. Permeability coefficients of N2, CO2, H2 and CH4 as a function of the inverse absolute
temperature (at 1 bar) (The dotted lines represent the best curve-fits of the experimental data with
Arrhenius equation).

The permeability coefficient of N2, CH4 and H2 increases with increasing temperature while for
CO2 it decreases with increasing temperature. In order to explore the temperature dependence of the
gas permeability, the data were correlated with the Arrhenius equation.

P = P0exp
(
− Ep

RT

)
(4)

where P0 is the pre-exponential factor ((cm3(STP)·cm)/(cm2·s·cmHg)), Ep is the activation energy of
permeation (J/mol), T is the temperature (K) and R is the ideal gas constant (8.314 kJ/(mol·K)). Ep for
the transport of each gas through PIM-EA(H2)-TB were determined from the slopes (−EP/R) of the
best curve-fits through the permeation data in Figure 7. The Ep values at 1 bar are summarized in
Table 5.

Table 5. Activation energy of gas permeation for PIM-EA(H2)-TB, PIM-1, PIM-TMN-Trip and PTMSP.

Gas

EP (kJ/mol)

PIM-EA(H2)-TB
(This Study)

PIM-1 [26] PIM-TMN-Trip [12] PTMSP [26]

H2 0.5 −0.4 −2.8 −2.1
N2 8.6 14.3 4.4 −3.5

CH4 13.1 19.4 9.5 −5.3
CO2 −8.6 −1 −7.7 −11.7

PIM-EA(H2)-TB presents high values for the activation energy of permeation for N2 and CH4,
which means that the permeability coefficients depend strongly on the temperature. On the contrary,
for the smaller gases, such as H2, EP is close to zero as the dependence on temperature is much weaker.
For CO2, the activation energy of permeation is negative. This behaviour is routinely observed for
microporous solids, such as PIM-1, PIM-TMN-Trip and PTMSP, in which the pore dimensions are
relatively large in comparison with the diffusing gas molecules [11].

Since the gas transport in a microporous membrane is based on a solution-diffusion mechanism,
the impact of temperature on the permeation can be better understood when looking at diffusion
and solubility individually. The activation energy of permeation can be represented as the sum of
the activation energies of diffusion, ED and sorption ΔHs. Table 6 lists the activation energies of gas
permeation and diffusion as well as the enthalpy of sorption of all the gases in PIM-EA(H2)-TB. For all
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the gases at 1 bar, the activation energy of diffusion, ED, is positive, which means that the diffusivity
increases with the temperature, which is expected as the main effect of increasing the temperature is
an increase of molecular vibrations which facilitates diffusion. In contrary, the sorption enthalpy, ΔHs,
is negative as expected since the sorption is an exothermic process.

Table 6. Activation energies for gas permeation (Ep), for diffusion (Ed) and for sorption (ΔHs) of
PIM-EA(H2)-TB for N2, CO2, H2 and CH4 at 1 bar.

1 bar EP (kJ/mol) ED (kJ/mol) ΔHs (kJ/mol)

CO2 −8.6 8.1 −16.7
N2 8.6 18.5 −9.9
H2 0.5 5.2 −4.6

CH4 13.1 17.9 −4.8

For CH4, N2 and H2, the absolute value of ED is greater than ΔHs and so the energy of activation
Ep is positive, which means that diffusion rather than sorption dominates the response of permeation to
temperature. For CO2, the absolute value of ED is smaller than ΔHs, which induces a negative activation
energy EP. The CO2 transport is mainly influenced by the gas solubility, which is characteristic of
microporous polymer, with similar results being found for PIM-1 and PTMSP [5,8,11].

Based upon these effects, the increase of temperature improves H2/CO2 selectivity modestly
moving the data for PIM-EA(H2)-TB close to the 200 ◦C upper bound (Figure 8, however, even
its enhanced high temperature selectivity (~2) is insufficient for viable pre-combustion application.
In contrast, the selectivity for CO2 or H2 over N2 or CH4 decreases dramatically at higher temperatures
suggesting that optimal performance is obtained at lower temperatures (Figure 9).

Figure 8. H2/CO2 separation performances of PBI (Cross), Matrimid (Square) and PIM-EA(H2)-TB
(circle) at 1 bar/30 ◦C (Black dot) and at 10 bar/200 ◦C (Red dot). Upper bound at 200 ◦C recalculated
from [7].

Figure 9. Selectivity of PIM-EA(H2)-TB as the function of temperature at 10 bar.
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4. Conclusions

Transport properties of permeability, diffusivity and solubility of PIM-EA(H2)-TB have been
determined for H2, N2, CH4 and CO2 over a range of pressures and temperatures. This PIM presents
high CO2 and H2 permeability coefficients, which allows it to have good ideal selectivity over N2.
PIM-EA(H2)-TB exhibits the classical behaviour of a glassy polymer, with the decrease of diffusivity
coefficient with increasing penetrant molecular size and the increase of sorption coefficient gas
with increasing condensability of the permeant. However, no increase in CO2 permeability due
to plasticization is noted over the range of pressure tested. The permeability coefficient of N2, CH4

and H2 increase with increasing temperature while for CO2 the permeability decreases with increasing
temperature, which is classically observed for microporous materials. Therefore, the separation
performance of PIM-EA(H2)-TB for H2/CO2 is reversed at high temperature and maintained also at
high pressure. This suggests that, after further development to enhance absolute selectivity of H2 over
CO2, PIMs could become good candidates for membrane materials for use in pre-combustion CO2

capture. For other gas separations, better performance is obtained at lower temperatures.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2077-0375/8/4/132/s1,
Table S1: Gas permeability coefficients of N2, CO2, H2 and CH4 for temperatures between 30 ◦C and 200 ◦C and
pressure between 1 bar and 20 bar.
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Abstract: Poly(1-trimethylsilyl-1-propyne) (PTMSP) is a high free volume polymer with exceptionally
high gas permeation rate but the serious aging problem and low selectivity have limited its
application as CO2 separation membrane material. Incorporating inorganic nanoparticles in
polymeric membranes has been a common approach to improve the separation performance of
membranes, which has also been used in PTMSP based membrane but mostly with respect to tackling
the aging issues. Aiming at increasing the CO2 selectivity, in this work, hybrid membranes containing
four types of selected nanofillers (from 0 to 3D) were fabricated using PTMSP as the polymer
matrix. The effects of the various types of nanofillers on the CO2 separation performance of the
resultant membranes were systematically investigated in humid conditions. The thermal, chemical
and morphologic properties of the hybrid membranes were characterized using TGA, FTIR and
SEM. The gas permeation properties of the hybrid membranes were evaluated using mixed gas
permeation test with the presence of water vapour to simulate the flue gas conditions. Experiments
show that the addition of different fillers results in significantly different separation performances;
The addition of ZIF-L porous 2D filler improves the CO2/N2 selectivity at the expenses of CO2

permeability, while the addition of TiO2, ZIF-7 and ZIF-8 increases the CO2 permeability but the
CO2/N2 selectivity decreases.

Keywords: CO2 separation; hybrid membranes; high free volume polymers; PTMSP; ZIF

1. Introduction

Since the late 1960s, membrane-based separation processes have gradually been recognized
as feasible alternatives to conventional purification and separation processes [1]. Compared to
conventional separation technologies, membrane separation has advantages including small footprint,
high energy-efficiency as well as safe, environmentally friendly and easy operation. Membranes
have been applied in a wide range of gas separation applications, such as natural sweetening
(acid gas removal), biogas upgrading, hydrogen recovery, N2 production and organic vapour
recovery [2]. Nowadays, using membranes for CO2 capture from flue gas (post-combustion) or
syngas (pre-combustion) has attracted much attention [3]. Various types of membrane materials
and membrane processes have been developed for CO2 capture, including polymeric membranes,
inorganic membranes and hybrid membranes. Among them, polymeric membranes are the most
commonly used and intensively studied owing to its good processability and relatively low cost.

Polymer membranes usually separate gases by preferential permeation under a pressure gradient
following the solution-diffusion mechanism. However, fast permeation through a polymeric membrane
is usually achieved by compromising selectivity: The permeability and selectivity are subjected to
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a trade-off as being described by the Robeson upper bound [4]. Developing new membranes with
both high permeability and selectivity has thus been a major research goal. Attempts to overcome the
performance limitation are generally based on designing and controlling the materials chemistry or
nanostructure of the membranes to create more preferential sorption and/or diffusion of the target
penetrants. One promising strategy is to synthesize multicomponent hybrid membranes, in which
a secondary component (usually inorganic nanoparticles) is introduced and evenly embedded into the
polymer matrix. The additives can be porous or non-porous nanoparticles (0 to 3D) [5] and/or liquid
plasticizers [6–8]. In the past few years, various nano- or micro-porous particles have been applied
in fabricating hybrid membranes, including zeolite, carbon molecular sieve, different metal organic
frameworks (MOFs) and covalent organic frameworks (COFs). Non-porous particles include metal
oxides, silica, carbon nanotubes and graphenes. Graphene oxide are also used to fabricate hybrid
membranes [5,9]. Generally, due to the non-ideal interface between the additives and the polymer
phase, adding nanofillers into polymeric matrix of a membrane will result in significant improvement
in gas permeability but relatively moderate enhancement in gas selectivity [10].

PTMSP is one of the representative high free volume polymer possessing the highest CO2

permeability among dense polymeric membranes. The high gas permeability is attributed to the
exceptionally high free volume of the polymer [11]. The large and interconnected domains within
the polymer matrix allows a rapid diffusion of gas, leading to the high gas permeability across the
membrane [11]. The CO2 permeability is reported to be in the range of 18,000–5200 bar [12–14].
However, the CO2/N2 selectivity remains relatively low (<5) [12]. According to process simulation,
for membranes with a sufficient selectivity, high gas permeability is a more important property to
consider from the economic point of view [15]. The poor selectivity has limited its industrial application.
Increasing the selective features of this material is thus of primary importance to boost its practical
use in CO2 separation. Adding inorganic nanofillers into polymeric matrix has been proven to be an
effective way of improving the gas separation properties [16,17].

Zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) are a family of the metal organic frameworks (MOFs)
usually with zinc or cobalt as metal nodes and imidazolate (or imidazolate derivative) as organic
linkers [18]. ZIFs have been extensively used in hybrid membrane fabrications as porous nanoparticles.
Among the series of ZIFs, ZIF-8 is one of the most widely studied materials with various applications
in gas storage, catalysis and gas separation [19]. Many researchers have reported that adding
ZIF-8 into polymeric membranes could not only improve the gas permeability but also enhance
selectivity [20–22]. ZIF-7 is also well studied as nanofillers in different polymeric membranes. It is
found that ZIF-7 nanoparticles could effectively improve both the CO2 permeability and CO2 selectivity
over other gases (e.g., N2 and CH4) [23–25]. ZIF-L, a two-dimensional zeolitic imidazolate framework,
is relatively new, which was firstly developed by Wang et al in 2013 [26,27]. Compared to the
conventional ZIF particles, ZIF-L has a distinctive leaf-shaped morphology and cushion-shaped cavity
with a dimension of 9.4 Å × 7.0 Å × 5.3 Å between layers, which is well suited to accommodate CO2

molecules [28]. In addition, the intrinsic high-aspect-ratio of the 2D particles is preferable for improving
gas selectivity [29]. It has been used to fabricate hybrid membranes with different polymers for gas
separation and pervaporation [30]. However, the comparison of the effect of different ZIFs on the CO2

transport properties of a given polymeric matrix, especially the high gas permeable matrix, is still not
completely disclosed.

Non-porous nanofillers have also been reported to be able to significantly change gas separation
performances, typically due to specific affinity with a target molecule (transport via selective surface
diffusion phenomena) or interactions with polymeric chain packing, leading to higher free volume
within the polymer matrix [31]. Various non-porous additives has been used to fabricate hybrid
membranes for gas separation purpose, such as TiO2, fumed silica and other metal oxides [5]. Due to
the characteristic properties such as inexpensive, high hydrophilicity as well as good chemical and
thermal stabilities [32,33], TiO2 has been included as the non-porous nanofiller for comparison with
the ZIFs in this study.
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Furthermore, as in real gas streams flue gas is always saturated with water vapor and in many
cases water vapor is found to strongly influence the properties of the membranes, it is critical to
investigate the effects of humidity in the feed gas on the separation performance of the membranes.
To the best of our knowledge, the influence of water vapor in separation system on the permeation
properties of PTMSP-based hybrid membranes has never be reported.

In the present work, four different nanoparticles were employed as additives to prepare
PTMSP-based hybrid membranes, including three porous ZIF nanoparticles (ZIF-8, ZIF-7 and
ZIF-L) and one non-porous nanofiller (TiO2). The resultant hybrid membranes were systematically
investigated using various techniques, including TGA, FTIR and SEM and mixed gas permeation tests
with controlled humidity (0–100% relative humidity). The separation performance data are analyzed
and the influence of the various fillers on the gas transport mechanism through the hybrid membranes
is discussed.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

PTMSP was supplied by Fluorochem, Morrisville, PA, USA (chemical structure shown in Figure 1).
ZIF-8 nanoparticles (trade name of Basolite® Z1200, solid state, Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany),
chloroform and n-haxane were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany. ZIF-7 and
ZIF-L were synthesized following the procedure described by Zhong et al. [26] and Li et al. [23],
respectively. The structure and common preparation route for ZIF-8, ZIF-L and ZIF-7 are given in
Figure 2. TiO2 nanoparticles were kindly supplied by SINTEF Industry, Oslo, Norway. Before use,
all the particles were dried in a vacuum oven at 60 ◦C overnight to ensure the complete removal
of moisture. The mixed gases used for permeation testing contains 90 vol% N2 and 10 vol% CO2.
99.999 vol% CH4 was used as sweep gas. All the gases were purchased from AGA, Trondheim, Norway.

Figure 1. Chemical structure of poly(1-trimethylsilyl-1-propyne) (PTMSP).
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Figure 2. Structure and preparation route of ZIF-7, ZIF-8 and ZIF-L [26].

2.2. Membrane Preparation

Self-standing PTMSP membranes of approximately 50–100 μm were fabricated by casting the
polymer/additive mixture on a glass plate using a casting-knife. The polymer/additive blend were
prepared as described by Zhang et al. [34]. In brief, solution A (nanoparticles in either chloroform or
n-haxane) was sonicated for 4–5 min using a Sonics Vibra-CellTM VC 70T (Leuven, Belgium) and then
mixed into solution B (a highly viscous solution of PTMSP in a small amount of solvent). The mixture
of A and B was then sonicated again for 4 × 45 min before the solution was cast onto a glass plate.
The solution on the glass plate was covered by a glass container to slow down the solvent evaporation.

The content of nanofillers added into the membrane matrix was determined using Equation (1).

Ωad =
Wad

Wad + WPTMSP
∗ 100 (1)

where Wad and WPTMSP are the mass of additives and PTMSP polymer, respectively.

2.3. Membrane Characterization

A TG F1 Libra (NETZSCH, Selb, Germany) was used to perform a thermo-gravimetric analysis
(TGA) of the hybrid membranes. Around 10 mg of sample were used to perform the test. The samples
were analysed in the temperature range from room temperature (RT) to 700 ◦C at a constant heating
rate of 10 ◦C min−1 with N2 atmosphere.

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR, NicoletTM iSTM 50, Thermo Fisher, Oslo, Norway)
was used to determine the chemical structures of all the components in the hybrid membranes.
The wavelengths employed were in the range of 650–4000 cm−1 and the given spectra is an average
of 16 scans.

Scanning electron microscope (SEM, TM3030Plus, Hitachi, Espoo, Finland) was used to investigate
the morphology of the membranes. Both cross section and surface samples were sputter coated
(Q150R Rotary-Pumped Sputter Coater/Carbon Coater, Quorum, Laughton, East Sussex, UK) with
a thin gold layer to increase the sample conductivity. The cross-section sample was prepared by
soaking the membrane sample into liquid N2.
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Gas-separation performance was measured in a humid mixed-gas permeation setup with
adjustable RH, as schematically depicted in Figure 3. More details about the testing procedure
can be found in our previous reports [35,36]. The RH value is controlled by using four mass flow
controllers (El-Flow series, Bronkhorst, Veenendaal, Netherland). A CO2/N2 gas mixture (10/90 v/v)
constituted the feed gas. CH4 was used as sweep gas instead of an inert gas (e.g., Helium) since
Helium was used as the carrier gas for the gas chromatograph (GC). The feed pressure was set as
2.0 bar while the sweep side pressure was set to 1.05 bar. The composition of permeate stream was
monitored by a calibrated gas chromatograph (490 Micro GC, Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA). For each
permeation test, experiment lasted at least for 6 h until a steady state was reached.

The permeability coefficient (Pi) of the ith penetrant species can be obtained by Equation (2):

Pm,i =
Nperm

(
1 − yH2O

)
yil

A
(〈

pi, f eed, pi,ret

〉
− pi,perm

) (2)

where Nperm is the total permeate flow measured with a bubble flow meter, yH2O is the molar fraction
of water in the permeate flow (calculated according to the RH value and the vapour pressure at the
given temperature), yi is the molar fraction of the species of interest in the permeate and pi,feed, pi,ret and
pi,perm identify the partial pressures of the ith species in the feed, retentate and permeate, respectively.
It is worth mentioning that all the tests were repeated at least two times with the error lower than 5%,
as such the error bars are not visible in the figures, thus not presented in the figures.

The separation factor is calculated by Equation (3):

αi/j =
yi/xi
yj/xj

(3)

Figure 3. Mixed-gas permeation setup (1: MFC-safety trap; 2: Humidifier; 3: Droplets trap;
4: Membrane module; 5: Heated cabinet; 6: Water knockout; 7: Bubble flow meters; MFC: Mass flow
controller; NV: Needle valve; BPR: Back-pressure regulator; PI: Pressure indicator; HT: Humidity and
temperature sensor; MWV: Multi-way valve; GC: Gas chromatograph).
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Nanofiller Characterization

The morphology of the four nanofillers used in the present study were investigated using SEM,
results are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. SEM image of the ZIF series used in the present study, (A) ZIF-L, (B)ZIF-8, and (C) ZIF-7.

As it can be seen in Figure 4, ZIF-L presents a leaf-sharp with a width of ~1.8 μm and length of
~4 μm, which is in good agreement with literature results [26]. The SEM image for ZIF-8 particles
show obvious aggregation but overall particle size is still in the micrometre range. ZIF-7 was prepared
based on the procedure reported in Ref. [23]. The SEM image of ZIF-7 also shows serious aggregation
but the individual particles exhibit similar structure as literature [23]. It is worth mentioning that
nanoparticles always tend to aggregate in a dry state but in this work the aggregations have been
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partly broken down to smaller particles via proper dispersion methods (e.g., stirring, ultra-sonication)
and using proper solvent.

3.2. Thermal Properties

Thermal stability of membranes is a property that is highly valued in membrane separation.
TGA was used to study the influence of the nanofillers on the thermal stability of the hybrid membranes.
The TGA results for PTMSP, ZIF-8, ZIF-L, ZIF-7 and TiO2 and relevant hybrid membranes are shown
in Figure 5.

Figure 5. TGA results of neat PTMSP polymer and different nanoparticles (A), TGA curves of
PTMSP/TiO2 (B), PTMSP/ZIF-7 (C), PTMSP/ZIF-L (D), and PTMSP/ZIF-8 (E).

Among all the tested materials, the TiO2 nanoparticles present the best thermal stability.
The weight-loss of TiO2 is less than 2 wt % of the original weight at 700 ◦C, showing that TiO2

is extremely stable in the given temperature range. A Tonset of 439 ◦C was obtained for the ZIF-8,
which is in good agreement with the literature value [21]. At temperatures higher than the Tonset,
a steep reduction in weight is obtained, which is corresponding to the collapse of the ZIF-8 structure
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and carbonization under extreme thermal stress. A 66% weight-loss can be observed at 700 ◦C,
which is also consistent with literature data [37]. Considering the ZIF-L, a weight loss of approximately
20% can be found at around 200 ◦C, which is due to the mass loss arising from the removal of the
weakly linked 1⁄2 Hmim and guest water molecules [27]. Further increasing the temperature will result
in decomposition of ZIF-L into zinc oxide [27]. In the case of ZIF-7 nanoparticles, a slight weight
loss was observed at around 177 ◦C, which was a result of the evaporation of the DMF solvents
(b.p. = 153 ◦C) from the particle cages [38]. Afterwards the sample mass kept stable until around
500 ◦C, where a second stage of weight loss was observed due to the decomposition of ZIF-7 into
zinc oxide [38].

Figure 5B–E presents the TGA curves of the hybrid membranes with the four different types of
nanofillers. In the case of TiO2 and ZIF-8, due to the superior thermal stability of the two nanofillers,
adding them into PTMSP resulted in a hybrid membrane with comparable thermal stability to neat
PTMSP but with higher residual mass at high temperatures. In the case of the ZIF-7 and ZIF-L, as these
two nanofillers has relatively lower Ton-set compared to the PTMSP polymer, adding them into the
polymeric phase slightly reduced the overall thermal stability of the hybrid membranes. However,
no weight loss can be found below 150 ◦C, which fulfils the requirements for post-combustion CO2

capture process.

3.3. Membrane Morphology

The membrane morphology is of critical importance for hybrid membranes. Depending on the
affinity between the polymer and the fillers, hybrid membranes may be characterized by different
polymer/particle interface and the transport properties of hybrid membranes are strongly dependent
on the nanoscale morphology of the membranes [16]. Figure 6 display the cross section of the different
membranes fabricated in the present study.

Figure 6. SEM images of membranes. (A) PTMSP, (B) PTMSP/30 wt % ZIF-7, (C) PTMSP/20 wt %
ZIF-8, (D) PTMSP/20 wt % ZIF-L, and (E) PTMSP/20 wt % TiO2.
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Figure 6A shows the SEM results for the neat PTMSP membrane, where a homogeneous
morphology can be observed, as expected for a pristine polymeric phase. In the case of the
PTMSP/ZIF-7 sample (Figure 6B), no obvious aggregation can be found from the membrane surface.
However, from the cross-section image, the ZIF-7 nanoparticles seem to aggregate to one side of the
membrane. In the case of the membrane with ZIF-8 and ZIF-L dispersed (Figure 6C,D), aggregation
can be found in both membranes. The compatibility between the nanofillers and PTMSP seems
not sufficient. In the TiO2 case, aggregates can be found on the membrane surface but no obvious
aggregates are found from the cross-section images. Furthermore, different from other nanofillers,
the TiO2 seems created additional voids or gas diffusion paths in the PTMSP membrane, which is
expected to be beneficial for gas permeability but may be to an extent negative to the selectivity.

3.4. FTIR

FTIR was used to study the chemical structure of the nanofiller, PTMSP as well as the hybrid
membranes. Results are shown in Figure 7. Detailed peak assignments are listed in Table 1.

Figure 7. FT-IR spectrum of PTMSP/nanofiller hybrid membranes. (A) PTMSP/TiO2, (B) PTMSP/ZIF-L,
(C) PTMSP/ZIF-7 and (D) PTMSP/ZIF-8.
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Table 1. Detailed peak assignment of PTMSP and various additives.

Peak Position (cm−1) Peak Assignment Ref.

PTMSP
1540 stretching of the double C=C bond

[39]1240 deformation of the SiC–H bond
820 stretching of the C–Si bond

ZIF7
1455 C–C stretching

[23]777 C–H stretching

ZIF8/ZIFL

1584 stretching of C–N bond found in the 2-methylimidazole ring

[40]

1350–1500 ring stretching
900–1350 coupled with in-plane ring bending

800 out-of-plane bending
1146 C–H vibrations
1310 C–H vibrations

TiO2 768 symmetric stretching vibrations in the Ti–O bond [41]

Figure 7 depicts the FT-IR of pure PTMSP and different particles. Detailed peak assignments
are also listed in Table 1. It is found that the neat PTMSP results are in accordance with the IR
spectra given by Khodzhaeva et al. [39]. Three characteristic peaks can be found for PTMSP at 1540,
1240 and 820 cm−1, which are due to stretching of double C=C bond, deformation of Si–C–H bond
and stretching of the Si–C bond. In the case of ZIF-7 sample. Two peaks can be observed at 1455
and 777 cm−1, corresponding to C–C bond and C–H bond stretching [23]. Considering ZIF-8 and
ZIF-L samples, due to the similar chemical structure, identical peaks were obtained for these two
samples. The characteristic peak for ZIF-8/ZIF-L locates at 1584 cm−1, which is due to the stretching
of C–N bond found in the 2-methylimidazole ring [40]. The TiO2-particles have a rather non-distinct
IR-spectrum, being approximately a line, until it gradually increases as it comes closer to 1000 cm−1.
Murashkevich et al. [41] reported that the very broad peak will reach its maximum around 526 cm−1

and that there should be a “shoulder“ around 768 cm−1 due to symmetric stretching vibrations in
the Ti–O bond. From Figure 7 it is observed that the TiO2 results matches with the literature value
quite well.

The FTIR spectrum of the hybrid membrane with the four different nanofillers are also showing in
Figure 7. Based on the results, no new peaks or peak position shift can be found, which denoting that
no chemical interaction happens between the nanofillers and the polymeric matrix. In the case of TiO2,
due to the fact that the FTIR spectrum of TiO2 is relatively simpler compared to PTMSP, the PTMSP
spectrum is dominating in the hybrid membranes. For the other three additives, the peak intensity of
the nanofillers changes in the hybrid membrane, which has good correlation with the content of the
fillers in the hybrid membranes.

3.5. Mixed Gas Permeation Results

A CO2/N2 gas mixture (10/90 v/v) was used as feed gas to investigate gas separation properties
of obtained hybrid membranes. The mixed gas permeation tests of all the studied membranes were
carried out at room temperature with controlled RH level.

3.5.1. Comparison of Two Different Solvents

It is well known that the solvents used to fabricate polymeric membranes can greatly affect the
membrane properties [42] and that nanoparticles have different dispersion properties in different
organic solvents [43]. In the present study, we found that ZIF-7 had relatively better dispersion property
in chloroform while ZIF-8, ZIF-L and TiO2 could be dispersed better in cyclohexane, thus both solvents
were employed in fabrication of hybrid membrane.

CO2/N2 separation performances of the two neat PTMSP membranes prepared using chloroform
and cyclohexane solvents were firstly studied as the blank data for the comparison with the hybrid
membranes. The permeation results are shown in Figure 8. The lower boiling point (61 ◦C) of
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chloroform led to a higher CO2 permeability (33,169 bar) compared to the one observed for cyclohexane
(b.p. 81 ◦C) (20,338 bar), even though a lower CO2/N2 separation factor was obtained (2.7 for
chloroform versus 6.9 for cyclohexane, Figure 8B). The results achieved for both solvents are similar to
literature values [44–46]. The different solvent volatility is believed has led to different rearrangement
of the polymeric chain in the final matrix: in the case of the less volatile solvent, the longer time needed
to obtain the solid film may result in a higher polymer chain packing density.

Figure 8 also presents the effect of the relative humidity level in the feed gas. As can be seen,
the CO2 separation performances appear only to a small extent being affected by an increase of
the humidity content in the gaseous stream, as both membranes showing limited change in CO2

permeability (~10% drop) followed by a slight increase (~10%) in CO2/N2 selectivity. Interestingly,
literatures on hydrophobic polymers [47,48] showed that water vapour significantly affects the
transport of incondensable gases through the polymer matrix, despite of the limited H2O uptake
to the membrane. However, the strong effect of humidity is not observed for PTMSP, most likely due
to that the different transport mechanism; in the PTMSP-based membranes, separation is related to
the free volume size and distribution within the polymeric matrix. Scholes et al. [49] also reported
a limited effect of water vapour on the CO2 permeability of PTMSP casted using toluene as solvent,
which suggests that the negligible effect of water vapour is independent of the type of solvent used
during the membrane fabrication procedure.

Figure 8. Gas separation performances of PTMSP membrane prepared from two different solvents,
(A) CO2 permeability and (B) CO2/N2 selectivity.

3.5.2. PTMSP/ZIF-8 Hybrid Membranes

In the case of ZIF-8 hybrid membrane, 20 wt % ZIF-8 was added into PTMSP matrix. The amount
of the ZIF-8 was determined based on literature values.

As shown in Figure 9, at dry state, adding ZIF-8 into PTMSP results in a sharp increase in CO2

permeability (27,781 bar, +37%) with a decrease of CO2/N2 selectivity (4.5, −36%) compared to the
neat PTMSP membrane. The higher permeability and lower selectivity at dry state can be attributed
to the micro-voids between the nanofillers and polymer phase, which is observed also from the SEM
images (Figure 6C). Similar results have also been achieved for membranes with ZIF-8 embedded
in PIM-1 [50], in which a comparable loading of ZIF-8 (28 wt %) showed a trend similar to the one
observed in this study for both CO2 permeability and CO2/N2 selectivity (the CO2 permeability was
tuned to values in the same range of PTMSP by ethanol swelling).

From Figure 9B it can be seen that with a small amount of water vapour in the feed gas
(RH ≈ 25%), the CO2 permeability dramatically decreased to 17,029 bar, reaching a performance
that is 15% lower than that of the neat PTMSP membranes at the same RH condition (20,315 bar).
Water adsorption in ZIF-8 was reported to be relatively low compare to other polar molecules [51].
However, the imidazolium linker introduces a –NH functionality on the outer surface of the ZIF cage,
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causing the H2O molecules to cover preferentially the crystal structure rather than to be adsorbed in
the cage [51]. This effect may reduce the free volume at the polymer/particles interface, negatively
affecting the gas transport through the membrane. Experiments show that further increase of the RH
value causes a limited drop in CO2 permeability for the PTMSP/ZIF-8 hybrid membranes. Surprisingly,
the humidity level had a very limited effect on the selectivity of the hybrid membrane, suggesting
that the gas transport is mainly through the polymeric matrix and at the polymer/particles interface,
not through the pores of the fillers, which should give a much higher selectivity.

Figure 9. Gas separation performance of PTMSP/ZIF-8 hybrid membranes. (A) CO2 permeability and
(B) CO2/N2 selectivity.

3.5.3. PTMSP/ZIF-L Hybrid Membranes

In order to fully exploit the sieving ability of the 2D morphology of nanofillers, the assessment
of the influence of porous 2D nanosheets in membranes has attracted great attention in recent
years [52–55]. However, little effort has been dedicated to ZIF-based porous nanosheets, or in particular,
not in gas separation membranes. To the best of our knowledge, only one report was found using
ZIF-L as nanofiller in hybrid membranes for gas separation [28].

In this work, we investigated the effect of ZIF-L loadings in PTMSP membrane by preparing
samples containing three different ZIF-L loadings (5 wt %, 10 wt % and 20 wt %). As can be seen
in Figure 10, adding 5 wt % and 10 wt % ZIF-L into PTMSP matrix significantly improves CO2

permeability and the 5 wt % loading seems the most effective. Surprisingly, a further increase of the
ZIF-L content to 20 wt % causes a dramatic decrease in CO2 permeability (1489 bar), which is one
order of magnitude lower than the neat PTMSP value. The opposite trend is observed for the CO2/N2

selectivity: at a ZIF-L content of 5 wt % and 10 wt %, the CO2/N2 selectivity value is almost unchanged.
When 20 wt % ZIF-L is presented in the PTMSP matrix, the CO2/N2 selectivity increases from 7 to
13~14. A similar behaviour (initial permeability increase followed by significant decrease) is also
reported for other porous 2D nanosheets [53,55]. A graphic representation of the possible gas transport
mechanism is proposed and shown in Figure 11. Compared to PTMSP membranes, membranes made
of neat ZIF-L particles have relatively lower CO2 permeability [26]. At lower loadings, increased gas
permeability mainly comes from the micro-voids between the ZIF-L and PTMSP. As the addition of
ZIF-L introduces more less permeable regions in the PTMSP matrix, which increases the gas diffuse
path way in the membrane and part of the gases diffuse through the ZIF-L phase, leading to much
lower permeability and relatively higher CO2/N2 selectivity. It has been reported that the neat ZIF-8
or ZIF-L membranes normally show relatively low CO2/N2 selectivity (in the range of <5) [56,57].
However, according to literature, when the ZIF-8 nanoparticles were added into polymer matrix, gas
selectivity of the hybrid membranes are significantly higher [20,21]. Therefore, the intrinsic selectivity
of the ZIF-8 material is possibly higher than the selectivity obtained from the ZIF membranes, in which
the defects and micro voids between the ZIF-8 crystals may reduce the overall selectivity.
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Figure 10. Gas separation performances of PTMSP/ZIF-L hybrid membranes as a function of the
ZIF-L loading.

Figure 11. Possible gas transport mechanism in PTMSP/ZIF-L membranes.

The influence of water vapour on the separation performance of the ZIF-L-based hybrid
membranes is shown in Figure 12. Increasing the water vapour content in the gaseous streams
resulted in a decrease in CO2 permeability for all the membranes containing ZIF-L fillers. For the 5 and
10 wt % loading the drop is limited to 17–20% of the dry value and the CO2 transport remains above
the value of the neat PTMSP membranes. In the case of 20 wt % ZIF-L loading, a similar decrease
(15.7%) was observed. In terms of the neat PTMSP membrane, the CO2 permeability decreased only
6% with the RH level increasing from 0% RH to 100% RH. Similar to the ZIF-8 case, the presence of
water vapour shows a negligible effect on the CO2/N2 selectivity, independently from the particles
loading within the membrane matrix.

Figure 12. Gas separation performances of PTMSP/ZIF-L hybrid membranes as a function of relative
humidity in the gaseous stream. (A) CO2 permeability and (B) CO2/N2 selectivity.
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3.5.4. PTMSP/ZIF-7 Hybrid Membranes

Based on literature, a higher ZIF-7 loading in a hybrid membrane can be beneficial to improving
CO2 selectivity over other gases (e.g., N2 and/or CH4). According to Li et al., the highest selectivity
was obtained at a ZIF-7 content of 34 wt % [23]. In another report, the highest CO2/CH4 selectivity
was obtained at a ZIF-7 content of 35 wt % [24]. Therefore, in this study, 30 wt % ZIF-7 nanoparticles
were determined as the optimal loading in the PTMSP/ZIF-7 hybrid membrane. The gas permeation
results of the resultant hybrid membranes are shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Gas separation performances of PTMSP/ZIF-7 hybrid membranes. (A) CO2 permeability
and (B) CO2/N2 selectivity.

As indicated in Figure 13, even with the ZIF-7 loading of up to 30 wt % in the hybrid membrane,
only a minor change in the CO2 permeability (from 33,169 bar to 32,065 bar) was observed. Similar
results have been reported in Pebax/ZIF-7 membranes, in which a ZIF-7 content of 22~34 wt % resulted
in a reduced CO2 permeability and much improved CO2/N2 selectivity [23–25]. In another study,
ZIF-7 particles were added into the polybenzimidazole (PBI) matrix to improve CO2/H2 separation
performances. According to their results, adding 50 wt % of ZIF-7 nanoparticles into PBI membranes
only increased CO2 permeability from 0.4 to 1.8 Bar, indicating that the intrinsic ZIF-7 permeability is
in the low region [58]. Nevertheless, adding ZIF-7 nanoparticles into Pebax and PBI has been reported
to be rather efficient in promoting CO2 selectivity over other gases [23,25]. In this work, the CO2/N2

selectivity was doubled by adding 30 wt % of ZIF-7 into PTMSP matrix (from 2.7 to 5.2). Although the
absolute value is still too low, it is a significant improvement compared to the neat PTMSP membranes.

3.5.5. PTMSP/TiO2 Hybrid Membranes

Compared to the ZIF series, the addition of TiO2 nanoparticles showed quite different effects.
At dry state, adding 5 wt % TiO2 nanoparticles into PTMSP matrix significantly improved the CO2

permeability (28,432 bar, 40% increased) but the increase in TiO2 content (25 wt %) did not show
further increase in the permeability (Figure 14). It is frequently reported that the increase of CO2

permeability in hybrid membranes containing TiO2 is related mainly to the formation of interfacial
voids at the polymer/particles interface and to the disruption of polymer chain packing induced by the
nanoparticles rather than to its high CO2 adsorption capacity [5]. This observation is also confirmed in
this study by the reduction of the CO2/N2 selectivity by the addition of TiO2 nanofillers in PTMSP
hybrid membranes.
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Figure 14. Gas separation performance of PTMSP/TiO2 hybrid membranes (Cyclohexane used as
solvent). (A) CO2 permeability and (B) CO2/N2 selectivity.

Interestingly, the presence of water vapour in the feed gas reduced the gas permeability
to a significant extent. It was found that, when increasing the RH value from 75% to 100%,
both membranes with 5 and 25 wt % TiO2 nanoparticles exhibited a notable decrease (35–40%) in the
CO2 permeability, which may be due to the competitive sorption of water vapour that occupies the
additional free volume created by the TiO2 nanoparticles. Similar to all the cases in this work, the
presence of water vapour showed a negligible effect on the selective feature of the hybrid membranes.

The gas separation performances of the hybrid membranes various additives are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Summary of PTMSP hybrid membrane separation performances.

Solvent Nanofiller
Nanofiller

Content (wt %)
RH (%)

CO2

Permeability
CO2/N2

Selectivity (-)

CHCl3 - - 0.2 33,169.3 2.7
CHCl3 - - 94.1 30,152.0 2.9
CHCl3 ZIF-7 30 1.3 32,065.0 5.2
CHCl3 ZIF-7 30 93.4 28,205.3 5.5

Cyclohexane - - 0.9 20,338.7 6.9
Cyclohexane - - 93.2 19,074.8 7.6
Cyclohexane TiO2 5 0.5 28,432.2 6.0
Cyclohexane TiO2 5 91.7 19,465.6 6.7
Cyclohexane TiO2 25 0.7 27,222.0 5.6
Cyclohexane TiO2 25 93.6 16,550.1 6.6
Cyclohexane ZIF-8 20 0.7 27,781.7 4.6
Cyclohexane ZIF-8 20 89.9 14,764.1 5.0
Cyclohexane ZIF-L 5 1.1 25,191.4 6.6
Cyclohexane ZIF-L 5 92.0 20,949.6 7.0
Cyclohexane ZIF-L 10 0.5 24,046.1 6.8
Cyclohexane ZIF-L 10 92.5 19,175.1 7.2
Cyclohexane ZIF-L 20 1.1 1,489.2 13.5
Cyclohexane ZIF-L 20 92.3 1,255.1 14.9

As can be seen from Table 2, adding ZIF-8 and TiO2 into PTMSP improves CO2 permeability
but the improvement is at the expenses of the CO2/N2 selectivity. Adding ZIF-7 into PTMSP leads
to lower CO2 permeability and slightly higher CO2/N2 selectivity. In the case of ZIF-L, at lower
particles content, higher CO2 permeability and lower CO2/N2 selectivity was observed but a further
increase of the ZIF-L loading causes a significant improvement of the CO2/N2 selective feature but
with a dramatic drop in the gas permeability coefficient. In a similar fashion for all the investigated
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nanoparticles, the presence of water vapour negatively affects the CO2 permeability of the hybrid
membranes, with the ZIF-8 and the TiO2 based membranes being the most affected. No significant
effect is, however, observed for the selective feature of the hybrid membranes.

4. Conclusions

In the present study, a broad range of fillers were used for the fabrication of hybrid membranes
for CO2 capture. Three different ZIF-type porous nanofillers (2D and 3D) and TiO2 nanoparticles (0D)
were utilized to fabricate PTMSP-based hybrid membranes, aiming at the improvement of the CO2

separation performance. The TGA analysis shows that the hybrid membranes are characterized by high
thermal stability compared to the pristine polymer, fulfilling the requirements for most CO2 separation
applications. In addition, the SEM images indicates that the particles are homogeneously distributed
within the polymer matrix but the poor affinity with the polymer phase caused the formation of
interfacial voids.

The solvent used for the membrane preparation was found very important: the CO2 permeability
decreased by 40% while the selectivity increased by 150% simply by changing the solvent in the
membrane casting solution from chloroform to cyclohexane. The loadings of the different nanofillers
makes big differences in the separation property enhancement. Adding ZIF-8 and TiO2 particles into
PTMSP matrix has always led to an increment in CO2 permeability. On the other hand, the addition of
ZIF-7 into the hybrid membranes resulted in a relatively lower CO2 permeability but higher CO2/N2

selectivity. The most notable variation was obtained from the addition of ZIF-L, the porous 2D
nanosheets. At a low ZIF-L loading, the CO2 permeability was enhanced but further increase of the
particle loading caused in a dramatic decrease in CO2 permeability but doubled CO2/N2 selectivity
compared to the neat PTMSP membrane. For all the hybrid membranes, increasing the water vapour
content in the gaseous streams has caused a reduction in CO2 permeability with limited effect on the
CO2/N2 selectivity.

To sum up, despite the different morphology and properties of the selected nanofillers in this
study (porous/non-porous, 0 to 3D nanostructures), adding the nanofillers into PTMSP either leads to
higher permeability with lower CO2/N2 selectivity, or vice versa.
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Abstract: Three polyimides and six inorganic fillers in a form of nanometer-sized particles were
studied as thick film solution cast mixed matrix membranes (MMMs) for the transport of CO2, CH4,
and H2O. Gas transport properties and electron microscopy images indicate good polymer-filler
compatibility for all membranes. The only filler type thatdemonstrated good distribution throughout
the membrane thickness at 10 wt.% loading was BaCe0.2Zr0.7Y0.1O3 (BCZY). The influence of this
filler on MMM gas transport properties was studied in detail for 6FDA-6FpDA in a filler content
range from one to 20 wt.% and for Matrimid® and P84® at 10 wt.% loading. The most promising
result was obtained for Matrimid®—10 wt.% BCZY MMM, which showed improvement in CO2

and H2O permeabilities accompanied by increased CO2/CH4 selectivity and high water selective
membrane at elevated temperatures without H2O/permanent gas selectivity loss.

Keywords: mixed matrix membranes; carbon dioxide; water vapor permeability; polyimides;
inorganic fillers; gas separation membranes; water transport

1. Introduction

Mixed matrix membranes (MMMs) [1,2] are considered as a very promising route to overcome
limitations of the Robeson upper bound of the permeability/selectivity relationship by combining
good mechanical, but rather disappointing gas transport properties of polymers, with excellent
diffusion and sorption properties of inorganic porous media having very poor mechanical properties,
e.g., flexibility [3].

Gas separation membranes have been on the market since 1980 [4] and have proven their
reliability [5]. Unfortunately, since the boom of membranes introduction into the market at the
end of the 20th century, not too many new membranes reached practical application level for gas
separation processes. The reason for it lays in the versatility of existing membrane technology that
allows the combination of membrane separation stages with other unit operations and to achieve goals
of the separation process [6]. New membranes introduced to the market should exhibit significantly
better properties, as compared to those already commercially available. At this point, the combination
of properties of polymers and inorganic substances able to selectively transport gas or vapor molecules
becomes very appealing [7].

The requirements for polymers to be used in membranes are: Adequate gas transport properties
(balance between permeability and selectivity), processability as a thin film, and high reproducible
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manufacturing from batch to batch. For the formation of MMMs, good adhesion between the polymer
matrix and the inorganic filler is essential, especially in case of polymers with high Tg (glass transition
temperature) [8], good mechanical properties and stability of properties as a function of time.

The inorganic fillers to be used in MMMs should have (i) particles as small as possible since
selective layers of modern polymer based gas separation membranes have a thickness of 100 nm and
less; (ii) good affinity to the polymer; and (iii) gas transport properties matching, for the target gas
in the separation process, those of the matrix polymer [9]. Several fillers have been studied in order
to be combined with a polymer matrix, i.e., zeolites, carbon mesoporous silica, and metal organic
frameworks (MOF) [10–15]. Regarding this last particular example, MOFs appear to be especially
attractive, as concerns compatibility with polymers [16]. However, rather few reported works on MMFs
with MOFs evidence an enhancement of CO2 permeability and CO2/CH4 selectivity, as compared to
the pure polymer membrane [17].

Depending on the compatibility of the filler and the polymer matrix, four different cases (Figure 1)
and the expected effect on the separation properties can be described [18–22]. Case 1 is an ideal
situation, where the filler is perfectly incorporated into the polymer matrix. This situation can result
in an improvement of the separation properties of the mixed matrix material. In Case 2, there is a
rigidification of the polymer matrix in the area around the filler. This normally results in an increase of
the selectivity, due to the increased rigidity, but also in a decrease of the permeability. This is normally
confirmed by an increase on the Tg of the MMMs. Case 3 exhibits a creation of an interphase due to the
incompatibility between the particle and the polymer matrix. This results not only in an increase of the
permeability due to the bigger fractional free volume, but also in a decrease of the selectivity. In Case 4,
the polymer matrix penetrates the pore or free volume of the filler. In this case, both permeability and
selectivity decrease.

In this work, several MMMs were studied for gas transport properties with focus on CO2, CH4

and H2O as components in various industrially relevant gas mixtures, for example, natural gas, biogas
as well as gas streams in chemical and petrochemical industries [23–26]. Biogas and natural gas are
considered as the most environmentally friendly resources for large scale electric energy production
and as sources with significant methane content, which is involved in several relevant reactions such
as combustion, steam reforming, or halogenation. For example, in Germany, natural gas contains
about 95% CH4 and not more than 2% CO2 concentration in the gas pipelines [27–29]. On the other
hand, biogas is a mixture of several gases produced by the anaerobic decomposition of organic matter.
Biogas mainly consists of methane (50–70%), carbon dioxide (30–50%), and other compounds including
hydrogen sulfide (H2S), water, and other trace gas compounds [30]. The membranes considered in this
study could be used to separate CO2 from these gases. Additionally, these membranes could also be
applied to remove water at low temperature in several combustion processes in order to recover it and
on-site reuse for other purposes.

In the current study, three polyimides and six inorganic fillers were used to prepare MMMs as
thick films and the corresponding gas transport properties for CO2, CH4, and H2O were systematically
studied. Polyimides were selected due to their outstanding gas transport properties (low permeability
coefficients, high selectivity, and good thermal stability) for several gas pairs as CO2/CH4 [31] or
O2/N2 [32], and in case of the studied polymers, excellent film forming properties. The six inorganic
materials used as nano-sized particles were selected, taking into account the expected good affinity
for gas molecules as CO2 and water vapor [33]. BCZY, LaWO, 8YSZ, and La2O3 were selected
for the CO2 and H2O affinity due to their basicity and/or the important water absorption that
present [34–36], whereas zeolites have been previously used as fillers in MMM for high-temperature
CO2 separation [37].
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of various structures for MMMs [38,39].

2. Experimental Section

2.1. Materials

2.1.1. Polymers

Three different polyimides were employed in the present study: 6FDA-6FpDA, Matrimid® 5218,
and P84®. The 6FDA-6FpDA polyimide was synthesized following the classical in-situ silylation
two steps method [40]. A detailed description of this synthesis can be found in a previous work [41].
Polyimides P84® and Matrimid® 5218 were purchased from HP Polymer GmbH (Lenzing, Austria)
and Huntsman Advanced Materials (Salt Lake City, UT, USA), respectively.

2.1.2. Solvents

Tetrahydrofuran (THF), N-methyl-2-pyrrolidon (NMP), dimethylformamide (DMF), dimethylacetamid
(DMAc), toluene, chloroform, and isopropanol for analysis grade were purchased from Merck
(Darmstadt, Germany) and used as received.

2.1.3. Particles

Six inorganic fillers were employed: 8 mol.% Yttria Stabilized Zirconia (8YSZ), La2O3, La5.4WO12

(LaWO), BaCe0.2Zr0.7Y0.1O3 (BCZY) and two zeolites (ITQ-2 and Beta). 8YSZ powder was provided by
Tosoh Corporation (Tokyo, Japan). La2O3 was synthesized by co-precipitation from lanthanum nitrate
(La(NO3)3) and subsequent calcination at 800 ◦C for five h. LaWO, provided by CerPoTech (Tiller,
Norway) in powder form was calcined at 800 ◦C for six h. BCZY powder, also provided by CerPoTech,
was calcined at 950 ◦C for sixh. Nanocrystalline Beta zeolite (BEA material) and ITQ-2 (delaminated
MCM-22 zeolite material) [42] were synthesized by the ITQ (Instituto de Tecnología Química, Valencia,
Spain) and are here used after calcination (organics removal) in its acidic form. All the fillers were
ball-milled previously for 24 h. Table 1 shows a summary of the fillers properties.
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Table 1. Properties of the used particles. 8YSZ [43], La2O3 [44], LaWO [45], BCZY [46,47], ITQ-2 [42],
and Beta [48].

Particles 8YSZ La2O3 LaWO BCZY ITQ-2 Beta

Description
8% mol of Y2O3
stabilized ZrO2

(Tosoh)

Co-precipitation
from La(NO3)3.

Calcined
800 ◦C/5 h

La5.4WO12
(CerPoTech).

Calcined
950 ◦C/6 h

BaCe0.2Zr0.7Y0.1O3
(CerPoTech).

Calcined
950 ◦C/6 h

ITQ-2 zeolite.
Si/Al = 50

Zeolite
nano-crystalline.

Si/Al = 12.5

Structure

Density
(g/cm2) 5.95 6.56 6.58 6.14 - -

BET area
(m2/g) 6.0 2.9 9.4 31.4 >700 >700

Size (nm) 20–80 60–100 30–120 30–100 Thin sheets
(2.5 thick) 10–30

Uses
Solid electrolyte

in solid oxide
fuel cells (SOFC)

Ferroelectric
materials and as

feedstock for
catalysts

Asymmetric
membranes

for hydrogen
separation

Asymmetric
membranes for

hydrogen
separation

Catalysis Catalysis

2.2. Membranes Fabrication

2.2.1. Inorganic Particles Dispersion

Different solvents such as THF, NMP, DMF, DMAc, toluene, chloroform, and isopropanol were
tested for the dispersion of the particles. The ultrasonic devices used to disperse the fillers were
the digital Sonifier®, models 250 and 450 (BRANSON Ultrasonics Corporation, Danbury, CT, USA).
The dispersion was carried out with the pulse/pause mode, in particular, pulse off for one second
and pulse on for one second for a total duration of 30 min. In addition, the dissolution container was
inside an ice bath to avoid the sample heating during the dispersion process. In all the cases, the best
dispersions and the most visually stable over time (smallest degree of sedimentation) were obtained
by using NMP. The zeolites were fully suspended, whereas in the dispersions obtained with 8YSZ,
La2O3, LaWO, and BCZY with some sedimentation with time observed.

2.2.2. Membranes Formation

Mix matrix membranes (MMMs) were made with 250 mg of polymer and inorganic fillers and
2.25 g of solvent. First, the inorganic fillers were dried at 120 ◦C for 24 h before the membrane
preparation. Then, the fillers were dispersed in 1 g of NMP, as a solvent, by using an ultrasound device.
At the same time, the polymer was dissolved with the rest of the solvent. The particle suspension
was finally added to the polymer solution, obtaining a homogeneous solution of polymer and fillers.
Subsequently, membranes were prepared by following the solvent evaporation method. The mixed
matrix solutions were poured into metal rings placed on a heating plate at 70 ◦C for 12 h. Then,
the membranes were heat treated following the steps: (a) 100 ◦C under vacuum for 1.5 h, (b) 200 ◦C
under vacuum for 2 h, and (c) cooling to room temperature under vacuum.

2.3. Samples Characterization

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) experiments were carried out on the thermal analysis
instrument NETZSCH TG 209 F1 Iris (Netzsch GmbH, Selb, Germany) in order to evaluate the thermal
stability of the MMM and quantify the percentage of fillers. Disc samples with weights of between
five and 15 mg were cut from the pieces obtained as described in Section 2.2. The TGA experiments
consisted of two steps: (i) First, the sample was heated from 30 ◦C to 800 ◦C at 10 ◦C/min under an
argon flow (dynamic scan); and (ii) once 800 ◦C was reached, the temperature was maintained for
30 min under synthetic air (static scan), in order to burn out the organic from the samples. The precision
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for the weight determination is ±0.1 μg. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis was used to
determine the Tg of polymers. DCS experiments were carried out with a calorimeter DSC 1 (Mettler
Toledo, Columbus, OH, USA) at a heating rate of 10 K/min under nitrogen atmosphere to prevent
oxidation. The glass transition is determined, with a precision of ±0.2 K, in the second heating cycle to
avoid the history effect of sample.

The apparent molecular weight of the polymers and the MMMs was determined by Gel
permeation Chromatography (GPC) after calibration with polystyrene standards. GPC measurements
were performed at 40 ◦C having DMAc as eluent on a Waters instrument (Waters GmbH, Eschborn,
Germany) equipped with polystyrene gel columns of different pore sizes, using a refractive index
(RI) detector.

The XRD analysis were performed by using a D8 DISCOVER X-ray diffractometer (Bruker,
Billerica, MA, USA). The range of measured Bragg angles was from 2 to 82◦, with an increase of 10◦.
A 50 kV voltage and 1000 μA current was used.

The morphology of prepared MMMs and particle distribution throughout the membrane
cross-section were analyzed using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) “Merlin” (Zeiss, Oberkochen,
Germany). Samples for cross-sectional images were prepared by breaking the membrane immersed
into liquid nitrogen and subsequent coating with a 4 nm carbon layer.

The permeability, diffusivity and solubility coefficients of CH4, CO2 and H2O vapor in the
manufactured membranes were determined by using the well-known constant volume, variable
pressure method, i.e., the “time-lag method” [40]. The basic principle is the measurement of the
transitory response at the downstream part of a membrane to a pressure step at the upstream part,
that is, the time-lag (t0), which is graphically determined as the intersection of the line drawn through
the linear region of the pressure increase curve to intersection with the time axis [49]. The diffusion
coefficient (D) is linked to the time-lag (t0) through the Equation (1).

t0 =
l2

6 · D
(1)

where l is the thickness of the membrane. The permeability coefficient (P) can be obtained from the
range where the permeate pressure increases linearly (Equation (2)).

P = D·S =
Vpl(pp2 − pp1)

ARTΔt(p f − (pp2 + pp1))
(2)

where Vp is the constant permeate volume, l is the film thickness, A is the effective area of the
membrane, R is the gas constant, Δt is the time of the permeate pressure increase from pp1 to pp2, and
pf is the feed pressure. Finally, solubility coefficient (S) can be obtained with the permeability and the
diffusion coefficient by means of Equation (3).

S =
P
D

(3)

The measurements were made at different temperatures and at one bar of feed pressure. For each
gas measurement, the facility was evacuated until no desorption from the membrane was observed
and the gas to be measured was subsequently refilled. The feed and permeate sides of the membrane
are connected to a vacuum pump with valves and additional valves that connect the feed side with
several gases.

Experiments on water vapor transport were carried out as follows: The pressure vessel keeping
feed pressure of a gas or vapor under study at a constant level during the acquisition of the time-lag
curve was filled with water vapor corresponding to the saturation pressure at a given temperature.
For the beginning of the experiment, the feed pressure vessel was connected to the previously evacuated
measurement cell by opening vacuum valves. It caused a drop of the vapor pressure to approximately
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70% of vapor activity at a given temperature. Due to the design of the vacuum system of the “time-lag”
facility, it is not possible to carry out vapor measurements at activities higher than 70%. After the
time-lag curve was recorded the system was completely evacuated and experiment repeated for 3 times.
For the CH4 and CO2, gas properties were studied at temperatures up to 80 ◦C.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Thermal Properties

Thermogravimetric analysis experiments (TGA) were performed in order to evaluate the thermal
stability of the MMMs and to additionally determine the real amount of particles in the final sample [50].
The parameter used to evaluate the quantity of particles in the membranes is the residual mass (RM).
In Table 2, the TGA results for three different cases studied in this work are represented: 6FDA-6FpDA
with 10 wt.% of the six different particles, 6FDA-6FpDA with different percentage of the BCZY
particles, and 6FDA-6FpDA, Matrimid® and P84® with 10 wt.% of BCZY. It can be appreciated that
the temperature of the maximum weight loss (Tmax loss) is a characteristic property of the polymer
matrix, i.e., 550 ◦C for 6FDA-6FpDA, 560 ◦C for Matrimid®, and finally, 580 ◦C for P84®. The value of
the residual mass RM, determined after exposure of the sample to synthetic air at 800 ◦C, indicates
the content of inorganic particles within the sample. The low deviation from the theoretical values
observed for 10 wt.% 8YSZ, La2O3, LaWO, and BCZY in 6FDA-6FpDA indicates a good dispersion
and adhesion of these particles in the polymer matrix [37,51]. On the contrary, in the case of the
zeolites (ITQ-2 and Beta), an important difference between nominal and experimental content occurs.
This difference is attributed to the nanometer size of the particles that may cause a loss of part of
the constituting elements of these particles. On the other hand, 6FDA-6FpDA + 20 wt.% BCZY and
Matrimid® + 10 wt.% BCZY present an RM value higher than the initial percentage of particles that
indicates an irregular distribution of the polymer chains around the particles. Additionally, an identical
temperature of the maximum weight loss Tmax loss for 6FDA-6FpDA with different percentages of the
BCZY particles is observed in Figure 2. From these results, it can be concluded that the incorporation
of inorganic particles to the polymer matrix does not affect the thermal stability of the polymer.

Table 2. Thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) results for the
three different cases studied in this work.

Sample Description Tmax loss Theor. wt.% RM wt.% Tg

6FDA-6FpDA 550 ◦C 0 0 311.1 ◦C
+10 wt.% 8YSZ 550 ◦C 10 9.8 300.2 ◦C
+10 wt.% La2O3 550 ◦C 10 8.1 302.4 ◦C
+10 wt.% LaWO 550 ◦C 10 8.1 290.6 ◦C
+10 wt.% BCZY 550 ◦C 10 10.0 311.2 ◦C
+10 wt.% ITQ-2 550 ◦C 10 0 294.7 ◦C
+10 wt.% Beta 550 ◦C 10 0 294.5 ◦C
6FDA-6FpDA 550 ◦C 0 0 311.1 ◦C
+1 wt.% BCZY 550 ◦C 1 0 314.2 ◦C
+5 wt.% BCZY 550 ◦C 5 4.9 312.5 ◦C
+10 wt.% BCZY 550 ◦C 10 10.0 311.2 ◦C
+15 wt.% BCZY 550 ◦C 15 16.8 307.9 ◦C
+20 wt.% BCZY 550 ◦C 20 27.2 306.3 ◦C
6FDA-6FpDA 550 ◦C 0 0 311.1 ◦C

+10 wt.% BCZY 550 ◦C 10 10.0 311.2 ◦C
Matrimid® 560 ◦C 0 0 320.2 ◦C

+10 wt.% BCZY 560 ◦C 10 13.3 315.7 ◦C
P84® 580 ◦C 0 0 322.4 ◦C

+10 wt.% BCZY 580 ◦C 10 7.2 318.2 ◦C

The glass transition temperature (Tg) of these three polymers was determined by differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC). An evolution of the Tg with the rigidity of the polymer chains following
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the order of rigidity 6FDA-6FpDA < Matrimid® < P84® was found. For all the 6FDA-6FpDA-based
MMMs, the Tg decreases in comparison to the pure polyimide, except for the BCZY membrane that
presents a Tg similar to the reference. The observed reduction of the Tg may indicate a plasticization
effect introduced by the filler particles.

Figure 2. TGA graphs for the results of 6FDA-6FpDA with different percentage of the BCZY particles.

When the behavior of the Tg for different BCZY contents in the polymer matrix was analyzed,
only small irregular changes were found, i.e., an increase of Tg for low BCZY percentages between
one and 5 wt.% and a similar value for 10 wt.%, which may indicate a small macromolecular chain
rigidification [52] (see Table 2). This could have an effect on the gas transport properties, expecting an
increase in selectivity but decrease of the permeability coefficients.

3.2. Microstructure Characterization

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) technique is used to evaluate the interaction between the selected
particles with the polymer matrix. Figure 2 shows the X-ray spectra of the MMMs made of
6FDA-6FpDA with 10 wt.% of particles and the reference patterns of 8YSZ, La(OH)3, LaWO, and
BCZY compounds. Regarding La2O3, this inorganic filler is highly hygroscopic, which may affect its
crystalline structure. Actually, this was the case in this work, and as revealed in Figure 3, the pattern
of La2O3 changed to La(OH)3. XRD patterns demonstrate that the particles are well integrated in
the polymer matrix, showing the combination of the diffraction pattern of the polymer and particles.
Nevertheless, in the case of 8YSZ, La2O3, and Beta zeolite, the main peak of the polymer matrix moves
to higher values of 2θ, and therefore, the polymer intersegmental distance decreases [53–55]. This may
indicate that part of the fraction free volume (FFV) of the polymer can be altered in the vicinity to the
embedded particle.

Figure 4 displays the X-ray diffraction pattern of MMMs made of 6FDA-6FpDA, Matrimid® and
P84® combined with BCZY 10 wt.% and illustrates how the intersegmental distance between polymer
backbones are directly related to the FFV (6FDA-6FpDA > Matrimid® > P84®) [56,57].
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Figure 3. X-ray diffraction patterns for 6FDA-6FpDA with 10 wt.% fillers (red lines) and reference
patterns corresponding to 8YSZ, La(OH)3, LaWO, and BCZY crystals (black peaks).

The fillers distribution, sedimentation, and agglomeration in the membranes were analyzed based
on scanning electron microscope (SEM) cross-sectional images.

The cross-section of 6FDA-6FpDA MMMs with 10 wt.% fillers (Figure 5) shows that part of the
inorganic fillers forms agglomerates. Theoretically, the size of particles (Table 1) should be in the
nanometer range, but most of the fillers occur as agglomerates of embedded single nanoparticles.
Additionally, sedimentation of particles can also be appreciated, i.e., there is a certain sedimentation for
most fillers. These two phenomena may be associated with the dynamics of the membrane formation
process. In general, the process for solvent evaporation is slow, and it gives enough time for particles
for sedimentation to the bottom, which is something very common in thick film MMMs. This is related
to the solvent used, NMP, that exhibits a high boiling point and to the high density of most of the
studied filler particles (Table 1). When all the inorganic fillers are compared, it is ascertained that
La2O3 showed the largest amount of agglomerates, and in general, a poor distribution. In contrast,
BCZY is the filler with the best particle distribution throughout the membrane thickness, and the least
agglomeration and sedimentation.
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Figure 4. X-ray patterns for different polymer matrix:Pure, blue lines, and with 10 wt.% BCZY, red lines.

 
Figure 5. SEM images (fracture cross-sections) for 6FDA-6FpDA MMM and 10 wt.% fillers.

3.3. Gas Transport Properties

Gas transport properties for the three different cases (i.e., particle type, particle content and
polymer type) were evaluated. Time lag equipment was used to study, not only the permeability
and the selectivity, but also the solubility and the diffusivity coefficients of gases and water vapor in
MMMs as a function of temperature.
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3.3.1. Influence of the Particle Type

In this section, MMMs composed by 90 wt.% of 6FDA-6FpDA as polymer matrix and 10 wt.%
of different fillers are characterized Table 3 shows how the particles influence the polymer matrix
reference (6FDA-6FpDA) in terms of permeability and selectivity at 30 ◦C. Permeability variations are
always negative, and on the contrary, the selectivity variations are positive in all the cases. The decrease
in permeability with the addition of inorganic fillers can be related to the formation of a densified
layer of polymer on the polymer/particle interphase (case 2), although a reduction of the Tg was not
observed (Table 2). Polymer densification leads to reduced free volume, and consequently, to higher
selectivity for the gas pair with significantly different kinetic diameters of gas molecules. Interestingly,
the decrease in CO2 permeability leads to significant, reverse-proportional increase of the activation
energy of CO2 permeability [58]. This observation allows one to conclude good contact between
polymer and inorganic particle, i.e., presence of no gaps in this interface [18,59].

Table 3. CO2 permeability, CO2/CH4 selectivity, percentage variations of permeability and selectivity
(6FDA-6FpDA with 10 wt.%fillers at 30 ◦C). Additionally, the activation energy for CO2 permeability
derived from the data shown in Figure 6.

Membrane Sample
Description

CO2

Permeability
(Barrer)

CO2/CH4

Selectivity (-)

CO2

Permeability
Variation (%)

CO2/CH4

Selectivity
Variation (%)

Activation
Energy

(KJ/mol)

6FDA-6FpDA (Reference) 77.4 48.0 - - 0.69
+10 wt.% 8YSZ 25.8 53.9 −67 +12 3.73
+10 wt.% La2O3 34.1 51.9 −56 +8 2.69
+10 wt.% LaWO 11.9 77.3 −85 +61 5.51
+10 wt.% BCZY 63.8 54.6 −18 +14 1.22
+10 wt.% ITQ-2 28.9 55.1 −63 +15 2.63
+10 wt.% Beta 22.7 64.9 −71 +35 4.98

The permeability of CO2 and selectivity for the gas pair CO2/CH4 was also measured as a function
of temperature. CO2 permeability increases with temperature for all tested MMMs. However, none
of them exhibits higher permeability values than the reference membrane, as is observed in Figure 6
(left-hand). Selectivity decreases as a function of temperature, while the effect of the type of filler
becomes more visible and relevant at lower temperatures, because the differences between them
are more evident. Table 3 displays the activation energy for the different fillers and the reference.
The activation energy of the MMMs is higher than the activation energy of the polymeric membrane
6FDA-6FpDA. Hence, the formation of a rigid layer around the particles is confirmed.

Figure 6. Permeability of CO2 and CO2/CH4 selectivity for the MMM composed by 90 wt.% of
6FDA-6FpDA and 10 wt.% of different fillers as a function of temperature.

Taking into consideration all the MMMs, the sample with BCZY particle exhibits the highest
permeability value, as well as a notable increase in CO2/CH4 selectivity. All MMMs exhibit worse
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permeability than the reference, while a visible improvement in selectivity can be ascertained.
Gas permeability through a membrane depends on two parameters, diffusivity coefficient and solubility
coefficient (Figure 7). The solubility coefficient was not improved by the incorporation of particles.
In particular, the membranes containing BCZY and La2O3 particles have practically the same CO2

solubility coefficient as the pure polymer, but the rest of inorganic fillers causes a CO2 solubility
coefficient decrease, and all of them decrease as a function of temperature.

Figure 7. Diffusivity and solubility coefficient of MMMs composed by 90 wt.% of 6FDA-6FpDA and 10
wt.% of different fillers, as a function of temperature.

On the contrary, the diffusivity coefficient, which is mainly determined by the FFV, increases
as a function of temperature for all the MMMs. It is assumed that particles are blocking part of the
FFV of the polymer matrix, and hence, the final permeability decreases. Observing the evolution
of the diffusivity coefficient with temperature, this statement can be confirmed, since the reference
diffusivity coefficient is higher than the rest at room temperature, and this difference is bigger at
higher temperatures.

As a conclusion, BCZY, among all the studied fillers, was the most promising particle for MMM
due to the fact that it is the particle that exhibits the highest permeability value, as well as a notable
increase in CO2/CH4 selectivity. Therefore, this nano-sized filler was selected for the next step,
i.e., evaluation of the influence of the amount of nanoparticles on the separation performance.

3.3.2. Influence of the Particle Content

In order to understand the influence of the inorganic filler concentration on MMM transport
properties, membranes were prepared with different BCZY content in weight percent 1%, 5%, 10%,
15% and 20% in the same polymer matrix, i.e., 6FDA-6FpDA. Table 4 summarizes permeability and
ideal selectivity data obtained for the aforementioned membranes at 30 ◦C.

Table 4. CO2 permeability, CO2/CH4 selectivity, percentage variations of permeability, and selectivity
(6FDA-6FpDA with different % of BCZY at 30 ◦C). Additionally, the activation energy for CO2

permeability derived from permeability vs. temperature data is listed.

Membrane Sample
Description

CO2

Permeability
(Barrer)

CO2/CH4

Selectivity (-)

CO2

Permeability
Variation (%)

CO2/CH4

Selectivity
Variation (%)

Activation
Energy

(KJ/mol)

6FDA-6FpDA (Reference) 77.4 48.0 - - 0.69
+1 wt.% BCZY 61.4 49.7 −21 +3.6 2.56
+5 wt.% BCZY 45.5 49.6 −41 +3.3 1.89
+10 wt.% BCZY 63.8 54.6 −18 +14 1.22
+15 wt.% BCZY 66.0 47.8 −15 −0.3 0.57
+20 wt.% BCZY 59.7 45.1 −23 −6.0 1.46
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As in the previous section, the permeability values for the different filler concentration are
lower than the permeability of the reference membrane (6FDA-6FpDA). In contrast, regarding the
selectivity variation, the MMM with the highest content of particles has a negative effect on selectivity.
This suggests that not only the filler particles are blocking the FFV—decreasing the permeability—but
also aggregates influence the selectivity negatively.

Permeability of CO2 and selectivity of the gas pair CO2/CH4 was measured as a function of
temperature. Activation energies for the MMMs of 6FDA-6FpDA with different % of BCZY filler are
indicated in Table 4. Permeability of CO2 increases with temperature but decreases with the content of
BCZY fillers. All the membranes with BCZY exhibit higher permeability values than with the other
fillers studied in the previous section (see Figure 6). This fact indicates that BCZY is the most promising
particle. Regarding the selectivity of CO2/CH4, it decreases as a function of temperature, and there is
not a wide difference between the reference polymer and MMMs. No clear dependence between BCZY
content and activation energy can be observed. Therefore, in the next sub-section, the filler BCZY
at 10 wt.% is tested for two other polymers that present lower FFV, that is, with lower permeability,
in order to check if the addition of particles enables it to improve their separation performance.

3.3.3. Influence of the Polymer Matrix

The influence of different polymeric matrices with different FFV (6FDA-6FpDA, Matrimid® and
P84®) on the separation properties is studied, employing the results of the previous studies, that is, the
most suitable filler (BCZY) and the most suitable proportion (10 wt.%) [60]. Table 5 shows the polymer
matrix influence (6FDA-6FpDA, Matrimid® and P84®) in terms of permeability and selectivity at
30 ◦C. We hypothesized that, for lower permeable polymers, the particles may positively affect the
gas separation properties of the mixed matrix membranes [61–63]. As is shown in the table below,
the Matrimid® mixed matrix membrane exhibits higher permeability, as well as selectivity, compared
to its reference (case 1 in Figure 1), while the P84® mixed matrix membrane behaves similar to the
6FDA-6FpDA mixed matrix membrane, with a decrease in permeability and an increase in selectivity
(case 2 in Figure 1) [59].

Table 5. CO2 permeability, CO2/CH4 selectivity, percentage variations of permeability and selectivity
(membranes with different polymeric matrix at 30 ◦C). Additionally, activation energy is calculated.

Membrane Sample
Description

CO2

Permeability
(Barrer)

CO2/CH4

Selectivity (-)

CO2

Permeability
Variation (%)

CO2/CH4

Selectivity
Variation (%)

Activation
Energy

(KJ/mol)

6FDA-6FpDA (Reference) 77.4 48.0 - - 0.69
+10 wt.% BCZY 63.8 54.6 −18 +14 1.22

Matrimid® 5.1 40.5 - - 9.30
+10 wt.% BCZY 6.7 47.5 +31 +17 7.42

P84® 1.4 47.0 - - 11.64
+10 wt.% BCZY 1.0 64.6 −32 +38 18.33

The permeability of CO2 and the selectivity of the CO2/CH4 gas pair were determined as a
function of temperature, see Figure 8. All polymers show good compatibility with BCZY particles,
but behave differently, as casted MMMs. 6FDA-6FpDA and P84® show lower permeability coefficients
of CO2 in MMM form while Matrimid® with 10 wt.% of BCZY shows an improvement in both CO2

permeability and CO2/CH4 selectivity. As it can be expected for the CO2/CH4 gas pair, the ideal
selectivity decreases with temperature for both pure polymer and MMMs.

Figure 9 shows diffusion and solubility coefficients of CO2 as a function of temperature. It can
be ascertained that the permeability of Matrimid® with BCZY particles is higher than the pure
polymer Matrimid® because solubility coefficients improve, and diffusivity coefficients remain
constant. In general, the activation energy of CO2 diffusivity (Figure 9) of the polymer membrane
is not influenced by the incorporation of BCZY particles suggesting that the diffusion mechanism is
apparently not affected.
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Figure 8. Permeability of CO2 and CO2/CH4 selectivity for the membranes made of 6FDA-6FpDA,
Matrimid® and P84® with and without 10 wt.% BCZY as a function of temperature.

Figure 9. Diffusivity and solubility coefficient of CO2 of membranes made of 6FDA-6FpDA, Matrimid®

and P84® with and without 10 wt.% BCZY as a function of temperature.

3.3.4. Transport of Water Vapor in MMMs

All the MMMs tested until now exhibits high CO2 solubility coefficients, which may be related
to the water vapor transport properties. Additionally, the fillers selected for this work exhibit a high
affinity towards water. They can be perspective materials for membranes able to remove water from
CO2-rich gas streams as combustion tail-gas or catalytic converters products. Hence, all prepared
membranes were tested for water vapor transport using the “time-lag” setup.

Table 6 summarizes water vapor permeability’s and the activation energies for all the MMMs
studied in this work. The achieved permeability values are remarkably high, although permeability
decreases as a function of temperature. The negative values of the activation energy are related
to the exothermic nature of the water solubility and its effect dominates in the overall separation
process. In all cases, water permeability decreased in MMMs compared to pure polymers except the
case of Matrimid® with 10 wt.% of BCZY. This filler showed the highest permeability coefficient of
MMMs when compared to other fillers mixed with 6FDA-6FpDA.Looking at activation energies of
water permeability in 10 wt.% MMMs based on three polymers, one may conclude that the “slower”
polymers Matrimid® and P84® are more benefitting by the incorporation of BCZY. Namely, P84®-based
MMM shows slightly positive Ea (P) for water vaporand Matrimid® MMM exhibits a higher water
permeability coefficient than for the pure polymer and a lower corresponding activation energy. These
two materials are appealing materials for further application in membrane-assisted water vapor
removal from combustion streams or in catalytic reactors in order to shift chemical equilibrium in
CO2-hydrogenation reactions.
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Table 6. Steam permeation at 30 ◦C and activation energies for all the MMMs studied in this work at
30 ◦C.

H2O Permeability (Barrer) H2O/CO2 Selectivity (-) Activation Energy (KJ/mol)

6FDA-6FpDA 3875 50.06 −3.34
+10 wt.% 8YSZ 1998 77.48 −2.22
+10 wt.% La2O3 2381 69.85 −2.79
+10 wt.% LaWO 1287 108.30 −1.35
+10 wt.% BCZY 3319 52.02 −3.31
+10 wt.% ITQ-2 2015 69.70 −1.31
+10 wt.% Beta 1914 84.35 0.69
6FDA-6FpDA 3875 50.06 −3.34
+1 wt.% BCZY 3144 51.20 −2.30
+5 wt.% BCZY 2766 60.83 −2.23
+10 wt.% BCZY 3319 52.02 −3.31
+15 wt.% BCZY 3276 49.67 −2.13
+20 wt.% BCZY 3108 52.03 −2.28
6FDA-6FpDA 3875 50.06 −3.34

+10 wt.% BCZY 3319 52.02 −3.31
Matrimid® 1524 300.60 0.87

+10 wt.% BCZY 1835 276.02 −1.16
P84® 1226 875.71 2.36

+10 wt.% BCZY 821 856.40 1.73

4. Conclusions

A complete study of the influence of inorganic fillers on the gas transport properties of different
polyimides, typically applied in gas separation processes, i.e., purification of biogas and natural gas
was developed. The strategy of this work was the incorporation of inorganic nanoparticles as MMM
fillers. These inorganic materials were selected because the expected good affinity for gas molecules as
CO2 and water vapor. The particles were successfully dispersed and incorporated into the polymer
matrix. Consequently, 15 different MMMs were produced as a thick film. Materials were characterized
by different techniques including TGA, XRD, DSC, or SEM. Gas transport properties were evaluated
for CH4, CO2, and H2O at temperatures from 30 to 80 ◦C in a time lag equipment.

It was observed that, in general, the inorganic fillers could produce small rigidification in the
polymer matrix, although they do not exhibit higher Tg. MMMs studied in this work allowed for
improve selectivity, but with a negative impact on permeability. This could be caused by particle
aggregation (see Figure 5 for SEM images), blocking part of the FFV but increasing tortuosity of the
gases trough the membrane. Regarding the influence of the particle type and/or content, no clear
effect of the particles in terms of pore size or particle size was discovered. XRD analysis shows a small
decrease in interspacing of the polymer chains with no modification of the particles pattern, meaning
that there is not any interaction with polymer.

Taking all the inorganic particles into consideration, BCZY shows the best improvement of
selectivity with a small decrease in permeability. In addition, it also exhibits the best distribution,
and consequently, it was selected for the rest of the experiments (different percentages and different
polymer matrix). For polymer matrixes with lower FFV, such as Matrimid® and P84®, there is a result
in improvement of the properties by adding particles, possibly due to the creation of interface between
particle and polymer chain. Therefore, MMMs with particles can be used to create interface and
we will increase separation properties of slow polymers. Regarding temperature dependence, some
changes were observed on activation energy of the process, the incorporation of inorganic fillers does
not significantly affect the permeation mechanism determined by the polymer transport properties.

Finally, water permeability was first reported for several polyimides and MMMs of inorganic
particles with polyimides, reaching relatively high values. However, the effect of the filler incorporation
on the water permeation was not relevant for the polymers except for Matrimid.
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Abstract: Despite the outstanding chemical, thermal and transport properties of amorphous and
glassy perfluorinated polymers, only few works exist on the preparation and transport properties
of perfluoropolymer/molecular sieves mixed-matrix membranes (MMMs), probably because of
their poor compatibility. In this review, the compatibilization of ceramic molecular sieves with
perfluorinated matrices is considered first, examining the effect of the surface treatment on the gas
transport properties of the filler. Then the preparation of the defect-free hybrid membranes and their
gas separation capabilities are described. Finally, recent modelling of the gas transport properties of
the perfluoropolymer MMMs is reviewed. The systematic use of molecular sieves of different size and
shape, either permeable or impermeable, and the calculation of the bulk transport properties of the
molecular sieves—i.e., the unrestricted diffusion and permeability—allow to understand the nature
of the physical phenomena at work in the MMMs, that is the larger the perfluoropolymer fractional
free volume at the interface, and restricted diffusion at the molecular sieves. This knowledge led to
the formulation of a new four-phase approach for the modelling of gas transport. The four-phase
approach was implemented in the frame of the Maxwell model and also for the finite element
simulation. The four-phase approach is a convenient representation of the transport in MMMs when
more than one single interfacial effect is present.

Keywords: glassy amorphous perfluoropolymers; mixed matrix membranes; zeolitic molecular
sieves; gas separation; interfacial compatibilization; fractional free volume; restricted diffusion;
barriers to mass transport; four phases Maxwell model; finite element modelling of transport

1. Introduction

Fluoropolymers display better chemical and solvent resistance with respect to similar hydrocarbon
polymers, therefore they are widely used to prepare membranes for battery separators, microfiltration
and ultrafiltration, membrane contactors and chemical reactors [1–5]. The best thermal, chemical and
solvent resistances are obtained in perfluorinated polymers (PFPs), where the strength of C–C and C–F
bonds and the shielding of the carbon skeleton by fluorine atoms prevent chemical attacks [6–8].

Perfluoropolyacids (e.g., Nafion®) are semi-crystalline and hydrophilic PFPs. They are used
as proton exchange membranes in fuel cells and for electrolysis, such as in the chlor-alkali process.
Perfluoropolyacid-based mixed-matrix membranes (MMMs), i.e., mixtures of a filler in a polymeric
matrix [9], were reviewed elsewhere [7]. In this work, instead, the few pioneering examples of MMMs
made of molecular sieves embedded in amorphous and glassy PFP matrices will be considered.

Poly(tetrafluoroethylene) [10] is insoluble because of its semi-crystalline nature, but the presence
of bulky or atactic substituents on the carbon chain affords amorphous, glassy and hydrophobic
polymers which can be dissolved in fluorinated solvents, lending themselves to the preparation of

Membranes 2019, 9, 19; doi:10.3390/membranes9020019 www.mdpi.com/journal/membranes101
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membranes via solvent evaporation. Hydrophobic PFPs are apolar thanks to the symmetry around the
carbon atoms, and the strong attraction of F atoms towards all electrons in the molecule minimizes
the interactions with light and the polarizability of the material. As a consequence, hydrophobic and
amorphous PFPs display very low refractive indexes [11], the only intermolecular interactions are
very weak dispersion forces, and their cohesive energy density and solubility parameters are smaller
than those of the corresponding hydrocarbon polymers [12,13]. These features correspond to peculiar
macroscopic properties of amorphous and hydrophobic PFPs, i.e., no solubility in common solvents,
low specific surface energy, hydrophobic and organophobic behavior, poor adhesion of almost any
substance, including glues and adhesives. The main difficulty to overcome to prepare hydrophobic
PFP-based MMMs is the homogeneous mixing of finely dispersed nano-fillers in the polymer, and a
good adhesion at the interface.

The first commercial soluble and glassy PFPs appeared about 30 years ago (Figure 1):
co-polymers of perfluoro-1,3-dioxoles (Teflon® AF, grades 1600 and 2400, from DuPont; Hyflon®

AD, grades 40, 60 and 80, from Ausimont—now Solvay Advanced Polymers) [14], and
poly(perfluoro-4-vinyloxy-1-butene), also known with the commercial name Cytop® (Asahi Glass) [11].

Figure 1. Repeat units of amorphous perfluorinated polymers: (a) Teflon® AF, grade 2400: x = 87,
grade 1600: x = 65; (b) Hyflon® AD, grade 80X: x = 85, grade 60X: x = 60; (c) Cytop®. x and y represent
the molar composition and do not imply a sequence length.

Theoretical studies indicate very high potential energy barriers for the rotation around the bonds
linking two dioxolane rings in Teflon AF (Figure 1a) and Hyflon AD (Figure 1b). The polymer chains
have limited or no rotational freedom, and the stiffness of the backbone increases with the bulkiness
(Teflon AF > Hyflon AD, see Figure 1) and the percent of dioxole monomer [15]. In turn, stiffness of
the backbone and amount of bulky groups correlate with the glass transition temperature (Tg), the gas
permeability, and the fractional free volume (FFV), i.e., the fraction of the volume which is not occupied
by the electronic clouds of the polymer: Teflon AF2400 (Tg = 240 ◦C) > Teflon AF1600 (Tg = 160 ◦C) >
Hyflon AD 80 X (Tg = 135 ◦C) > Hyflon AD 60X (Tg = 110 ◦C) > Cytop (Tg = 108 ◦C) [6,16,17]. Teflon®

AF 2400, the most permeable polymer of this group, has a free volume of more than 30% [6,18,19],
and it is one of the most permeable polymers known today [9].

Gas transport through dense membranes is governed by Equation (1) [20,21]:

Ji = Pi(pil − pi0)/l (1)

where Ji is the volume (molar) flux of component i (e.g., in units cm3(STP)/(cm2·s)), l the membrane
thickness, pi0 the partial pressure of component i on the feed side, pil the partial pressure of component
i on the permeate side, and the permeability Pi represents the ability of molecules i to permeate through
the membrane material.
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The mass transport through dense, non-porous membranes obeys a solution–diffusion
mechanism [20,21]. In its simplest form, the permeability Pi of the substance i is a function of its
solubility in the membrane (Si, a thermodynamic quantity) and of its diffusivity in the membrane
(Di, a kinetic quantity), as defined in Equation (2):

Pi = Si·Di (2)

Selectivity measures a membrane’s ability to separate the components of a mixture. Ideal
selectivity (αij) is the ratio of permeabilities of pure gases i and j, and is defined by Equation (3):

αij = Pi/Pj (3)

The combination of Equation (2) and Equation (3) yields Equation (4):

αij = (Si/Sj)·(Di/Dj) = αS·αD (4)

which highlights the fact that the overall permeability selectivity αij is the product of the solubility
selectivity αS and of the diffusion selectivity αD.

The size of a certain molecule (Table 1) governs its mobility in a polymer: the larger the size,
the smaller D. Instead, the higher its condensability (e.g., as measured by boiling point or critical
temperature) the larger its solubility in the polymer. In rubbers, the solubility selectivity dominates over
diffusion, because the liquid-like motions of the polymer chains determine a high penetrant mobility
and have a leveling effect on the different sizes of the penetrants. The frozen macromolecular motions
of glassy polymers instead limit diffusion, and the mobility selectivity dominates over solubility.
Therefore, glassy polymers are usually size selective and poorly permeable. However, when the glassy
polymer backbone is extremely stiff, and an effective polymer packing cannot be reached, very high
FFVs and large permeabilities are observed, such as in certain polyacetylenes [22,23], in the polymers
of intrinsic micro-porosity (PIMs) [24], and in glassy amorphous PFPs, as described above.

Table 1. Kinetic diameter (dk) [25] and critical temperature (Tc) [26] of six gases.

Gas He H2 CO2 O2 N2 CH4

dk/Å 2.6 2.89 3.3 3.46 3.64 3.80
Tc/K 5.2 33.18 304.20 154.58 126.19 190.6

Glassy amorphous and hydrophobic PFP membranes perform best in those gas separations
(He/H2, H2/hydrocarbons, He/N2, He/CO2, He/CH4, N2/CH4) where the diffusion selectivity
in favour of the smaller molecule is offset, in part, by the solubility selectivity in favour of the
tardier, more condensable species [9]. In such cases the modest affinity of the penetrants to PFPs
further reduces the unfavorable contribution of solubility to the overall selectivity, when compared
to hydrocarbon-based polymers [6]. Another interesting province of PFPs is natural gas sweetening,
where CO2 is at the same time smaller and more soluble than CH4. The outstanding resistance to
solvents (aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons, water, amines) and to plasticization of Hyflon AD60X
is used in commercial high flux membranes for the upgrading of natural gas containing large fractions
of CO2, that would spoil the separation properties of cellulose acetate or polyimide membranes [5].

In the last few years, other amorphous and glassy PFPs have been synthesized and studied for
gas separation: atactic poly(hexafluoropropene) [27], new perfluoro-1,3-dioxoles [28], homo- and
co-polymers of perfluoro(2-methylene-1,3-dioxolane)s (Figure 2) [29–31]. The latter class of PFPs looks
extremely interesting for the preparation of gas separation membranes, with impressive separation
factors, beyond the 2008 Robeson upper bound for the H2/CH4, He/CH4, CO2/CH4, and N2/CH4

separations [30,31].
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Figure 2. Repeat units of homo- and co-polymers of perfluoro(2-methylene-1,3-dioxolane)s. R1–R4 = F, CF3.

In gas separation, the outstanding properties of perfluoropolymers are potentially useful to
overcome the limited resistance of hydrocarbon-based polymers, as in the purification of natural
gas [32], but unfortunately their intrinsic permselectivity often represents a limit for the potential
applications of gas separation membranes [9]. The trade-off between gas permeability and selectivity
of polymers can be overcome by using MMMs, i.e., membranes in which small particles of a filler are
dispersed in a continuous polymeric phase. Mixed-matrix membranes combine the advantages of
both components, since they couple the ease of production and the good mechanical properties of
polymeric membranes with the outstanding transport properties of suitable fillers [33].

Fumed silica, titania, and magnesium oxide are among the non-porous fillers used to prepare
MMMs. Porous fillers offer an additional degree of freedom for the improvement of the separation
capabilities of the polymeric matrices. The porous fillers used for MMMs have been recently
reviewed [34]: zeolites, metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), carbon nanotubes, activated carbon,
microporous organic polymers, mesoporous oxides, porous bi-dimensional graphene, and graphene
oxides, and more. Molecular sieves are crystalline materials with uniform, well-defined micropores
(<2 nm), which are able to sort molecules according to their size; they include zeolites, made of
SiO4 and AlO4 tetrahedra, zeotypes containing TO4 tetrahedra other than SiO4 and AlO4 (e.g., PO4,
GeO4, TiO4), and analogous non-zeolitic materials containing elements with different coordination
number, such as TiO6 octahedra in ETS-4 and ETS-10 [34]. In the following, the preparation and the
transport properties of MMMs made of molecular sieves dispersed in glassy and hydrophobic PFP is
reviewed. First, the strategy for the compatibilization of molecular sieves with the perfluoropolymers
is considered. Then the preparation and the separation properties of several MMMs are described.
Finally, the macroscopic modelling of the gas transport properties of PFP MMMs is analysed, together
with the microscopic features of the membranes. The new four phase approach developed to account
for the physical phenomena observed in the PFP MMMs can be used for other MMMs with complex
interfacial effects.

2. Surface Modification of Molecular Sieves and Surface Permeability

A good adhesion of the glassy PFP to the surface of the molecular sieve is a key factor to avoid
the formation of defective gaps at the interface, which would spoil the separation performances
of the MMMs, acting as non-selective by-passes for the transport of gases [35]. Unlike rubbers,
the achievement of a good adhesion is complicated by the mismatch between the vitrified glassy
polymer, which keeps shrinking during the removal of the residual solvent, and the rigid zeolitic
molecular sieve. It has to be considered that hydrophilic hydroxyls covering the outer surface of the
molecular sieves [36] strongly repel hydrophobic PFPs and perfluorinated solvents.

The several strategies used to disperse molecular sieves in glassy, hydrocarbon-based polymers
—polysulfones, polyimides, polybenzimidazoles, etc.—rely on the formation of the strongest possible
interactions between the two phases. Covalent bonds form when the dangling 3-aminopropyl groups
of zeolites treated with 3-aminopropylalkoxysilanes open and react with the imide rings of polyimides.
The covalent bonds strongly facilitate the adhesion of the polymer and the production of defect-free
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polymer-filler interfaces [37]. In other cases, hydrogen bonds or polar interactions are intense enough
to guarantee an intimate contact between the two phases. The strongly polar surface of zeolite 4A
is able to adhere to the hydrophobic but highly polarizable poly(1-trimethylsilyl-1-propyne) [38].
Unfortunately, hydrophobic PFPs are chemically inert, apolar, and not polarizable, therefore the
strategy was chosen to make the zeolitic molecular sieves fluorophilic, via a post-synthetic grafting of
perfluorinated alkyl tails.

The reaction of a moderate excess of 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane with the external
−OH groups of the molecular sieves (e.g., silicalite-1, SAPO-34) made the water contact angle increase
from 89◦ to 150◦ [39]. The control on the reaction parameters (e.g., dry conditions, low temperature,
hydrophobic solvents, short reaction times) produced a continuous mono-layer of vertically aligned
perfluorinated moieties tightly packed on the outer surface of the molecular sieves, as indicated by
the results of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy [40]. The modified sieve crystals exposed the terminal
−CF3 groups of the grafts, and their surface properties became comparable to those of Teflon particles,
as indicated by the formation of homogeneous suspensions in perfluorinated solvents. The practically
unchanged BET surface area (e.g., 611 vs. 616 m2·g−1 before the grafting of SAPO-34 [41]) indicated
that the external modification did not plug the pores of the particles.

The effect of the external grafting on the transport of penetrants in and out of silicalite-1 crystals
was tested with H2 at cryogenic temperatures [36], and with n-heptane at room temperature [40].
The first relevant result of the experiments was that the rate of sorption in both cases depended
on the modification of the outer surface. This can only happen if the surface permeability is
the rate determining step in adsorption, i.e., that barriers for the transport of mass exist on the
outer surface of silicalite-1, and that the sorption/desorption rates of species of different size
(H2, n-heptane), at different temperatures, was determined by the presence of these barriers. The second
surprising result was that the bulky 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyl tails on the surface enhanced the
sorption/desorption rates of both H2 and n-heptane with respect to the as-made molecular sieve.
The explanation of this effect was the reduction of the hydrophilic character of the outer surface, where
the terminated crystal framework, rich of silanol ≡Si–OH groups, promotes the adsorption of moisture
(Figure 3). This hypothesis was supported by a theoretical study predicting, at room temperature,
the‘formation of a water layer on the surface of silicalite-1, extending into the silicalite pores for about
1.0–1.5 nm [41].

Figure 3. Pictorial representation of the sorption of n-heptane at the surface of silicalite-1 before
and after the modification with 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane. Reproduced from
Reference [40] with permission. Copyright of Elsevier B.V.
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3. Preparation of Hydrophobic PFP/Molecular Sieve MMMs

As made zeolitic molecular sieves are usually impermeable, because their pores are filled with the
templates, the organic substances directing their synthesis. At this stage, their BET area was measured,
in order to determine the stoichiometric amount of the modification agent needed [40]. Then the sieves
were calcined to free their pores from the organics. If the size of the crystals was small, they were
first embedded in a cross-linked network of an organic polymer. The larger average distance among
them greatly reduced the sintering into aggregates [42]. Also, as made, impermeable molecular sieves
were used to prepare MMMs, with the aim to study the influence of the sole polymer phase on the
gas transport properties [43,44]. Next, the molecular sieves were made fluorophilic as described in
Section 2 above, and then were used for the preparation of membranes according to Scheme 1. In a
typical procedure, the molecular sieves were homogeneously suspended in a polymeric solution by
repeated cycles of mechanical stirring and ultrasound treatments (1). The resting suspension was
poured into a vessel with a flat, levelled bottom (2), to allow for the evaporation of the solvent at room
temperature (3). The residual solvent lingering in the peeled MMM was eliminated in a vacuum oven
(4). The similar values in the density of the fillers (1.53–1.87 g·cm−3), of the solvents (about 1.7 g·cm−3)
and of the polymers (1.7–2.0 g·cm−3) is probably the reason behind the absence of sedimentation
problems during the slow evaporation step (3).

Scheme 1. Sequences in the preparation of self-supported perfluorinated polymer (PFP)/molecular
sieve MMMs.

Defect-free MMMs containing various amounts of silicalite-1 crystals of different size (from 0.08 to
1.5 μm) and aspect ratio (the ratio between the largest and the smallest dimension, AR in the following)
were produced with Teflon AF1600, Teflon AF2400 and Hyflon AD60X, up to a volume fraction of 45%
(Figure 4) [39,45].

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4. SEM cross-sections of PFP MMMs containing silicalite-1 crystals: (a) 30 wt% silicalite-1 (ca.
0.35 μm, AR 2) embedded in a Teflon AF1600 matrix; (b) 42 wt% silicalite-1 (1.5 μm, AR 3) embedded
in a Hyflon AD60X matrix; (c) 40 wt% silicalite-1 (ca. 3 μm, AR 8) embedded in a Teflon AF2400 matrix.
Reproduced from Reference [45] with permission. Copyright of John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Other MMMs were prepared by embedding 20–35% SAPO-34 crystals of different size (0.2–2 μm)
and shape (AR 2–9), both permeable and impermeable, in Hyflon AD60X (Figure 5) [43]. Increasing
fractions of molecular sieves made the membranes more rigid, but a good flexibility was still retained
at 35 v% loading (Figure 6).

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 5. SEM cross-sections of Hyflon AD60X MMMs containing 35 v% SAPO-34 crystals of different
size and aspect ratio: (a) 1.5 μm, AR 9; (b) 2 μm, AR 2; (c) 0.2 μm, AR 2. Reproduced from Reference [43]
with permission. Copyright of the Korean Society of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry and Elsevier
B.V.

 

Figure 6. Bending of the Hyflon AD60X MMM containing 35 v% SAPO-34 crystals of 0.2 μm, AR 2.
Reproduced from Reference [43] with permission. Copyright of the Korean Society of Industrial and
Engineering Chemistry and Elsevier B.V.

4. Transport Properties of Hydrophobic PFP/Molecular Sieve MMMs

4.1. PFP/Silicalite-1 MMMs

Silicalite-1 is a hydrophobic medium pore zeolite (5.4–5.6 Å) with channels delimited by
10-member rings of SiO4 units [46]. It is the siliceous form of ZSM-5 (structure topology MFI),
with a three-dimensional pore network of straight and zigzag channels. It was chosen as the porous
filler of PFPs because it can be easily prepared in a wide range of sizes and shapes, it is one of the most
studied molecular sieves, with several gas sorption and mobility data available in the literature [47],
and also because it only contains a modest amount of extra-framework cations and is hydrophobic [46].
Hydrophobicity represents an advantage for the modelling of gas transport because the large amount
of water adsorbed by hydrophilic zeolites is an obstacle for the transport of gas, and in addition the
uncertain amount of moisture, which rapidly adsorbs even during short expositions to the atmosphere,
turns hydrophilic zeolite pore networks into ill-defined systems.

As a first important result, PFPs MMMs prepared with the fluorophilic silicalite-1 were all
defect-free [39,45]: no gap was visible at the polymer-zeolite interface (Figure 4), and gas permeability
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data excluded the presence of defects. Transport features were dependent on the loading, and the size
and the shape of the crystals.

A Hyflon AD60X MMM containing 42 w% silicalite-1 of 1.5 μm size (Figure 4a,b) gave an
interesting combination of permeability and N2/CH4 ideal selectivity, in excess of the 2008 upper
bound [9] (Figure 7). The ideal CO2/CH4 selectivity was also improved in a similar way, getting closer
to the 2008 upper bound for this gas pair [45]. These results were not expected, because the sizes of
CO2, N2 and CH4 (Table 1) are all much smaller than the pore size of the MFI topology.

 

Figure 7. Selectivity vs. permeability plot for the N2/CH4 separation at 25 ◦C of perfluorinated
polymers and a Hyflon AD60X MMM containing 42 w% (45 v%) Silicalite-1 (AD60_1500_42).
Reproduced from Reference [45] with permission. Copyright of John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Teflon AF2400 MMMs were tested for the n-butane/CH4 separation [44]. Permeability and ideal
separation factor of an MMM containing 40 w% silicalite-1 (1.5 μm size and AR 3, AF24_1500_40 in
Figure 8) were higher than those of Teflon AF2400 hybrid membranes containing fumed silica [48].
The increase of polymer permeability upon the introduction of an impermeable filler (in that case
fumed silica) was not expected. Positron annihilation (PALS) experiments demonstrated that the larger
permeability of Teflon AF2400 hybrid membranes stems from free volume elements of larger size,
probably caused by a looser packing of the polymer at the interface with silica [48]. Larger free-volume
elements had been observed already for hybrid membranes containing fumed SiO2 of other glassy, high
FFV polymers, such as poly(1-trimethylsilyl-1-propyne) (PTMSP) [49] and poly(4-methyl-2-pentyne)
(PMP) [50], characterized by rigid backbones like Teflon AF2400. The decrease of the polymer density
in Teflon AF1600 and Teflon AF2400 MMMs containing fumed silica was confirmed by detailed studies
using the non-equilibrium lattice fluid (NELF) model, based on a non-equilibrium thermodynamics
approach to glassy polymers [51,52]. The larger butane permeability measured when a porous filler
is present with respect to the case in which fumed silica is incorporated indicated the active role
of silicalite-1 in the transport of butane; also the larger C4H10/CH4 selectivity indicated the active
participation of silicalite-1, in which the strongly adsorbed butane excludes methane [53].

When the AF24_1500_40 membrane was fed with equimolar butane-methane mixtures, a reversal
of the selectivity from methane to butane on increasing the butane partial pressure (from 50 to 106
kPa at 25 ◦C) was observed. It is also interesting to note the advantages of a larger aspect ratio of the
silicalite-1 crystals on the transport properties of the MMMs. The AF24_dC5_40 membrane, containing
same loading (40 w%) of platy silicalite-1 crystals (3 μm, AR 8, Figure 4c), in all conditions afforded
better butane/CH4 selectivity in the mixture experiments than the AF24_1500_40 membrane, with the
same permeability [45].
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Figure 8. Selectivity vs. permeability plot of Teflon AF 2400 based hybrid membranes for the
n-C4H10/CH4 pair at 25 ◦C: pure gas data of fumed silica filled AF2400 (♦: 0, 25 and 40%, Δp =
0.33–0.44 bar) from Reference [48]; pure gas data of membrane AF24_1500_40 (�, Δp = 1.00 bar); mixed
gas data (2% n-butane feed, Δp = 11.2 bar) of fumed silica filled AF2400 (•: 0, 18, 30 and 40%), from
Reference [48]; for all measurements the downstream pressure was atmospheric. Reproduced from
Reference [45] with permission. Copyright of John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Teflon AF1600 MMMs containing tiny silicalite-1 crystal (80 nm) were more permeable (He, H2,
CO2, O2, N2 and CH4) than the polymer, and less selective. This behaviour might be the effect of a
larger permeability of silicalite-1, of the increase of the FFV around the crystals, similarly to the Teflon
AF2400/fumed silica MMMs, or else of the voids in the crystal aggregates contained in the MMMs.

Larger 350 nm silicalite-1 crystals, instead, distributed homogeneously in the Teflon AF1600 matrix
(Figure 4a). A generalized decrease of gas permeability and a steady improvement of the sieving
properties of the polymer were observed, as evidenced by the larger gas/CH4 ideal selectivity [45].
This effect was not expected, because silicalite-1 (pore size 5.4–5.6 Å) does not sieve small gas molecules
(Table 1).

If the fillers are perfectly dispersed and do not interact with each other or with the matrix, the
permeability of MMM is described by the Maxwell model [54] (Equation (5)):

PMMM = PM PF + 2PM − 2φ
(

PM − PF)
PF + 2PM + φ(PM − PF)

(5)

In Equation (5), PMMM is the gas permeability of the MMM, PF is the gas permeability of the
dispersed phase (silicalite-1), PM is the gas permeability of the continuous phase (the polymer), and φ is
the volume fraction of the dispersed phase. Since the experimental permeability of the polymer and of
the MMMs were available, the gas permeability of silicalite-1 could be easily worked out. The different
behaviour of the MMMs with silicalite-1 crystals of different size indicated that probably the filler
does influence the physical state of the polymer. Therefore, it was decided to derive a theoretical
permeability of the MMM from the gas permeability of filler and polymer, and to compare this value
to the experimental results. The polymer permeability was readily measured, whereas the silicalite-1
permeability cannot be measured directly.

4.1.1. Derivation of the Permeability of Silicalite-1

Care should be taken in the choice of the right gas permeability of a zeolitic molecular sieve from
literature values. It has to be noted that in the literature a large scatter of the permeability values of
different supported zeolitic membranes made of the same zeolite is found [47]. This happens because
the gas permeability of zeolite membranes is affected by two major sources of error: (a) the presence of
a variable amount of non-zeolitic pores, usually inter-crystalline space at the boundaries of the crystal
domains [55], which act as non-selective defects increasing the membrane permeability, and (b) the
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presence of barriers to the transport of gas on the surface or in the interior of the crystals—crystal
defects, interfaces in intergrowth crystals, presence of amorphous matter, moisture and/or coke [36,41,
47,56–71]—which instead decrease gas permeability.

In practice, a more reliable method is to obtain the intrinsic gas permeability of a molecular
sieve by combining solubility coefficients with the unrestricted intra-crystalline diffusion coefficients
in Equation (2). Reproducible solubility of several gases in a variety of zeolites is available from
experimental measurements; instead, the intra-crystalline gas diffusion coefficients are not, in general,
available. The gas diffusion coefficients in molecular sieves, as obtained experimentally with different
techniques, sometimes differ by three orders of magnitude or more. It is found that this scatter is the
effect of surface and intra-crystalline barriers. The macroscopic techniques (e.g., sorption kinetics,
chromatographic pulse methods) based on gas uptake usually measure a slower gas mobility than
microscopic methods (such as pulsed field gradient nuclear magnetic resonance (PFG-NMR) and
neutron scattering techniques), which are able to probe unrestricted diffusion inside the crystals [47].
Unfortunately, PFG-NMR and neutron scattering can only be used with some gases, and they are
not readily available for investigation. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [47,72–76] represent
a convenient way to evaluate the mobility of penetrants inside micro- and meso-porous media (the
Maxwell–Stefan diffusion coefficient), in equilibrium conditions (self-diffusion), in the presence of
concentration gradients, and with other co-adsorbed species.

The diffusion coefficients of CO2 and CH4 in silicalite-1 obtained with a transient pulse-response
technique [77] were combined with the experimental solubility of the same gases [78] in Equation (2)
in order to obtain the permeability coefficients in the molecular sieve [45].

4.1.2. Modelling of the Transport Properties of Teflon AF1600/MFI MMMs

It turned out that silicalite-1 is definitely more permeable to CO2 and CH4 than Teflon AF 1600.
As a consequence, the Maxwell Equation (5) predicted a larger permeability of the silicalite-1 containing
MMMs with respect to the polymer. It was therefore surprising to discover that the experimental
permeability of the MMM containing 30 w% of 350 nm silicalite crystals was smaller than the one
of Teflon AF 1600 for both CO2 and CH4. The authors concluded that the silicalite permeability
was strongly reduced by some barrier to the transport of gas at the surface or in the interior of the
crystals [45]. In that work the average diffusion coefficients of gases through the Teflon AF 1600 MMMs
was measured by means of the Daynes–Barrer time-lag method [79]. In this method the transient
permeation behaviour before the attainment of the steady state is used to obtain average diffusion
coefficients by means of Equation (6) below:

D = l2/6θ (6)

where l is the thickness of the membrane and θ (the time-lag) is the intercept of the pressure vs. time
asymptotic line at long times with the time axis (Figure 9).

Silicalite-1 partially immobilizes the penetrant gases and due to its large adsorptive capacity,
it acts like a sink for CO2 and CH4. Therefore, additional time is required to accumulate the excess
penetrant before steady state can be reached [80–84]. This was probably the origin of the anomalous
increase of the CO2 permeability observed after the apparent attainment of the steady state in a Teflon
AF1600/silicalite-1 MMM [39]. The simplified treatment of the transient permeation experiments
via Equation (6) underestimated the real, steady-state diffusion. Nevertheless, the time-lag diffusion
coefficients of the two gases worked out with Equation (6) were higher in the MMM than through the
Teflon AF 1600 polymer. Combined with the reduced permeability of the MMM, this circumstance
indicated that the polymer phase in the MMM offered faster diffusion paths to gases, i.e., the polymer
in the defect-free MMM was endowed with a larger free volume.

These earlier studies on PFP MMMs demonstrated that porous ceramic fillers, after the grafting
of the perfluorinated tails, can be homogeneously dispersed in perfluorinated polymers. The presence
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of the filler disrupts the effective molecular packing of the polymer chains in the bulk, creating an
interface with larger FFV. The increase of the ideal gas selectivity proved that such an interface is
characterized by a good adhesion between the two phases. The macroscopic modelling of gas transport
demonstrated also the presence of barriers for the transport of mass at the silicalite-1 crystals.

θ

Figure 9. Increase of gas pressure (p) in the downstream receiving volume during a transient permeation
experiment. θ is the so-called time-lag.

4.2. Hyflon AD60X/SAPO-34 MMMs

SAPO-34 is a family of silicon aluminium phosphate molecular sieves with the same pore topology
of chabazite (CHA), a natural zeolite. In SAPO-34, large cavities are connected by narrow ports (3.8 Å)
delimited by eight member rings of TO4 units [85]. Due to its small pore size, comparable to the
diameter of methane (Table 1), SAPO-34 is very selective for the CO2/CH4 separation [86–88], and also
displays interesting N2/CH4 selectivity [89].

On the basis of the experience with the PFP/silicalite-1 hybrids, new experiments were planned
to make clear the importance for MMMs of interfacial polymer free volume and restricted diffusion in
molecular sieves. Several Hyflon AD60X MMMs were prepared with different loadings (20–35 v%) of
both permeable and impermeable SAPO-34 of different size and aspect ratios, with the aim to study in
detail the effect of these variables on the final transport properties, and to isolate the behaviour of the
polymer in the MMMs from the properties of the filler.

The MMMs prepared with the fluorophilic SAPO-34 were all defect-free [43]. No gap was visible
at the polymer-zeolite interface (Figure 5), and gas permeability data (He, H2, N2, CH4, CO2) excluded
the presence of defects. Transport features were dependent on the loading, the size and the shape of
the crystals, as seen in the diagram of the Robeson’s plot for the CO2/CH4 gas pair (Figure 10).

In all cases the presence of SAPO-34 enhanced the selectivity of Hyflon AD60X for the CO2/CH4

separation. Thanks to the combination of the improved selectivity and of the plasticization resistance
of the polymer, the MMMs may represent a viable option for the purification of natural gas containing
large amounts of CO2. SAPO-34 afforded large selectivity gains with respect to the polymer, especially
with 35% flat crystals of the largest aspect ratio (+81%). Inspection of Figure 5a revealed that the flat
SAPO-34 crystals in this membrane were preferentially oriented with their largest dimensions about
parallel to the membrane faces. The largest selectivity was accompanied by a decrease of permeability
with respect to Hyflon AD 60X. Low aspect ratio SAPO-34 crystals at the same loading, resulted instead
in an increase of both permeability and selectivity, with better results for the small (200 nm) SAPO-34.
Since the Maxwell model—Equation (5)—predicts the same behaviour for the permeability of MMMs
with the same loading of filler, irrespective of size and shape [54], it was evident that non-ideal effects
were at work in Hyflon AD60X/SAPO-34 MMMs.
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Figure 10. CO2/CH4 Robeson plot of Hyflon AD60X (AD60, black star) and of its MMMs containing
calcined and permeable SAPO-34: tiles (1.5 μm, AR = 9, triangles), large (2 μm, AR = 2, diamonds),
small (0.2 μm, AR = 2, circles); empty symbols 20 v% loading, full symbols 35 v% loading. 1 Barrer is
equivalent to 10−10 cm3 (STP) cm cmHg−1·s−1·cm−2. Reproduced from Reference [43] with permission.
Copyright of the Korean Society of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry and Elsevier B.V.

4.2.1. Derivation of the Gas Permeability of SAPO-34

As in the case of the PFP membranes containing silicalite-1, the approach for the understanding
of the underlying physical phenomena was the derivation of the unrestricted, intra-crystalline gas
permeability of SAPO-34 (bulk values in the following), and its use in the macroscopic modelling of
the transport phenomena in the MMMs [43].

The bulk permeability of He, H2, N2, CH4 and CO2 in SAPO-34 was assumed to be equal to the one
of an all-silica zeolite with the same CHA topology. Bulk permeability was calculated as the product
of solubility and diffusion (Equation (2)) [43] on the basis of in silico simulation results [90] of the
pressure-dependent gas loading, and of the loading-dependent gas diffusivity in a SiO2 molecular-sieve
with the CHA structure, in the fugacity interval 100–600 kPa.

4.2.2. Modelling of the Transport Properties of Hyflon AD60X/SAPO-34 MMMs

The macroscopic model calculation of the gas transport in the MMMs varied according to the
aspect ratio of the SAPO-34 crystals [43]. The resistance model of Cussler [91], derived for regular
arrays of parallel ribbons (flakes) (Equation (7)), in which AR is the aspect ratio of the filler,

PMMM =
PM

1 − φ + {1/[(1/φ)(PF/PM) + 4(1 − φ)/(AR2φ2)]} (7)

approximates more closely the morphology of the MMMs containing oriented crystals of larger aspect
ratio and is currently used to fit the experimental data in such cases [92,93].

The effective medium theory approach of Maxwell [54] was used for the MMMs containing
crystals of smaller aspect ratio. Both the Cussler and the Maxwell models ignore interfacial effects,
since they are based exclusively on the gas permeability of the unperturbed polymer, of the molecular
sieve, on the aspect ratio of the filler (Cussler model only), and on their volume fractions.

The gas permeability of the MMMs containing flat crystals demonstrated the presence of barriers
to the transport of mass at SAPO-34 [43]. The gas permeability of SAPO-34 is compared in Figure 11a
with the experimental values of Hyflon AD60X (AD60) and of the MMMs with permeable SAPO-34
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crystals of AR 9 (tiles). The unrestricted intra-crystalline permeability of the SAPO-34 crystals was
much larger than that of the polymer, but the permeability of the MMMs was lower, with larger volume
fractions (0.35 vs. 0.20) reducing the permeability even further. The experimental permeability did
not obey the model prediction (Figure 11b), but it was larger than the prediction for an impermeable
filler, indicating that SAPO-34 is permeable, and that its permeability is restricted. The presence of
barriers for the transport of mass at zeolitic molecular sieves is the norm [47], although this is not
acknowledged in most of the literature of MMMs. Diffusion experiments with infrared micro-imaging
demonstrated the existence of surface barriers on SAPO-34 crystals, as well as the variability of surface
barriers at different crystals from the same batch [64].

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 11. Experimental (continuous lines) and calculated (dash-dotted lines) gas permeability of
Hyflon AD60X (AD60, stars) MMMs: 0%, 20% and 35% v/v of SAPO-34 tiles (1.5 μm, aspect ratio
AR = 9). (a) MMMs and Hyflon AD60X experimental results; SAPO-34 (CHA, cross-hatched circles)
permeability calculated after MD simulations [90] for the siliceous CHA structure. (b) Comparison of
experimental (permeable tiles) and analytical results (Cussler model, both permeable and impermeable
tiles), 35 v% loading. 1 Barrer is equivalent to 10−10 cm3 (STP) cm cmHg−1·s−1·cm−2. Reproduced
from Reference [43] with permission. Copyright of the Korean Society of Industrial and Engineering
Chemistry and Elsevier B.V.

When SAPO-34 is impermeable, gas only permeates through the polymer phase, therefore the
behaviour of MMMs prepared with same volume fractions of impermeable SAPO-34 gave valuable
information on the state of Hyflon AD60X only in the MMMs [43]. Gas permeability for MMMs
containing small (0.2 μm) impermeable SAPO-34 of aspect ratio 2 (Figure 12a) was larger than predicted
by the Maxwell model, demonstrating the enlargement of the polymer free-volume at the interface
with the filler. Small (0.2 μm) and large (2 μm) SAPO-34 of same aspect ratio were characterized by
outer surface area of 39 and 5.3 m2·cm−3, respectively, therefore the volume of interfacial polymer
in the MMMs containing small and large fillers, being roughly proportional to the outer surface
area, was several times larger for the former. This circumstance was used to explain why the gas
permeability of MMMs containing large impermeable SAPO-34 (Figure 12b) was close to the values
predicted by the Maxwell model [43].
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Figure 12. Experimental (continuous lines) and calculated (Maxwell model, dash-dotted lines) gas
permeability of Hyflon AD60X (AD60, stars) MMMs with impermeable SAPO-34, aspect ratio AR = 2:
(a) MMM containing small SAPO-34 (0.2 μm), 35% v/v; (b) MMM containing large SAPO-34 (2 μm), 30%
v/v. 1 Barrer is equivalent to 10−10 cm3 (STP) cm cmHg−1·s−1·cm−2. Reproduced from Reference [43]
with permission. Copyright of the Korean Society of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry and
Elsevier B.V.

Two distinct non-ideal effects, namely the increase of polymeric FFV at the interface with the filler
and the barriers at SAPO-34, combined in the Hyflon AD60X/SAPO-34 MMMs [43]. The experimental
gas permeability of MMMs containing small (0.2 μm) permeable SAPO-34 of aspect ratio 2 (Figure 13a)
was comparable to the prediction of the Maxwell model, because the larger interfacial polymer
free-volume compensated the effect of the barriers at SAPO-34. Instead, the experimental gas
permeability of MMMs containing large impermeable SAPO-34 (Figure 13b) was lower than the
values predicted by the Maxwell model, because in this case the quantity of the interfacial polymer of
higher free volume was minimal [43].

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 13. Experimental (continuous lines) and calculated (Maxwell model, dash-dotted lines) gas
permeability of Hyflon AD60X (AD60, stars) MMMs with permeable SAPO-34, aspect ratio AR = 2:
(a) MMMs containing small SAPO-34 (0.2 μm), 20 and 35% v/v; (b) MMMs containing large SAPO-34
(2 μm), 20 and 35% v/v. 1 Barrer is equivalent to 10−10 cm3 (STP) cm cmHg−1·s−1·cm−2. Reproduced
from Reference [43] with permission. Copyright of the Korean Society of Industrial and Engineering
Chemistry and Elsevier B.V.

The Maxwell (Equation (5)) and the Cussler (Equation (7)) models were used to calculate the
expected ideal CO2/CH4 selectivity for Hyflon AD60X MMMs containing 35% v/v of SAPO-34 with
different aspect ratios [43]. If mass transport in SAPO-34 were not restricted by the presence of barriers
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(filled squares in Figure 14), then the gain in selectivity with respect to the polymer would be irrelevant.
If instead the restricted diffusion of mass reduced the effective average permeability of SAPO-34 by
two orders of magnitude (empty squares in Figure 14), then the selectivity raised asymptotically to
about 45 for AR ~50. This finding demonstrated that very selective fillers do not improve the MMM
selectivity if they are too permeable compared to Hyflon AD60X, as predicted in the literature [92,93].
Another interesting information was that most of the selectivity gain could be obtained already with
aspect ratio 9 (Figure 14).

 

α 
C

O
2/C

H
4

a

  exp
CHA

10
-2

CHA 

Figure 14. Experimental (asterisk) and calculated (squares, Cussler model) CO2/CH4 ideal selectivity
of Hyflon AD60X MMMs containing 35% v/v of SAPO-34 of different aspect ratios (a on the abscissa).
The constant selectivity of the polymer [43] is reported as a full line for comparison; full squares refer
to the ideal selectivity of MMMs calculated after MD simulations for the siliceous CHA structure [90];
open squares refer to the ideal selectivity of MMMs calculated after MD simulations for the siliceous
CHA structure [90], when the derived, unrestricted gas permeabilities used for the model calculation
are divided by 100. Reproduced from Reference [43] with permission. Copyright of the Korean Society
of the Industrial and Engineering Chemistry and Elsevier B.V.

The modelling of gas transport in Hyflon AD60X/SAPO-34 MMMs with the effective medium
approach (Cussler and Maxwell models) made it clear that, besides the unperturbed (bulk) polymer
and filler, a region of interfacial polymer and some barrier at SAPO-34 must be considered. Starting
from this evidence, Di Maio et al. [44] introduced a new four phase approach of MMMs which explicitly
takes into account, besides the matrix and filler bulk phases, the interfacial polymer phase (“matrix*”
in Figure 15) and the barriers at SAPO-34. For the sake of simplicity, the latter were concentrated into a
skin of reduced permeability encapsulating the core with unrestricted mobility (“filler*” and “filler”,
respectively, in Figure 15).

The new four-phase approach was implemented for He, H2, N2 and CO2 permeation in Hyflon
AD60X/SAPO-34 MMMs in two ways: by means of the effective medium analytical formula
(4M Maxwell model), and through the finite element solution (FEM) of the transport differential
equations [44].
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Figure 15. Schematic representation of three Hyflon AD60X MMMs containing SAPO-34 crystals of
different size and shape (large, small, and tiles in the text) in the four resistance models (see text).
“filler*” (dark-blue) and “matrix*” (light-orange) denote, in all of the three illustrations, the modified
diffusion layers of SAPO-34 and Hyflon AD60X, respectively.

The 4M Maxwell model was inspired by a previous three-phase Maxwell model introduced by
Koros and co-workers [94,95], and the procedure for the workout of the MMM permeability consisted in
three steps. First the SAPO-34 crystals were treated as pseudo-particles made of a very permeable core
with a poorly permeable skin (“filler” and “filler*”, pseudo-particle 1 in Figure 16a). The permeability of
pseudo-particle 1 was calculated by means of the Maxwell Equation (5). Second, a new pseudo-particle
made of the whole filler (pseudo-particle 1) surrounded by the modified polymer (pseudo-particle 1
plus “matrix*”, pseudo-particle 2 in Figure 16b) was considered, and its permeability was calculated
by using again the Maxwell Equation (5). Finally, the MMM permeability was calculated by combining
the permeability of the pseudo-particle 2 with the permeability of the bulk polymer (pseudo-particle
2 plus “matrix”, Figure 16c). The unknowns regarding the polymer (i.e., the permeability and the
thickness of the interfacial polymer, “matrix*” in Figure 16) were removed in part by applying the
Maxwell Equation (5) to the experimental permeability data of MMMs containing same volume
fractions of identical, but impermeable, molecular sieve particles [95]. The unrestricted permeability of
SAPO-34—i.e., the permeability of the SAPO-34 core, “filler” in Figure 16—was calculated as described
in Section 4.2.1. More details on the formulations of the relevant analytical equations can be found
in the Supplementary Materials of Reference [44]. It has to be noted that the permeability and the
thickness of the interfacial polymer surrounding the particles of filler (“matrix*”) are not independent
of each other, as well as the thickness and the permeability of the barrier skin at SAPO-34 (“filler*”).
From the mathematical point of view, in both cases a larger difference in the permeability from the
value of the bulk corresponds to a thinner layer, and vice versa. A thickness of 20 nm for the modified
polymer layer (“matrix*” in Figure 15) was adopted in order to avoid the overlapping of vicinal layers
in the FEM simulation (vide infra), because this length was just less than half of the average distance
among the smallest (200 nm) crystals at maximum (35%) volumetric loading. A 20-nm thickness
was also chosen for the barrier layer at SAPO-34 (“filler*” in Figure 15). A recent theoretical work
on a comparable zeolite—SAS topology, made of large cavities connected by 8-member rings of TO4

units—found a thickness of surface barriers of the same order of magnitude, i.e., 3, 7 and 14 nm for H2,
CO2 and CH4, respectively [96]. For simplicity, gas independent filler* thickness was considered in the
4M model calculation.
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Figure 16. The three frames of the 4M Maxwell model procedure: (a) pseudo-particle 1 composed
of bulk filler and modified filler; (b) pseudo-particle 2, composed of pseudo-particle 1 and modified
matrix; (c) the whole mixed-matrix membrane, composed of pseudo-particle 2 and bulk matrix.

Numerical simulation of the gas permeation through composite membranes was carried out by
solving the finite-element approximation of the partial differential equations governing the relevant
solution/diffusion processes [44], using the commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics [97]. In order
to simplify the computational model, a body-centred cubic arrangement of oriented filler particles was
built to generate symmetrical properties of the system (Figure 17).

 

Figure 17. Bi-dimensional scheme of the body-centred cubic arrangement of oriented SAPO-34 particles
built by the application software for the representation of the four-resistance model.

Pure gas diffused continuously through the distinct matrix and filler domains. Diffusion was
expressed in terms of Ci, the concentration of species i. The following equations:

Dij

(
∂2Ci
∂x2 +

∂2Ci
∂y2 +

∂2Ci
∂z2

)
= 0 (8)

in which the diffusivity coefficient Dij of species i in material j is assumed uniform and isotropic, were
solved. A concentration jump at the matrix/filler interface formed due to the different gas solubility.
At the interface boundaries both uniform mass flux and the following equilibrium condition were
applied:

Ci
I

Si
I =

Ci
II

Si
I I (9)
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where Si is the solubility of species i and the superscripts denote the two solid phases, I and II,
in contact.

Computational grids (Figure 18) were built by using the application software.

 

Figure 18. Geometry and discretization grid of the computational cell for a system containing 0.2 μm
SAPO-34, AR = 2, volume fraction 0.20. Inlet is from the left front face and outlet from the right rear face.
On the other four faces symmetry conditions apply. Reproduced from Reference [44] with permission.
Copyright of Elsevier B.V.

The inputs of the FEM simulations were: (i) SAPO-34 bulk diffusivity and solubility data from
simulations (see Section 4.2.1.); (ii) the experimental polymer permeability; (iii) the polymer gas
diffusivity from the literature [98]; (iv) the permeability of the ten different MMMs containing
permeable and impermeable molecular sieves. By imposing 20 nm as the thickness of each modified
phases (“matrix*” and “filler*” in Figure 15), the permeability ratios between the pristine and
the modified phases were optimized for each gas by a least square iterative minimization of the
discrepancies between calculated and experimental permeability. The properties of the modified
polymer layer (“matrix*”) were obtained in a first optimization step using the data subset including
only MMMs incorporating impermeable fillers. Then the results of the former step were used to
focus on the properties of the modified SAPO-34 layer (“filler*”). Additional details on the numerical
procedure can be found in Reference [44]. The FEM simulations indicated that the permeability in the
high FFV polymeric interface (“matrix*”) increased of 2.6 ± 0.3 times, whereas instead the permeability
of the barrier skin of SAPO-34 (“filler*”) decreased by a factor ranging from 3.5 × 10−5 to 1.1 × 10−4

(Maxwell 4M), or from 3.8 × 10−5 to 4.3 × 10−4 (FEM) [44].
By the above assumptions, the results of both FEM simulations and macroscopic 4M Maxwell

model compared well with the experimental data (Table 2 and Figure 19).

Table 2. Features of the Hyflon AD60X MMMs containing permeable SAPO-34. Modified from
Reference [44] with permission. Copyright of Elsevier B.V.

Experiment No. 5 6 7 8 9 10

Crystal longest size, μm 0.2 2 0.2 2 1.5 1.5
Particle Aspect Ratio, - 2 2 2 2 9 9

Particle volume fraction, - 0.20 0.20 0.35 0.35 0.20 0.35
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Figure 19. Comparison between the experimental permeability of Hyflon AD60X/SAPO-34 MMMs
and their predictions based on the 4-phase approach according to the Maxwell model and the FEM
simulations for permeable particles, cases No. 5–10 in Table 2. Reproduced from Reference [44] with
permission. Copyright of Elsevier B.V.

Not surprisingly, the best fit was found with the MMMs containing the large fillers (2 μm, AR 2,
exp. 6, 8) in which the relative importance of the interfacial effects was minimal (Table 2 and Figure 19).
In the case of small SAPO-34, both methods underestimated of the same quantities the permeability
of the MMMs (Figure 19, 0.2 μm, AR 2, exp. 5,7), probably due to the formation of percolation
paths connecting the modified polymer phase (“matrix*” in Figure 15) in real membranes. The FEM
simulation was able to reproduce in a better way the data of the MMMs containing oriented flat
crystals (Figure 19, tiles, 1.5 μm, AR 9, exp. 9, 10), because the large aspect ratio and the orientation of
the filler were implicit in the model. Instead, the macroscopic 4M Maxwell model, based on spherical
particles, showed a worse fit, overestimating the real permeability. Notice that the predictions of the
4M Maxwell model are satisfactory even at relatively high-volume fractions (35%) of the filler.

The overall agreement of the experiments with both the macroscopic 4M Maxwell modelling and
the FEM simulations is excellent if we consider the simplifying assumptions adopted, and namely: (i)
the constant, average values of solubility and diffusion coefficients for polymer and filler bulk; (ii) the
uniform constant features of the surface barrier for all of the three different samples of SAPO-34.

The major advantages of the FEM simulation consist in the quantification of the contributions of
the different phases to the overall gas transport and in the possibility to visualize the concentration
profiles in a unit cell [44] as well as the streamlines of the gas (Figure 20). The FEM simulation clearly
indicated the lesser contribution of SAPO-34 to the overall transport in the MMMs containing small
crystals of modest aspect ratio, whereas the predominant role of high free volume polymer led to
high permeability. Instead SAPO-34 contribution to transport was maximal when oriented crystals of
large aspect ratio were present, consistent with the lesser permeability and the larger selectivity of
the MMMs.
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Figure 20. Experiment No. 5 (SAPO 0.2 μm size, volume fraction 20%, AR = 2, see also Table 2 and
Figure 18): streamlines of the CO2 flow in a horizontal plane at half of the cell height. The streamlines
are initiated at 50 points uniformly distributed on an imaginary vertical line located halfway along the
transport direction and then reconstructed back and forth; their line thickness is proportional to the
flow magnitude and axis units are in μm. Reproduced from Reference [44] with permission. Copyright
of Elsevier B.V.

4.3. Remarks and Perspectives on the Modelling of Transport in MMMs

The lesson learned from the study of the PFP/molecular sieve systems is that the macroscopic
modelling of the transport properties of MMMs requires the understanding of the underlying physical
phenomena. If we had only prepared MMMs with the high aspect ratio SAPO-34 (triangles in Figure 10)
we might have argued about the prevalence either of a rigidified polymer layer around the filler, or of
a reduced permeability region within the sieve surface [35]: the possibility of a high FFV polymer shell
surrounding the filler would have not been considered.

The physical state of polymers at MMM interfaces should be investigated in depth to probe
the effect of fillers on free volume, adsorption properties, swelling ability, ageing rate. Positron
annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS) [99], 129Xe NMR [17], and the NELF model [52] applied to
MMMs containing impermeable fillers look like valuable tools for this purpose.

It has to be noted that the new four-phase approach is not restricted to the modelling of PFP
MMMs, since it can be applied whenever two non-ideal phenomena are present, including those cases
in which a rigidified polymer layer is observed. Besides the consistent interpretation of the physical
phenomena, an adequate modelling of the transport properties of real systems allows predictive
capabilities to guide the preparation of better MMMs.

Crystalline porous materials, in real life, contain defects and are far from ideal. The modelling
of mass transport in MMMs needs theoretical and experimental studies of diffusion in the fillers,
both ideal and defective. The nature and the effects of the barriers to mass transport need to be studied
in depth. In MMMs containing extremely thin, exfoliated layers, either zeolitic molecular sieves,
porous graphenes, MOFs or others, the transport properties of the bulk materials may be altered to a
large extent, and interfacial effects become of primary importance.
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5. Summary and Conclusions

Grafting perfluorinated tails on the outer surface of zeolitic molecular sieves improved the
surface permeability and allowed the preparation of defect-free MMMs with hydrophobic and
amorphous PFPs.

Silicalite-1/Hyflon AD60X MMMs displayed some improvement of the CO2/CH4 and N2/CH4

ideal selectivity with respect to the polymer. The improvements were not expected, because the
pores of silicalite-1 are not able to discriminate the above gases on the basis of size. Methane is more
permeable than n-butane in Teflon AF2400 membranes, but the presence of silicalite-1 in Teflon AF2400
MMMs was able to revert the selectivity in favour of n-butane, probably because of the combined
effects of a larger interfacial FFV and of the butane-selective molecular sieve. Other things being equal,
large aspect ratio silicalite-1 increased the n-butane/CH4 selectivity even further.

The gas transport properties of Teflon AF1600 MMMs containing silicalite-1 crystals were strongly
dependent on the size of the filler. Small crystals added permeability (He, H2, CO2, O2, N2 and
CH4) to the polymer with less selectivity, whereas larger crystals induced a reduction of permeability
and an increase of the gas/CH4 selectivity. In order to clarify this puzzling situation, a change of
paradigm was introduced: instead of calculating the permeability of the filler from the performance of
the MMMs through the Maxwell model (Equation (5)), the permeability of the filler was obtained from
the gas solubility and diffusion, using this value to predict the performance of an ideal MMM through
Equation (5). The comparison of the predicted vs. the experimental permeability (CO2 and CH4) and
the evaluation of the experimental diffusion coefficients (time lag method) indicated the presence of
two different non-ideal effects in the Teflon AF1600/silicalite-1 MMMs: a polymer allowing larger gas
mobility, i.e., a larger polymer FFV, and a much less permeable filler, i.e., the presence of barriers to the
transport of mass at silicalite-1.

A new set of Hyflon AD60X MMMs were prepared with three different SAPO-34 crystals, of
different size and aspect ratio, both permeable and impermeable. All of the MMMs where characterized
by improvements in the ideal CO2/CH4 selectivity, but the permeability was strongly influenced by
the size and the shape of SAPO-34. The large aspect ratio crystals preferentially oriented parallel
to the plane of the membrane and induced a reduction of the polymer permeability. The filler with
modest aspect ratio, instead, determined an increase of the permeability, with the smaller SAPO-34
crystals resulting in the larger gain. The analysis of the transport properties of the MMMs subset
containing impermeable SAPO-34 clarified that Hyflon FFV had increased. As in the case of silicalite-1,
the permeability of SAPO-34 was obtained from independent solubility and diffusivity values and used
to predict the performance of the MMMs through Equation (5). The predicted MMMs permeability
was higher than the experimental results, evidencing the presence of barriers to the transport of mass
at SAPO-34. On the basis of the experimental evidences, the transport properties of the MMMs were
modelled through a new four phase approach, which explicitly considered the pristine two phases,
i.e., the unperturbed, bulk polymer and SAPO-34, and two interfacial phases, namely the perturbed,
high FFV polymer, and a superficial skin of the crystals, concentrating all of the additional resistance
to the transport of mass (the barrier). The four-phase macroscopic modelling, implemented both via an
extension of the Maxwell analytical method (4M Maxwell model) and by means of a FEM numerical
simulation, nicely reproduced the experimental results. The new four-phase approach lends itself to
interpret the transport data of those MMMs evidencing two simultaneous non-ideal behaviours.

The above pioneering works clearly show: the feasibility of PFP/molecular sieve MMMs and their
interesting properties for gas separation of technological relevance; the complexity and the competitive
character of the processes at work in MMMs; the adequacy of four-phase models for the description of
permeation in MMMs.
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List of Symbols and Acronyms

4M four-phase Maxwell model
α permeability selectivity, -
αS solubility selectivity, -
αD diffusion selectivity, -
φ volume fraction, -
θ time-lag, s
AR aspect ratio, -
Barrer permeability unit, 10−10 cm3 (STP) cm cmHg−1·s−1·cm−2

BET Brunauer, Emmett and Teller method for the determination of the surface area
C concentration, mol m−3 or cm3(STP) cm−3

CHA framework type code of zeolite chabasite
Cytop® poly(perfluoro-4-vinyloxy-1-butene)
D diffusivity, m2/s
dk kinetic diameter, Å
FEM finite element numerical modelling
FFV fractional free volume, -
Hyflon® AD co-polymers of tetrafluoroethylene and perfluoro-4-methoxy-1,3-dioxole
J flux, mol/(m2·s) or cm3(STP)/(cm3·s)
l membrane thickness, μm
MD molecular dynamics
MFI framework type code of zeolite ZSM-5
MMM mixed matrix membrane
MOF metal organic framework
Nafion® copolymers of tetrafluoroethylene and sulfonic acid terminated perfluorovinyl ethers
NELF non-equilibrium lattice fluid
NMR nuclear magnetic resonance
p pressure, Pa
P permeability, Barrer or Nm3·m·m−2·Pa−1·s−1

PF permeability of the dispersed phase, Barrer or Nm3·m·m−2·Pa−1·s−1

PM permeability of the continuous phase, Barrer or Nm3·m·m−2·Pa−1·s−1

PMMM permeability of the MMM, Barrer or Nm3·m·m−2·Pa−1·s−1

PALS positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy
PFG-NMR pulsed field gradient NMR
S solubility, mol·m−3·Pa−1 or cm3(STP)·cm−3·Pa−1

Tc critical temperature, K
Tg glass transition temperature, K
PFP perfluorinated polymer
PIM polymer of intrinsic microporosity
SAPO-34 silicon aluminium phosphate of chasbasite (CHA) structure topology.
SEM scanning electron microscopy
Silicalite-1 pure SiO2 zeolite of ZSM-5 (MFI) structure topology
Teflon® polytetrafluoroethylene
Teflon® AF co-polymer of tetrafluoroethylene and perfluoro-2,2-dimethyl-1,3-dioxole
STP standard temperature and pressure
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Abstract: In an effort to reduce the experimental tests required to characterize the mixed-gas solubility
and solubility-selectivity of materials for membrane separation processes, there is a need for reliable
models which involve a minimum number of adjustable parameters. In this work, the ability of the
Dual Mode Sorption (DMS) model to represent the sorption of CO2/CH4 mixtures in three high
free volume glassy polymers, poly(trimethylsilyl propyne) (PTMSP), the first reported polymer of
intrinsic microporosity (PIM-1) and tetrazole-modified PIM-1 (TZ-PIM), was tested. The sorption of
gas mixtures in these materials suitable for CO2 separation has been characterized experimentally
in previous works, which showed that these systems exhibit rather marked deviations from the
ideal pure-gas behavior, especially due to competitive effects. The accuracy of the DMS model in
representing the non-idealities that arise during mixed-gas sorption was assessed in a wide range of
temperatures, pressures and compositions, by comparing with the experimental results available.
Using the parameters obtained from the best fit of pure-gas sorption isotherms, the agreement between
the mixed-gas calculations and the experimental data varied greatly in the different cases inspected,
especially in the case of CH4 absorbed in mixed-gas conditions. A sensitivity analysis revealed
that pure-gas data can be represented with the same accuracy by several different parameter sets,
which, however, yield markedly different mixed-gas predictions, that, in some cases, agree with the
experimental data only qualitatively. However, the multicomponent calculations with the DMS model
yield more reliable results than the use of pure-gas data in the estimation of the solubility-selectivity
of the material.

Keywords: dual mode sorption model; mixed-gas sorption; PIMs; glassy polymers

1. Introduction

In recent years, the use of polymers as membrane materials has attracted increased interest for
several industrial applications, including gas separation for hydrogen recovery, nitrogen production,
air dehydration, natural gas sweetening and biogas upgrading [1]. CO2 is a typical contaminant
to be removed from both natural gas and biomethane, in order to meet distribution pipelines
specifications [2]. Despite the fact that CO2 removal from natural gas with membranes has found
industrial application since the 1980s [3], nowadays this technology has only about 10% of the market,
which is dominated by solvent absorption using amines [1]. In membrane materials design research,
countless structural and molecular modifications have been investigated in order to achieve a better
separation performance, that would make membranes more competitive, in addition to being more
energy-efficient and environmentally friendly [4–10]. However, one of the greatest challenges faced
in membrane materials design is the existence of a trade-off between permeability and selectivity:
for every gas pair the logarithm of the selectivity versus the logarithm of the permeability of the
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most permeable gas has been shown to lie below a limiting line, customarily referred to as the
Robeson upper bound [11,12]. This is due to the fact that ultra-permeable materials usually display
very poor selectivity, whereas highly-selective materials exhibit lower permeabilities [12]. This sets
an upper limit to the efficiency that can be achieved by the operation, in case it is governed by
diffusivity-selectivity [13,14].

Materials with improved performance, capable of surpassing the upper bound, have nonetheless
been developed, among those are the family of Polymers of Intrinsic Microporosity (PIMs) [15–18]
and Thermally Rearranged (TR) polybenzoxazoles [19–23]. Owing to a rigid backbone structure,
consisting of a series of fused aromatic rings and to the presence of a shape-persistent site of
contortion, the hindered chain packing of PIMs results in exceptionally high free volume, organized
in a network of interconnected cavities. These materials have shown very high gas permeation rates,
while maintaining acceptable selectivity values, and moreover they demonstrated great thermal and
chemical stability [18].

Most experimental studies on prospective membrane materials are performed only with pure
gases. While those data constitute a valuable benchmark of the materials properties, pure-gas tests
are often insufficient to infer how the materials will behave in mixed-gas conditions. Mixed-gas
permeation and sorption experiments have shown significant deviations from pure-gas (“ideal”)
behavior, both positive and negative [18,21,24–26]. In order to properly design a separation operation,
it is necessary to characterize the relevant materials properties, namely its permeability and selectivity,
as close as possible to the actual operating conditions, which can vary depending on the origin of
the gaseous stream to be treated. Consequently, to uncover all the relevant phenomena, a broad
experimental campaign, encompassing a wide range of temperatures, pressures and compositions,
would be needed.

The transport of small molecules in dense polymeric membranes is described by the
solution-diffusion model [27], according to which permeability (P) is the product of the solubility (S)
and diffusion coefficients (D):

P = S·D (1)

Whether ultra-high free volume polymers can still be regarded as dense materials is an open
question, however, there have been reports of successful modelling studies relying on this
hypothesis [28]. Following this description, the selectivity of the polymer (perm-selectivity) αi,j,
which is equal to the ratio between the permeability of the two gases, contains a solubility-selectivity
(αS

i,j) and a diffusivity-selectivity factor (αD
i,j):

αi,j =
Pi
Pj

=
Si
Sj
·Di
Dj

= αS
i,j·αD

i,j (2)

Solubility-selectivity is expected to provide an important contribution to the overall permselectivity
in high free volume glassy polymers, whereas for low and medium free volume polymers, where sieving
effects are more important, the diffusivity-selectivity is expected to have a higher weight in the overall
permselectivity. It would be interesting to be able to predict the mixed-gas behavior, using at most only
pure-gas experimental measurement as input, in order to avoid or reduce the need for the more delicate
and time-consuming mixed-gas tests.

The calculation of gas solubility in glassy polymers is customarily performed in the literature
using the Dual Mode Sorption (DMS) model [29–39]. This model divides the total sorbed gas
into two contributions: the molecules dissolving into the dense portion of the polymer (following
Henry’s law), and those saturating the microvoids of the excess free volume that characterizes the
glassy state (described by a Langmuir curve). Its simplicity of use and its capability to correlate well
the experimental sorption behavior in glassy polymers in most cases are the main reasons behind its
success. However, this model does not allow to represent all types of sorption isotherms encountered,
such as the sigmoidal shape of the sorption isotherms of alcohols in glassy polymers. There have been
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studies aimed at overcoming this limitation: for example, by incorporating multilayer sorption theory,
a DMS based model capable of representing all the different shapes of sorption isotherms encountered
was developed [40].

Another known issue with the use of this model is that the adjustable polymer-penetrant parameters of
the DMS model depend on polymer history and operating conditions, thus lacking predictive ability outside
their range of derivation, as discussed, for example, by Bondar at al. concerning the pressure range [41].

Alternatively, one can use an Equation of State (EoS) based approach to evaluate gas sorption
equilibria. Some models successfully applied to the study of polymeric materials are those based on
a Lattice Fluid (LF) representation of substances [42], or on hard sphere chain schemes, like the Statistical
Associating Fluid Theory (SAFT) [43]. In the case of glassy polymers, due to their nonequilibrium
condition, equilibrium models, such as an EoS, are not applicable. In these cases the Non-Equilibrium
Thermodynamics for Glassy Polymers (NET-GP) approach [44] can be used instead. This approach
extends equations of state to the nonequilibrium case, providing nonequilibrium expressions for the
free energy of the system, by introducing an internal state variable, the polymer density, to describe the
out-of-equilibrium degree of the systems. This approach has been successfully applied to the prediction
of gas and vapor sorption in a variety of polymeric systems [28,45–47] and its capability to represent
mixed-gas sorption equilibria in high free volume glassy polymer has been addressed in another work
under preparation [48].

Alternatively, atomistic simulations can be employed for the prediction of sorption isotherms.
Monte Carlo simulations in the Grand Canonical ensemble [49] can be performed to this aim,
thanks to insertion moves that allow the polymeric system to exchange gas particles with an infinite
bath until it reaches the equilibrium concentration corresponding to a given value of the chemical
potential. Prediction of sorption isotherms can also be performed by post-processing of Molecular
Dynamics (MD) or Monte Carlo (MC) trajectories, using the Widom test particle insertion method [50]:
the intermolecular interaction energy felt by a molecule inserted in a random position in the polymer
phase is related to the excess chemical potential of the penetrant inside the polymer and, in turn, to its
solubility coefficient. In dense systems or in presence of large penetrant molecules, the probability
of successful insertion moves decreases significantly and therefore the estimate of solubility through
Widom insertions becomes less reliable. Other strategies include the use of gradual insertion of
the penetrant molecules [51], or the use of particle deletion moves instead of particle insertions
(Staged Particle Deletion [52], Direct Particle Deletion [53]). Atomistic simulation techniques have
been increasingly applied in recent years to the study of gas transport properties of microporous
polymers [54], and of PIMs in particular [55–58]. Sorption of CO2 in PIM-1 was first simulated
by Heuchel et al. [59] employing the Gusev-Suter Transition State Theory [60,61]. Even though the
simulated solubility coefficients were significantly higher than the experimental ones, their work paved
road to the application of molecular modelling techniques to this class of materials. Fang et al. [62,63]
applied the Widom test particle insertion method [50] to predict CO2 solubility in PIM-1 and their
results were in close agreement with the experimental ones. Recently, Kupgan et al. [64] predicted CO2

sorption in PIM-1 up to 50 bar, employing a scheme combining Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC)
and Molecular Dynamics simulations devised by Hölck et al. [65], while Frentrup et al. [66] performed
Nonequilibium Molecular Dynamics simulations for the direct simulation of He and CO2 permeability
through a thin membrane of PIM-1, which was in good qualitative agreement with experimental data.

Fewer modelling studies deal with the analysis of mixed gas sorption effects. Recently Rizzuto et al. [67]
have coupled GCMC atomistic simulations and Ideal Adsorbed Solution Theory (IAST) [68] to investigate the
mixed-gas permeation properties of CO2/N2 mixtures in Thermally Rearranged polymers. The simulations
underestimated pure-gas sorption of both gases, however their results displayed the competitive effects
between the gases expected in the case of glassy polymers, which affect greatly the solubility of the less
condensable gas in the mixture. Neyertz and Brown [69] performed large-scale MD simulations of air
separation with an ultra-thin polyimide membrane surrounded by an explicit gas reservoir, which allowed
them to determine gas solubility, diffusivity and O2/N2 selectivity in multicomponent conditions, comparing
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favorably with experimental results. For this gas couple, the modelling study predicted a multicomponent
solubility-selectivity comparable to the ideal one, that is calculated as the ratio of pure-gas solubility coefficients.

With the development of more accurate potentials, new algorithms for the generation of amorphous
polymeric structures and efficient equilibration protocols, the reliability of the predictions yielded by
atomistic techniques has drastically improved over the years [54,70]. Moreover, these techniques have the
potential to be employed for screening purposes on existing materials, as well as on yet to be synthesized
ones, as demonstrated, for instance, by Hart et al. [57] and Larsen et al. [71] for the case of CO2/CH4

separation with PIMs. However the extremely high computational effort required by atomistic approaches,
combined to the system-specificity of several methods, remains a drawback to their application to the
study of the separation properties of polymers, even though multiscale strategies, involving systematic
coarse-graining and equilibration of high molecular weight models at the coarse-grained level and
subsequent back-mapping to the atomistic detail have been implemented successfully to study a variety of
properties of polymeric systems with reduced machine-time [72–75].

The present work is aimed at modelling gas solubility in high free volume glassy polymers
both in pure- and mixed-gas conditions using the multicomponent version of the DMS model [76].
In particular, the sorption of CO2/CH4 mixtures in PTMSP, PIM-1 and TZ-PIM at several compositions
and temperatures was studied, using experimental data presented in previous works to validate
the results of the calculations [24–26,48]. The characterization of mixed-gas sorption is still quite
limited and these materials are among the very few for which these experiments were performed.
PTMSP, being the most permeable dense polymer [77], is a natural reference point to assess the
separation performance of high free volume materials, as is PIM-1, which was the first material of
the PIM class to be reported [15]. TZ-PIM constitutes an attempt at improving the selectivity of
PIM-1 towards CO2 by incorporating more CO2-philic groups into its structure, demonstrating that
post-polymerization modification techniques with controlled conversion rates represent a viable way
of tuning the separation properties of these innovative materials. In this case the nitrile groups were
substituted by tetrazole groups [78], but Satilmis et al. [79] showed that it is also possible to reduce
them to primary amines, obtaining a material termed amine-PIM-1, with intermediate features between
PIM-1 and TZ-PIM.

Lanč et al. [80] recently performed a critical analysis of the difference between gas solubility
coefficients determined directly, with sorption experiments, or indirectly, from the time-lag of
permeation. They investigated several high free volume glassy polymers, including PTMSP and PIM-1,
concluding that the underlying approximation of a linear concentration profile across the membrane,
assumed in the time-lag analysis, is a nonnegligible source of error in the indirect determination of S,
but it can be mitigated by the calculation of concentration profiles using the thermodynamic Fick’s law
instead [81]. The authors also remarked the importance of sorption studies in uncovering fundamental
aspect of gas transport in membrane materials.

Indeed, experimental measurements of mixed-gas sorption [24–26,48] allowed to understand that
the competition between CO2 and CH4 plays a strong role in the multicomponent sorption behavior.
Furthermore, the data indicate that the pure-gas solubility does not provide a good estimate of the
real behavior of the mixture. In particular, pure-gas data would indicate that the main membrane
parameters, like the solubility-selectivity, are a strong function of the gas mixture composition,
while experimentally it is observed that the data depend very weakly on such variable. Additionally,
for a set of glassy polymers comprising poly(2,6-dimethyl-1,4-phenylene oxide) (PPO), PTMSP, PIM-1
and Matrimid®, it was shown that departure functions, expressing the deviations between the
multicomponent properties and the corresponding ideal values, estimated with pure component
properties, obey generalized trends which resemble those observed in liquid solutions [82]. The ability
of the Dual Mode Sorption model to represent these physical phenomena, as well as its quantitative
accuracy in the prediction of solubility and solubility-selectivity were assessed, by comparing the
results of the calculation with experimental data available for the materials considered [24–26,48],
whose repeating units are shown in Figure 1. Moreover, a sensitivity analysis was carried out, in order
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to verify the robustness of the calculation and the reliability of the prediction in absence of experimental
data for validation.

  

(a) PTMSP (b) PIM-1 

 

(c) TZ-PIM 

Figure 1. Repeating units of the polymers considered in this study: (a) poly(trimethylsilyl propyne) (PTMSP);
(b) the first reported polymer of intrinsic microporosity (PIM-1); (c) tetrazole-modified PIM-1 (TZ-PIM).

2. Dual Mode Sorption Model

The existence of a sorption mechanism particular to polymers in the glassy state was first
postulated by Meares [35,36]. The indication that polymers below the glass transition temperature
contain a distribution of microvoids frozen into their structure [35] suggested that those region of
reduced density could act as preferential sorption sites. Using this concept and observing that the
sorption isotherms of organic vapors in ethyl cellulose showed a curvature concave to the pressure
axis, that was not witnessed in the case of rubbery materials, and, furthermore, that for these systems
rather high negative values of the heat of solution were measured, Barrer et al. [37] proposed the
existence of two concurrent mechanisms of sorption: dissolution and “hole-filling”.

Therefore, the Dual Mode Sorption (DMS) model [29–39] postulates the existence of two different
gas populations inside glassy polymers, at equilibrium with one another. One is dissolved in the
dense portion of the material and can be described by Henry’s law, while the other saturates the
nonequilibrium excess free volume of the polymer and is described by a Langmuir curve. In this
schematization, the total sorbed gas as a function of gas fugacity can be expressed as a sum of these
two contributions [31,37]:

ci = kD,i fi +
C′

H,ibi fi

1 + bi fi
(3)

The parameter kD,i is Henry’s law constant, while bi is Langmuir affinity constant, which represents
the ratio of the rate constants of sorption and desorption of penetrants in the microvoids and, therefore,
it quantifies the tendency of a given penetrant to sorb according to the Langmuir mode.C′

H,i is the Langmuir
capacity constant, which characterizes the sorption capacity of a glassy polymer for a given penetrant in
the low-pressure region. This latter parameter correlates with changes in polymer density associated with
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formation history or annealing treatments [83,84] and has been shown to disappear at the glass transition
temperature (Tg) of the polymer [85]. For every gas-polymer pair and temperature analyzed, the three
parameters are retrieved through a nonlinear least-square best fit of pure-gas sorption data.

The extension to multicomponent sorption of this model [76] is based on phenomenological
arguments, suggested by the theory of competitive sorption of gases on catalysts, which exhibit
a Langmuir behavior: since the amount of unrelaxed free volume in a polymer is fixed and limited
(swelling is not taken into account by the model), the various penetrants will compete to occupy it and,
as a consequence, the sorbed concentration is expected to decrease with respect to the pure-gas case.

It is assumed that the extent of the competitive effect is controlled by the relative values of
the product of the affinity constant and partial pressure (or fugacity) of each penetrant. Under the
hypothesis that the affinity parameter b, Henry’s constant kD and the molar density of a component
sorbed inside the Langmuir sites are independent of the presence of other penetrants, the expression
for the concentration (c) of component i in presence of a second component j is given by Equation (4):

ci = kD,i fi +
C′

H,ibi fi

1 + bi fi + bj fj
(4)

The characteristic gas-polymer parameters of the model are retrieved at each temperature from
a least-square fit of a pure-gas isotherm using Equation (3). These parameters are subsequently used
to predict the concentration of each gas in mixed-gas conditions at several compositions, making use
of Equation (4) [86]. Therefore, in Equation (4), all parameters are the same as found in Equation (3).

It is also commonplace to write Equations (3) and (4) using the partial pressure of each gas instead
of its fugacity. When high pressures are considered, such as in the present study, the approximation
of ideal-gas behavior is not valid. Therefore, the fugacity is generally considered instead of partial
pressure, since it constitutes a more appropriate measure of the gas chemical potential, which is the
driving force for gas sorption in the polymer. Moreover, when mixtures are concerned, two gases like
CH4 and CO2 show different departures from ideality, meaning that they can have the same partial
pressure, but rather different fugacity. Even though the accuracy of the pure-gas data representation
with the DMS model using either variable is the essentially the same, the values of the parameters
obtained using pressure or fugacity are clearly different [87], therefore it should always be specified
which variable was used in the regression, in order to enable a meaningful comparison between
different parameter sets. In the context of mixed-gas sorption measurements, results are more often
reported using gas fugacity, to account for the different degree of non-ideality of the components in
the gas phase, therefore this was the natural choice of variable for this study as well. The accuracy of
the results does not depend on this choice: it was verified that using pressure-based parameters or
fugacity-based parameters yielded the same results in the mixed-gas sorption calculations. The same
observation was reported also by Sanders et al. [87,88] in their studies on mixed-gas sorption of binary
mixtures in poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), and by Story et al. [89], in their work on mixed-gas
sorption in PPO. They found that, the use of pressure-based or fugacity-based DMS parameters in the
calculation of mixed-gas sorption yielded very similar results, only slightly more accurate in some of
the cases when fugacity was used instead of partial pressure.

The evaluation of the solubility-selectivity is also of interest (Equation (5)). This performance
indicator can be calculated using the solubility coefficients of the pure gases, as it is often done when
mixture data are not available (ideal case), or, more accurately, using the solubility coefficients obtained
in mixed-gas sorption tests/calculations (multicomponent case).

αS
CO2/CH4

=
SCO2

SCH4

=
cCO2 / fCO2

cCH4 / fCH4

(5)

Since a fugacity-based representation was adopted, the solubility coefficients (S) are defined as the
ratio of gas concentration (c) and gas fugacity ( f ). The fugacity of the gases at various pressures was
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calculated with the Peng-Robinson equation of state (EoS) [90], both in pure- and mixed-gas condition
evaluations. In the mixed-gas case, the binary parameter kCO2/CH4 = 0.09 [91] has been used in the
Peng-Robinson EoS.

The DMS model does not account for the fact that the polymer matrix, unlike rigid porous materials,
can swell when sorbing penetrants. Therefore, possible synergistic effects due to second-component
induced swelling are not accounted for by such approach. However, ultra-high free volume glassy
polymers have a limited tendency to swell, and the experimental data collected so far on mixed-gas
sorption of CO2/CH4 mixtures indicate that such effects are not predominant in these materials, at least
for pressures of CO2 below 30 bar. On the other hand, in these conditions, it was observed that the
prevailing multicomponent effect is the one associated with competition during sorption. Therefore, in the
cases examined here, the DMS model is expected to provide a reliable estimation of the data [87].

3. Results

3.1. Pure-Gas Sorption Analysis

DMS parameters for the materials analyzed, obtained from a least-square fitting procedure with the
Generalized Reduced Gradient (GRG) method [92], using concentration vs. fugacity data, are reported in
Table 1. At each temperature, a different parameter set was obtained, and no constraints were applied to
enforce a temperature dependence. In the last columns of the table, the Standard Error of the Estimate (SEE)
is reported, as goodness-of-fit indicator. SEE was used instead of the correlation coefficient (R2), because the
underlying assumptions in the definition of R2 are not valid in the case of a nonlinear regression model,
such as the DMS model [93–95]. The following definition was used in its calculation:

SEE ≡

√√√√∑i
(
yi,exp − yi,calc

)2

n − p
(6)

Table 1. Dual Mode Sorption model parameters (fugacity-based) for CO2 and CH4 sorption in PTMSP,
PIM-1 and TZ-PIM, obtained by a least-square fit on data from Refs. [24–26,48] to Equation (3).

CO2

T kD C
′
H b SEE SEEmix(◦C

) (
cm3

STP
cm3

polbar

) (
cm3

STP
cm3

pol

) (
bar−1)

(
cm3

STP
cm3

pol

) (
cm3

STP
cm3

polbar

)
PTMSP 35 1.973 95.06 0.051 0.67 0.94

PIM-1
25 4.046 90.04 0.710 1.38 2.06
35 2.890 94.83 0.388 0.92 3.90
50 1.596 89.30 0.290 0.80 2.08

TZ-PIM
25 4.127 70.58 1.127 1.28 9.77
35 1.982 89.53 0.378 1.57 6.66
50 0.903 92.42 0.263 1.02 11.00

CH4

T kD C
′
H b SEE SEEmix(◦C

) (
cm3

STP
cm3

polbar

) (
cm3

STP
cm3

pol

) (
bar−1

) (
cm3

STP
cm3

pol

) (
cm3

STP
cm3

polbar

)
PTMSP 35 0.616 57.77 0.049 0.50 1.78

PIM-1
25 0.651 78.83 0.136 0.70 4.89
35 0.541 75.87 0.106 0.51 2.69
50 0.543 57.90 0.105 0.89 1.70

TZ-PIM
25 1.400 48.09 0.214 0.55 2.54
35 0.378 67.12 0.087 0.97 1.40
50 0.350 51.41 0.101 0.20 4.73

In the definition of SEE (Equation (6)), yi,exp are the experimental points, yi,calc are the
corresponding values calculated with the model, n is the number of experimental points used in the
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regression and p is the number of parameters employed by the model. SEE is expressed in concentration
units (as y) and lower values indicate a better agreement between experimental and calculated values.
For the mixed-gas prediction, the reported value SEEmix is the average deviation from three sorption
isotherms at different composition calculated with the same pure-gas parameter sets.

The results are shown in Figures 2–4. The model provides an excellent fit to all the pure-gas
experimental data sets. Typically, more condensable penetrants, like CO2 in the present case, exhibit
larger affinity constants, and this was indeed observed in the parameters retrieved. In addition,
it would be expected that the presence of the tetrazole CO2-philic groups in TZ-PIM would translate
into higher affinity constants for CO2 sorption, compared to PIM-1. However, this correlation of the
parameter with the chemistry of the materials was not observed at all three temperatures, but only
in the parameter set for the 25 ◦C case. This issue might relate to the parametrization route adopted,
and it will be further discussed in Section 4.1.

Generally, kD, C′
H and b are expected to decrease as temperature increases [76,96,97], consistently

with their physical meaning. In the case of kD and b, this trend was verified in all the cases inspected
here, while for C′

H the expected trend was observed only in one case (CH4 in PIM-1), while in the other
cases the values fluctuated more. If the regression at each temperature is performed independently,
fluctuations of the parameters have to be expected. This was noted also by Stevens et al. [98] in their
analysis of Dual Mode Sorption model parameters for CO2, CH4 and N2 in HAB-6FDA polyimide and
its Thermally Rearranged analogues: when an unconstrained regression was performed independently
at each temperature, the expected trends were followed only in some of the cases considered. In order
to obtain a consistent parameter set, they imposed temperature dependence during the regression.
The effect of these constraints on the mixed-gas sorption prediction will be examined in Section 4.1.

It has been reported that the DMS parameters are sensitive to the pressure range over which they
are regressed [41], in particular b tends to decrease and C′

H to increase, if a broader regression range is
considered, and, therefore, extrapolation outside the derivation range should be avoided. In this study,
the whole isotherms were used in the regression and the pressure range was the same (0–35 bar) in all
cases considered.

Figure 2. Sorption isotherms of CO2 (a) and CH4 (b) at 35 ◦C in PTMSP, in pure- and mixed-gas
conditions (Black squares: pure-gas; Red circles: 10% CO2 mixture; Green triangles: 20% CO2 mixture;
Blue diamonds: 50% CO2 mixture). Experimental data from [24]. Solid lines represent Dual Mode
Sorption (DMS) model predictions.
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Figure 3. Sorption isotherms of CO2 and CH4 at 25 ◦C (a,b); 35 ◦C (c,d); 50 ◦C (e,f) in PIM-1, in pure-
and mixed-gas conditions (Black squares: pure-gas; Red circles: ~10% CO2 mixture; Green triangles:
~30% CO2 mixture; Blue diamonds: ~50% CO2 mixture). Experimental data from [26]. Solid lines are
DMS model predictions.
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Figure 4. Sorption isotherms of CO2 and CH4 at 25 ◦C (a,b); 35 ◦C (c,d); 50 ◦C (e,f) in TZ-PIM, in pure
and mixed-gas conditions (Black squares: pure gas; Red circles: ~10% CO2 mixture; Green triangles:
~30% CO2 mixture; Blue diamonds: ~50% CO2 mixture). Experimental data from [48]. Solid lines are
DMS model predictions.

3.2. Mixed-Gas Sorption: PTMSP

Figure 2 shows the experimental sorption data of CO2/CH4 mixtures (10/20/50 mol.% CO2)
in PTMSP at 35 ◦C [24] together with the results of mixed-gas sorption calculations with the DMS
parameters reported in Table 1.
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The predictions are in very good agreement with the experimental data in the case of CO2,
while in the case of CH4 at high pressure the model overestimates the concentration for the 30:70
and 50:50 mixtures, with a maximum relative deviation of 20% and 35% respectively. Nonetheless,
the model captures the fact that there is competition between the gases during sorption, but also that it
is less pronounced in this polymer than in the other materials analyzed here, even at high values of the
fugacity of the second component.

3.3. Mixed-Gas Sorption: PIM-1

Figure 3 shows the experimental sorption data of CO2/CH4 mixtures (~10/30/50 mol.% CO2) in
PIM-1 at 25, 35, 50 ◦C [25,26], together with the results of mixed-gas sorption calculations with the
DMS model. It can be seen that, in the case of CO2, the prediction is accurate at the lowest temperature,
with average relative deviations below 5%. The average relative deviations, however, are increased to
10% at 35 ◦C and 50 ◦C.

On the other hand, in the case of CH4, the accuracy is lower and its trend with temperature is
opposite with respect to the case of CO2. At 25 ◦C the concentration is significantly underestimated
at all compositions (the average relative deviation is 19%), while at 35 ◦C it is overestimated by
a similar extent (the average relative deviations is 18%). At 50 ◦C CH4 sorption is still overestimated
by the model, but the prediction is slightly more satisfactory, with average relative deviations of
15%. The deviation between the experimental data and the model predictions is greater than the
experimental confidence intervals in several cases, therefore it does not seem to be explained fully by
the uncertainty in the mixed-gas sorption measurements. Generally, for all temperatures analyzed,
the lowest deviations are seen for both gases in the mixture case in which they are more abundant
(50% CO2 and 90% CH4 respectively).

Not much can be done a priori to improve the quantitative accuracy of the mixed-gas prediction,
because the parametrization at each temperature is independent and relies only on the accuracy of the
pure-gas sorption measurements. However the effect of using a different parametrization route will be
discussed in a later section.

3.4. Mixed-Gas Sorption: TZ-PIM

In Figure 4, the experimental sorption data of CO2/CH4 mixtures (~10/30/50 mol.% CO2) in
TZ-PIM at 25, 35, 50 ◦C [48], together with the results of mixed-gas sorption calculations with the DMS
model are reported. In the case of TZ-PIM, the prediction of CO2 sorption is more accurate at 25 ◦C
and 35 ◦C (10% average relative deviations), while it worsens at 50 ◦C, where the model would seem
to underestimate CO2 concentration both in the 30% CO2 and in the 50% CO2 mixtures, with average
relative deviations with respect to the experimental data of 26% and 23%, which are greater than the
experimental confidence intervals.

In the case of CH4, at 25 ◦C and 35 ◦C DMS predictions show very good agreement with the
experimental data, with average relative deviations below 5% at all compositions. Conversely, at 50 ◦C
the model significantly overestimates the CH4 concentration, by as much as 32% on average.

3.5. Solubility-selectivity

Ideal and multicomponent solubility-selectivities were evaluated using Equation (5). At a fixed
value of the total pressure of the mixed-gas feed, the corresponding fugacity of each gas in the mixture
and multicomponent concentration values were used to obtain the multicomponent solubility-selectivity.
The ideal solubility-selectivity was evaluated using the same fugacity values as in the multicomponent
case, but with the corresponding concentration values taken from the pure-gas sorption isotherms.

The obtained trends are compared with the experimental data in Figure 5. For the sake of brevity,
results of the comparison are shown only for the 35 ◦C case, but all the general observations that follow
were true also for the results at 25 ◦C and 50 ◦C.
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Figure 5. CO2/CH4 solubility-selectivity in PTMSP, PIM-1, and TZ-PIM at 35 ◦C at various mixture
compositions. Points are experimental values [24,25,48], lines represent calculations with the DMS
model. In the left column, i.e., (a,c,e), the lines represent ideal solubility-selectivity values, calculated
with pure-gas concentrations. In the right column, i.e., (b,d,f), the lines represent the calculated
multicomponent solubility-selectivity values.

A common remark to all cases inspected is that the mixed-gas calculations show a very different
dependence on mixture composition and total pressure with respect to the ideal case calculation.
In particular, mixed-gas calculations generally show a much weaker dependence than the ideal ones
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versus both pressure and composition. It seems, therefore, that the competitive effect, accounted for
in the mixed-gas calculations, tends to stabilize the calculated solubility-selectivity with respect to
fluctuations in the gas pressure and composition. The physical reason beyond this behavior, that is
also confirmed by experiments, is not completely clear.

In particular, for PTMSP, the calculated values are close to the experimental ones and the trends
predicted by the model exhibit almost no dependence on the gas mixture composition, with the three
curves collapsing onto one another, whereas the experimental data are more scattered, and resemble
more the results of the ideal-case calculation, in the lower CO2 content cases (10–20% CO2) and low
pressure-range, where indeed the gas phase is closer to and ideal one.

Similarly, the gas composition dependence of solubility-selectivity is negligible in the mixed-gas
calculation for PIM-1, and there is almost no dependence on pressure as well. In the case of TZ-PIM,
the calculated values in the mixed-gas case show a very modest concentration and pressure dependence,
although slightly more marked than in the other cases.

The calculated values for PIM-1 and TZ-PIM slightly underestimate the solubility-selectivity, but they
would be preferable than simpler ideal-case estimates (left column of Figure 5), which, on average, could
lead to larger errors. Indeed, in the evaluation of the selectivity, the experimental error of both gas
concentrations is combined and, therefore, this parameter inevitably has a higher uncertainty. For this
reason, it is not straightforward to infer pressure and gas mixture composition dependencies from the
experimental data, due to large fluctuations and absence of monotonous trends. Nonetheless, it is clear that
the calculations performed with mixed-gas concentrations yield significantly more accurate results than
using the corresponding pure-gas values.

4. Sensitivity Analysis

4.1. Pure-Gas Sorption Isotherms Fitting Method

Reasons for the deviation of the DMS model predictions from the experimental data were identified
originally by Koros [76] in the possible presence of non-negligible penetrant-penetrant specific interactions,
or as consequence of swelling and plasticization effects, which are not accounted for in the model and
that would make the parameters concentration-dependent, or require the introduction of additional terms
and adjustable parameters. There have been extensions and modifications to the DMS model to include
this aspects with the introduction of additional parameters [40,99,100] but the original version is still the
most used one.

Since the DMS model parametrization is carried out independently at each temperature, it is
striking that the accuracy of the mixed-gas prediction reported in Figures 3 and 4 varies so much
between different temperatures. In order to address this issue, a different parametrization route
was tried and, subsequently, a sensitivity analysis of the mixed-gas calculation to the parameter set
was performed.

New parameter sets were obtained (Table 2) by taking into account during the nonlinear least-square
optimization the experimental error associated with each experimental point, by minimizing χ2 defined
as follows [94]:

χ2 =
N

∑
i=1

1
σ2

i

[
ci −

(
kD,i fi +

C′
H,ibi fi

1 + bi fi

)]2

(7)

here σi represents the confidence interval associated with the experimental value of the concentration
ci, N is the total number of experimental points, fi is the gas fugacity and kD,i, C′

H,i, bi are the DMS
parameters for the polymer-i penetrant couple. Since very often only data at one reference temperature
are available, each data set was treated independently, without additional constraints to impose
a temperature dependence to the parameters.

As expected, slightly different parameter sets from the ones reported in Table 1 were obtained.
It was observed that an increase in the value of C′

H,i was always accompanied by a decrease in
the values of kD,i and bi, and vice versa. In the electronic supplementary information (ESI) file,
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the comparison of the mixed-gas predictions obtained with the parameter sets from Tables 1 and 2 is
reported in Figures S1–S3, where also the experimental confidence intervals are included for reference.
It is remarkable that pure-gas representations are almost indistinguishable (as it can be noted also by
the very similar values of Standard Error associated to the two parameter sets), even though some of
the values of the parameters used differ by as much as 30%.

The mixed-gas calculations performed with the parameters reported in Table 2 provided a modest
improvement in the accuracy of the prediction in some of the cases analyzed (CO2 in TZ-PIM at 35
and 50 ◦C, CH4 in TZ-PIM at 50 ◦C, CO2 in PIM-1 at 35 ◦C, CH4 in PIM-1 at 25 and 35 ◦C, CH4 in
PTMSP at 35 ◦C), whereas in other cases they produced slightly less accurate results (CO2 in TZ-PIM
at 25 ◦C, CH4 in TZ-PIM at 25 and 35 ◦C, CO2 in PIM-1 at 25 and 50 ◦C, CH4 in PIM-1 at 50 ◦C,
CO2 in PTMSP at 35 ◦C). A systematic trend was not detected, at times the average accuracy was
increased for both gases at the same temperature (TZ-PIM at 50 ◦C case and PIM-1 at 35 ◦C case),
other times only for one of the two gases at the same temperature (TZ-PIM at 35 ◦C case, PIM-1 25 ◦C
case and PTMSP 35 ◦C case) and in other cases for none (TZ-PIM 25 ◦C case and PIM-1 50 ◦C case).
Moreover, in some instances, the results were more accurate at certain compositions but worse at
others. On the whole, the discrepancies between the accuracy of the multicomponent calculations
in different conditions were not eliminated by taking into account the experimental error during
the parametrization.

Table 2. Dual Mode Sorption model parameters (fugacity-based) for CO2 and CH4 sorption in PTMSP,
PIM-1, TZ-PIM, obtained by a least-square fit on data from Refs. [24–26,48] to Equation (7).
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PTMSP 35 2.373 69.26 0.067 0.73 0.97

PIM-1
25 3.664 100.25 0.506 1.60 3.72
35 3.039 90.42 0.428 1.17 3.43
50 1.666 86.84 0.306 0.84 2.57

TZ-PIM
25 4.023 72.88 1.019 1.44 11.21
35 2.168 84.61 0.420 1.82 6.16
50 1.150 84.84 0.303 1.46 10.11
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PTMSP 35 0.611 58.75 0.048 0.52 0.92

PIM-1
25 0.672 78.56 0.137 0.72 3.00
35 0.401 82.72 0.097 0.60 1.68
50 0.684 50.99 0.124 0.94 2.08

TZ-PIM
25 1.526 43.65 0.250 0.76 2.97
35 0.282 73.42 0.079 0.98 1.61
50 0.364 50.63 0.103 0.20 4.18

To improve the internal consistency of the parameters, a multi-temperature parametrization scheme
was tested. For each gas, new parameters were obtained by considering the data at all temperatures
simultaneously and constraining the parameters to follow the expected temperature dependence.
In particular, the temperature dependence of kD and b is described by a van’t Hoff relation [96]:

kD = kD0 e−
ΔHD

RT (8)
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b = b0 e−
ΔHb
RT (9)

In Equations (8) and (9) ΔHD and ΔHb are the enthalpies of sorption for Henry and Langmuir
modes, R is the gas constant and T is the temperature. The pre-exponential factors kD0 and
b0, together with ΔHD and ΔHb were treated as adjustable coefficients. For C′

H , no functional
temperature dependence was imposed, but the values were constrained to diminish with increasing
temperature. In this way, to obtain the parameters for each gas-polymer couple at three temperatures,
only 7 adjustable coefficients were used, instead of 9.

The parameter sets obtained are reported in Table 3. It is noteworthy that, in this parameter
set, the values of Langmuir affinity constant for the couple CO2-PIM-1 are always lower than the
corresponding ones for CO2-TZ-PIM at each temperature, as it would be expected given the chemical
difference between the two materials.

Table 3. Dual Mode Sorption model parameters (fugacity-based) for CO2 and CH4 sorption in PIM-1,
TZ-PIM, obtained by a least-square fit on data from Refs. [25,26,48], imposing the temperature
dependence constraints expressed by Equations (8) and (9).

CO2

T kD C
′
H b SEE SEEmix(◦C

) (
cm3

STP
cm3

polbar

) (
cm3

STP
cm3

pol

) (
bar−1

) (
cm3

STP
cm3

pol

) (
cm3

STP
cm3

polbar

)

PIM-1
25 4.150 90.56 0.638 2.43 1.86
35 2.883 89.02 0.470 4.30 3.73
50 1.742 85.63 0.308 1.11 1.44

TZ-PIM
25 3.625 82.25 0.676 3.54 13.43
35 2.473 77.23 0.511 3.13 10.04
50 1.457 76.94 0.347 2.92 11.31

CH4

T kD C
′
H b SEE SEEmix(◦C

) (
cm3

STP
cm3

polbar

) (
cm3

STP
cm3

pol

) (
bar−1

) (
cm3

STP
cm3

pol

) (
cm3

STP
cm3

polbar

)

PIM-1
25 0.759 78.51 0.130 1.80 3.74
35 0.561 72.98 0.113 0.73 2.02
50 0.369 66.17 0.093 1.00 1.12

TZ-PIM
25 1.275 49.29 0.206 2.73 2.41
35 0.865 42.49 0.171 1.99 3.87
50 0.506 41.58 0.133 1.23 4.46

The comparison of the mixed-gas predictions obtained with the parameter sets from Tables 1 and 3 is
reported in Figures S4 and S5 in the ESI file. To satisfy the temperature dependence constraint, a slightly less
accurate representation of pure-gas sorption is generally observed, especially at higher pressure. The largest
deviations are observed in the cases of CO2 and CH4 sorption in TZ-PIM at 25 and 50 ◦C, for CO2 sorption
in PIM-1 at 35 ◦C and for CH4 sorption in PIM-1 at 25 ◦C.

The mixed-gas sorption calculations performed with the parameters reported in Table 3 provided
a slight improvement in the accuracy of the prediction of CO2 and CH4 sorption in PIM-1 at all
temperatures. On the other hand, in the case of TZ-PIM, the mixed-gas calculation yielded comparable
results for both gases at 50 ◦C, but less accurate predictions for both gases in the 35 ◦C case. At 25 ◦C,
the results for CH4 sorption in TZ-PIM were slightly better compared to those obtained with the
parameter set without a consistent temperature dependence, while those for CO2 were slightly worse.
Therefore, on the whole, this parametrization route presented improvements, in terms of internal
consistency of the parameter set and their physical interpretation, but it still didn’t eliminate the
variability in the accuracy of the mixed-gas sorption results.
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In order to address the issue systematically, a sensitivity analysis was carried out: the effect of
CO2 and CH4 parametrization on the multicomponent calculation was studied separately, analyzing
how the mixed-gas sorption results are affected by variations of C′

H,i, kD,i, bi while bj is kept fixed,
and, subsequently, the effect of changes in the value of bj were also taken into account.

4.2. Confidence Intervals of the DMS Model Parameters

A comprehensive search in the parameters space was conducted, using a grid method, in order to
identify a range of DMS model parameter values that allow to obtain equally satisfactory representations
of the pure-gas data. Once such a range was estimated, it was tested whether different parameter sets,
within those confidence intervals, could lead to better mixed-gas predictions than the ones obtained with
the best-fit sets.

The results are presented in the following for the case of CH4 solubility in PIM-1. Results analogous to
the ones presented in this section were obtained also for the other cases. They are not shown, for the sake
of brevity, but they can be found in the ESI file (Figures S6 and S7 complete the analysis of CH4 sorption
in PIM-1 at 35 ◦C and 50 ◦C, Figures S8–S12 and Tables S1 and S2 show the results for the case of CO2

sorption in PIM-1 and the outcome of the calculations for CO2 and CH4 sorption in TZ-PIM are reported in
Tables S3 and S4 and in Figures S13–S20).

Figure 6 shows a contour plot of the Standard Error in the calculation of pure CH4 sorption in PIM-1
at 25 ◦C, obtained varying b and C′

H while holding kD constant at its best fit value: 0.651 cm3
STP/cm3

pol.
Each line represents a locus of constant SEE in the Langmuir parameter space, for a fixed value of
Henry’s constant.

 
Figure 6. Contour plot of the Standard Error of the Estimate (SEE) of CH4 sorption in PIM-1 at 25 ◦C,
obtained varying the Langmuir sorption parameters, with a fixed value of the Henry’s constant.

When kD is allowed to vary as well, surfaces at constant error in the three-dimensional parameter
space are obtained. As a criterion to delimit the confidence intervals, a maximum value for
the standard error was selected. This value was chosen as SEEmax = 1 cm3

STP/cm3
pol at 25 ◦C,

which corresponds to an average relative deviation of 1.5%. The same relative deviation is attained
with SEEmax = 0.9 cm3

STP/cm3
pol at 35 ◦C and SEEmax = 0.8 cm3

STP/cm3
pol at 50 ◦C. In Figure 7a

a 3D plot is presented, in which the three colored regions correspond to domains in the parameter
space where SEE < SEEmax for CH4 sorption in PIM-1 at the three different temperatures. Therefore,
each point within the colored region corresponds to a parameter set that satisfies the accuracy criterion.
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The sorption isotherms obtained with all the parameter sets included in the colored regions of part
(a) of the figure are represented together in Figure 7b, and one can see that there is indeed a small,
but detectable, variation in the representation of the experimental data using either of the parameter
sets. This variability, however, is always lower than the experimental uncertainty of the data.

The upper and lower limits in each direction of the isosurfaces reported in Figure 7a can be used to
attribute confidence intervals to the DMS parameters. Confidence intervals for nonlinear regression functions
are often asymmetrical and this was observed also by other authors for the DMS model parameters [21,98].

  

Figure 7. (a) Surfaces enclosing the range where DMS parameter sets yield SEE < SEEmax in the
prediction of CH4 sorption in PIM-1 at three different temperatures; (b) CH4 sorption isotherms in
PIM-1 at 25, 35 and 50 ◦C, calculated with all the parameter sets enclosed by the corresponding colored
regions in the plot on the left.

Confidence intervals of the DMS parameters for CH4 sorption in PIM-1 are reported in Table 4. Clearly,
not all the combinations of parameters within their respective confidence interval would give a valid set,
otherwise the confidence region in the 3D parameter space would be represented by a parallelepiped.
However, for all values included in the confidence interval of one parameter, it would be possible to
find values of the other two parameters such that the accuracy criterion is satisfied. As a consequence,
when using only one of the parameters, like in the case of bj in Equation (4), all values belonging to its
confidence interval should be considered acceptable.

Table 4. Confidence intervals of the fugacity-based DMS parameters yielding and average relative
deviation < 1.5% in the calculation of CH4 sorption in PIM-1 at three different temperatures.

T kD,CH4
C′

H,CH4
bCH4(◦C

) (
cm3

STP
cm3

polbar

) (
cm3

STP
cm3

pol

) (
bar−1

)
25 0.651 +0.336

−0.290 78.83 +15.67
−15.28 0.136 +0.059

−0.031
35 0.541 +0.316

−0.408 75.87 +23.78
−15.93 0.106 +0.042

−0.029
50 0.543 +0.237

−0.443 57.90 +25.60
−12.74 0.105 +0.049

−0.035

4.3. Evaluation of Mixed-Gas Sorption

All the parameter sets that satisfied the condition SEE < SEEmax in the pure-gas sorption
representation, were used to calculate mixed-gas sorption isotherms, using the best-fit values reported
in Table 1 for bCO2 .
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To quantify the accuracy of the mixed-gas prediction (SEEmix), the average SEE of isotherms
at three concentrations (10/30/50 mol.% CO2) for each temperature was used, and then the lowest
and the highest results were selected, in order to identify the best and worst predictions, labelled
respectively Set 1 and Set 2. The parameter sets that correspond to these two extreme cases and their
SEE values are summarized in Table 5. The calculated sorption isotherms for each case are shown
in Figure 8.

Table 5. DMS model fugacity-based parameter sets used in the calculation of mixed-gas sorption of
CH4 in PIM-1 reported in Figure 8.

T kD,CH4
C′

H,CH4
bCH4

SEEpure SEEmix(◦C
) (

cm3
STP

cm3
polbar

) (
cm3

STP
cm3

pol

) (
bar−1)

(
cm3

STP
cm3

polbar

) (
cm3

STP
cm3

polbar

)

Set 1
25 0.945 65.08 0.186 0.999 3.98
35 0.119 101.81 0.074 0.891 1.15
50 0.125 82.00 0.070 0.797 1.35

Set 2
25 0.316 96.99 0.102 0.996 11.16
35 0.869 59.26 0.152 0.899 4.95
50 0.767 45.62 0.155 0.792 3.67

 

Figure 8. Dual Mode Sorption model mixed-gas predictions of CH4 sorption in PIM-1 at 25 ◦C (a); 35 ◦C (b);
50 ◦C (c) obtained with the two parameter sets reported in Table 5; In (d) the solubility-selectivity calculated
with the two sets at 35 ◦C is compared. Solid lines are obtained with Set 1, dashed ones with Set 2.
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At each temperature, both parameter sets have a remarkably similar accuracy in the representation
of pure-gas data, but they yield a significantly different prediction of the mixed-gas behavior.
For instance, the solid lines in Figure 8 (obtained with Set 1) show a very good agreement with
the experimental data, whereas the dashed ones (obtained with Set 2) are even less accurate than the
initial result obtained with the best-fit parameter set.

Allowing also for experimental error, the two pure-gas representations at each temperature (black
lines in Figure 8) are deemed to be equivalent and no reason for choosing one over the other could be
suggested. Therefore, in absence of mixed-gas experimental data to validate against, the confidence in
the accuracy of the calculation would be weakened.

The same variability was observed also in the case of CH4 sorption in TZ-PIM, while for CO2

sorption in both PIM-1 and TZ-PIM, the uncertainty in the mixed-gas predictions was generally lower
(see Figures S9 and S14 in the ESI file).

This is reflected also in the evaluation of the solubility-selectivity: comparing the results obtained
with Set 1 and Set 2 (Figure 8d) it is possible to see that not only the results obtained with Set 1 are
in much better agreement with the experimental data, but also that the pressure and concentration
dependence predicted by the two sets is significantly different, and in one case it is consistent with the
general trend of the experimental points, while in the other case it is the opposite.

By looking at the relationship between the deviations in the pure-gas data fitting and the mixed-gas
prediction, the level of uncertainty that is inherent in the calculation becomes more apparent. In Figure 9 the
deviation in the pure-gas data representation (SEEpure) is related to the error in the mixed-gas prediction
(SEEmix). Each point in the plot represents a calculation performed with a different parameter set, among
those meeting the accuracy criterion (Figure 7a).

It can be seen that, when moving to the right, i.e., further away from the best-fit parameter set
and therefore towards slightly higher deviations in the pure-gas data correlation, a small variation
of SEEpure results in a much wider range of possible outcomes for SEEmix, thus the reliability of the
calculation becomes less predictable. The interval of the values assumed by SEEmix expands both
towards higher and lower values, so that better mixed-gas predictions can indeed be found with
slightly “less accurate” pure-gas data representations, and not with the best-fit parameter set.

 
Figure 9. Accuracy range of the mixed-gas prediction (y-axis) for CH4 in PIM-1 at 25 ◦C corresponding
to a given accuracy in the pure-gas data representation (x-axis). Each point represents the result
obtained with a different parameter set among those enclosed in the colored region of Figure 7a.
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4.4. Effect of bCO2

The mixed-gas sorption results depend also strongly on the value of the Langmuir affinity constant
of the second component (bCO2 ), which is found in the Dual Mode Sorption model expression for
sorbed concentration in the multicomponent case. Following the same procedure adopted for CH4,
the region in the DMS parameter space of CO2 sorption in PIM-1 at 25 ◦C satisfying the condition
SEE < SEEmax was identified. It is reported in Figure S6 of the ESI file, alongside confidence regions at
35 ◦C and 50 ◦C. From this analysis, it was possible to identify the confidence interval over which bCO2

could vary
(

b25 ◦C
CO2

= 0.710 +0.272
−0.239

)
and then study the influence of its variations on the CH4 mixed-gas

sorption prediction.
In Figure 10, the same region of acceptable parameter sets for CH4 sorption in PIM-1 at 25 ◦C

found in Figure 7a is represented, but, in these plots, a color scale indicates the average accuracy
in the mixed-gas prediction corresponding to each point in the plot. The calculation is repeated for
different values of bCO2 , chosen to span its entire SEE < SEEmax region. It can be seen that a greater
accuracy of the mixed-gas predictions is not attained with the best-fit value of bCO2 reported in Table 1
(0.710 bar−1), but with a lower one instead (top-left corner of Figure 10), whereas with higher values
it becomes increasingly difficult to have good predictions at all (bottom-right corner of Figure 10).
Once more, this was not a general trend. For example, in the cases of CH4 sorption in PIM-1 at 35 and
50 ◦C, the more accurate mixed-gas predictions could be attained with values of bCO2 higher than the
best fit one, as it can be observed in Figures S6 and S7 of the ESI file.

Figure 10. Isosurfaces in the DMS parameter space of CH4 sorption in PIM-1 at 25 ◦C corresponding to
SEEpure < SEEmax, colored according to the average SEEmix obtained with different values within the
confidence interval of bCO2 .
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5. Discussion

Due to the form of Equations (3) and (4), the parameters C′
H and b are strongly coupled and,

therefore, a deviation of either of them can be compensated by a corresponding deviation of the other,
yielding a similar overall quality of the fit. The same remark was made also by Gleason et al. [21] in their
analysis of Dual Mode parameters for mixed-gas permeation of CO2/CH4 in Thermally Rearranged
HAB-6FDA. In order to improve the accuracy of the calculation, they chose to incorporate mixed-gas
data into the fitting procedure used to retrieve the DMS parameters. Raharjo et al. [97] studied sorption
of CH4-nC4H10 mixtures in PTMSP and they noticed a tendency of the DMS model to systematically
overestimate CH4 concentration in mixed-gas conditions. They subsequently re-parametrized the
model, including the mixture data as well, obtaining different parameter sets from those retrieved
considering only pure-gas data. In both cases [21,97] the representation of the mixture behavior was
superior when the multicomponent data was included during the parametrization, but the procedure
is clearly no longer predictive.

In order to reduce the uncertainty in the regression of the DMS parameters, Wang et al. [101] suggested
to obtain Henry’s constant independently, through the analysis of the temperature dependence of the
solubility coefficient above Tg, and then retrieve only C′

H and b from the best-fit of the sorption data.
This approach yielded different sets from those obtained in a simultaneous regression of all three parameters
and, even though those sets had lower values of the goodness-of-fit indicator, they showed improved
self-consistency and the expected temperature dependence. This method, however, was not applicable to
the materials studied here, and in general for glassy polymers with very high Tg, for which gas solubility
data above Tg are not available.

Comparing the results displayed here for mixed-gas CH4 sorption in PIM-1 to those of CH4

sorption in TZ-PIM and also to those of CO2 sorption in PIM-1 and TZ-PIM, it is not straightforward
to identify a general trend and therefore draw guidelines to mitigate the issue. The parameter
set obtained by imposing a temperature dependence yielded the most reliable results, therefore,
this parametrization route should be followed whenever possible, if the intended use of the parameters
is that of performing predictive mixed-gas sorption calculations. If data at only one temperature are
available and the quantitative accuracy of the mixed-gas sorption is necessitated, caution in the use of
this model is advised.

In general, the prediction was either satisfactory for all compositions or for none: a low average
SEEmix was always the consequence of a similar representation of all three mixed-gas sorption
isotherms. Therefore, if one could validate the parameter set adopted at least against experimental
data at one composition, it should be possible to calculate the behavior at other compositions with
greater confidence.

6. Conclusions

The sorption of CO2/CH4 mixtures in three high free volume glassy polymers, PTMSP, PIM-1
and TZ-PIM, was modelled with the multicomponent extension of the Dual Mode Sorption model.
The three model parameters were retrieved from the best fit of pure-gas sorption isotherms and yielded
an excellent representation of the experimental data. Multicomponent calculations provided a good
qualitative picture of sorption in mixed-gas conditions, displaying the reduction in the solubility
that is observed experimentally, due to competition with the second gas present in the mixture,
and how this effect is more pronounced for the less soluble gas (CH4). Moreover, a reasonable estimate
of solubility-selectivity was obtained. The quantitative agreement with the experimental data in
multicomponent conditions, however, varied greatly between the cases inspected.

A sensitivity analysis revealed that a small uncertainty in the pure-gas data, which would translate
into a different parametrization, is greatly amplified in the mixed-gas calculation, which is much
less robust than expected. Great variability is also introduced by the affinity constant of the second
component, bj, which could also assume slightly different values due to the experimental uncertainty.
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In the absence of experimental mixed-gas data to validate against, it is difficult to estimate a priori the
quantitative accuracy of the mixed-gas prediction.

In conclusion, given its simplicity and immediacy of use, this model is a useful tool for a first
estimate of the mixed-gas effects, but great care should be used when quantitative accuracy is of
interest, resorting eventually to other, yet more complex, models instead [48].

Supplementary Materials: An Electronic Supplementary Information file is available online at http://www.
mdpi.com/2077-0375/9/1/8/s1, containing additional Figures and Tables. Figure S1: Effect of including the
experimental error during the DMS model parametrization on the prediction of mixed-gas sorption of CO2 and
CH4 in PTMSP, Figure S2: Effect of including the experimental error during the DMS model parametrization on
the prediction of mixed-gas sorption of CO2 and CH4 in PIM-1, Figure S3: Effect of including the experimental
error during the DMS model parametrization on the prediction of mixed-gas sorption of CO2 and CH4 in
TZ-PIM, Figure S4: Effect of constraining the temperature dependence of the parameters during the DMS model
parametrization on the prediction of mixed-gas sorption of CO2 and CH4 in PIM-1, Figure S5: Effect of constraining
the temperature dependence of the parameters during the DMS model parametrization on the prediction of
mixed-gas sorption of CO2 and CH4 in TZ-PIM, Figure S6: Effect of bCO2 on the calculated mixed-gas sorption of
CH4 in PIM-1 at 35 ◦C, Figure S7: Effect of bCO2 on the calculated mixed-gas sorption of CH4 in PIM-1 at 50 ◦C,
Figure S8: Confidence intervals of CO2/PIM-1 DMS model parameters, Figure S9: Range of variation of the DMS
model predictions of CO2 sorption in PIM-1 in multicomponent conditions, Figure S10: Effect of bCH4 on the
calculated mixed-gas sorption of CO2 in PIM-1 at 25 ◦C, Figure S11: Effect of bCH4 on the calculated mixed-gas
sorption of CO2 in PIM-1 at 35 ◦C, Figure S12: Effect of bCH4 on the calculated mixed-gas sorption of CO2 in PIM-1
at 50 ◦C, Figure S13: Confidence intervals of CO2/TZ-PIM and CH4/TZ-PIM DMS model parameters, Figure S14:
Range of variation of the DMS model predictions of CO2 and CH4 sorption in TZ-PIM in multicomponent
conditions, Figure S15: Effect of bCO2 on the calculated mixed gas sorption of CH4 in TZ-PIM at 25 ◦C, Figure S16:
Effect of bCO2 on the calculated mixed-gas sorption of CH4 in TZ-PIM at 35 ◦C, Figure S17: Effect of bCO2 on the
calculated mixed-gas sorption of CH4 in TZ-PIM at 50 ◦C, Figure S18: Effect of bCH4 on the calculated mixed-gas
sorption of CO2 in TZ-PIM at 25 ◦C, Figure S19: Effect of bCH4 on the calculated mixed gas sorption of CO2 in
TZ-PIM at 35 ◦C, Figure S20: Effect of bCH4 on the calculated mixed-gas sorption of CO2 in TZ-PIM at 50 ◦C,
Table S1: Confidence intervals of CO2/PIM-1 DMS model parameters, Table S2: DMS parameter sets yielding the
most and least accurate predictions of CO2 sorption in PIM-1 in multicomponent conditions, Table S3: Confidence
intervals of CO2/TZ-PIM and CH4/TZ-PIM DMS model parameters, Table S4: DMS parameter sets yielding the
most and least accurate predictions of CO2 and CH4 sorption in TZ-PIM in multicomponent conditions.
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Abstract: Facilitated transport membranes are particularly promising in different separations, as they
are potentially able to overcome the trade-off behavior usually encountered in solution-diffusion
membranes. The reaction activated transport is a process in which several mechanisms take place
simultaneously, and requires a rigorous theoretical analysis, which unfortunately is often neglected
in current studies more focused on material development. In this work, we selected and reviewed the
main mathematical models introduced to describe mobile and fixed facilitated transport systems in
steady state conditions, in order to provide the reader with an overview of the existing mathematical
tools. An analytical solution to the mass transport problem cannot be achieved, even when
considering simple reaction schemes such as that between oxygen (solute) and hemoglobin (carrier)
( A + C � AC ), that was thoroughly studied by the first works dealing with this type of biological
facilitated transport. Therefore, modeling studies provided approximate analytical solutions and
comparison against experimental observations and exact numerical calculations. The derivation,
the main assumptions, and approximations of such modeling approaches is briefly presented to
assess their applicability, precision, and flexibility in describing and understanding mobile and fixed
site carriers facilitated transport membranes. The goal is to establish which mathematical tools
are more suitable to support and guide the development and design of new facilitated transport
systems and materials. Among the models presented, in particular, those from Teramoto and from
Morales-Cabrera et al. seem the more flexible and general ones for the mobile carrier case, while the
formalization made by Noble and coauthors appears the most complete in the case of fixed site
carrier membranes.

Keywords: facilitated transport; permeability models; membrane separation; CO2 capture;
gas separation; modeling

1. Introduction

In membrane separation processes, the term “facilitated transport” (FT) refers to a coupled
transport mechanism composed of two main effects: pure physical diffusion and reversible chemical
reaction between the target solute (A) and the carrier (C). At the feed side of the membrane, the solute
reacts and the reaction product (AC), also referred to as “complex” in the usual terminology of FT,
diffuses across the thickness. At the downstream side, the solute is released by the inverse chemical
reaction. The unreacted solute, as well as the other dissolved species (that do not interact chemically
with the carrier) merely diffuse in the system according to Fick’s law. This carrier-mediated transport
leads to a superior performance in terms of solute flux and separation ability of the membranes [1,2].

Based on the mobility of the carrier species, there are two main families of carrier-mediated
membranes: the mobile carrier (MC) systems and the fixed site carrier (FSC) ones. In the first case
the carrier is free to diffuse across the membrane (supported or immobilized liquid membranes),
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in the second one the carrier agent is fixed, or bounded, to the polymeric backbone. In this latter case,
the complex diffuses following a more complex mechanism than the one in the mobile carrier systems.
This point will be further explained in the section referring to transport in FSC membranes.

In 1940, Osterhout et al. [3], firstly investigated systematically the molecular carrier mechanism
acting on the transport of potassium and sodium ions in human body, opening a new frontier. After that,
in the early 1960s, Scholander [4] and Wittemberg [5] recognized, separately, the facilitation effect that
hemoglobin (Hb) and myoglobin (Mg) had on the oxygen transport in blood. They concluded that Hb
and Mg react reversibly with the oxygen and diffuse across a liquid film as oxy-Hb or oxy-Mb while,
at the opposite side, the oxygen is released and the carrier re-formed.

Starting from those results, many subsequent studies dealt with facilitated transport in membranes.
In particular, many works were devoted to the understanding of the principles behind the mechanism,
on the key parameters governing it, as well as on the effect of such parameters on the separation
performances [6–9].

The compactness, energy-efficiency, and ease of operation of membrane systems make facilitated
transport membranes one of the most competitive and promising technologies in industrial
separations [10–12]. In this context, great interest is focused on some typical separations of the
chemical industry.

Olefin and paraffin separation by facilitated transport membranes (FTM) are reported since the
1980s. In this field, the commonly used carrier is a solution of silver nitrate, usually supported on
a polymer matrix, that reacts selectively with the pi-electrons of olefins. In this field of application,
Teramoto et al. [13] reported in 1986 results obtained for the ethylene/ethane separation, while Ho
and co-worker, in 1994, studied the butene and isobutene separation from butane and propane,
respectively [14]. One year before, Funke et al. [15] used hydrated Nafion as polymeric network
in enhanced cis and trans 2-butene transport. A review of olefin/paraffin separation using FTM
has been published in 2012 by Faiz and Li [16]. More recent works dealt with the use of N-methyl
pyrrolidone coupled with AgNO3 salt as liquid membranes, supported on tetrafluoroethylene (PTFE),
by Azizi et al. [17] to separate propylene from propane in 2015. Supported ionic liquid membranes
have been recently used by Zarca and co-workers [18] to enhance the selectivity of propylene/propane.
FSC systems based on polymer incorporating silver nanoparticles are under study in olefin separation,
to overcome the chemical stability issues of the silver ion [19–23].

Metal complexes have been extensively studied in FSC membranes to facilitate the transport of
oxygen. In the 1986–87 two different papers were published, Okahata et al. [24] and Nishide et al. [25],
about the facilitation effect in oxygen separation membranes made by cobalt complex, CoPIm, chained
to poly-butyl methacrylate polymer. Two years later [26] Ohyanagi and co-workers investigated the
change of polymer matrix and metal complexes on the oxygen transport by using FePIm as fixed carrier
in poly-methyl methacrylate membrane. Poly-carbonate/COSALEN cobalt complex systems was
used in 1996 by Chen and Lai [27], picket-fence Cobalt porphyrin was englobed in different polymer
matrix by Shentu and Nischide in 2003 [28]. Preethi et al. [29] complexed the poly vinyl imidazole
with cobalt-pthalocyanine in 2006 and studied the effects on the reversible complexation with the
oxygen. Three years ago, in 2016, Choi et al. [30] prepared hollow fibers made by poly-ether sulfone
and poly-dimethyl siloxane and cobalt-tetraphenylporphyrin (CoPTT) and analyzed the possibility
to use these systems to separate oxygen in post-combustion as flue gas pre-treatment to remove CO2

before the scrubber unit.
A large number of studies deals with the CO2 separation from other gases, such as

N2 (post-combustion), CH4 (biomethane and natural gas upgrading), H2 (steam reforming
purification) [31–33]. The massive anthropogenic emissions of the last decades are changing
dramatically the environment in terms of global temperature raise, oceans acidification, as well as Arctic
and Antarctic defrost and sea level rise [34]. Facilitated transport membranes could be an interesting,
promising, ecofriendly alternative to the common solutions, such as amino based-separations
unity. Guha et al. [35] in 1990 used an aqueous solution of diethanol amine (DEA) immobilized
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in poly-propylene microporous support, Davis and Sandall also used DEA aqueous solution but
immobilized in poly-ethylene glycol, in 1993 [36]. Teramoto, in 1996, used poly-vinyl diene difluoride
as supporting polymer for DEA and monoethanol amine (MEA) solutions [37]. FSC membranes have
been extensively tested in the CO2 separation in recent years. Matsuyama et al. used poly-ethylene
imine blended with poly-vinyl alcohol [38], and Ho and co-workers studied mobile-fixed hybrid carrier
systems made by poly-allyl amine/poly-vinyl alcohol blend with amino acid and potassium hydroxide
in 2006 and 2008, [39,40]. Deng et al. [41] presented their results about the facilitated transport of
carbon dioxide in poly-vinyl amine and poly-vinyl alcohol blend membranes in 2009. Poly-vinyl amine
membranes were also tested in a pilot scale plant in 2013 by the same research group [42] showing
stability of performance over four months of test and another pilot scale test was conducted in 2017 and
reported here, [43]. Nowadays, concerning FTM for CO2 separations, the hybrid systems containing
nanofillers [44–46] as well as mobile and fixed sites carrier, such as ionic liquids or amino acid salts or
polymers containing suitable pendant groups, [47–52] are investigated to increase membrane stability
and at the same time to obtain high selectivity and permeability.

Despite the high number of data reported in literature, especially in the context of FSC systems,
there is a general lack of knowledge of the physics underlying the phenomenon. While a great
interest is posed on the experimental measurements, the modeling efforts often reduce to finding a
fitting curve that interpolates the experimental data. As shown in the next section, the facilitated
transport problem, except in some special cases, usually cannot be solved analytically. For the
reaction scheme under study in this review, many authors used numerical techniques to solve the
differential mass transfer problem. Kutchai et al. [53] used the quasi linearization method to provide
the numerical solution and to demonstrate the effect of the physical and chemical parameters on the
transport. Ward [54] gave a quantitative explanation of nitric oxide facilitated transport in ferrous
chloride solution using Galerkin’s method [55]. Kemena et al. [7] confirmed the presence of an
optimal equilibrium constant value, previously hypothesized by Schultz et al. [1], which allows to
obtain the maximum facilitation factor as a function of the dimensionless parameters governing the
problem. Kirkoppru-Dindi and Noble [56] extended that approach for the multiple sites carrier case.
The methods of orthogonal collocation on finite elements, introduced by Carey and Finlayson [57],
was used by Jain and Shultz [58] to predict experimental results coming from real cases such as
carbon monoxide/hemoglobin solution, carbon dioxide/bicarbonate solution and nitric oxide/ferrous
chloride solution. Barbero and Manzanares [59], by the boundary element method procedure of
Ramachandran [60], calculated the results for the facilitation factor over the entire range comprise
between the chemical equilibrium regime to the pure physical diffusion transport. Basaran et al. [8]
extended the work of Kemena et al. [7] to study how the diffusivity ratio between the carrier and
the reaction product affects the facilitation. Ebadi Amooghin et al. [61] modeled the CO2 facilitated
transport in a poly-vinyl alchol (PVA)-amines membrane by the finite element method. Because of
the lack of exact analytical solutions, the reaction-augmented transport problem still represents an
interesting topic in mathematical and computational studies in the differential nonlinear systems
field [59,62–67].

The deep investigation by a phenomenological model of this complex transport mechanism,
however, could greatly help in developing new and more performing materials, in recognizing the
best condition of use as well as in providing useful information for the overall process optimization.
The purpose of this review is therefore to provide an insight on the modeling works that, in the last
sixty years, various authors developed to model facilitated transport systems. A series of analytical,
approximate models are reviewed in this work, starting from the one presented by Friedlander and
Keller in 1965 [68] to the one of Zarca et al. [18] proposed in 2017.

For this purpose, the models described in the present work have been divided in two different
sections, Mobile Carrier and Fixed Carrier, each of one organized based on the publish date of the
single contribution, from the past to the present.
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Before that, the common mathematical background is introduced which allows to describe the
mass transfer problem in these kind of systems. In this concern, we chose to focus the review on the
most used reaction mechanism in the literature, that is:

A + C � AC

Mathematical Background

The carrier-mediated facilitated transport of a gas in a membrane consists of simple diffusion
transport, coupled with one or more reversible chemical reactions which allow to transport the target
species also in the form of a complex. Such a process is not easy to describe mathematically, because in
most cases the differential transport problem is nonlinear and no exact analytical solution exists.

In order to approach the problem, many authors have developed analytical solutions assuming
some simplification or approximation such as the attainment of the local equilibrium condition,
equal diffusivities coefficients for carrier and complex, and excess of carrier in respect to the solute.
These solutions and models proposed will be further investigated and discussed in the next sections.

Here we present the general formulation of the facilitated transport problem in terms of
mathematical differential equations expressing the mass balance for the species involved. The treatment
will be based on a single chemical reaction in which three species co-exist: solute, carrier, and their
reaction product (also called complex).

In a rectangular geometry, for each species i involved, we can write the continuity equation:

DCi
Dt

=

(
∂Ci
∂t

+ vx
∂Ci
∂x

+ vy
∂Ci
∂y

+ vz
∂Ci
∂z

)
= −

(
∂Jix
∂x

+
∂Jiy

∂y
+

∂Jiz
∂z

)
− ri + r′i (1)

where:

C = concentration
J = flux
r = dissipative term
r’ = generative term
v = velocity
x, y, z = cartesian directions
t = time

to be considered with consistent units.
From Equation (1), considering the one dimensional problem (x direction) in steady state condition,

without convective contribution, we have:

− dJi
dx

− ri + r′i = 0 (2)

To complete the description of the problem, a reaction scheme that describes the chemical
interaction between the carrier and the solute species has to be considered. In the present work,
the reaction scheme used originally to depict the oxygen facilitated transport by the hemoglobin or
myoglobin has been used. Indeed, the facilitated transport modeling was introduced, in the 1960s,
to give a theoretical explanation of oxygen enhanced diffusion in hemoglobin and myoglobin solutions
experimentally observed [4,5,69–71]. Moreover, even in cases where the modeling approaches were
not addressed directly to the oxygen transport, the latter case was used as benchmark to test and
compare the obtained solutions.

The reaction scheme mentioned, already shown in the introduction, is depicted in Equation (3):

A + C � AC (3)
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where A, C and AC indicate the solute, the carrier and the carrier complex species respectively.
Following this reaction scheme Equation (2) may be rewritten for each component as follows:

− dJA
dx

− k f CACC + krCAC = 0 (4)

− dJC
dx

− k f CACC + krCAC = 0 (5)

− dJAC
dx

+ k f CACC − krCAC = 0 (6)

where the forward reaction rate is assumed to depend on both the carrier and solute concentration,
while the backward reaction has a linear dependence on the reaction product concentration, CAC.
Both kinetic constants, k f and kr, are considered concentration-independent.

The boundary conditions (BC) needed to close the mathematical problem are obtained by
assuming that the only species that can enter and leave freely the membrane is the solute. Carrier and
carrier complex are considered to remain confined in the membrane, so that no flux of carrier nor
reaction product across the boundaries is allowed. In addition, the solute concentration at the interface
is generally considered to be in equilibrium with the gas bulk phase, even if this constraint can
be removed, as done by Noble et al. [72] which also considered the existence of an external mass
transfer resistance.

Based on what discussed, the following boundary conditions holds:

x = 0 CA = C0
A JAC

0 = JC
0 = 0 (7)

x = L CA = CL
A JAC

L = JC
L = 0 (8)

where L is the membrane thickness. The previous BCs state that the carrier and the reaction product
are considered as nonvolatile species and are confined inside the condensed phase.

Since neither the carrier nor the complex can leave the membrane, one has the following integral
constraint:

L∫
0

(CC + CAC)dx = CT L (9)

where CT is the initial carrier concentration, before it starts to react with the solute.
Now, if we consider that the diffusion mechanism follows Fick’s law for each component, we have:

Ji = −Di
dCi
dx

(10)

And Equations (4)–(6) can be written as:

DA
d2CA
dx2 − k f CACC + krCAC = 0 (11)

DC
d2CC

dx2 − k f CACC + krCAC = 0 (12)

DAC
d2CAC

dx2 + k f CACC − krCAC = 0 (13)

And the boundary conditions can now be presented in the form:

x = 0 CA = C0
A

dCAC
dx

=
dCC
dx

= 0 (14)
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x = L CA = CL
A

dCAC
dx

=
dCC
dx

= 0 (15)

By the sum of Equations (11) and (13), and integrating twice, it is obtained:

DACA + DACCAC = C1x + C2 (16)

where C1 and C2 are integration constants, and C1 in particular represents the total solute flux.
Similarly, adding Equations (12) and (13), we have, for the carrier:

DCCC + DACCAC = C3x + C4 (17)

where now C3 represents the total carrier flux, however by using the boundary Conditions (14) or (15)
we can see that such flux is 0 at the boundaries and therefore, being C3 a constant, it is zero everywhere.

In the case of mobile carrier, then, by considering the carrier and complex diffusivities equal
(DC = DAC = D), the Equation (17) can be rewritten as:

CC + CAC = C5 (18)

where C5 = C4/D.
Moreover, in this case, with the integral Constraint (9) it can be shown that at any point in the

membrane:
CC + CAC = C5 = CT (19)

In the case of fixed carrier, on the other hand, the diffusion coefficient DC can be considered as
zero while DAC now is an effective diffusion coefficient associated to a sort of jumping mechanism of
A from one fixed site to the other.

The solute, in the facilitated transport process, is transferred from one boundary to the other by
two different mechanisms, the pure diffusion in unreacted state, and the diffusion as a complexed
species. Once on the downstream side of the membrane, the reverse reaction takes place and the solute
is released. Hence, the total solute flux is expressed as:

JA = −DA
dCA
dx

− DAC
dCAC

dx
(20)

The ratio between the total flux of A inside the membrane, Equation (20), and the flux given by
the pure diffusion mechanism leads to the definition of the facilitation factor F:

F =
−DA

dCA
dx − DAC

dCAC
dx

−DA
dCA
dx

(21)

The facilitation factor is a direct measure of the effect of the reaction on the transport. It easy to
see that, if no chemical reaction occurs or the facilitation factor is equal to one, we fall in the pure
physical diffusion case.

The set of equations given above, Equations (11)–(13), together with the boundary Conditions
(14) and (15), compose a system of nonlinear differential equations that cannot be exactly solved by
analytical methods.

In some particular conditions, however, the problem can be easily solved and the analytical
solution found. This is the case when two asymptotic conditions are satisfied, that are: (i) chemical
equilibrium among the species throughout the membrane thickness (fast chemical reaction) and (ii)
pure physical diffusion (negligible effect of chemical reaction). Olander [73] was the first who solved
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the facilitation by using the chemical equilibrium assumption. In this regime, the overall reaction rate
is zero, and the equilibrium constant of the reaction, in terms of concentrations, is given by:

Keq =
CAC

CACC
(22)

In the mobile carrier case, if we consider the case of equal carrier and complex diffusivities,
using Equation (22) for the chemical equilibrium, the facilitation factor assumes the form of
Equation (23):

F = 1 +
KeqCT(

1 + KeqC0
A
)(

1 + KeqCL
A
) DAC

DA
(23)

The assumption of equal carrier and complex diffusivity was used in most of the models regarding
mobile carrier systems reported in this review. This approximation could be explained by considering
that the first models for mobile carrier systems were developed to explain how oxygen is transported
in hemoglobin solutions. Hemoglobin (carrier) and oxyhemoglobin (reaction product) are very similar
in molar volume so this approximation is reasonable for these biological systems [74]. Moreover,
this approximation simplifies the integral constraint given in Equation (9) and leads to the Equation (19)
for the carrier conservation.

For the fixed carrier case, in which the carrier has zero mobility, this expression, Equation (23),
in general it is no longer true also in the equilibrium assumption, but holds in some special cases,
as pointed out in the referring section.

For the mobile carrier system the above equation, or the equilibrium condition, represents a good
approximation for some real cases of study, as mentioned by Ward [54], Olander [73], Schultz et al. [1,2],
and Fatt and La Force [75]. Nevertheless, the assumption of chemical equilibrium leads to an
expression for the complex and carrier concentration that cannot satisfy the boundary conditions.
In fact, the reaction product is correlated to the solute concentration by:

CAC =
KeqCTCA

1 + KeqCA
(24)

Differentiating (24) in the x-direction, we have:

dCAC
dx

=
KeqCT(

1 + KeqCA
)2

dCA
dx

(25)

that does not vanish at the boundaries, violating the boundary conditions, since the solute flux is not
zero there. Despite this inconsistency, the chemical equilibrium approximation represents a useful
limiting case for the modeling of facilitated transport mechanism. Indeed such approximated approach,
as shown in the next section, will be used, together with the pure diffusion one, as a starting point for
several approximate analytical solution procedures.

2. Mobile Carrier Systems

Mobile carrier systems are the most used ones, especially in the carbon capture field. The liquid
phase containing the carrier agent ensures high diffusivities of the reaction product, showing better
flux performance in respect to the fixed carrier [76,77]. Moreover, in hybrid systems, the fixed
sites facilitation effect is usually lower than the mobile one, so that the membranes performance,
in terms of flux and selectivity, are more affected by the presence of mobile agents [78]. On the other
hand, these systems can undergo chemical degradation, evaporation or wash out of carrier solutions,
with consequent loss of separation ability [79]. To avoid these issues, the use of less volatile carrier
solutions and/or the use of poly-electrolytes as supporting membranes, that increase the interaction
between carrier and polymer phase, represent two methods to improve the membranes stability
properties [80–82].
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2.1. Models for Mobile Carrier Facilitated Transport Membranes

In this section a review of several analytical approximate solutions to the facilitated transport
problem will be illustrated for the mobile carrier case, from the one of Friedlander and Keller (1965),
to that of Morales and Cabrera (2002).

The mass balances, the boundary conditions, and the other mathematical considerations which
will be considered hereafter are those already introduced in the mathematical background. For the
cases in which they are different from the usual form, we will report the appropriate formulations.

2.1.1. Friedlander and Keller, 1965. Mass Transfer in Reacting System Near Equilibrium: Use of the
Affinity Function

In 1965 Friedlander and Keller [68] proposed a solution for the facilitated transport of the
solute across a liquid film using the affinity function for reacting system near chemical equilibrium.
The reaction rate was assumed linear with activity, and the result was employed in the transport
problem across a liquid reactive film. It should be noticed that the present model was derived assuming
small variations of (low) concentration across the layer and, for this reason, it is not suitable for systems
in which the concentration varies significantly across the thickness.

Near the chemical equilibrium condition, it is possible to linearize the reaction term of the mass
flux by means of a Taylor series expansion around zero. By truncating the Taylor expansion at the first
order term, the authors approximate the solution for the facilitated factor as:

F =
1

1 −
1

mA
∑i

1
mi

E(η)
(26)

In Equation (26), with mi we indicate the mobility parameter of the i-th component.

λ =

[
B

(
∑

i

υ2
i

mi

)]−1/2

(27)

η =
L
λ

(28)

E(η) = 1 − 2
η

(
cosh(η)− 1

sinh(η)

)
(29)

η indicates a dimensionless length defined as the ratio between the membrane thickness and a
characteristic length λ, given in Equation (27), which is a measure of the ratio between the reaction
and the pure diffusive rate transport effects. In the definition of λ, υi are the stoichiometric coefficients,
B is the ratio among the forward reaction rate in the equilibrium condition and RT, where R is the
universal gas constant and T the temperature. In dilute conditions, the mobility parameter can be
easily expressed as:

mi =
CiDi
RT

(30)

and the solution for the facilitation factor is calculated in a straightforward manner.
From Equation (26), it is clear that the reaction always enhances the flux, even though the

magnitude of the enhancement is function of the E(η) parameter, Equation (29). Two limiting
cases were identified: for η > 100, E(η) is close to unity, and the assumption chemical equilibrium
throughout the membrane is reasonable. On the other hand, values of η lower than 1 lead to the pure
diffusional case in which the effect of the chemical reaction can be neglected. Furthermore, despite the
approximation of near equilibrium condition is assumed throughout the system, the departure from
chemical equilibrium is greater close to the boundaries, while it is negligible in the core of the
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membrane. Indeed, by varying the value of L in Equation (28), one can estimate the minimum
thickness required to validate the equilibrium approximation in the actual system conditions.

2.1.2. Blumenthal and Katchalsky, 1969. The Effect of Carrier Association–Dissociation Rate on
Membrane Permeation

In 1969 Blumenthal and Katchalsky [83] also provided an approximate analytical solution for
systems close to chemical equilibrium. In their work they assumed equal diffusion coefficients for
the carrier and the reaction product. In this model, however, the local concentration is allowed to
slightly deviate from the equilibrium value, by a departure factor that is function of position. With this
assumption, the reaction rate can be expressed as:

Jreact = k f (CA
eq + δA)(CC

eq + δC)− kr(CAC
eq + δAC) (31)

where CA
eq, CC

eq, CAC
eq are the concentration of the various species in the middle of the membrane,

considered in equilibrium condition, and taken equal to their mean value across the thickness.
Neglecting the second order departure term, Equation (31) becomes:

Jreact = k f CA
eqδC + k f CAC

eqδA − krδAC (32)

Differentiating twice the Equation (32) and using Equations (11)–(13) to make the proper
substitution, it is possible to write down the following equations:

d2 Jreact

dx2 =
1

λ2 Jreact (33)

λ =

[ k f CA
eq + kr

DAC
+

krCC
eq

DA

]−1/2

(34)

The parameter λ, expressed by Equation (34), is in principle similar to the characteristic length
introduced by Friedlander and Keller [68] and discussed above.

Finally, the authors found the following solution for the reaction rate as function of the distance
from the upstream boundary:

Jreact = J0
react

[
cosh

( x
λ

)
− coth

(
L

2λ

)
sinh

( x
λ

)]
(35)

J0
react is the reaction rate evaluated at solute, carrier and complex concentrations at the upstream

membrane side.
From Equation (35) it follows that:

Jreact = −J0
react x = L

Jreact = 0 x = L/2

In other words Equation (35) states that at the center of the slab the chemical equilibrium region
is reached, as the net reaction rate is zero. Moreover, the higher the ratio L

2λ , the larger the size of the
(near) equilibrium region in the membrane. As one can see in Figure 1a, below, by increasing the value
of λ, the equilibrium region becomes smaller, finally being represented by a single point, located in
the middle.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. Effect of ratio between membrane thickness (L) and characteristic length (λ) on the transport
in the model of Blumenthal and Katchalsky. (a) Size of equilibrium core in the membranes for different
λ values (Continuous lines λ = 0.05, dotted lines λ = 0.1, broken lines λ = 0.2, broken dotted lines λ = 1);
(b) Facilitation factor as function of λ. Feq represents Equation (40).

The total flux of permeate is expressed as the sum of two contributions, the diffusion in free state
and the diffusion in carrier-complex form, according to Equation (20). While usually the concentration
of the free species is known at the boundaries, Equations (7) and (8), the reaction product concentration
at the boundaries needs to be estimated to calculate the total flux. Blumenthal and Katchalsky derived
the analytical solution to calculate the latter, and the solution for the total solute flux becomes:

JA= DA
ΔCA

L + DAC
K−1

eq CT(
1+ 1

χ

)
(K−1

eq +CA
eq)

(
K−1

eq +CA
eq+

DACK−1
eq CT

DA(K−1
eq +CA

eq)(1+χ)

) ΔCA
L (36)

or, in terms of facilitation factor:

F = 1 +
DAC
DA

K−1
eq CT(

1 + 1
χ

)(
K−1

eq + CA
eq
)(

K−1
eq + CA

eq +
DACK−1

eq CT

DA(K−1
eq +CA

eq)(1+χ)

) (37)

where

χ =
L

2λ
coth

(
L

2λ

)
− 1 (38)

If the membrane thickness is such that L/2λ � 1, Equation (36) can be further simplified.
Below we show the flux of solute in these cases for which the local equilibrium condition holds:

JA = DA
ΔCA

L
+

DACK−1
eq CT(

K−1
eq + CA

eq
)2

ΔCA
L

(39)

Thus, the facilitation factor is given by:

F = 1 +
DAC
DA

K−1
eq CT(

K−1
eq + CA

eq
)2 (40)

The differences among Equation (40) and the equilibrium solution reported in Equation (23) come
from the approximations used by the authors; they considered a small solute concentration difference
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between the two boundaries, so that both the upstream and downstream side concentration can be
approximated with the mean value in equilibrium condition.

For the opposite case, L/2λ � 1, the parameter χ tends to zero and the latter term in Equation (36)
is negligible with respect to the first one, the pure physical diffusion contribution. Obviously in this
case the facilitation factor is equal to one, by definition.

In conclusion, the approach of Blumenthal and Katchalsky, although being derived for the near
equilibrium conditions, was able to predict the two different limiting case of pure physical diffusion
and chemical equilibrium. The ratio between the membrane thickness and the characteristic length,
λ, discriminates between the two asymptotic cases.

2.1.3. Goddard et al., 1969. On Membrane Diffusion with Near Chemical Equilibrium Reaction

A different approach was used by Goddard, Shultz and Basset [84] to solve the steady state
facilitated transport in liquid membranes. They studied the problem of a fast reaction by using the so
called “method of matched asymptotic expansion”, that was already used in many boundary layers
problem of transport. By using this method, the spatial domain is divided in three layers: two thin
layers close to the boundaries and one thick layer in the middle of the slab. For each layer, a solution
is found in terms of power expansion in ε terms, which is once again a measure of the importance
of reaction terms with respect to the pure diffusion. It is assumed that the middle of the slab is at
chemical equilibrium, while in the outer thin layers the reaction and diffusion rate have the same
order of magnitude. Since the given solutions are different approximations of the same function,
there is a region (overlapping region) in which they are simultaneously valid, and the approximate
functions match.

In order to take into account the fast reaction regime, the differential equations, boundary
conditions and stoichiometric constraint, Equations (9), (11), (12), (13), (14) and (15) are rewritten by
the authors in dimensionless form as follows:

ε2 d2ψi
dy2 − μiθ = 0 i = A, C, AC (41)

y = 0 ψA = ψ0
A

dψC
dy

=
dψAC

dy
= 0 (42)

y = 1 ψA = ψL
A

dψC
dy

=
dψAC

dy
= 0 (43)

1∫
0

(ψB + ψC)dy = 1 (44)

where:
ψi =

Ci
CT

(45)

ε2 =
DACT

L2 J∗react
(46)

θ =
Jreact

J∗react
(47)

J∗react = k f C2
T (48)

μi =
DA
Di

(49)

and y indicates the dimensionless distance from the upstream boundary, x/L. Note that ε is qualitatively
the ratio between the factor λ, given previously, in Equation (34) and the thickness L and that, as said
above, it represents a measure of the ratio between the diffusion and the reaction rate.
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For the equilibrium core, a power series expansion expresses the concentration profile as function
of ε:

ψi = τ
(0)
i + ετ

(1)
i (y) + ε2τ

(2)
i (y) + 0

(
ε3
)

0(ε) < y < 1 − 0(ε) (50)

In Equation (50), the expansion coefficients τi
j are independent from ε. τ0

i reflects the
dimensionless equilibrium core concentrations, while the terms multiplied by ε represent the departure
from the zero reaction rate state, i.e., higher order correction terms of the expansion.

For the reactive zone near the boundaries (0 ≤ y < 0(ε); 1 − 0(ε) < y ≤ 1) the following expansions
were used:

ψi = b(0)i (y) + εb(1)i (y) + ε2b(2)i (y) + 0
(

ε3
)

0 ≤ y < 0(ε) (51)

ψi = c(0)i (y) + εc(1)i (y) + ε2c(2)i (y) + 0
(

ε3
)

1 − 0(ε) < y ≤ 1 (52)

where:
y =

y
ε

y =
(1 − y)

ε

The two “strained” coordinates y and y are used to define the limits of the boundary regions,
starting from the upstream and downstream boundaries to the internal core respectively.

Even in this case, the core equilibrium length is strictly correlated to a parameter that relates
the diffusion and reaction contribution to the transport, ε. The lower the value of ε, the thinner the
boundary regions and, thus, the thicker the equilibrium core. According to the asymptotic matching
technique [85], the internal core solution (50) has to match, for y → 0(ε) and y → 1 − 0(ε), with the
solution for the reactive boundaries, Equations (51) and (52), for y → ∞ and y → ∞ respectively.

The final solution was presented, for the case in which DC = DAC, in terms of ratio between
actual facilitation factor and facilitation factor in the equilibrium regime, F/Feq truncated to the first
term of the expansion:

F
Feq

= 1 − [G(Z)+ G
(
Z
)]

σ1/2ε (53)

where Feq is the one derived in the mathematical background and hereafter again shown:

Feq = 1 +
KeqCT(

1 + KeqC0
A
)(

1 + KeqCL
A
) DAC

DA

The functions required to calculate the facilitated factors, G(Z), as function of Z, Z and σ are
reported in the Supplementary Materials (SM).

This model showed a good agreement with the numerical calculations of Kutchai et al. [53]
regarding the facilitated transport of oxygen in hemoglobin solutions for three different membrane
thicknesses, but the model becomes less accurate as thickness decreases. Moreover, in some situations,
when the facilitated equilibrium factor is too large, the present method, truncated at first order in ε,
is unable to give quantitative agreement. In those cases, the authors suggest to use the present solution
as a tool to estimate qualitatively the departure from equilibrium of the system of interest.

2.1.4. Kreuzer and Hoofd, 1970. Facilitated Diffusion of Oxygen in the Presence of Hemoglobin

In 1970, Kreuzer and Hoofd [86] derived a set of analytical equations which allow to calculate
the total permeate flux and to describe the concentration profiles in facilitated transport systems by
considering the same diffusivity for carrier and complex. In this work, the high solute concentration
side is located at x = L.

The solution was still found considering a zone close to the boundaries where there is no
chemical equilibrium. However, according to the authors, such region is reasonably small and the
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carrier concentration therein should not differ much from its boundary values, due to the surface
impermeability Conditions (14) and (15). This approximation will be removed in a subsequent work
by the same authors in 1972 [87], discussed in the following. In the middle of the slab, on the other
hand, the near equilibrium condition was employed to derive the solution.

As mentioned, in the region close to the boundaries it is reasonable to make some assumptions.
For x close to zero, i.e., in the low solute concentration side, the carrier concentration is approximately
constant and very similar to its boundary value. On the opposite side, the same assumption holds.
By using these considerations, the system of differential equations governing the problem can be
solved for the concentration and, ultimately, for the total flux.

Equations (54) and (55) report the solutions derived for the solute and complex concentrations for
x → 0.

CA = kr

(
JAx + B

α2DADAC

)
− DACE1e−αx x ∼= 0 (54)

CAC = k f C0
C

(
JAx + B

α2DADAC

)
− DAE1e−αx x ∼= 0 (55)

where α, defined below, is a parameter similar in meaning to λ−1 in Equation (34).

α =

√
k f C0

C
DA

+
kr

DAC
(56)

Similarly, for the region close to other boundary, we have:

CA = kr

(
JAx + B
β2DAD

)
+ DAC H1e−β(L−x) x ∼= L (57)

CAC = k f C0
C

(
JAx + B

α2DADAC

)
− DA H1e−β(L−x) x ∼= L (58)

where β is the same as α but calculated at the opposite limiting surface:

β =

√
k f CL

C
DA

+
kr

DAC
(59)

The constants H1, E1, and B are reported in the supporting materials.
By differentiating twice Equations (54) and (57) it is easy to recognize an exponential decay

(growth) of solute concentration with the distance from the boundary located at x = L (x = 0).
This suggests the presence of an equilibrium region inside the membrane where the concentration
could be considered constant.

With the assumption of local equilibrium in the middle of the slab, the following equations allow
to evaluate the boundaries concentration of the reaction product, C0

AC and CL
AC:

C0
AC =

k f CT
(
C0

A + E
)

kr + k f
(
C0

A + E
) + DA

DAC
E (60)

CL
AC =

k f CT
(
CL

A − H
)

kr + k f
(
CL

A − H
) − DA

DAC
H (61)

where E = DACE1, H = DAC H1.
For the total flux, after some algebra, it is possible to derive the following formulas:

JAL =
(

CL
A − H − C0

A − E
)⎧⎨⎩DA +

DACk f krCT(
kr + k f CL

A − k f H
)(

kr + k f C0
A + k f E

)
⎫⎬⎭ (62)
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JA = αDAE

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩1 +
DA

(
kr + k f C0

A + k f E
)2

DAC

(
k f krCT

)
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (63)

JA = βDA H

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩1 +
DA

(
kr + k f CL

A − k f H
)2

DAC

(
k f krCT

)
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (64)

The set of five Equations (62), (63) and (64) plus the two ones for E1 and H1 (see Supplementary
Materials), in five unknowns, α, β, H, E, JA, must be solved via a numerical procedure, in order to
calculate the flux for fixed values of the other physical and chemical parameters. By the knowledge
of these parameters, it is also possible to calculate the concentration profiles of the species inside the
thickness. The equations needed to do that are reported in the original paper, to which we address the
reader [86].

If we neglect the departure from the equilibrium condition, Equation (62) collapses on the
equilibrium solution for the solute flux, given in Equation (23) in terms of facilitation factor, as one
can expect.

The authors tested their calculations against experimental data coming from different
authors [5,69,70].

In Figure 2 we report the results of the present model when compared with the experimental
data of Wittemberg [5] relative to the system of oxygen–hemoglobin. The flux reported in the y-axis is
relative to the reactive component of the total solute flux. As we can see, the model agrees very well
with the measured data of oxygen in presence of hemoglobin solution impregnated on a Millipore
membrane. Moreover, the present approach is able to recognize that the solute concentration gradient
is equal for both the downstream and upstream boundary region, suggesting that the pure physical
diffusion is a good approximation in this area. However, if tested again the oxygen–myoglobin system,
the model is less satisfactory [87].

(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Model of Kreuzer and Hoofd versus experimental data by Wittemberg [5]. (a) Oxygen
facilitated flux in function of hemoglobin concentration; (b) oxygen facilitated flux in function of the
oxygen pressure at the feed side. In both figures the points are the experimental data, the line reports
the model prediction. The flux reported is the reactive component of the total flux.

To improve the prediction performance, after two years, in 1972, Kreuzer and Hoofd published a
new analytical approach that was an improvement of the method discussed above [86] by using better
approximations in the boundary layers.
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2.1.5. Kreuzer and Hoofd, 1972, Factors Influencing Facilitated Diffusion of Oxygen in the Presence of
Hemoglobin and Myoglobin

In the work of 1972, the previous description of the membrane region was retained together with
the equal carrier and complex diffusivities approximation [87]. However, the assumption of constant
carrier concentrations near the boundaries was removed, leading to a better, albeit more complicated,
analytical description of the process. As in the previous case, x = L is the high solute concentration
side. Here the boundaries concentrations were evaluated as the difference between the equilibrium
contributions and a departure term, function of the distance from the membrane surfaces.

The solute concentration close to boundaries is thus given by:

CA = Ceq
A − Δ(x) (65)

where the departure function, Δ(x), vanishes far from surfaces.
The carrier and complex concentrations are expressed as follows:

CC = Ceq
C − DA

DAC
Δ(x) (66)

CAC = Ceq
AC +

DA
DAC

Δ(x) (67)

The equilibrium concentrations appearing in Equations (66) and (67) are those for
carrier, solute and complex evaluated at the two boundaries, between square brackets in
Equations (70) and (71), and not the equilibrium ones in the internal core, where the near equilibrium
hypothesis is assumed. In other words, the equilibrium concentrations are position-dependent.
Inserting Equations (65) to (67) in Equation (1) and using the above mentioned assumptions,
the resulting second order differential equation can be solved near the boundaries in term of Δ(x).

The correction term, for x → 0 and x → L, was found to be equal to:

Δ(x) =
6α2

0DACq0e−α0x

k f (1 + q0e−α0x)2 x → 0 (68)

Δ(x) =
−6α2

1DACq1e−α1(L−x)

k f
(
1 − q1e−α1(L−x)

)2 x → L (69)

where:

α1 =

√√√√ k f

[
Ceq

C

]
x=L

DA
+

kr+k f

[
Ceq

A

]
x=L

DAC
(70)

α0 =

√√√√ k f

[
Ceq

C

]
x=0

DA
+

kr+k f

[
Ceq

A

]
x=0

DAC
(71)

The impermeability condition at the boundary for carrier and complex still holds,
Equations (14) and (15).

For x = 0 and x = L, considering the previous results, we have the following expressions for
the flux:

JA
DA

[
dCeq

AC

dCeq
A

]
x=0

=
6α3

0q0(1 − q0)

k f (1 + q0)
3

(
DA + DAC

[
dCeq

AC

dCeq
A

]
x=0

)
x → 0 (72)

JA
DA

[
dCeq

AC

dCeq
A

]
x=L

=
6α3

1q1(1 + q1)

k f (1 − q1)
3

(
DA + DAC

[
dCeq

AC

dCeq
A

]
x=L

)
x → L (73)
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and for the solute concentration at two boundaries:

C0
A =

[
Ceq

A

]
x=0

− 6α2
0Dq0

k f (1 + q0)
2 x → 0 (74)

CL
A =

[
Ceq

A

]
x=L

− 6α2
1Dq1

k f (1 − q1)
2 x → L (75)

The last six Equations (70)–(75) together with the exact solution for the total flux, Equation (76)
(integral form of Equation (20)), compose the system of seven equations in the seven unknowns α0, α1,
q0, q1,

[
Ceq

A

]
x=0

,
[
Ceq

A

]
x=L

, JA to be solved, again, with numerical techniques.

JA = DA

(
CL

A − C0
A
)

L
+ DAC

(
CL

AC − C0
AC
)

L
(76)

Once the system is solved, the concentration profiles may be determined solving the following
equations for Ceq

AC and Ceq
A :

JAx + B = DACeq
A +DACCeq

AC (77)

B = DA

[
Ceq

A

]
x=0

+ DAC

[
Ceq

AC

]
x=0

(78)

Note that in Equations (77) and (78) only equilibrium concentrations appear. As shown in the
mathematical background section, they are reciprocally correlated, so that the last two equations can
be solved obtaining the species profiles. The model was used by the authors to highlight the influence
of characteristic parameters, such as complex diffusivity, backward reaction rate, oxygen back-pressure
and actual membrane thickness, on the facilitation factor. However, despite the better agreement
reached, in some cases the model predictions remain poor. As pointed out by Jain and Shultz [58],
the solutions provided by Kreuzer and Hoofd, even if accurate in describing some systems, becomes
progressively less accurate as the Damköhler number drops (as the ‘thin’ film case studied by
Smith et al. [88], reported below in this work). In other words, this kind of approach in not suitable for
systems in the low facilitation factor regime.

In 1979 [89] the same authors published a revised version of the above approach in which a
correction function was used, similarly to Δ in Equations (68) and (69). The correction function was
found by solving the problem on the whole volume, instead that on the boundaries only. This fact
should improve the quality of the solution. However, the solution procedure has not been extensively
explained by the authors, and for such reason it has not been reported in this review.

2.1.6. Yung and Probstein, 1973. Similarity Considerations in Facilitated Transport

A systematic study of the characteristic dimensionless parameters affecting the facilitated
transport mechanism was performed by Yung and Probstein in 1973 [90]. For downstream solute
concentration equal to zero, they identified three characteristic groups and calculated the numerical
solution by varying their values. For some special cases, they also provided analytical solutions which
represent the asymptotic behavior of those systems. The approximate solution, hereafter presented,
is written in terms of the dimensionless parameters defined below:

κ = C0
AKeq (79)

ε =
DAC
krL2 (80)

δ =
DA(

k f CT

)
L2

(81)
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And the so called ‘disequilibrium parameter’ η is defined as:

η =

(
CC
C0

C
− 1
)

κ
(82)

The first parameter presented, κ, in Equation (79), represents the dimensionless equilibrium
constant normalized by solute concentration in the upstream side of the membrane. In Equation (80),
ε is an inverse Damköhler number, i.e., a ratio between the characteristic time of the inverse reaction
and the characteristic time of the complex diffusion. δ is an inverse Damköhler number too, but is
referred to the diffusion of solute A and to the direct reaction rate, Equation (81).η can be seen as a
measure of the departure from the chemical equilibrium condition. Indeed, given the hypothesis of
equal diffusivities of carrier and complex and downstream solute concentration equal to zero, it is
possible to show that the carrier concentration at the downstream boundary coincides with the total
carrier one. Moreover, if the equilibrium condition holds throughout the thickness, the ratio between
carrier concentration at the downstream and upstream boundaries is equal to:

CC
L

C0
C

= 1 + κ

JAL
C0

ADA
= 1 + Δ

ηL
α

= F (83)

Hence, the parameter reported in Equation (82), evaluated at x = L and indicated as ηL, ranging
between one, in the equilibrium condition, and zero in the absence of reaction. Equation (83) reports
the facilitation factor solution as function of these characteristic parameters, where Δ is the ratio
between ε and δ, and α is the ratio between the total carrier concentration, CT and the concentration at
the upstream boundary, C0

C.
If no chemical reaction occurs, ηL is equal to zero and the left side of Equation (83) is equal to 1,

corresponding to pure physical diffusion regime.
The mass balances were rewritten using the parameters defined above, and the exact analytical

solutions were found for some special cases, i.e., for Δ = 0 or κ = 0.
The parameter vanishes if the equilibrium reaction constant is << 1 or if the complex diffusivity

is negligible with respect to the pure solute one. If the first condition occurs, κ also vanishes.
Then, if Δ = 0, the solution for η is provided by the following equation:

η = η1

ε∫
0

1
η1

⎡⎣ ε′∫
0

βη1dε′′

⎤⎦dε′ (84)

where η1, the solution to the linear Airy equation, defined in [91].
While, if κ = 0, but Δ �= 0 (i.e., for low values of C0

A), the analytical solution is in the form
of equation:

ηL =

[
1 − 2

√
τtanh

(
1

2
√

τ

)]
[
1 + 2

√
τtanh

(
1

2
√

τ

)] (85)

where:
τ =

ε

(1 + Δ)

It has been shown that Equation (85) provides excellent agreement with the numerical solution
calculated by the same authors, and also with results from Kutchai et al. [53] and Bzdil et al. [92], in a
wide range of conditions. At last, also the analytical solution for the facilitation factor, F, is presented:
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F = 1 +
2ηLΔ

2 + κ(ηL + 1)
(86)

and tested against the exact values reported by Kutchai et al. [53] for two different sets of κ and Δ
by changing ε. As we can observe in Figure 3, the approximate solution is in agreement with the
exact results. However, for higher values of κ and Δ, as reported in Figure 3b, the discrepancies
of Equation (86) become more pronounced, reaching a maximum relative percentage deviation of
about 35%, while for low values of these parameters, Figure 3a, the maximum error is 5% in the
range investigated.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Comparison between facilitation factor F calculated numerically by Kutchai et al. [53] and
the value calculated by Equation (86) proposed by Yung and Probstein [90] for different values of ε and
κ and Δ fixed. (a) κ = 4.5, Δ = 4.5; (b) κ = 35.9, Δ = 1122. Dashed lines represent the parity condition.

2.1.7. Smith et al., 1973. An Analysis of Carrier Facilitated Transport

Starting from a magnitude analysis on the governing equations of facilitated transport, in 1973,
Smith et al. [88] also provided an approximate analytical solution with the matching of asymptotic
expansion technique.

They studied two different cases: the thin film and thick film ones, and found approximate
solution for each case. By matching the asymptotic behavior of these, a global solution was found
which is able to depict the whole range of thicknesses, approaching the two asymptotes of pure
diffusion and chemical equilibrium, respectively. The assumption of equal carrier and complex
diffusivities holds in this study.

(1) Thin Films

Based on the governing equations discussed in the mathematical background, one could ensure
that the diffusional contribution is predominant over the reactive one in the case of vanishing
membrane thickness. However, this condition is also met if the reaction rate is small, compared
to the pure diffusion one, so the ‘thin film’ condition is not based on geometric properties only,
but, more in general, to the Damköhler number.

For solute and carrier concentrations, and for the total solute flux, the solutions were given as a
series expansion, truncated to the second term, containing a dimensionless parameter ε, that combines
the Damköhler number and equilibrium constant. By using the definition of facilitation factor,
the authors derived the following expression:
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F =
JAL

DAΔCA
= 1 + εγ1 + ε2γ2 (87)

where:

ε =
1
12

k f CT

k f CA + kr

(
krL2

DA

)
(88)

ΔCA = C0
A − CL

A (89)

CA =
C0

A + CL
A

2
(90)

The terms appearing in the expansions, γ1, γ2, are function of the dimensionless length and are
reported in the Supplementary Materials.

By knowledge of the physical and chemical parameters, such as the direct and reverse reaction
rate, the diffusivities and the total carrier concentration, it is possible to identify the cases in which a
first order approximation is accurate for the flux calculation. Indeed, from Equation (87), we see that if
εγ1 � ε2γ2 the equation reduces to:

JAL
DAΔCA

= F = 1 + εγ1 (91)

And it is possible to consider Equation (91), instead of Equation (87), for thicknesses below a
threshold value given by:

L �

√√√√
12

(
k f CA + kr

)
DA

k f krCTγ2
(92)

(2) Thick Films

When considering thick films, the solution for the concentration profiles is found as a departure
from the equilibrium values. For both the carrier and the solute, the equilibrium concentrations were
considered not fixed, but rather function of position, indicated here as ĈA, ĈC. These are to be intended,
then, as local equilibrium concentrations. Moreover, even if the local chemical equilibrium could be a
reasonable assumption for thick membranes, it does not satisfy all boundary conditions, as shown in
the mathematical background section. Therefore, for the departure functions the authors considered
that near the surfaces, a boundary layer region is still present where the diffusional effect plays a
certain role according to Goddard et al. [84], and Kreuzer and Hoofd [86,87,89].

The concentration profiles are defined as:

CA = ĈA + δCA(x) (93)

CC = ĈC + δCC(x) (94)

where the departure functions δCA(x) and δCC(x) are reciprocally correlated by Equation (95):

δCC(x) =
DA

DAC
δCA(x) (95)

Near the two boundaries, as already mentioned, the solution is quite different from the one in the
core of the system. Here, the perturbation function δCA was found to be:

δCA =
[
C0

A − ĈA(0)
]
e−

x
λ0

x
L
→ 0 (96)
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δCA =
[
CL

A − ĈA(L)
]
e−

(L−x)
λL

x
L
→ 1 (97)

where λ is a length scale, defined below, and the subscripts indicate the position where the function
is evaluated.

λ =

⎡⎣ k f ĈA(x) + kr

DAC
+

k f krCT

DC

(
k f ĈA(x) + kr

)
⎤⎦−1/2

(98)

λ0 and λL are representative of the thickness of the two existing boundary layers near the membrane
surfaces.

The system to be solved via trial and error procedure for the solute equilibrium concentrations
at the boundaries, ĈA(0), ĈA(L), and for the total flux consists of three equations in three unknowns
and is reported hereafter. For the sake of brevity, we address to the original paper for the whole
mathematical derivation.

The boundary layers solutions are then used to obtain a solution for the internal zone of the
membrane. In fact, the departure function δCA above was employed to obtain a perturbation term in
the core.

For the internal zone the authors derived a system of equations: hereafter we reported only the
one for the flux, dimensionless. The other ones are reported in the Supplementary Materials.

J∗A =
F

Feq = {1 − N4G0(0)− M4GL(0)}
⎧⎨⎩1 + Feq−1

[1−N3G0(0)][1+M3GL(0)]

Feq

⎫⎬⎭ (99)

In the above equation: λ̃L and λ̃0 are the parameters defined by Equation (98), calculated
for ĈA(L) = CL

A and ĈA(0) = C0
A, Feq is the facilitation factor in equilibrium conditions given in

Equation (23) and G0, GL as well as N3, N4, M3, M4, are given in the supplementary section. Also in
this case, due to the nonlinearity of the system, a numerical procedure is required to calculate the
dimensionless flux.

Finally, for the core, the departure function is found:

δCA(x)core = 2
k2

f krCT J2
A

D3
ADAC

2
(100)

The solution method described here provides successful agreement with the numerical
calculations of Kutchai et al. [53] in a large variety of cases and for both thin and thick layers.

In Figure 4 we report the model prediction of this approach compared with numerical solution
of Kutchai et al. [53] for oxygen transport in hemoglobin solution and, also, with the Kreuzer and
Hoofd [87] results. The present method can describe well the solute flux over a wide range of
thicknesses, unlike the model Kreuzer and Hoofd [86,87] that does not describe thin films very well.

Despite the higher predictive ability, the method contains many equations and the calculation
procedure could be not easy for the thick film case. However, it is worth mentioning that, if the
membrane is very thin or very thick, the solution is easily obtained, using Equation (91) or the
linearized form of Equation (99) (reported in the Supplementary Materials), respectively.
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Figure 4. Reactive contribution to facilitation factor as function of membrane thickness.

2.1.8. Smith, Quinn, 1979. The Prediction of Facilitation Factors for Reaction-Augmented Membrane
Transport

A straightforward method to calculate the facilitation factor was given in 1979 by Smith and
Quinn [93]. Their equation was originally introduced by Donaldson and Quinn [94] as an exact
solution to the facilitation transport of CO2 in enzymatically bounded polymer in particular conditions.
That work has not been discussed in this review, because the reaction scheme used deviates from the
one taken as case of study here.

Considering the reaction scheme in Equation (3), the authors, by linearization of the reaction rate,
showed that it is possible to obtain an analytical approximate solution that covers the entire regime
of kinetic conditions, from fast to slow reaction. For zero downstream solute concentration, with the
assumption of equal carrier and complex diffusivities, and considering a constant carrier concentration
in the membrane, the reaction rate may be linearized and the solution for the facilitation factor is
simply given by:

F =
1 + X

1 + X
θ tanhθ

(101)

with:

X =
DACKeqCC

DA
(102)

θ =
1
2

√
k f CCL2

DA

(
1 + X

X

)
(103)

CC =
CT

1 + KeqCA
(104)

The Equation (101) can describe quite well the entire range of conditions, from near pure diffusion
to near chemical equilibrium condition when an excess of carrier is present. Moreover, for slow
chemical reaction rates, the solution may be approximated with the following one:

F ∼= 1 +
1

12
k f CCL2

DA
(105)

Such equation is analogous to the thin film asymptotic solution described in Smith et al. [88].
Indeed, it is easy to recognize from Equations (91) and (105) that, if one assumes the carrier
concentration constant and equal to CT , and the chemical reaction is very slow, these two equations
give exactly the same result.
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On the other hand, the opposite case of fast reaction, or chemical equilibrium condition, leads to
the following equation for the facilitation factor:

F ∼= 1 +
KeqCCDAC

DA
(106)

which is the proper equilibrium asymptote for the facilitation factor. By substitution of Equation (104)
in (106), for zero downstream side solute concentration, Equation (23) is found.

When we consider the near equilibrium situation, or fast chemical reaction, assuming that
the carrier is constant and equal to its equilibrium value, and with the solute concentration set
equal to its upstream value, Equation (101) can predict facilitated transport for systems in which the
downstream side concentration of solute is negligible. Another case in which the present solution
can be used is when a large excess of carrier is employed, as in such case the concentration of carrier
is approximatively equal to the total concentration denoted by CT . Note that CC = CT requires that
KeqC0

A � 1, condition that can be achieved even if the forward chemical reaction is very slow.
The discussed solution is mathematically simple, but fails for large constant equilibrium values.

Indeed, it is widely recognized that, for high values of Keq the facilitation effect disappears and F tends
to unity due to a saturation of the carrier agent (Schultz et al. [1]). This phenomenon implies that
there is a value of the equilibrium constant that maximizes the facilitation, as explained in detail by
Kemena et al. [7]. On the other hand, in the solution of Smith and Quinn presented here, the facilitation
factor reaches a plateau by increasing the equilibrium constant value, as shown in Figure 5.

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Model prediction of facilitated factor F. (a) Numerical results of Kutchai et al. [53] and
Equation (101) calculations; (b) Asymptotic behavior of Equation (101) as function of dimensionless
equilibrium constant (K = Keq CA

0). Symbols are numerical results from Kemena et al. [7], filled line is
Equation (101), dotted line is the improved model of Jeema and Noble, Equation (126).

However in the proper region of validity, the solution of Smith and Quinn represents a
powerful tool to provide a prediction of F. In Figure 5a we reported as example the prediction
of Equation (101) versus the numerical calculation of Kutchai et al. [53] as a function of membrane
thickness. The agreement between the two calculations are excellent. On the other hand, Figure 5b
shows that the model fails for higher values of equilibrium constant (filled points are the numerical
results of Kemena et al. [7]).
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2.1.9. Noble et al., 1986. Effect of Mass Transfer Resistance on Facilitated Transport

The external mass transfer resistance was investigated by Noble et al. in 1986 [72] with the aim to
avoid the predicted asymptotic behavior of Equation (101). As in the work of Smith and Quinn [93],
the case of excess carrier was considered to propose an analytical approximate method.

The solution was presented for the facilitated factor in dimensionless form, using two Sherwood
numbers to account for the external resistance to mass transfer. The authors assumed equal diffusion
coefficients for carrier and carrier complex and zero downstream solute bulk concentration. It has
been found that, for large Sherwood numbers, the results collapse to those proposed by Smith and
Quinn [93] and analyzed before.

In the present work, the boundary conditions for the solute are different from those used in
previous ones. In particular, to take into account the mass transfer resistance, the boundary conditions
are written as:

k0

(
CA

0

m
− CA,0

)
= −DA

dCA
dx

x = 0 (107)

kL(CA,L − 0) = −DA
dCA
dx

x = L (108)

while for the carrier and the carrier-complex the impermeability surfaces condition still holds.
k0, kL are the mass transfer coefficients in upstream and downstream side respectively, m is the

partition coefficient (ratio between external phase concentration and membrane phase concentration),
CA

0 is the external phase solute concentration in the upstream side, and CA,0 and CA,L are the
membrane phase concentrations at the upstream and downstream sides respectively.

The facilitation factor is then expressed as:

F =

(
1 + αK

1+K

)(
1 + 1

Sh0
+ 1

ShL

)
1 + αK

1+K
tanh(λ)

λ +
(

1 + αK
1+K

)(
1

Sh0
+ 1

ShL

) (109)

where the dimensionless parameters, defined below, according to Kemena et al. [7] and Folkner and
Noble [95] represent: a mobility ratio between complex and solute (α), the dimensionless equilibrium
constant (K), a parameter that contain the previous three (λ), the Sherwood numbers for the upstream
and downstream side (Sh0 and ShL).

α =
DACCTm
DACA

0 (110)

K = Keq
CA

0

m
(111)

ε =
DAC
krL2 (112)

λ =
1
2

√(
1 + (α + 1)K

ε(1 + K)

)
(113)

Sh =
kL
DA

(114)

It is easy to see that, considering the carrier concentration expressed by Equation (115), the solution
given here is the same proposed by Smith and Quinn [93], Equation (101), if the Sherwood numbers
tends to infinity, and hereafter reported in Equation (116) by using the parameters defined above in
Equations (110)–(113).

CC =
CT

1 + Keq
CA

0

m

(115)
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F =

(
1 + αK

1+K

)
1 + αK

1+K
tanh(λ)

λ

(116)

It is equally easy to observe that the lower the Sherwood numbers, the lower the facilitation
effect. The main drawback of the external mass transfer resistance are a lower solute concentration
in the membrane phase, in the upstream side, and, at the opposite boundary, a higher level of solute.
These two effects lead to a reduced driving force for the transport. The present approach was compared
with the numerical results calculated by Kemena et al. [7] and the agreement between the approximate
solution and numerical calculation was quite good in the range investigated.

2.1.10. Basaran et al., 1989. Facilitated Transport with Unequal Carrier and Complex Diffusivities

A systematic investigation of the effect of diffusivity difference between carrier and complex on
the facilitation factor was performed by Basaran et al. in 1989 [8]. Two different asymptotic solutions
were found for the two limiting cases of large and small Damköhler number. Those were compared
with numerical calculations made by the same authors using the Galerkin finite elements method.
It was found that, in general, the ratio between the carrier-complex and the pure carrier diffusivity
enhances the facilitated transport effect. They extended the work of Kemena et al. [7] by finding the
optimal equilibrium values that maximizes the facilitation also for the case of DC/DAC �= 1.

(1) Small Damköhler Number

For small Damköhler number, the solution for the concentration profiles and facilitation factor
was found following the regular perturbation analysis, similarly to what done by Smith et al. [88].

P =
krL2

DA
(117)

The concentration profiles for the solute and the carrier, Equations (118) and (119), are expressed
as power expansions in the Damköhler number, defined in Equation (117) and here indicated as P.

CA =
∞

∑
n=0

Pnc(n)A (118)

CC =
∞

∑
n=0

Pnc(n)C (119)

CA and CC are dimensionless concentration, referred to the upstream side, and c(n)A and c(n)C are
the expansion coefficients. For the calculation of the facilitation factor, the expansion was truncated at
the first order for CC while, for CA the last term considered was the second order.

With this approach, the resulting facilitation factor was presented as:

F = 1 +
1

12
PKc(0)C − 1

720

(
PKc(0)C

)2
{

1 + 6
ST

PKc(0)C T

[
R + K

(
1 +

CL
A

2

)]
− 1

12
SK
PT

(
CL

A − 1
)2
}

(120)

where the zero-th order expansion coefficients appearing, c(0)C , is reported in the equation below:

c(0)C =
T

1 + K (1+CL
A)

2

(121)

K is the dimensionless equilibrium constant, K = KeqC0
A, and T = CT

C0
A

.
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The other parameters appearing in Equation (120), R and S, are directly correlated to the ratio
between the diffusivities of the species by the following relationships:

R =
DC

DAC
(122)

S = P
DA

DAC
(123)

From Equation (120), one can see that, keeping all the other dimensionless groups fixed,
the facilitation factor decreases with increasing R.

(2) Large Damköhler Number

For the large Damköhler number case, the authors found the solution for the flux via a singular
perturbation analysis.

The effect of the diffusivities ratio was investigated by linearization of the facilitation factor
around R = 1, truncated at first order, for the case of the reaction rate is higher than the diffusion one:

F = 1 +�1

(
1 −
(

σ
η0η1ω + ρσδ

η0η1 + σδ
+

γ0

η0
+

γ1

η1
− 2
)(

1 − R
R

))
(124)

In the equation above �1, reported below in Equation (125), is the facilitation factor in the case of
R = 1. All the other functions in Equation (124) are reported in the Supplementary Materials.

�1 =
σδ

γ0γ1

[
− 1

2p0

(
p1 +

(
p2

1 − 4p0 p2

)1/2
)]

(125)

It was shown that:
σ

η0η1ω + ρσδ

η0η1 + σδ
+

γ0

η0
+

γ1

η1
− 2 ≤ 0

Thus, also in this case, the same dependence of the facilitated factor on the ratio R is shown, as for
the case of low Damköhler number.

Comparison with numerical calculations done by the authors, shows a qualitatively good
agreement between the asymptotic expansion and the numerical solution in both the Damköhler’s
number. However, for the near diffusion limit, the approximated solution cannot describe
quantitatively the results.

Figure 6 shows the two opposite limits. Near the chemical equilibrium condition, Figure 6b,
the approximated solution is able to predict the diffusivity ratio effect on the facilitation qualitatively
and, moreover, by increasing the Damköhler’s numbers P from 1000 to 10,000, the agreement becomes
quantitative too. On the contrary, Figure 6a, near the pure diffusion condition the approximated
method, even if qualitatively right, can give facilitation factor lower than one, that is impossible by
definition (Equation (21)). However, from these results one can conclude that if the system is near the
pure physical diffusion, the ratio between carrier and complex diffusivity does not play a significant
role in the facilitation.

The dependence of the optimum dimensionless equilibrium constant as function of the Damköhler
number was also investigated. As a confirmation of the results already explained, it was shown that
for small Damköhler number, the optimum K is not affected by the R ratio while a pronounced effect
appears when the system approaches the fast reaction regime.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6. Diffusivity ratio influence on facilitation. (a) Small Damköhler number. Black squares and
white circles are numerical results for P = 1 and 0.5 respectively, full and broken lines are Equation (120)
for P = 1 and 0.5 respectively; (b) Large Damköhler number. Black squares and white circles are
numerical results for P = 1000 and 10,000 respectively. Full line is Equation (124). In both the case small
but nonzero downstream concentration has been considered (CL

A = 0.01).

2.1.11. Jemaa and Noble, 1992. Improved Analytical Prediction of Facilitation Factors in Facilitated
Transport

As already mentioned, the approximate model provided by Smith and Quinn [93] can describe
quite accurately the facilitation effect, provided that the dimensionless equilibrium constant is not
too high but it is not able to describe the gaussian shape of the facilitation factor as function of the
equilibrium constant (Figure 5b). Indeed, for value of K higher than the optimal one, the facilitation
factor predicted by Smith and Quinn approaches asymptotically a constant value.

To overcome this limitation, Jemaa and Noble [96] proposed an improvement of the approximate
solution to take into account a small, but non zero, downstream solute concentration. However,
that concentration does not correspond to the actual value, but is rather an adjustable parameter
that can be varied to match the analytical approximation to the numerical solution, provided
by Kemena et al. [7]. In a graphical way, they reported the adjustable concentration parameter
that minimizes the error between the analytical and numerical solution for different operational
conditions. A set of optimal dimensionless concentration parameters were calculated for different
operative conditions.

The approximate facilitation factor, in the assumption of excess carrier and chemical equilibrium
throughout the thickness, and equal diffusivity of carrier and carrier-complex, as in their previous
study [72] and in agreement with Smith and Quinn [93], for this case, is:

F =
1 + αK

(1+K)(1+θK)

1 + αK
(1+K)(1+θK)

tanh(λ)
λ

(126)

where the nonzero downstream dimensionless concentration is represented by θ and defined as:

θ =
CL

A
C0

A

λ, the composed parameter already defined in Equation (113), is now expressed as:

λ =
1
2

√(
1 + (α + 1)K

ε(1 + K)(1 + θK)

)
(127)
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while the other dimensionless parameters α, K and ε are still given by the Equations (110),
(111) and (112).

Note that for θ equal to zero, Equation (126) is the same as the one reported by Smith and
Quinn [93], Equation (116). In Figure 5b above we reported a comparison of the present approach
with the exact results of Kemena et al. [7] and with the model results of Smith and Quinn [93] for
the parameter set α = 50, ε = 0.1 (to use these, refer to Equation (116) instead of (101)). As shown,
the present approach has a better predictive ability than the one of Smith and Quinn. Moreover,
for non zero actual downstream concentration, Equation (129) could provide a good estimation for the
facilitation factor, without any adjustment on the numerical results.

This method could be seen as a simple way to adjust the analytical solution without mathematical
complications and provides a good prediction, even if the use of a fitting parameter makes it not
fully predictive.

2.1.12. Teramoto, 1994. Approximate Solution of Facilitation Factor in Facilitated Transport

Teramoto in 1994 [74], proposed an analytical approach to describe the facilitated transport for the
entire range of Damköhler number, without assuming equal diffusivities or zero solute concentration
at downstream side. Starting from the two membrane surfaces, two different facilitation factors were
written, the first one from the upstream boundary and the second one from the downstream side.
The final solution was found via a trial and error procedure that converges when the two factors match.

For the first case, upstream boundary, it is assumed that the influx could be adequately represented
by considering the carrier concentration constant and equal to its value at boundary, an approach
very similar to that already used by of Kreuzer and Hoofd [86,87] and discussed above in this work.
In analogy, for the second case, the outflux could be express considering the carrier concentration
constant and equal to the downstream side value.

For the solute influx, the following boundary conditions were used:

CA = C0
A CAC = C0

AC
dCAC

dx
= 0 x = 0 (128)

CA = CL
A x = L (129)

and for the outflux:
CA = C0

A x = 0 (130)

CA = CL
A CAC = CL

AC
dCAC

dx
= 0 x = L (131)

The mathematical treatment of Teramoto lead to the violation of some boundary conditions,
as it can be seen by comparing Equations (128) to (131) to the ones reported in the mathematical
background Equations (7) and (8). According to van Krevelen and Hoftijzer [97], since the solute influx
could be more influenced from the carrier concentration at feed side rather than at the downstream,
these violations should not dramatically influence the solution for the solute flux through the upstream
surface. The same considerations hold for the downstream side.

The set of parameters defined to solve the facilitation problem is:

CA =
CA

C0
A

(132)

CAC =
CAC
CT

(133)

CC =
CC
CT

(134)
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q =
DACCT

DAC0
A

(135)

r =
DAC
Dc

(136)

δ = L

√( k f CT

DA

)
(137)

γ0 = δ

√
C0

C +
1

rqK
(138)

and K is the dimensionless equilibrium constant, K = KeqC0
A.

From the upstream point of view, the facilitation factor was found to be equal to:

F0 = γ0

[
1 + 1

rqKC0
C

](
1 − CL

A
)
+ (cosh(γ0)− 1)

[
1 − C0

AC

KC0
C

]
sinh(γ0) +

γ0
rqKC0

C

(139)

In a similar way, for the opposite boundary, x = L the facilitation factor is:

FL = γL

[
1 + 1

rqKCL
C

](
1 − CL

A
)
+ (cosh(γL)− 1)

[
CL

AC

KCL
C
− CL

A

]
sinh(γL) +

γ0
rqKCL

C

(140)

where:

γL = δ

√
CL

C +
1

rqK
(141)

In steady state condition, Equation (139) must be equal to Equation (140). A set of Equations (142),
(143), and (144), can be used to express the relationship between the carrier and complex concentrations
at the boundaries:

CL
C = C0

C +

(
F − 1 + CL

A
)

q
(142)

CL
AC = C0

AC −
(

F − 1 + CL
A
)

rq
(143)(

CL
AC + C0

AC
)
+
(
CL

C + C0
C
)

2
= 1 (144)

Those equations were found by considering sigmoidal and reverse sigmoidal shape of complex
and carrier concentrations respectively. The system can be solved to obtain the five unknowns
CL

C, CL
AC, C0

C, C0
AC and F via numerical procedure for a given set of values for q, r, K, δ, and CL

A.
Note that the sigmoidal approximation used to express the carrier continuity, as an alternative to

the integral constraint given by Equation (9), leads to an algebraic equation, that is easier to use in
order to solve the system.

The facilitated factor calculated with the present approximate method was found in excellent
agreement, over a wide range of cases studied, with the numerical calculations made by
Basaran et al. [8], Kemena et al. [7], and Jain and Schultz [58].

However, discrepancies arise between the calculated solute concentration profiles (not reported in
this work) when δ � 1. In this case, the solutions obtained starting from the different boundaries give
different results, as shown in Figure 7a. To improve the concentration profiles accuracy in this case,
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an equilibrium core in the middle part of the membrane was introduced, and the following equations
were given for the middle part of the slab:(

1 − CA
)
+ q
(

CC − C0
C

)
= Fy (145)

(
1 − CA

)
+ rq

(
CAC − C0

AC

)
= Fy (146)

Together with the equilibrium condition, and using this approximated method to evaluate
CL

C, CL
AC, C0

C, C0
AC and F Equations (145) and (146) can be used to calculate the concentration profiles.

With the last improvement, it is possible describe the solute concentration profile over the entire
thickness. On the other hand, if δ is not too large, the concentration profile is well depicted without the
equilibrium core correction, Figure 7b.

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Solute concentration profiles. (a) δ = 22.5, circles are numerical solution from Jain and
Shultz [58], solid line is the upstream solution, broken line is the downstream solution, dash dotted
line is the equilibrium core solution; (b) δ = 5, solid line is the upstream solution, broken line is the
downstream solution. In both cases the downstream solute concentration is zero.

2.1.13. Morales-Cabrera et al., 2002. Approximate Method for the Solution of Facilitated Transport
Problems in Liquid Membranes

An improvement of the method developed by Teramoto [74] was given by Morales-Cabrera et al. in
2002 [98]. Based on the same boundaries approach, the solution, in terms of concentration profiles and
facilitated flux, was proposed analyzing the solute flux only at the two boundaries which, at steady
state, must obviously be the same. The present method is based on the linearization of the reaction
term, using a Taylor expansion truncated at the first order, evaluated at the boundary surfaces.

With respect to the similar approach of Teramoto [74], the approximate solution of
Morales-Cabrera et al. consists of a higher number of nonlinear equations, but does not involve
simplifications on the carrier continuity equation, Equation (9).

Unlike the other treatments presented, here the x = 0 is set in the middle plane of the thickness
and the system is split in two subregions. The first region goes from the upstream boundary, x = −L/2,
to the middle plane, x = 0, and the second one from the middle plane, x = 0, to the downstream
boundary surface, x = +L/2.

The following equations are derived for the dimensionless concentration profiles of the solute in
the left region CA,L, and right region CA,R:

CA,L = ALsinh(ϕLy) + BLcosh(ϕLy)− αL

ϕL2 y − βL

ϕL2 −1 ≤ y ≤ 0 (147)
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CA,R = ARsinh(ϕRy) + BRcosh(ϕRy)− αR

ϕR2 y − βR

ϕR2 0 ≤ y ≤ 1 (148)

ϕL and ϕR are two modified Damköhler numbers evaluated in the left and right region respectively,
defined in Equations (150) and (151), φ2 is the Damköhler number defined in Equation (152), y is the
dimensionless length centered in the middle plane, Equation (149) and AL, AR, BL, BR, αL, αR, βL, βR
are constants that can be found in the Supplementary Materials.

y =
x
L
2

(149)

ϕ2
L = φ2

[
C−1

C +
1
rC

+
1

KrAC

]
(150)

ϕ2
R = φ2

[
C1

C +
C1

A
rC

+
1

KrAC

]
(151)

φ2 =
k f L2C−L/2

A
DA

(152)

In the above equations, K ins the dimensionless equilibrium constant at the upstream boundary

(KC− L
2

A ), rC and rAC are diffusivities ratio carrier/solute and complex/solute respectively. All the
concentrations appearing are dimensionless and relative at the upstream solute concentration. JA is
the dimensionless solute flux of permeate at the boundaries y = −1 or y = 1, defined as:

JA =
dCA
dy

y = ±1

The other equations needed to close the system are the conservation of the total carrier
concentration, now expressed by Equation (153), and the two integration constants, TC and TAC,
coming from the solution to the differential system of mass balance equations:

CT = 1
2

(
1

rC
− 1

rAC

){[
AL
ϕL

(
1 − 1

cosh(ϕL)

)
+
(

1 − αL
ϕL2 +

βL
ϕL2

)
tanh(ϕL)

ϕL

+ αL
2ϕL2 − βL

ϕL2

]
−
[

AR
ϕR

(
1 − 1

cosh(ϕR)

)
−
(

C1
A + αR

ϕR2 +
βR
ϕR2

)
tanh(ϕR)

ϕR

+ αR
2ϕR2 − βR

ϕR2

]
}− TC

rC
+ TAC

rAC

(153)

TC = 1 − JA + rCC−1
C = C1

A + JA + rCC1
C (154)

TAC = 1 − JA + rACC−1
AC = C1

A + JA + rACC1
AC (155)

Together with the two new boundary conditions in y = 0, reported in Equation (156):

dCA,L
dy =

dCA,R
dy

y = 0
CA,L = CA,R

(156)

Concentration profiles and solute flux can be calculated by solving the set of nonlinear
equations derived.

Once the solute concentration profile is known, it is possible to evaluate its derivative required
for the facilitation factor calculation:

F = 1 +
2JA

C−1
A − C1

A

(157)
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In the above equations, the superscript −1 or 1 indicates the point at which the concentration is
evaluated according to the dimensionless coordinates y, defined in Equation (149).

In terms of facilitation factor, the results of this approximate method showed excellent agreement
with the numerical solution given by Basaran [8] and Kutchai et al. [53] for different Damköhler
numbers, different diffusivities ratio and downstream solute concentrations. The method is also able
to predict the presence of an optimal value of equilibrium constant like the one of Teramoto [74].

Figure 8a shows how the facilitation factor is affected by the Damköhler number, defined in
Equation (152), for different values of downstream solute concentration. The drop in facilitation
factor due to the increase of backpressure is well described. In Figure 8b, it is also reported the
same dependence of the facilitated factor to the ratio of carrier and carrier complex diffusivity.
Moreover, the present approach can describe the equilibrium regime which occurs for the entire
range of Damköhler numbers, in accordance with both the analytical equilibrium solution reported by
Ward [54] and the Kutchai’s numerical solution [53].

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Facilitation factor as function of Damköhler number (Equation (157)). (a) Influence of the
downstream solute concentration (dimensionless) for the case DAC = DC. From the top, C1

A = 0, 0.1, 0.4.
Circles are numerical solution from Kutchai et al. [53], lines are calculations from the present model;
(b) diffusivities ratio effect, r = DAC/DC, for zero downstream concentration. From the top, r = 1, r = 0.5,
and r = 0.25. Continuous lines are the model of Morales and Cabrera [98], dash and dotted lines are the
asymptotic solution of Teramoto [74].

Even if this approach represents an improvement of the one proposed by Teramoto, it suffers in
terms of concentration profiles description in the middle of the membrane, for values of a Damköhler
number larger than one, in the near chemical equilibrium regime [99]. In this regime, differences
between the approximate and exact solutions still remain in the middle region while, near the
boundaries, the solutions agree. However, looking at the overall membrane properties, in terms of
solute flux or facilitation factor, similarly to Teramoto [74], the present approach can describe properly
the actual behavior of these kind of systems, despite the solution procedure is not straightforward.

3. Fixed Carrier Systems

In this family of facilitated transport systems, the carrier agent is attached to the polymer backbone.
Unlike the MCS case, the carrier cannot diffuse across the membrane but, rather, can vibrate around its
equilibrium position in the chain [100]. As a general consequence of that, FSC systems are characterized
by lower solute fluxes than MC ones but, on the other hand, they own a better long term stability,
since the carrier agent cannot leave the membrane [48,82,101,102]. This advantage make the fixed
carrier systems a valid alternative to the more common mobile carrier systems.
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3.1. Models for Fixed Sites Facilitated Transport Membranes

The present section will start with introduction of the dual mode (DM) transport model.
This model was introduced, at the end of the 1950s, to describe the gas solubility and diffusion
in glassy polymers, without any explicit chemical reaction between the polymer and solute. However,
since the Langmuir sorption mechanism [103], which provides one of the terms of the DM model,
could be explained by chemical reaction mechanisms [104], some authors used the DM approach for
the mathematical description of FSC systems.

In particular, this was done in the first studies concerning the facilitated transport of
oxygen in polymer-based metal complex membranes, as in the works by Okahata et al. [24],
Nishide et al. [25,105], but also to represent the selective permeation of CO2 in polymeric membranes
having aminoethoxycarbonyl moieties (Yoshikawa et al. [106,107]). Moreover, the dual mode
comprehensive transport framework derived by Barrer [108] in 1984, was used by Noble [109–111]
to derive some crucial results about the fixed carrier facilitated transport. Even if the dual mode has
been applied to many fixed carrier systems, with good results in terms of fitting, this theory does
not provide a clear and full explanation of the transport mechanism in these facilitated membranes,
in particular regarding the chemical reaction effect.

Cussler et al., [100], and Noble, [109–111], derived phenomenological models to answer that issue.
Their models, though conceptually and mathematically quite different, consider explicitly how

the chemical reaction mechanism and the morphological polymer structure act on the facilitation.
Cussler found that the facilitation is possible only if the carrier concentration exceeds a percolation
limit, while in the works of Noble there is no such limit. One of the most interesting results of Noble’s
group is that, in the condition of excess carrier concentration, the facilitation factor in FSC systems
obeys the same law valid for the mobile carrier case. However, even if the work suggests a useful
qualitative interpretation of the facilitation, on a quantitative point of view it works well only if the
system is far from the carrier saturation condition.

Kang et al. [112,113] used a physical analogy with the parallel RC alternate voltage circuits
to calculate the facilitation factor in fixed carrier membranes. In their picture, the solute transport
mechanism could be seen as the electron transport in RC circuit: the pure physical diffusion is the
analogous of the electron transport in the resistor element, while the reaction sites are compared to the
capacitor element. A single RC circuit and a series of RC circuits was taken into account and compared.

Recently, two models have been developed by Zarca et al. [18,114], in 2017. The first one regards
the pure fixed sites transport and proposes a simple mathematical relation for the permeability
calculation by the use of two fitting parameters and it allows to predict the percolation concentration
limit, if it exists. The second is an extension developed to describe hybrid facilitated systems in which
both mobile and fixed carriers act simultaneously.

3.1.1. Dual Mode Theory

The dual mode transport theory indicates a family of transport models developed by different
authors. The fundamentals of such theory were derived between the late 1950s and the mid 1980s,
originally to explain the excess of gas sorption in glassy polymer with respect to the value predicted by
Henry’s law [115], valid for the rubbery systems. It was Meares, in 1954, [116] who hypothesized that
a population of microholes exists in a glassy polymer matrix, which could contain the excess of sorbed
molecules. Barrer, in 1958, firstly proposed the mathematical formulation of the gas solubility in those
matrices [117]. He observed that the equilibrium concentration of solutes in glassy polymers could be
described as sum of two different contribution: the Henry’s law [115] to consider the gas dissolved
in the polymer matrix, and a Langmuir [103] term to take into account the gas adsorbed in the holes.
The sum of these two contributions gives Equation (158), which is the dual mode sorption relation:
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CA = CD + CH = kd p +
CH′bp
1 + bp

(158)

where:

CA = solute concentration in polymer phase
CH = solute concentration trapped in ‘holes’
CD = solute concentration dissolved
p = solute partial pressure
kd = Henry’s constant
CH′ = holes saturation level concentration
b = affinity constant

Equation (158) is used in all the subsequent developments of the dual mode sorption theory to
represent gas solubility. Some variations were proposed by considering the fugacity or activity rather
than the pressure of the gas phase, as done for example by Petropoulos [118], but on the conceptual
point of view nothing changes. For simplicity’s sake, we report all the model equations in terms of
concentration and pressure.

The representation of gas diffusion in such systems followed a very different destiny, and many
approaches were proposed in the literature, which are recalled hereafter.

In 1963 Michaels and Vieth [119], while studying gas diffusion in poly-ethylene terephthalate,
considered that the diffusion coefficient of molecules trapped in the polymer “holes” should be zero,
so that the gas sorbed by Langmuir mechanism is totally immobilized in the matrix. Moreover they
considered that, in every point of the polymer, there is local chemical equilibrium between dissolved
and adsorbed gas.

In this case, it is possible to express the adsorbed concentration as function of the dissolved one,
through Equation (159):

CH =
CH′MCD
1 + MCD

(159)

where M = b/kd.
Based on the previous hypothesis, the solute permeability should be given simply by the product

between Henry’s constant and the diffusion coefficient of dissolved species, Equation (160).

P = kdDd (160)

Petropoulos in 1970 [118] pointed out that some assumptions previously used to treat the diffusion
in glassy polymers were not based on theoretical justifications. He focused mainly on removing the total
immobilization hypothesis for adsorbed species, providing an equation to account for the diffusivity
of those molecules.

Following that idea, it has been shown that the solute overall permeability has the following form:

P = kdDd +
CH′Dh(
p0

A − pL
A
) ln
(
1 + bp0

A
)(

1 + bpL
A
) (161)

where Dd, Dh indicates the diffusivity of dissolved and adsorbed species respectively, p0
A, pL

A are the
upstream and downstream solute partial pressures. Equation (161) still holds even if the local chemical
equilibrium condition is not considered.

In 1976 Paul and Koros, [120], and Koros et al. [121] provided a mathematical description of
transport in glassy polymers, to take into account the partial immobilization of the adsorbed solute.
They assumed that a fraction of adsorbed molecules, together with the totality of dissolved ones,
can freely diffuse in the polymer matrix, while the remaining part of the Langmuir’s type species is
frozen in the holes with zero mobility.
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This leads to rewrite the Fick’s law, Equation (10), for the flux as:

JA = −D
dCm

dx
(162)

where Cm is the concentration of solute able to diffuse, and is given by the following equation:

Cm = CD(1 + RCH) (163)

The ratio between the diffusivity coefficients of adsorbed and dissolved molecules, Dh and Dd,
indicated with R in Equation (163), is the measure of the partial immobilization of the Langmuir’s type
species. Neglecting the downstream partial solute pressure, by means of Equations (162) and (163) one
finds the relation for the permeability in the form:

P = kdD

(
1 +

RCH′b
kd
(
1 + bp0

A
)) (164)

Extending the idea of incomplete immobilization, Barrer in 1984 investigated the different
diffusion pathways allowable in such systems and how they affect the overall transport in glassy
polymers [108]. Four diffusion steps were hypothesized to occur and analyzed in detail. For each of
these steps, a corresponding diffusive flux is generated:

Ddd => Jdd = −Ddd
dCD
dx

flux within the dissolved phase (165)

Ddh => Jdh = −Ddh

[
dCD
dx (1 − θ) + CD

CH′
dCH
dx

]
flux from the dissolved to theadsorbed phase (166)

Dhd => Jhd = −Dhd
dCH
dx

flux from the adsorbed to the dissolved phase (167)

Dhh => Jhh = −Dhh
dCH
dx

flux within the adsorbed phase (168)

where θ in Equation (166) is the ratio between the holes adsorbed concentration, CH and the saturation
holes concentration, CH′:

θ =
CH
CH′ (169)

The sum of the four parallel contributions, written as function of dual mode concentration
gradients in Equations (165)–(168), gives the solute total flux:

J = Jdd + Jhd + Jdh + Jhh = −[Ddd + Dhd(1 − θ)]
dCD
dx

−
[

Dhh + Dhd + Ddh
CD

CH′

]
dCH
dx

(170)

Barrer also showed that the overall solute diffusivity may be expressed as:

D =
{

Ddd
(
C0

D − CL
D
)
+ (Dhd + Dhh)

(
C0

H − CL
H
)− Ddh

M

[
(θ0 − θL) + 2ln (1−θ0)

(1−θL)

]}
1

(C0
A−CL

A)
(171)

where D is the overall solute diffusivity, and superscripts 0, L indicate the upstream and downstream
side, respectively. If the downstream solute pressure goes to zero, CL

A � C0
A, Equation (171) becomes:

D =

{
DddC0

D + (Dhd + Dhh)C0
H − Ddh

M
[θ0 + 2ln(1 − θ0)]

}
1

C0
A

(172)

Equation (172) allows to write the following expression for the overall solute permeability:
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P = kd

{
Ddd +

[
(Dhd + Dhh)KCH′ − Ddh

]
(1 − θ0)− 2Ddh

(1 − θ0)

θ0
ln(1 − θ0)

}
(173)

From Equation (173) we can obtain useful information about two limiting cases. For sufficiently
low pressure values, the Langmuir saturation ratio, θ, goes to zero indicating that the holes are nearly
free. In this case, Equation (173) reduces to:

P = kd
{

Ddd +
[
(Dhd + Dhh)MCH′ + Ddh

]}
(174)

At the opposite, the other limiting case arises for sufficiently high pressure values. In such case the
Langmuir sites saturation occurs, θ goes to one and the permeability approaches the following value:

P = kdDdd (175)

Note that the latter equation states that in the saturated condition, the permeability is related only
to the mobility of the dissolved phase, as in the case of Equation (160).

In Equation (176) below, we reported the ratio between Equations (174) and (175). As we can
see, that ratio is always higher than or equal to one, indicating that in these systems, for which the
adsorbed species are partly free to move across the film, the permeability decreases as the holes
undergo saturation.

β = kd

{
1 +

[(Dhd + Dhh)MCH′ + Ddh]

Ddd

}
(176)

The interpretation provided by Barrer in 1984 represent the most complete description of the
possible mechanism of gas transport in gassy polymer systems offered by the dual mode theory.
The previous key results, Equations (165)–(168) and (170)–(176), were also confirmed one year later,
in 1985, by Fredrickson and Helfand [122], who were not aware of Barrer’s published results. Moreover,
they demonstrated that the same relations could be derived starting from a microscopic scale, using a
lattice matrix structure, and a mathematical treatment based on probability distribution functions.
Different authors, investigating the facilitated transport by fixed carriers, explained and modeled
the experimental data using the dual mode as a true physical theory. It is easy to see that the
Langmuir sorption model, reported in Equation (158), is the equivalent of Equation (24) reported in
the mathematical formulation section.

To the best of our knowledge, Okahata et al. [24] were the first ones to test the dual mode model
on FSC systems for oxygen/nitrogen separation membranes in 1986. They synthesized a fixed sites
carrier membrane by dispersing, in poly-butyl methacrylate, a cobalt-porphyrin-imidazole complex
(CoPIm) that reacts reversibly and rapidly with molecular oxygen and the permeability results were
modeled with the Paul and Koros interpretation of the dual mode [120]. Yoshikawa et al. [106],
in 1988 investigated the selective permeation of carbon dioxide, over nitrogen and oxygen,
in poly(4-vinylpyridine-co-acrilonitrile) membranes. They found that, while for the inert gases, O2 and
N2, the permeability was independent from the upstream pressure, for the carbon dioxide the behavior
was quite different. Their data, shown below in Figure 9a, evidence a decrease in permeability as the
upstream pressure increases, in agreement with the saturation mechanism explained. Even in this case,
the experimental permeability of carbon dioxide was modeled by the partial immobilization model of
Paul and Koros, Equation (164) [120].

A facilitation effect was detected by Nishide et al. [25,105] in the oxygen permeation across
a polymeric membranes containing cobalt porphyrin as fixed carrier. Also in this case, oxygen
permeability was found to depend on the upstream pressure. The experimental measurements were
interpreted with the Barrer equation for permeability, Equation (173), [105], and with the Paul and
Koros model, reported in Equation (168), in ref. [25], providing satisfactory fitting results (Figure 9b).
The permeability equation derived by Paul and Koros was also used successfully by Yoshikawa et al. in
1995 [107] in the facilitated transport of carbon dioxide across pyridine moiety fixed carrier membrane.
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(a) (b)

Figure 9. Dual mode model results, permeability as function of upstream pressure. (a) Yoshikawa et al. [106].
Circles, crosses and triangles are CO2, O2 and N2 measured, respectively; (b) Nishide et al. [105]. Lines are
the model predictions. Permeability is in (1 × 10−9 × cm3·cm/(cm2·s·atm)), pressure is in (atm).

3.1.2. Cussler et al., 1989. On the Limits of Facilitated Diffusion

Cussler et al. [100], in 1989, explained the fixed carrier transport mechanism and provided an
expression for the solute flux. In particular, they considered the membrane as a series assembly of
contiguous lamellae, with one carrier site per lamella. Since the carrier is fixed, it cannot diffuse freely
in the membrane, but it is allowed to oscillate around its equilibrium position in the matrix, due to
vibrational energy. The same limitation still holds also for the reaction product. Moreover, the authors
considered that the free solute does not exist in the polymer phase, so that pure physical diffusion
cannot occur. Another hypothesis in the present treatment is that the solute-carrier chemical reaction,
Equation (3), takes place only at the membrane surfaces while, inside the membrane, only an exchange
mechanism between carrier sites is present. Hence, in some conditions, the complex could hop from
one carrier site to another.

Figure 10 reports schematically the description of transport used by the authors. The continuous
line circles represent the fixed sites in equilibrium position, while the dashed ones represent the carriers
located at the two ends of oscillation. Hence, l indicates the space between contiguous equilibrium
positions, while l0 is the amplitude of the oscillation. If the distance between equilibrium locations is
higher than the oscillation width, the carriers cannot get in touch and no solute exchange is possible.
In this case, no diffusion flux can be observed. Conversely, if l0 ≥ l two carriers could get in contact
and an exchange mechanism can take place. The latter condition is therefore necessary for the solute
transport. If that condition is achieved, the equation for the flux is:

JA =
D
L

(
CL

C − C0
C

)[(
2 − l0

l

)
+

(
l0
l
− 1
)(

1
2
+

1 + cosh(ψ)
ψsinh(ψ)

)]−1
(177)

ψ =

√
2kCT(l0 − l)2

l0D
(178)

where ψ, defined in Equation (178) above, is the Thiele modulus (or Damköhler number) accounting for
the ratio between chemical reaction and diffusion rate. In the previous equation, the constant reaction
rate, k, represents the solute exchange rate between two contiguous sites and D is not an intermolecular
complex diffusivity, but rather it is the intramolecular diffusion coefficient, i.e., the diffusivity across
polymer chains by the proposed jumping mechanism. If the equilibrium condition is considered,
Equation (177) becomes:
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JA =
D
L

(
CTl
l0

)
KeqC0

A(
1 + KeqC0

A
)[(2 − l0

l

)
+

(
l0
l
− 1
)(

1
2
+

1 + cosh(ψ)
ψsinh(ψ)

)]−1
(179)

where the first term in brackets represents the average total carrier concentration in every lamella.

(a) (b)

x = 0 x = L

Figure 10. Representation of membrane thickness in Cussler et al. [100]. (a) Series arrangement of
contiguous lamellae. L is the membrane thickness. (b) Contiguous fixed sites. l0 is the oscillation width,
l is the distance between equilibrium positions. For l > l0 solute exchange between contiguous sites
cannot occur.

The latter equation presented was used to obtain some important results in the two limiting case
of facilitated transport.

For the fast reaction case, indeed, the Thiele modulus is large and the flux is given simply by:

JA =
D
L

CTKeqC0
A(

1 + KeqC0
A
)( 2l/l0

3 − l0/l

)
(180)

The same results of Equation (180) could be easy obtained for the mobile carrier case by neglecting
the pure physical diffusion mechanism with the only difference of the term in brackets (see the
mathematical background section). If we consider l = l0, the difference between the two cases vanishes.

On the other hand, the most interesting case is the one for which the diffusion mechanism is
faster than the reaction. In this regime ψ goes to zero, and it is possible to obtain an expression for
the apparent diffusion coefficient related to both morphological and reaction parameters. In this case,
the equation for the flux becomes:

JA =

[
kCTl3(l0 − l)/l2

0
]

L
CTKeqC0

A(
1 + KeqC0

A
) (181)

Equation (181) shows the flux expression for fast diffusion regime. The apparent diffusion
coefficient here is the term in square brackets and contains both characteristic lengths involved, l0, l,
as well as the exchange solute rate, k.

As stated, the solute exchange between adjacent sites is possible only if l0 ≥ l, and this implies
the presence of a percolation threshold, i.e. a carrier concentration limit below which no transport is
possible (Figure 11a). In fact, while the oscillating width is strictly correlated to the polymer nature,
the distance l is strongly carrier concentration dependent. The higher the concentration, the shorter the
distance, and vice-versa. Although the authors did not consider the free solute diffusion, their model
is able to capture the transport nature of some of these carrier systems.
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As reported in many works about FSC systems [114,123–126], a low carrier concentration limit
could exist and the solute flux is observed only above certain concentration values. In Figure 11b,
we report the carrier-mediated flux of fructose in plasticized cellulose triacetate membrane using
trioctymethilammonium chloride (TOMAC) as carrier, by Riggs and Smith [125]. However,
the mechanism proposed by Cussler cannot explain cases in which the solute flux differs from zero,
even at low carrier concentrations, as the facilitated transport of oxygen reported by Tsuchida et al. [127]
or the transport of organic acids studied by Yoshikawa et al. [128].

(a) (b)

Figure 11. Solute flux as function of carrier concentration. (a) Qualitative behavior in presence of
a threshold limit. For carrier concentration below the threshold, the solute flux does not occur;
(b) experimentally detected fructose flux in plasticized cellulose triacetate as function of carrier
(TOMAC) concentration, Riggs and Smith [125].

3.1.3. Noble, 1990. Analysis of Facilitated Transport with Fixed Site Carrier Membranes

Noble in 1990 presented the first of three papers about the FSC facilitated transport [109]. The other
two papers [110,111] were published in 1991 and 1992. The works deeply investigate the nature
of facilitation in these systems and provide a mathematical relation between the four diffusion
coefficients, previously introduced in the dual mode framework by Barrer [108], and the chemical
reaction mechanism between carrier and solute molecules.

In the case of large excess of carrier, which implies that the concentration of free carrier, CC,
is nearly constant and not too different from the total carrier concentration CT, Noble found that
Equation (13) describes the complex mass balance also in the fixed carrier case. The derivation of
such equation requires the existence of the four exchange mechanisms introduced by Barrer, [108],
conversely to what Cussler did [100].

In Figure 12 the transport paths are shown. The horizontal lines at the top indicate the pure free
solute physical diffusion. The double lines indicate the exchange mechanisms between adjacent fixed
sites, (horizontal ones) or between a fixed site and the free solute region (vertical ones).

Even if the Equation (13) still holds in this case, the diffusion coefficient appearing, DAC, is now
function of the morphology of the matrix and of the mobility between sites. That function was found
to be in the form:

DAC = l2k (182)

where l is the distance between two fixed sites and k is a mobility parameter.
For zero downstream pressure, with the assumption of excess carrier and since the mathematical

transport problem for solute and reaction product is identical to that in liquid membranes, the solution
for the facilitation factor is equivalent to the one of Smith and Quinn [93], already discussed in the
previous section and hereafter shown:
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F =

(
1 + αK

1+K

)
1 + αK

1+K
tanh(λ)

λ

Figure 12. Solute transport pathways in fixed sites carrier systems used by Noble [109].

The parameters reported in Equation (116) have been already explained in previous section;
the “only” difference between the present and the mobile carrier case is the physical meaning of the
complex diffusivity, here given by Equation (182) but not fully explained. In particular, the relation
between the complex diffusivity and the chemical reaction was not given in the present work and
presented only later, in the subsequent works of 1991 and 1992.

If the chemical equilibrium is taken into account, tanh(λ)/λ goes to zero and the facilitation
factor is simply given by:

F =

(
1 +

αK
1 + K

)
(183)

This result, valid in the chemical equilibrium regime, is analogous to the one achievable by
the dual mode theory and was tested to describe the experimental data of Tsuchida et al. [127]
concerning the facilitated transport of molecular oxygen in a polymer with cobalt Schiff complex bases
as fixed carrier.

By plotting E = (F − 1)−1 against feed side gas pressure, it is possible to retrieve the parameters
needed to model the system [129–131]. Figure 13 reports the results obtained by using this approach:
as shown in Figure 13a, after a certain value of upstream pressure linearity dependences is lost and,
after that, the solution given in Equation (183) is no longer valid. However, the use of the latter
equation in its range of applicability could be sufficient to retrieve the parameters values required
to describe the system in all the range of interest, as shown in Figure 13b. With simple algebra it is
possible to demonstrate that the intercept of the plot given in Figure 13a is (αK)−1 while the slope
is α−1.

In his work in 1990, Noble obtained two key results which he then used in the following studies.
They were:

- the mathematical derivation of the mass balance analog of the mobile carrier case, which allows
to use, in analytical approximation methods already known, Equation (2.89) while an excess of
carrier is considered.

- the functional dependence of the actual complex diffusivity in such systems on morphological
and chemical parameters, Equation (182).
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(a) (b)

Figure 13. Modeling results using Equation (3.22). (a) Plot of E = (F − 1)−1 as function of upstream
pressure. At high pressure, the linearity is lost. (b) Facilitation factor calculated by using parameters
retrieved in the low pressure range of figure a. Circles are experimental data from Tsuchida et al. [127],
lines come from Equation (183).

3.1.4. Noble, 1991, Facilitated Transport Mechanism in Fixed Site Carrier Membranes

In 1991 Noble extended his previous work and, starting from Equation (183), derived a series of
equivalences between the Barrer’s diffusion coefficients [108] and the equilibrium reaction constant in
the excess carrier condition and diffusion limited regime [110]. Moreover, he found that the facilitation
could be achieved, theoretically, even if the direct diffusion between carrier sites, Dhh in Barrer notation
Equation (168), is equal to zero.

To derive the proper set of equivalences, he started from the equation for the total solute flux,
Equation (170). The latter can be rewritten in terms of carrier, free solute and complex concentrations as:

J = Jdd + Jhd + Jdh + Jhh = −
[

Ddd + Dhd

(
CC
CT

)]
dCA
dx

−
[

Dhh + Dhd + Ddh

(
CA
CT

)]
dCAC

dx
(184)

The above equation ensures that facilitation is allowable even if Dhh = 0, as in the case of low
carrier concentration (i.e., when the sites are too far apart and the hopping mechanism cannot occur).
Indeed, if Equation (184) holds, the condition for pure physical diffusion is achieved when the carrier
is saturated, i.e., when CC → 0 and also dCAC

dx → 0 . For this reason, thanks to the additional transport
pathways considered, no percolation threshold appears a priori even for Dhh = 0.

In the chemical equilibrium regime, the complex gradient could be related to the free solute
gradient by Equation (159). As a result, the solute gradient induces a complex gradient which enhances
the transport up to the saturation. The same result may be casted in the facilitation factor terms that,
even by neglecting the direct site-site exchange, Dhh = 0, the facilitation factor is not equal to one,
but has the following form:

F = 1 +
DdhCC
DddCT

+
Dhd
Ddd

(
KCT

C0
A

)
CC
CT

(185)

Equation (185) again shows that facilitation occurs up to the carrier saturation, i.e., when free
carrier sites are no longer present, CC = 0.

The relationship between the actual complex diffusivity and the exchange mechanism between
the free diffusion path and the fixed sites region was found by equating Equations (185) and (183) and
is given by:

DAC = Dhd + Ddh

(
C0

A
KCT

)
(186)

The above equation is a crucial point in the analysis provided by Noble in 1991. He demonstrated
in a rigorous way, even if in the excess carrier case, that the effective complex diffusivity depends
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from the chemical reaction, by dimensionless chemical equilibrium K, and from the morphological
structure of the matrix, strictly affected by the total carrier concentration, CT . Note that, since K is the
dimensionless reaction equilibrium constant, KeqC0

A, the complex diffusivity, DAC, does not depend on
the upstream concentration.

Moreover, also the two diffusion coefficients Dhd and Ddh could be correlated to the chemical
reaction, responsible of the complex formation and consumption.

For the low pressure range, Noble found that the ratio between the two diffusion coefficients is
related to dimensionless constant and to the total carrier concentration through a simple mathematical
relationship which correlates the two phenomena:

K =
DdhC0

A
DhdCT

(187)

In chemical equilibrium regime, therefore, the exchange diffusion mechanism acting between
fixed sites and free diffusional path is related to the chemical equilibrium constant. In other words,
the higher the forward kinetic constant, k f , the higher the exchange of solute from the physical diffusion
region to the fixed site.

Equation (187) can be rearranged and inserted in Equation (186) to provide the final relation,
Equation (188), that allows, together with Equation (3.26), to determine Ddh and Dhd once DAC
is known.

DAC = 2Dhd (188)

The main result of the work of 1991 is the demonstration that, theoretically, facilitation can
occur even if Dhh = 0, so that the direct jumping mechanism is not the only one influencing the
carrier-mediated transport. The complex diffusivity in such systems is related to chemical reaction
parameters and morphological, carrier concentration dependent, parameters by Equations (186),
(187) and (188). That solution will be improved by Noble in a subsequent, and more detailed,
work [111], hereafter reported, where the final equation that combines all the variables influencing the
complex mobility is given.

3.1.5. Noble, 1992, Generalized Microscopic Mechanism of Facilitated Transport in Fixed Site Carrier
Membranes

In 1992 [111] Noble provided his general theory for the facilitated transport across FSC membranes.
The direct hopping mechanism between fixed sites was included in this final description. He found a
general equation for the effective complex diffusivity, DAC, that accounts for the morphological nature
of the systems and for the chemical complexing reaction between solute and carrier sites. The dual
mode equations by Barrer were used, again, for the total flux, adapted in Equation (184).

As stated above, when two sites are far apart it is not possible for the solute to jump from one
site to another. From a macroscopic point of view, considering a homogeneous distribution of carrier
sites, this happens for low carrier concentrations. Cussler concluded that in this case no facilitation
can occur, [100], while previously Noble had found that the facilitation is still allowable due to the
presence of the exchange mechanism related to the complexation reaction [109].

In general, the flux of solute across these systems is function of both free solute and complex
gradients across the membrane boundaries by Equation (184). However, as carrier concentration
becomes small, in certain zones, Equation (184) reduces simply to:

J = Jdd = −Ddd
dCA
dx

(189)

because carrier is no longer present locally to react with the solute. However, near the sites,
Equation (184) still holds.
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In Figure 14 we report the internal structure of the membrane used by Noble in 1992. Similar
to Figure 10, the circles are the fixed carriers, while l1 and l2 are the two length scales. The first one
represents the space of influence of the carrier, in other words the space around a fixed site for which
Equation (184) describes the local solute flux. The second, l2, measures the space between carriers in
which the solute transport follows Equation (189).

 

Figure 14. Membrane environment in the present work of Noble. Between sites, in the length space l2,
pure diffusion mechanism exists. Closely to the sites position, l1, Equation (184) holds.

By taking in account these two lengths, the facilitation factor was derived as:

F =
A + βB

Ddd f + (A + βB)(1 − f )
(190)

where f is the length ratio defined as:

f =
l1

l1 + l2
(191)

and the other symbols appearing in Equation (190) are defined below:

β =
KeqCT(

1 + KeqCA
)2 (192)

A = Ddd + Ddh
CC
CT

(193)

B = Dhh + Dhd + Ddh
CA
CT

(194)

Assuming the chemical equilibrium and considering the case of low upstream pressure,
the facilitation factor reduces to:

F = 1 + β
DAC
Ddd

(195)

which can be equated to Equation (190), to obtain the complex diffusion coefficient.

DAC =
1
β

⎡⎣ A + βB − Ddd

1 +
(

A+βB
Ddd

)(
1− f

f

)
⎤⎦ (196)

The resulting equation, Equation (196), shows how the actual diffusion coefficient of the
complexed species is affected by morphological and chemical reaction effects.

From the above results, it is possible to analyze two opposite cases. First, if the sites are too distant
for a direct hopping mechanism, the diffusion coefficient related to that, Dhh, is obviously zero and the
complex diffusivity can be rewritten in the following form:

DAC = Ddd

(
f

1 − f

)(
R

Ddd + βR

)
(197)
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where R is a parameter containing the reaction contribution to the transport and defined as:

R = Dhd + Ddh

(
CA
CT

+
CT − CAC

KeqCT2

)
(198)

On the contrary, if the sites are adjacent, the direct jump of solute from one carrier site to the next
one is possible and Dhh �= 0. This happens if the length l2 approaches zero; the complex diffusivity
coefficients is then given by:

DAC = Dhh + R (199)

As we can see, the pure physical diffusion in this case does not influence the complex transport as
in Equation (199), Ddd does not appear.

These two latter results, Equations (197)–(199), complete the description of Noble about the
facilitation in FSC membranes that started three years earlier, in 1990 [109]. The analysis provided by
the author is based on some approximations and simplifications, excess of carrier, chemical equilibrium,
dilute solute concentration, but still provides an interesting picture of transport in these systems.

In conclusion, in the Generalized Microscopic Mechanism of Facilitated Transport in Fixed Site
Carrier Membranes, the general mathematical formulation of the complex diffusion coefficient was
derived in terms of morphological and reaction parameters. It was demonstrated theoretically that
facilitation can occur even if the carrier sites are too far and the solute cannot hop directly from one
to another.

3.1.6. Kang et al., 1995. Analysis of Facilitated Transport in Solid Membranes with Fixed Site Carriers

An interesting theoretical model for the interpretation of facilitated transport in FSC membranes
was given in 1996 by Kang et al. [112,113]. Their work, divided in two papers, studies the permeability
in these systems by means of analogies with resistor–capacitor circuits (RC), in parallel arrangement,
in alternating voltage regime. In the first paper they reported the single circuit case, [112], while in the
second one, [113], the solution was extended to the case of a series RC circuit arrangement. Here we
present the general solution given for a series circuits, since the single circuit case is a particular
solution of that.

In both RC circuits and in FSC membranes, the transport of particles occurs due to a driving force
imposed at the boundaries of the system. For the electrical circuit case, the particles are electrons and
the driving force is the voltage gradient; for the FSC case, the flux of solute molecules is related to
a concentration gradient. Moreover, in the latter case the solute flows through different pathways,
as already mentioned by Noble [111]. Even if a parallel RC circuit is considered, the electrons flow
separately in two distinct paths and, for the Kirchoff’s rules, the total electron flux is equal to the sum
of the two single contributions, Equation (200)

je = jr + jc (200)

where je is the total electrons flux and jr, jc are the resistor and capacitor contributions respectively.
Furthermore, as in the case of carrier saturation, for which the facilitation effect disappears,

when the charge on the condenser element reaches its maximum value, also the second term in the
right hand side of Equation (200) vanishes, leaving only the resistance contribution.

With the above considerations, the authors concluded that the pure physical diffusion could be
compared to the resistor element and that the fixed sites behave similarly to the condenser in the RC
parallel configuration. In Figure 15, below, we report the schematic pictures of a general RC circuit and
a FSC systems. The general relationship between voltage driving force and resistor electron flux is
expressed by the Ohm’s law:

je = σ
ΔV
L

(201)

where σ is the conductivity, ΔV is the voltage difference, L is the length of the system.
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By comparing the previous equation with the Fick’s law written in terms of permeability, for zero
downstream pressure, the following analogies could be revealed:

As shown in Table 1, the complex concentration is the one in chemical equilibrium with carrier
and solute.

Table 1. Analogies between electrons transport and mass transport in resistor–capacitor circuits (RC)
parallel circuit and facilitated transport systems with fixed sites carrier [112].

RC circuit Facilitated Systems

Flux je = σ ΔV
L J = P p0

L
Driving Force ΔV

L
p0

L
Proportionality σ P
Capacitor Effect q = CV CAC =

CTCAKeq
1+CAKeq

The alternating voltage regime of RC circuit is then replaced by a fluctuating local concentration.
That fluctuation is attributed to the presence of chemical equilibrium reaction: the forward reaction
lowers the solute concentration, while the inverse reaction has the opposite effect.

(a) (b)

Figure 15. Analogies between RC parallel circuit and fixed sites carrier systems. (a) Parallel
configuration of single RC circuit; (b) fixed sites carrier systems. Analogies among driving forces and
capacitance effects according to Table 1.

As a result, the solute concentration value is the sum of two different terms: the first equals
the equilibrium value and the other is expressed as sinusoidal function of time, related to the direct
and inverse reaction rate. If we consider a system composed by a series of n-RC parallel circuits,
the following solution for the electrical conductivity can be derived:

σRC
σ

= 1 + αV

√
n2 +

(
CωL
Asσ

)2
(202)

where αV is the extent of voltage fluctuation, ω is the frequency, As is the flux surface, C is the
capacitance, σRC is the total conductivity, σ is the resistance conductivity and n is the number of circuits
composing the series.

By using the proper substitution, the solution for the facilitation factor, expressed as ratio between
permeability of facilitated systems divided by the pure physical diffusion contribution, is reported in
Equation (203)
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F = 1 + αp

√
n2 + [2πψγln(1 + K)]2 (203)

where:

αp =
Cd

A
C0

A

ψ =
krL2

DA

γ =
CT

C0
A

K = KeqC0
A

The parameter n in Equation (203) is the number of RC circuits in the series. By setting n = 1 the
single case is obtained [112].

The extent of concentration fluctuation, αp, is essentially a fitting parameter since Cd
A represents

the perturbation amplitude, that does not have a clear physical meaning. Moreover, the concentration
fluctuations, if existing, probably have a more complicated mathematical form than the one used by
the authors as sinusoidal function.

Both the RC models [112,113] were tested successfully against the experimental data measured by
Ohyanagi et al. [26] about the oxygen facilitated transport, Figure 16. As one can expect, the series
RC circuits model provided the best agreement due to the presence of one additional parameter,
the number of circuits, n, that, for the membranes case, represents the number of sublayers in which
the thickness is divided, and can be calculated from the following:

n = NAVCT(πrsL)

where NAV is the Avogadro number and rs is the kinetic radius of solute.

Figure 16. Oxygen permeability in a poly-dimethyl siloxane (PDMS) membrane with metallo-porphyrin
fixed carrier. Circles are experimental data from Ohynagi et al. [26], n = 228 and n = 1 for continuous
and broken line, respectively. Permeability is in (1 × 10−9 × cm3·cm/(cm2·s·atm)), pressure is in (atm).
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3.1.7. Zarca et al., 2017. A Practical Approach to Fixed-Site Carrier Facilitated Transport Modeling for
the Separation of Propylene/Propane Mixtures Through Silver-Containing Polymeric Membranes

Recently, in 2017, Zarca et al. [114] modeled the facilitated transport of propylene in silver salts,
AgBF4 embedded in polymeric membranes (PVDF-HFP) with an analytical approach. Furthermore,
that approach was extended to consider also the presence of mobile carriers inside the membranes [18]
(see next paragraph).

The basic idea of the model proposed by Zarca et al. is that the free solute follows a pure
physical diffusion mechanism while the complex diffusion is somehow related to the chemical reaction,
similar to the dual mode based transport model of Noble [111]. Some differences arise when comparing
the approach of Zarca et al. to the one of Noble. Noble considers four diffusion coefficients, while in
this approach there are only two ones: the first one accounts for the pure physical diffusion mechanism,
Ddd in Noble’s notation, and the second one incorporates all the effects of the chemical reaction.
The exchange between different zones of the membrane has been not considered explicitly, and a
hopping mechanism was hypothesized.

The expression for the solute flux used by the authors is given hereafter, Equation (204):

JA = −Ddd
dCA
dx

− A
dCA
dx

(204)

or in integrated form as:

JA = Ddd

(
C0

A − CL
A
)

L
+ A

(
C0

A − CL
A
)

L
(205)

where A is an effective diffusivity. Note that in both the above equations, the flux is given as function
of the pure solute concentration gradient only. Considering the concentration on the boundaries in
equilibrium with the gas phase, by definition of permeability, Equation (205) becomes:

JA = P
(

p0
A − pL

A
)

L
+ KH

(
p0

A − pL
A
)

L
(206)

The effective permeability, or hopping constant as the authors called it, KH is the term which
contains all the reaction effects. In the definition of this key parameter, Equation (207), an Arrhenius
type of law was included to explicitly consider the temperature dependence of the facilitated transport
mechanism:

KH = α

(
CT

1 + KeqC0
A

)β

e
EA
R ( 1

293− 1
T ) (207)

The first term in brackets is the free carrier concentration in chemical equilibrium with the
upstream side concentration of free solute, C0

A. In the original paper, the equilibrium constant was
given in heterogeneous form accounting both for concentration (carrier and complex) and pressure
(solute in gas phase). Here we have converted that expression in homogeneous terms and used
concentrations only. However, the conversion between the two is straightforward.

The model contains four parameters: Keq and EA (activation energy) which have a clear physical
meaning, and α and β that are pure fitting parameters. In particular, β is a mathematical correction that
allows the model to describe the percolation threshold limit. It was shown that the proposed method
is in good agreement with the experimental data for facilitated transport of propylene in polymeric
membranes containing silver ions, reported by the same authors, Figure 17. Its mathematical simplicity,
coupled with the capability of fitting experimental data, in a larger range of experimental conditions
than the one of Noble [111] based on the excess carrier hypothesis, makes this model a promising one
for the facilitated transport systems.
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Figure 17. Ethylene flux as function of upstream pressure in membranes of poly-vinyldene fluoride
(PVDF) containing AgBF4 as fixed carrier at two different temperatures. Symbols are experimental
data from Zarca et al., lines are model results. From the top, T = 303.15 and 293.15 K. Flux is expressed
in (1 × 10−6 mol/cm2·s), pressure is in (atm).

3.1.8. Zarca et al., 2017. Generalized Predictive Modeling for Facilitated Transport Membranes
Accounting For Fixed and Mobile Carriers

As extension of the previous model, the authors included a third term in the flux expression to
consider the case of hybrid fixed-mobile carriers systems [18].

Object of their study was the facilitated separation between propylene and propane
but, in this case, an ionic liquid, BMImBF4, was also incorporated in the poly-vinyldene
fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene (PVDF-HFP) polymeric membranes, together with a silver salt,
AgBF4. The resulting transport mechanism is a combination of the two effects of mobile and fixed
carrier. Silver ions bounded to the polymer backbone act as fixed carriers while, the unbounded ones,
due to the presence of liquid ion, are free to diffuse in the system, acting as mobile carrier. For these
hybrid systems the total solute flux has the form:

JA = P
(

p0
A − pL

A
)

L
+ KH

(
p0

A − pL
A
)

L
+ Pcomp

(
p0

A − pL
A
)

L
(208)

where KH is the enhanced permeability related to fixed sites, given by Equation (207) and Pcomp

is the additive permeation term accounting for the presence of mobile carrier facilitation. Since in
mobile facilitated transport the percolation limit does not exist, the parameter accounting for that in
Equation (207), β, is set equal to one.

Following a kind of solution–diffusion model, Pcomp is calculated as the product of the chemical
induced solubility, by means of chemical reaction in liquid phase with free silver ions, and the diffusion
coefficient of the solute-complex in the ionic liquid.

The solubility induced by the chemical reaction has been derived from the chemical equilibrium
as the concentration of the complexed species divided by the upstream partial pressure of solute
A. To do that, the authors considered that the free solute concentration in the liquid phase could be
explained by the Henry’s law using the upstream partial pressure, so that the equilibrium complex
concentration is given by:

CAC =
K′

eqCT Hp0
A

1 + K′
eqHp0

A
(209)

where H is the Henry’s constant and K′
eq is the chemical equilibrium constant in the liquid environment.

The solubility coefficient, SAC, is obtained by dividing Equation (209) for the upstream partial pressure
and is shown in Equation (210).
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SAC =
K′

eqCT H

1 + K′
eq Hp0

A
(210)

In the end, the permeability through the mobile carrier mechanism is:

Pcomp =
K′

eqCT H

1 + K′
eq Hp0

A
Dcomp (211)

where Dcomp indicates the diffusion coefficient of the complex species in the ionic liquid environment.
Arrhenius–like functions were used to describe the thermal dependence of the equilibrium constant,
K′

eq, of the diffusion coefficient and of the Henry’s constant, so that the present model could in principle
describe facilitation at different temperatures.

The only pure fitting parameter is α, since β is set equal to one a priori in this case.
The experimental data for the system under study were modeled with satisfactory results, as we
can see in Figure 18a.

(a) (b)

Figure 18. Ethylene flux in polymeric membranes (PVDF-HFP)/BMImBF4/AgBF4. (a) Influence
of ethylene pressure at two different temperature. Symbols are experimental data, lines are model
calculations from Zarca et al. [18]. From the top, T = 303.15 K, 293.15 K; (b) Prediction of fixed site
(black) and mobile carrier (white) contribution to total flux as function of temperature. Flux is expressed
in (1 × 10−6 mol/cm2·s), pressure is in (atm), temperature is in (K).

Furthermore, the temperature dependence relations and the co-presence of different terms for the
two distinct facilitation mechanisms, allow the model to predict the experimental conditions for which
one effect overcomes the other, as shown in Figure 18b, giving interesting and practical information.

Even if containing fitting parameters, the method proposed by Zarca et al. seems to be a useful
calculation tool for hybrid facilitated carrier membranes performance.

4. Conclusions

In this work, different mathematical approaches developed to tackle the mass transfer problem in
facilitated transport membranes are reviewed, and their range of applicability and accuracy analyzed
for both mobile and fixed carrier systems.

In particular, the analysis is carried out for a simplified case where only one reaction occurs
between the carrier and the target permeants. Even for this simplified system, there is no general
analytical solution, so that most modeling approaches are based on simplified solutions approximating
the real membrane behavior.
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Two opposite transport regimes define the limiting cases of such systems: the pure
physical diffusion of unreacted solute and the chemical equilibrium regime. Both scenarios are
oversimplifications of the problem and lead to unreliable quantitative results in most operative
conditions. Nevertheless, such conditions can be used as reference states to develop approximate
methods for the solution of the facilitated transport problem.

In this direction, for the mobile carrier case, Goddard et al. [84] divided the membrane thickness
in three sublayers, assuming the chemical equilibrium in the middle while, in the adjacent boundary
zones, the same order of magnitude was considered for the diffusion and reaction mechanisms.

Smith et al. [88] studied the transport in ‘thin’ or ‘thick’ films considering that, near the boundaries,
the reaction should not impact the solute transport, compared to the inner core while Kreuzer and
Hoofd derived their solution [86,87], considering that the species concentrations deviate from the
equilibrium ones by a position departure function which goes quickly to zero as the distance from
boundaries increase.

The same approach was also used by Teramoto [74] and Morales-Cabrera et al. [98], and led to the
conclusion that for Damköhler number � 1, the internal equilibrium core is a reasonable assumption.
Moreover, the last two methods are also able to predict the presence of an optimal range of equilibrium
constants that maximize the facilitation effect when parameters such as species diffusivities, solute
partial pressure or concentration change.

In conclusion, among the models reported in this work for the mobile carrier case, the ones
from Teramoto [74] and from Morales-Cabrera et al. [98], seem the more flexible ones as they can
be applied in a wide range of operative conditions, spacing from the pure physical to chemical
equilibrium regime, without the assumption of equal diffusivity of carrier and reaction product.
However, they consist in a system of equations that need to be solved by using a numerical technique
and it can be not straightforward.

In cases for which the equality between carrier and complex diffusivities is reasonable, and if the
excess of carrier concentration can be assumed, the simple models provided by Smith and Quinn [93],
Noble et al. [72] and Jeema and Noble [96], seem to be the best choice due to their descriptive ability
coupled with a very simple mathematical form.

In the fixed carrier systems, the only species that can freely diffuse across the film are, obviously,
the solute of interest and the other dissolved species, since both the carrier and the complex (reaction
product) are immobilized in the matrix and can only vibrate around their equilibrium position.
It follows that the chemical reaction does not solely enhance the overall solute solubility in the systems,
but acts as a catalyst in the diffusion process.

Noble [111] formalized this effect by considering all the possible diffusion paths accessible
by the solute in the solid matrix, starting from the generalized dual mode theory of Barrer [108].
He concluded that, in principle, a facilitation may be detected even if the carrier sites are too far one
from another and a pure hopping mechanism is not allowed, contrarily for example to what foreseen
by Cussler et al. in their modeling approach [100]. Another important result from Noble’s work
was that fixed carrier facilitated transport systems can be described by a simple modeling approach,
mathematically equivalent to that developed by Smith and Quinn for mobile carrier systems [93].

Other interesting approaches in the analysis of fixed carrier systems comes from the analogy
with RC parallel circuit model provided by Kang et al. [112,113] and from the description recently
proposed by Zarca et al. for pure fixed sites, [114] and for the hybrid cases (mobile + fixed carriers), [18].
The resulting models are based on the use of some fitting parameters but, nevertheless, seem to be a
very useful tool to indagate these peculiar systems.

This work shows that there are many possible tools that can be used to describe and understand
facilitated transport membrane and can be seen as a valid support in the development of facilitated
transport membranes and in the correct exploitation of the already existing ones.

However, it is worth to mentioning that for both the mobile and fixed carrier systems one of the
main issue is the knowledge of the physical and chemical parameters needed to quantitatively describe
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the transport. In many cases, the experimental determination of these latter is not so easy, in particular
for the fixed carrier cases. To overcome this point, the use of advanced simulations by the molecular
dynamics technique and/or the use of advanced thermodynamic models, or equation of state, that can
describe complex multicomponent systems starting from the sole knowledge of the pure components
behavior, could be a way to open new windows in this modeling field.
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Abstract: With a wide range of applications, from energy and environmental engineering, such as in
gas separations and water purification, to biomedical engineering and packaging, glassy polymeric
materials remain in the core of novel membrane and state-of the art barrier technologies. This review
focuses on molecular simulation methodologies implemented for the study of sorption and diffusion
of small molecules in dense glassy polymeric systems. Basic concepts are introduced and systematic
methods for the generation of realistic polymer configurations are briefly presented. Challenges related
to the long length and time scale phenomena that govern the permeation process in the glassy polymer
matrix are described and molecular simulation approaches developed to address the multiscale
problem at hand are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Molecular modeling and simulation play an increasingly important role in the design of products
and processes for addressing the grand challenges faced by contemporary society in domains such
as health, energy, food, clean water, and the protection of the environment. This is attested by the
dramatic increase in the fraction of research papers in science and engineering that use molecular
modeling [1]; by the enhanced role of molecular modeling activities in industry [2]; and by economic
analyses of the impact of molecular modeling [3]. Very visible and well-funded national initiatives in
the area of materials include modeling and simulation as one of their top priorities (see, for example,
Materials Genome Initiative in the United States [4]) or are entirely focused on molecular and multiscale
modeling (see, for example, OCTA Project in Japan [5] and European Materials Modeling Council in
the European Union [6]).

Molecular simulations of sorption and diffusion in membrane materials have been performed since
the late 1980s. This is understandable, given that membrane separations constitute a very dynamic and
rapidly growing field of modern technology. Early molecular dynamics simulations were instrumental
in elucidating atomic-level mechanisms, e.g., of elementary jumps of gaseous penetrants executed
between clusters of accessible volume in a glassy polymer. In the 1990s the basic methodology for
predicting sorption isotherms and diffusion coefficients from atomistic simulations was established
and validated on well-defined model systems. This methodology is exposed in several past reviews
of permeation phenomena in amorphous polymers [7–9]. Contemporary simulation efforts have
expanded to address permeation phenomena in more sophisticated materials of complex chemical
constitution, nanostructured and hybrid organic-inorganic systems. As the application of conventional
molecular simulation algorithms is often too computationally demanding for such systems, there is
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increasing interest in multiscale modeling methods based on systematic coarse-graining of the molecular
representation. For some categories of new membrane materials whose synthesis has taken off only
recently, such as Metal Organic Frameworks, one sees simulation work going hand-in-hand with,
and even guiding, experimental efforts. High throughput computational screening for the identification
of new nanoporous material structures that best satisfy the requirements of specific gas separation,
sequestration, or storage applications has emerged [10]. Machine learning techniques are starting
to be used both in the development of more refined quantum mechanics-based classical force fields
(or coarse grained ones based on the atomistic representation) for conducting simulations and in
mining the copious data generated by molecular simulations for materials design.

In this article we present a brief review of molecular modeling and multiscale simulations (Figure 1)
of sorption and diffusion of small molecules in glassy polymers, a broad category of materials which
continue being a workhorse of selective membrane separation technology. The treatment is concise and
certainly not intended to be all-encompassing. Emphasis is laid on work conducted in the last couple
of decades. An extensive reference list is provided, to which the interested reader can resort for details.

Figure 1. Molecular simulation methods at multiple length- and time scales. Hierarchical multiscale
simulations utilize information extracted from the previous scale as input for conducting molecular
simulations at longer length and time scales.

The structure of the article is as follows: in Section 2 we present an introduction to basic concepts
and discuss equilibrium and non-equilibrium molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo techniques for
simulating polymers and sorption and diffusion of small molecules therein. Methodological aspects
of the simulations are addressed very briefly—they have been presented extensively in earlier
reviews. Emphasis is laid on multiscale methods that incorporate infrequent event analysis of
elementary diffusive jumps and on coarse-graining/reverse mapping for the generation of realistic
model configurations in which to study permeation phenomena. Both these aspects are necessary for
predicting the separation performance of dense glassy polymer matrices, especially if their chemical
constitution is complex. Section 3 discusses coarse-grained approaches to the simulation of sorption
and diffusion phenomena in polymers per se. The approaches discussed have been designed to
address long length and time scale phenomena by cutting down on the computational cost relative to
full atomistic analyses; they include methodologies that incorporate mesoscopic kinetic Monte Carlo
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techniques that utilize information from atomistic simulations (Figure 1) and coarse-grained molecular
dynamics simulations accompanied by appropriate time mapping. Some mechanistic aspects of
sorption and transport revealed by recent simulation work are presented in Section 4. Emphasis in this
Section is laid on the characteristics of the penetrant’s hopping diffusional mechanism, on swelling
and plasticization of glassy polymer matrices by compressed CO2 and on mixed gas sorption and
diffusion phenomena in polymer glasses. Finally, Section 5 briefly pinpoints challenges that still have
to be met, especially in conjunction with new polymer-based membrane materials, and reflects on the
future outlook of molecular simulations of sorption and diffusion phenomena in dense amorphous
polymeric membranes.

2. Background and Methodology

During the membrane separation process the penetrant molecules are transferred from an upstream
fluid phase to the polymer membrane where they dissolve on the membrane surface (sorption phase)
and then diffuse through the polymer matrix, exiting eventually at the downstream fluid phase
(desorption). The permeation process through dense polymer membranes is described by the widely
known solution-diffusion mechanism, considering a thermodynamic process (sorption) and a kinetic
process (mass transport). Mass transport phenomena are governed by random molecular motion and
permeation is driven by the presence of chemical potential gradients. In practical formulations the
gradient of concentration is used instead of the gradient of chemical potential. In a dense polymeric
membrane, permeation of a single component is often described locally by the empirical Fick’s laws [11]:

J = −D∇C (1)

∂C
∂t

= D∇2C (2)

where C is the concentration of the diffusing component, D is the diffusion coefficient, and t is the time.
The concentration profile inside the membrane is considered to reach a steady state after a certain
time. Assuming that D is concentration-independent, which is typically the case at low concentrations,
Equation (1) can be integrated to [12]:

J = D
CU −CD

l
(3)

where l is the membrane thickness and CU and CD are the upstream and downstream permeant
concentration, respectively. Equation (3) can be also expressed in terms of fluid partial vapor pressures
or fugacities, pU and pD on the two sides of the membrane:

J = P
pU − pD

l
(4)

in which P denotes the permeability coefficient. At low concentrations in the Henry regime and
considering a constant diffusion coefficient over a range of pressures, the permeability of a membrane
to a specific kind of penetrant molecules can be expressed as the product of solubility coefficient, S,
and diffusivity, D, of the penetrant in the membrane:

P = DS (5)

where the solubility is considered as the ratio of concentration at a specific pressure to the pressure.
The ideal permselectivity of a membrane material for two penetrant components (i and j) is

defined as the ratio of permeabilities for each pair of species in pure:

aij =
Pi
Pj

(6)
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The ideal permselectivity can be estimated as the product of diffusivity selectivity and solubility
selectivity under the assumption that each penetrant component is not affected by the other:

aij =
Di
Dj

Si
Sj

(7)

A high performance separation membrane [13] is expected to exhibit high selectivity characteristics
combined, simultaneously, with satisfactory, or even, ideally, high permeability to one of the penetrant
components. The selectivity performance of membrane materials for gas separations is limited by an
upper bound. This empirical limit originates from the fact than an increase in permeability of the more
permeable component is accompanied by a decrease in the separation ability. If Pi is the permeability
of the more permeable gas, the upper bound [13,14] is determined as a line in the log-log plot of the

relationship Pi = k
(

Pi
Pj

)n
, where n is the slope of the line, above which no data exist. Data near or on

the upper bound correspond almost exclusively to glassy polymers and this is attributed primarily
to the higher solubility coefficients in glasses compared to rubbery polymers due to the increase
of free volume below the glass transition temperature (Tg), and in some cases partially to a better
diffusion selectivity of glassy polymers in comparison to the rubbery ones. In Figure 2, data on
selectivity for O2/N2 separation are plotted as a function of O2 permeability for rubbery polymers and
the upper bounds for both rubbery and glassy polymers [15,16] are shown that exhibit about an order
of magnitude difference in favour of the separation performance of glassy polymers.

 
Figure 2. Permselectivity performance of glassy polymers in comparison to rubbery polymers for
O2/N2 separation. Adapted with permission from [15].

Molecular simulation methods have been developed and are employed to unravel the microscopic
mechanisms that are responsible for sorption and transport phenomena in glassy polymeric membranes
and to predict their macroscopic permeability and selectivity properties. A compact summary of some
representative molecular simulation methods and their applicability is provided in Table 1.
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Table 1. Compact summary of representative computational methods and their applicability for the
prediction of solubility and diffusivity in glassy polymers.

Method Application Advantages Disadvantages Refs.

Molecular
Dynamics

Numerical
integration the

system’s classical
equations of

motion

Calculation of
thermodynamic, dynamic
and transport properties

Not able to correctly sample the
dynamics of systems that are

characterized by a broad range of
time scales or rare events

[17–19]

Monte Carlo

Stochastic
method—generation
of a Markov chain

sequence of
configurations

Efficient in sampling
long-chain macromolecular
systems when coupled with

appropriately designed
moves ‡

Does not account for the system’s
time evolution—cannot be used to

study the system’s dynamics

[18,20,21]
‡[22–28]

Transition State
Theory Infrequent events

Determination of rate
constants and penetrant

jump pathways

Multidimensional TST that
accounts for polymer cooperative

motion is computationally
intensive

[8,9,29–34]

Transition Path
Sampling Infrequent events

Determination of realistic
pathways at finite

temperatures

Dependence on the limited initial
transition pathways extracted by

MD simulations
[35]

Kinetic Monte
Carlo

Mesoscopic
simulation of a
Poisson process

Calculation of penetrant
diffusivity by solving

numerically the master
equations

Requires information on sorption
sites network, rate constants and
sorption probabilities determined

from the atomistic scale

[8,33,34,36–38]

Coarse-grained
MD

Simulation of
dynamics at a

mesoscopic scale

Simulation of longer time-
and length- scales

i. Effective time scales in
CG-MD that do not
correspond to the
real dynamics

ii. Loss of important
chemical detail that
governs the penetrant
diffusion mechanism

[39–42]

Widom Test
Particle Insertion

Method
Sorption Low concentration sorption

of small molecules
Inefficient for dense systems/large

solutes [7,43–45]

Iterative Widom
Schemes Sorption Determination of sorption

isotherms
Inefficient for dense systems/large

solutes [46,47]

Thermodynamic
Integration Sorption Enhanced efficiency for

dense systems
Requires conduction of a series of

simulations [48,49]

2.1. Molecular Dynamics

Molecular dynamics (MD) [17–19,21] is based on the solution of the classical equations of motion
of a system in a microscopic representation via numerical integration. During an equilibrium MD
simulation the evolution of the multiparticle model representing the system is followed over time,
and thermodynamic and dynamical properties are computed as averages over its trajectory. MD is
widely used for equilibration and property prediction in computational materials science using
atomistic or coarse-grained, fully flexible or constrained model systems and a number of statistical
ensembles. MD is demanding in terms of computational time and a lot of effort has been expended in the
direction of reducing these demands by implementing for example domain decomposition methods for
the parallelization of MD algorithms and by developing multiple time step integration schemes [50,51]
that allow the use of longer time steps for the interactions that change at a slower rate. The phase-space
points visited along a long MD trajectory constitute a representative sample of the equilibrium ensemble
dictated by the macroscopic constraints (e.g., constant number of particles, volume, and energy) under
which the trajectory was generated, allowing the estimation of thermodynamic properties as ensemble
averages. Despite progress in algorithmic developments, the extremely broad range of time scales that
characterize the various modes of motion in macromolecular systems, especially in the glassy state
(from tens of femtoseconds for covalent bond vibrations to years for physical aging), renders MD an
insufficient method for properly equilibrating and correctly sampling the dynamics of these systems or
the transport of small molecules therein.

The non-equilibrium MD (NEMD) methodology has been employed in an effort to accelerate
penetrant diffusion. Here external forces are applied that retain the simulated system away from
equilibrium and enable the determination of the induced flux that develops in response to the imposed
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forces. For small external forces, the transport properties under steady-state conditions can be directly
extracted from the ratio of the flux to the imposed force, as the system is weakly perturbed, remaining in
the linear response regime [52,53]. NEMD has been applied for the study of transport phenomena
in amorphous polymers. Müller-Plathe et al. [54] were the first to employ NEMD for the study of
the transport properties of gases in polyisobutylene. No substantial computational gain compared to
equilibrium MD simulations was detected in their work within the linear response regime. Van der
Vegt et al. [55] implemented NEMD for the simulation of penetrants at low concentrations using a
harmonic external potential and determining the linear regime by a single simulation. NEMD has
also been used for the investigation of the permeation mechanism in microporous polymers under
the limitation of very small fluxes observed for small external forces [56]. Recently, Anderson and
co-workers [57] employed NEMD to examine gas transport in the interfacial region of three polymeric
systems (polyethylene, poly (4-methyl-2-pentyne) and polydimethylsiloxane), incorporating in the
prediction of penetrant permeability and diffusivity the effect of the chain oscillation amplitude and of
the accessible cavity fraction in the polymer matrices.

2.2. Monte Carlo

Monte Carlo (MC) simulation [18,21] of a microscopic model aims at generating a large number
of configurations sampling in an asymptotic manner the probability density of a statistical mechanical
ensemble under specific macroscopic conditions. During an MC simulation, each state is generated
depending only on the one that precedes it, by implementing an attempted elementary move that
may be accepted or rejected [20] based on the energetics and according to specific selection criteria;
the latter are designed to follow the principle of microscopic reversibility (or detailed balance) in the
generation of the Markov chain sequence of configurations. The attempted moves often involve a very
small subset of degrees of freedom, implementing translations and rotations, insertions, deletions,
or swaps of molecules, or volume fluctuations of the entire model system. MC is a stochastic technique
that does not account for the system’s time evolution and therefore cannot be used for the study of
dynamics. This stochastic character of MC, though, coupled with appropriately designed moves,
enables the equilibration and sampling of long-chain macromolecular systems orders of magnitude
more efficiently than with MD, opening the way to addressing long length scale phenomena.

For the simulation of polymeric systems sophisticated moves [24,27,58] have been introduced,
including configurational bias (CBMC) [59–61], concerted rotation (CONROT) [58,62], reptation and
various connectivity altering moves such as end-bridging (EBMC) [22,23] and double-bridging (DB) [26].
During an end-bridging move, a chain is divided in two pieces via the excision of a trimer segment
located in the chain’s inner part as the chain is “attacked” by the end of another chain that lies in close
proximity. One piece of the initial chain is then connected to the attacking end by reconstructing the
trimer segment that was originally excised. In similar spirit, a double-bridging move is implemented
by excising two trimer segments from two individual neighboring chains that are again reconstructed
to bridge the remaining chain parts, forming two new chains of the same length as the original
ones, but in a completely different conformation. In Figure 3, end-bridging and double bridging MC
moves are illustrated for the case of chains with directionality in their macromolecular architecture,
in which only the moves depicted with the blue arrows are allowed to be implemented for the chemical
structure to be preserved. Using these moves it is possible to equilibrate at all length scales polymer
melts with molar mass distributions comparable to those encountered in membrane applications.
Equilibrated melt configurations obtained in this way constitute excellent starting points for generating
glassy amorphous polymer configurations through cooling. MC methods are often implemented for
the study of sorption in membrane materials (see Section 2.3).
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Figure 3. Illustration of the (a) end-bridging and (b) double-bridging MC moves designed to be
implemented for polymeric chains with directionality in their chemical structure. In each case,
the moves shown by blue arrows are possible. Intramolecular double-bridging MC moves cannot be
performed in the case of directional chains.

2.3. Methods for the Molecular Simulation of Penetrant Sorption

The methods that are used within the context of penetrant sorption mainly involve the
implementation of Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) and Gibbs Ensemble Monte Carlo
(GEMC) [63]. In GCMC the chemical potential, the volume and the temperature are kept constant,
while the number of particles changes during the simulation, fluctuating around an equilibrium value.
During the GCMC simulation the polymer system is considered to be in contact with a penetrant
reservoir at specified temperature and chemical potential, with which it exchanges energy and particles.
The trial moves in this case are translations, insertions, and deletions of particles.

GEMC enables the study of phase equilibria in one simulation by simultaneously incorporating
two individual simulation boxes between which there is no interface. The attempted moves in this case
involve particle translation and rotation, volume change (usually in a manner such that the total volume
is preserved) and random particle swaps between the two simulation boxes implemented to simulate
phase equilibrium of the two phases under the same temperature, pressure and chemical potential
conditions. In systems containing a nonvolatile condensed (e.g., polymer) component at equilibrium
with a pure or mixed gas phase, the solubilities of the gaseous permeants can be calculated using
MC in a hybrid isothermal-isobaric and grand canonical ensemble [9] that does not require explicit
simulation of the gas phase. This is termed the N1f 2...fnPT ensemble and keeps fixed the number of
molecules of the condensed component, N1, the fugacities of the gas components, f 2,...,fn, as well as the
system temperature and the pressure. Note that only n of the quantities f 2,...,fn,P,T are independent.

In some cases the acceptance probability of the attempted insertions and deletions in the
above MC schemes is very low, such as in the case of low-accessible volume polymer matrices,
very strong penetrant/polymer interactions, or bulky penetrant molecules. Semigrand canonical
ensemble MC [22,64,65] can be applied in this type of binary or multicomponent mixtures, during which
identity exchange trial moves among the various species is attempted. Considering, for example,
a binary system consisting of species A and B, MC moves are attempted that involve conversion of
one particle of species A to species B or vice versa. The change in free energy (difference of chemical
potentials) brought about by such a change in the chemical identity is taken into account in the
acceptance of the move.

At low pressures, the Henry’s law constants can be calculated using the Widom insertion test
particle method [66]. The method involves insertion of a ghost penetrant molecule in the polymer
matrix at random positions and orientations and calculation of the interaction energy of the inserted
molecule with the matrix. The latter is used subsequently for the determination of the excess chemical
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potential μex of the test molecule. The solubility of the molecule in the polymer matrix can be
calculated as:

S =
22, 400 cm3(STP)

mol
1

RT
exp

(
−μ

ex

RT

)
(8)

with STP corresponding to a temperature of 273.15 K and a pressure of 101.325 kPa and the solubility
obtained in units of cm3(STP)/

(
cm3polymer Pa

)
. A large number of test particle insertions are

implemented in well equilibrated configurations of the polymer systems obtained from MD or MC
simulations. The method has been widely applied for the estimation of low concentration sorption of
small molecules in polymer systems [7,43–45].

Sorption isotherms can also be extracted utilizing iterative schemes that involve MD simulations
of the polymer-penetrant system at constant composition, calculation of the excess chemical potential
and gas fugacity and carrying out new MD simulations at a corrected pressure until convergence is
reached [46,47].

More elaborate computational techniques are often necessary in cases that involve sorption
of large penetrants, high pressures or strong penetrant-polymer interactions, especially at low
temperatures. These methods include configurational bias insertions [67], which are used for the
bond-by-bond insertion of multi-atom solutes for which Widom test particle insertion is not successful;
thermodynamic integration [48,49] during which a small solute is included in a dense system gradually
using progressively increasing coupling parameters λ for the solute-matrix interactions and conducting
a series of simulations; expanded ensemble techniques [68,69] that also involve a stepwise insertion or
deletion of the solute and the implementation of free energy perturbation within a single simulation;
excluded-volume map sampling [70–73] and grid search methods [74,75] for efficient sampling in
dense systems by blocking regions in which solute insertions are not feasible; the test particle deletion
method [76,77] which constitutes an inverse of the Widom method for the calculation of the chemical
potential of particles and multisite solutes; extended ensemble MD [78] during which a dynamic
coupling parameter is used for the solute-polymer interactions that enhances efficient sampling of
the system’s phase space; the scission-fusion MC method [67] for the determination of solubility of
oligomer solutes in polydisperse polymeric systems of the same chemical constitution as the solute;
grand canonical MD [79] that is implemented for vapor-liquid equilibria and sorption in rigid polymer
matrices by conducting two individual simulations in different ensembles without the requirement of
particle exchanges between the phases; and fast-growth thermodynamic integration [80] where the
chemical potential is calculated efficiently from a number of independent thermodynamic integrations
for the estimation of sorption of large molecules in dense matrices.

2.4. Molecular Simulation Methods for the Study of Infrequent Events

The wide range of time scales that are involved in the relaxation of various modes of motion in
polymeric systems renders their simulation a very complicated task. At temperatures near or below the
glass transition temperature (Tg), in particular, the polymer matrix becomes almost static, prohibiting
the redistribution of accessible volume. This has profound effects on the diffusion of a small penetrant
molecule in a selective glassy polymer. The penetrant spends most of its time executing fast local
motions while trapped within pockets of accessible volume, or “sorption sites,” within the polymer
matrix. Penetrant jumps between sorption sites are infrequent events [8] and cannot be properly
sampled by performing even extensively long MD simulations. Transitions from one cavity to another
occur rarely and randomly, and generally involve not only translational motion of the penetrant,
but also local rearrangements in the polymer matrix that instantaneously open up passages between
neighboring pockets of accessible volume.

Transition state theory of infrequent events (TST) [81–83] provides appropriate means for the
study of systems that are characterized by time scale separation phenomena and crossing of energy
barriers that are much higher than the thermal energy, kBT. The dynamical evolution of such systems
consists of long periods of vibrational motion within a potential energy basin; transitions between
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different basins (states) are infrequent, corresponding to average times of many vibrational periods.
First order rate constants [84] enable the quantification of the average waiting times (which may be
very broadly distributed) that elapse between specific transitions occurring and can be calculated
invoking TST. The probabilities of occupancy of two states A and B that are separated by a high energy
barrier evolve according to a master Equation:

dpA

dt
= −kA→Bp + k→p (9)

dp
dt

= −k→p + k→p (10)

where p and p are the probabilities of occupancy of states A and B, respectively, and kA→B the rate
constant for a transition from state A to state B.

Implementing TST for the study of a penetrant jump in a polymer matrix involves the determination
of transition states between sorption states (Figure 4) as well as of the pathways followed by the system
while passing from one state to another [8,9]. In a glassy polymer matrix there is a large number of
regions in which a penetrant molecule may reside and there is at least one transition state between
any two states. TST enables the calculation of rate constants along individual pathways based on the
probability of the system to be on the dividing surface between two states compared to the probability
of its initial state, neglecting the existence of any re-crossing events. From a mathematical point of
view, a transition state is a first-order saddle point of the potential energy in the polymer-penetrant
multidimensional configuration space, i.e., a point where the potential energy gradient equals zero and
there is one negative eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix of second derivatives. The jump pathway can be
considered as the lowest energy path (around which actual crossing trajectories would fluctuate) that
connects two neighboring local minima passing through the transition state and is usually determined
by calculating the Intrinsic Reaction Coordinate (IRC) [85]. The general TST expression for the
calculation of the associated rate constant is given by:

kTST
A→B =

kBT
h

e(−
G‡−GA

kBT )
(11)

with G‡ and GA denoting the Gibbs energy of the system lying on the dividing surface and in the
initial state, respectively. Using a harmonic approximation for the potential energy and considering
the quantum mechanical vibrational partition function, the rate constant can be written as [32]:

kTST
A→B =

kBT
h

∏ f
a=1

[
1− exp

(
− hνa

kBT

)]
∏ f

a=2

[
1− exp

(
− hν‡a

kBT

)] exp
(
−V‡ −VA

kBT

)
(12)

where νa, VA and ν‡a V‡ are the vibrational frequencies and potential energy at the initial state and at
the transition state, respectively. If re-crossing events are important in the process, then a dynamical
correction factor to kTST

A→B has to be calculated and taken into account [82,86,87].
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Figure 4. Trajectory, in 3N dimensional coordinate space q, that passes from one basin to another,
crossing a (3N-1) dimensional “dividing surface” separating the two basins. Solid lines correspond
to a (3N-1)-dimensional hypersurface of constant energy V, QU

1 is the coordinate along the negative
curvature of V(q) (reaction coordinate) and S′ is a (3N-1)-dimensional hypersurface normal to the
reaction coordinate, constituting the dividing surface between the states A and B.

Gusev et al. [29] were the first to systematically apply TST for the study of diffusivity of spherical
probes in rigid minimum energy glassy polymeric matrices generated using molecular mechanics.
Identifying the invocation of a static polymer matrix as a crucial drawback of their study, Gusev and
Suter [30] implemented the TST method allowing independent harmonic vibrations of the polymer
atoms around their equilibrium positions. The elastic motion of the polymer matrix incorporated
in their work involved the harmonic motion of polymer atoms at very short times, thus not taking
into account any structural relaxation. The amplitude of the elastic motion was determined by an
adjustable parameter < Δ2 > that directly affected the extracted rate constants. Within the Gusev-Suter
approach, TST calculations were conducted in the three-dimensional space of the spherical penetrant.
Their method was computationally efficient and in cases that involved very small penetrants able to
extract satisfactory results [7,30,88–90].

Greenfield and Theodorou [31,32] developed a multidimensional TST methodology in generalized
coordinates, in which polymer degrees of freedom are taken into account for the calculation of transition
states and diffusion pathways considering a spherical penetrant. The polymer atoms are in this case
allowed to move, enabling the realization of local-chain motions that take place during a penetrant
passage from one cavity to another. The inclusion of polymer degrees of freedom in the pathway
determination becomes very important as the size of the penetrant increases compared to the typical
size of clusters of accessible volume in the glassy polymer matrix. Greenfield used a geometric analysis
approach [91] for the determination of the accessible volume and its distribution in the polymer matrix
to obtain an initial estimate of sorption sites. Narrow-necking regions connecting regions of accessible
volume for small spherical probes serve as the starting points for the calculation of the transition states
(Figure 5). The reaction path from one state to the other was calculated using a subset of degrees
of freedom that were relevant to the specific transition along the pathway. The method was further
extended [33,34,92] and applied for the study of polymers with complex chemical constitution in
Cartesian coordinates and in the polymer-penetrant multidimensional space using a fully flexible
representation for a CO2 penetrant.

Rare events can be also studied by implementing transition path sampling methods (TPS) [93,94].
The TPS methodology is used for the calculation of rate constants by sampling dynamical reactive
trajectories. Trial trajectories are generated based on a pre-determined transition path, a point of which
is randomly selected and the momenta corresponding to it are perturbed. The acceptance probability
of the generated trial trajectories can be tuned by the amplitude of the momenta perturbation, with the
acceptance increasing for small perturbations.
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Figure 5. Indicative narrow-necking regions in the accessible volume obtained from geometric analysis,
which serve as initial estimates for the transition state search calculations [33]. The simulated polymer is
a poly(amide imide) in a cubic box of edge length 28.09 Å with periodic boundary conditions. Atoms are
not shown. The dark regions are clusters of accessible volume, as determined with a spherical probe of
radius 1.1 Å. Necking regions are identified by probing the same configuration with a smaller probe
radius. Some of the necking regions are indicatively highlighted in yellow.

A number of TPS schemes have been developed to address acceptance probability issues [93,95–98].
TPS generally enables the determination of realistic pathways at finite temperatures, but is
computationally intensive. It has been implemented for the study of a wide range of infrequent
events, such as nucleation [99–102], protein folding and conformational changes [103–106],
glassy dynamics [107], reactions [108–110] and penetrant diffusion in non-amorphous
materials [111–113]. The use of TPS methods for the study of penetrant diffusion in polymeric
systems is scarce and involves the study of diffusion of water in a glassy hydrophilic polymer [35].
TPS implementation in this case directly depends on the limited initial transition pathways extracted
by MD simulations for the systems under study.

2.5. Interactions and Generation of Realistic Structures

Accurate predictions of permeability properties in glassy polymeric systems largely rely on
the generation of configurations that are able to resemble the real polymer matrix as well as on the
reliable representation of the molecular system under study and the mathematical description of
its interactions. A particle-based model may be fully atomistic (AA—all atom); united atom (UA),
in which hydrogen atoms are considered to form a single interaction site together with the heavy atom
to which they are connected; or coarse-grained (CG), consisting of interacting moieties that are derived
by lumping together several atoms. The potential energy function in atomistic models is often derived
empirically by fitting the structure, volumetric, thermal, and phase equilibrium properties of small
molecule analogues, but also from ab initio electronic structure calculations. It usually consists of a
bonded and a nonbonded term, that correspond, respectively, to interactions between atoms that are
chemically bonded and to interactions between atoms that are not connected with chemical bonds
and may belong to the same or to different molecules. Bonded interactions include contributions
to the energy from deviations of chemical bond lengths and bond angles from their equilibrium
values and also contributions related to dihedral angles and improper torsions. The non-bonded part
includes an electrostatic term, related to the interactions between partial atomic charges (and in general
between permanent multipoles), and a van der Waals term. The latter comprises pairwise interactions
based on dispersion (attractive) forces due to correlations between electron clouds in different atoms;
repulsive (excluded volume) interactions resulting from the overlap of electron clouds of individual
atoms at very small distances; and, in some instances, polarization contributions that are also attractive
and stem from an induced change in the charges of a moiety owing to the field that it experiences from
its neighborhood. The force field parameters for bonded interactions, partial charges, and polarization
contributions are often determined by quantum mechanical (QM) calculations, while parameters
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for the dispersion and excluded volume contributions are typically based on empirical methods or
experimental data.

In the general case, the local segment packing that is involved in the penetrant sorption and
transport mechanisms, is interconnected with the longer length scale characteristics of the polymeric
system [114]. Creation of in silico realistic structures of dense amorphous polymers is a hard and
complicated task [34,115]. Amorphous glasses, in particular, are far from equilibrium and are trapped
in local energy minima that directly depend on their formation history. Incorporating this fact in
molecular simulation strategies for the generation of well-defined and realistic configurations is a great
scientific challenge that has still not been adequately addressed.

Several methodologies have been attempted for the generation and equilibration of initial
structures of polymers in the melt state [28,114,116–121]. Atomistic initial configurations of the
macromolecular systems can be rigorously obtained via building the chain in the simulation box
bond-by-bond using Flory’s rotational isomeric state model [122], while avoiding excluded volume
overlaps based on a modified continuous model for local interactions. These initial configurations
are then subjected to energy minimization (molecular mechanics) that can be applied in a stagewise
manner [123], removing any remaining atomic overlaps. Molecular mechanics is generally fast but
not able to result in an efficient statistical mechanical sampling; nevertheless, it provides a convenient
initial configuration for the subsequent implementation of systematic simulation methods towards the
generation of realistic glassy polymeric structures. The atomistic structures from molecular mechanics
can for example be subjected to equilibration in the melt state using the powerful connectivity altering
MC moves [22–28] or MD or hybrid MC-MD methods. The extracted equilibrated configurations in the
melt state have to be subsequently cooled below Tg [124]. The efficiency of the above scheme is very
good for polymer systems of rather simple macromolecular architectures and cannot be easily utilized
for polymeric matrices with rigid backbones, strong electrostatic and polar interactions, or bulky
side groups.

In the case of polymers with complex chemical constitution, systematic hierarchical approaches
are required for the generation of realistic structures which are the starting point for studying the
permeability of probe molecules in their bulk. These methods may involve the mapping from the
atomistic to a coarse-grained level, equilibration at the coarse-grained level and reverse mapping back to
the atomistic representation. The atomistic detail is generally necessary for the study of small-molecule
sorption and diffusion phenomena in polymeric matrices. Coarse-graining strategies [115,125–131]
involve the substitution of groups of atoms by single interaction sites, thereby reducing the number
of system degrees of freedom, while at the same time maintaining the ones that are important for
the description of the mechanisms/processes under study. The CG model invoked in each case
is thus intimately related to the macromolecular architecture and the scientific problem at hand.
Therefore, the mapping to the CG representation is largely empirical, as there is no unique way
to coarse-grain. In order to perform simulations at the CG level, an effective potential for the CG
model has to be developed based on the corresponding CG degrees of freedom, that is able to
reproduce the key characteristics that need to be retained in the CG simulations. The majority of the
CG force fields are developed and parameterized by fitting either in a top-down manner, targeting
the reproduction of macroscopic properties [132–135], or aiming at the reproduction of microscopic
properties of the molecular system based on atomistic simulations and experimental findings, following
a bottom up approach [136] or using a combination of both strategies [137,138]. Fitting schemes for
the parameterization of CG effective potentials include inverse Boltzmann and iterative Boltzmann
inversion (IBI) [139], force matching [140,141], inverse Monte Carlo [142] and relative entropy [143,144]
methods. In addition to those, interaction potentials between CG moieties can be also determined
directly from atomistic interactions of groups of atoms that are mapped onto the CG moieties [145,146],
which may also be anisotropic [129]. Hybrid particle-field methods have been also proposed and
implemented for the generation of polymer atomic structures [147].
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An ideal CG effective potential would enable the reproduction of target properties and would
be also transferable to other thermodynamic state points [137,138,148–151]. The CG model should
also allow, in a straightforward manner, reverse mapping [152–161] back to representative atomistic
configurations (usually on the basis of geometric criteria) of the well equilibrated structures at the
CG level. Special measures must be taken for macromolecular structures with complex chemical
constitution to avoid potential overlaps or concatenations [162]. The final atomistic configurations
from reverse mapping are then subjected to a final relaxation of the system’s local interactions. Figure 6
illustrates a hierarchical backmapping procedure used for the equilibration of polystyrene models
at three different representations [161]. The multi-resolution method proposed in this study enables
the generation of well-equilibrated high molecular weight polymer configurations that are initially
equilibrated at the largest length scale corresponding, in this case, to a soft-blob based representation
(Figure 6c). The detailed description of the system is introduced stagewise, first migrating from the
soft-blob based to a moderately CG model (Figure 6b) and equilibrating the system locally at this level
and subsequently re-inserting the microscopic detail (Figure 6a) and equilibrating again at this stage.
The hierarchical backmapping using a sequence of models aims at the efficient generation of realistic
long chain polymer melts in a computationally feasible manner, preserving the long-wavelength
characteristics of the macromolecular systems under study.

 
Figure 6. Depiction of a hierarchical backmapping corresponding to (a) a united atom representation,
(b) a moderate CG model consisting of beads of types A and B, and (c) a blob-based representation of
soft spheres by lumping together a number of beads of representation (b). The backmapping procedure
is described in (d) for the three resolutions. Reproduced with permission from [161].

The amorphous polymer configurations to be used for the prediction of solubility and
diffusivity properties have to be validated. Validation of amorphous polymer configurations can
be realized via direct comparison with experimental measurements over a range of thermodynamic
conditions (temperatures and pressures). Such comparison between predicted and measured
values can be conducted for a number of properties, e.g., thermodynamic (density, cohesive energy,
solubility parameters), structural (pair distribution functions and structure factors from X-ray and
neutron scattering), and dynamical (local dynamics of the chain segments and glass transition).
Among the structural properties, of particular relevance to permeability is the accessible volume
and how it is distributed and connected; predictions can be compared against Positron Annihilation
Lifetime Spectroscopy (PALS). It is generally advantageous to generate a large number of configurations,
thereby obtaining a sample of representative “trapped” glassy states, and also to verify the stability of
the final glassy configurations [9] prior to using them in subsequent simulations.

3. Coarse-Graining and Multiscale Approaches in Sorption and Diffusivity Prediction

The broad spectra of length- and time-scales present in macromolecular systems necessitate the
implementation of elaborate schemes for the prediction of their properties. Apart from the coarse
graining methods related to the generation of realistic initial structures discussed in Section 2.5,
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hierarchical schemes at multiple length and time-scales have been developed and implemented for the
study per se of the permeability of small molecules in polymeric systems.

Transition state theory approaches (see Section 2.4) provide a unique means for calculation of the
wide range of interstate rate constants characterizing the elementary jumps executed by a penetrant
in an amorphous glassy polymer matrix. By coarse graining to a macrostate level, each penetrant
jump can be categorized as an intramacrostate or intermacrostate transition, where a “macrostate” is
defined as a collection of basins constructed around neighboring potential energy minima separated
by energy barriers that are low compared to the thermal energy kBT. At this level of coarse graining,
the diffusivity can be calculated considering a Poisson process of successive uncorrelated penetrant
jumps between macrostates. For a transition between two macrostates I and J, the time evolution of the
probability that the system is in a macrostate I is calculated as follows:

dpI

dt
= −

∑
J

kI→JpI +
∑

J

kJ→IpJ (13)

where:
kI→J =

∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

ki→ j
pi

pI
(14)

and pI =
∑
i∈I

pi and kI→J is the rate constant for the transition from macrostate I to macrostate J.

A mesoscopic Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulation [8,163–165] is implemented for the calculation
of the penetrant diffusion coefficients on the extracted (periodic) networks of macrostates and
based on the calculated macrostate-to-macrostate rate constants and sorption probabilities [33,34,92].
This multiscale methodology that combines the TST calculated rate constants and sorption site network
with mesoscopic simulations at the macrostate coarse-grained level has been very efficient in the
prediction of penetrant diffusivity and in the elucidation of the characteristics of the penetrant’s
diffusional motion. Potential artifacts that may arise from the periodic replication of the formed
network can be avoided by generating large irregular networks of macrostates using a reverse Monte
Carlo (RMC) approach [36]. Analytical approaches for obtaining the diffusivity from penetrant positions
representative of each macrostate and from the rate constants between macrostates, taking advantage
of the periodic boundary conditions that characterize the model system in each direction, have also
been developed [166].

In an effort to extend the time scale limits of the MD simulations, Neyertz and Brown [37,38]
implemented a simplified approach that utilizes MD trajectories of mobile gas penetrants in the
polymer matrix to extract information that can be used as input in a kinetic Monte Carlo simulation,
referred to as trajectory-extending kinetic Monte Carlo (TEKMC). A sequence of configurations visited
during a time interval τ is chosen for analysis from MD trajectories of total length of a few nanoseconds.
Based on the penetrant positions, the primary simulation box is divided into subcells (of the same size
and shape) and the probability matrix of jumps between subcells is extracted. The method is of low
computational cost, requiring, however, proper adjustments of the parameters related to the sampling
interval τ and subcell grid size [167]. It has been applied for the study of CO2 [38] and other small
penetrants [37] in fluorinated glassy polymers, leading to predictions in reasonable agreement with
experimental measurements. It has also been used for the investigation of gas diffusion in polymer
nanocomposites [168] and ion transport in polymer electrolyte melts [169–172]. The method can only
be applied provided that a percolating network of subcells is sampled and that cases of non-linked
channels are taken into account in the error of the extracted diffusivity. In order that MD be able
to provide an interconnected network of subcells as required by this method, MD simulations are
restricted to medium to high penetrant concentrations, in which plasticization effects are usually
present [38].

Coarse-grained molecular dynamics (CG-MD) simulations have been also investigated for the
modeling of transport of large penetrants in amorphous polymer systems in an attempt to reach the
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normal diffusion regime. The CG models in this case should be rather detailed, preserving a minimum
of important information on the chemical structure of the macromolecular system under study which
directly affects the diffusional behavior of the penetrants in the polymer matrix. The CG-MD simulations
are accompanied by atomistic simulations for the validation of the CG model used. Kremer and
co-workers [39,40] attempted a combined experimental and simulation methodology of this type for
the study of the transport properties of ethylbenzene in mixture with polystyrene (PS) using CG
MD with different CG representations for the PS. Lin et al. [41] incorporated the MARTINI CG force
field [133,173,174] to perform CG-MD of a fragrance agent, octanal, in a polymer film consisting of
four components. In their simulations, they studied the concentration and temperature dependence
as well as the effect of the presence of water on the effective time scale of the CG simulations and on
the diffusional behavior of octanal in the polymeric film. Three CG models have been employed by
Kumar and co-workers to study the penetrant diffusion mechanism in flexible and rigid polymers for
various penetrant sizes and in a wide range of temperatures [42]. In CG-MD simulations, the simulated
behavior does not correspond to the time scales of the dynamics of the real system. “Time mapping”
procedures are attempted in this case based on atomistic simulation in order to link the time scales
involved in the CG simulations with the time scales of the real dynamics. The effective time scale in the
CG-MD is strongly dependent on the mapping implementation, with coarser schemes corresponding
to larger effective time scales in the CG simulations, and the calculated mechanisms are directly affected
by the loss of chemical detail in the local environment of the penetrant molecule.

4. Mechanistic Aspects of Sorption and Transport

The permeation of small penetrants in dense glassy polymeric materials is governed by a number of
factors that involve the chemical affinity between the molecule and the polymer as well as characteristics
of the glassy polymer matrix. Unlike the mechanism involved in many porous membranes, in which
the material participates in the permeation process mostly by the pore structure, in dense amorphous
polymeric membranes the polymer is actively engaged in the permeation process.

4.1. Sorption

Sorption of solute molecules in a polymer matrix is directly related to both the amount and
distribution of free volume in the amorphous phase and to the interactions of the penetrant with the
polymer. In the glassy state, the polymeric system is not in thermodynamic equilibrium. Dense polymer
glasses are structurally arrested in configurations that depend on the history of their formation
(e.g., cooling rate) and have the ability only to fluctuate within a subspace of configurations neighboring
the specific local minimum of potential energy in their almost static structure. Structural relaxation in
the direction of equilibrium involves the crossing of very high energy barriers that may take place
below Tg in time scales of the order of years, corresponding to physical aging of glassy polymers.

In an equilibrium melt state, the pure polymer as well as the polymer plus penetrant system
conforms to a Boltzmann distribution in configuration space. At temperatures near or below the
glass transition temperature, the dense amorphous polymer system is no longer in thermodynamic
equilibrium. Rather, it is trapped in one among many low energy regions surrounding local
minima of the energy, within which it fluctuates thermally. The low energy regions (basins) of
the configuration space are separated by high energy barriers that require a lot of time to be overcome.
The quenched polymer configurations inherently carry information about the formation history of the
glass. Upon cooling, the vitrifying system falls out of equilibrium. The rate of structural relaxation
(rate of transitions between different basins in configuration space) decelerates precipitously as the
temperature is lowered and becomes much slower than the rate of cooling employed. Redistribution
in configuration space cannot keep up with the rate of change in temperature. Thus, the distribution in
configuration space becomes arrested, unable to follow the demands of equilibrium, which would
dictate passage from higher-energy basins into lower energy ones. The system is trapped within
disjoint basins in configuration space, the distribution of these basins being much broader than
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would be dictated by Boltzmann at the prevailing low temperature. Within each basin however,
local reconfiguration is possible; locally, the system can be considered as following a Boltzmann
distribution within the confines of the basin. At low penetrant concentrations, the solubility can be
studied independently in each disjoint, barrier- surrounded basin and then an average can be taken
over individual glassy basins.

As a general rule, glassy polymers have a higher sorption capacity than rubbery polymers,
with the glassy sorption isotherms exhibiting a concave curvature in contrast to the rubbery ones
that are almost linear. During sorption at high concentrations of highly condensable penetrants
such as CO2, the potential energy barriers that resulted in disjoint subsets of configurations in
the dense amorphous glass are altered, enabling a more frequent barrier crossing. This fact leads
to volume swelling phenomena that are observed both in glassy and rubbery polymers, due to a
penetrant-induced increase in the fractional free volume and to plasticization of the dense amorphous
polymer matrix [175–180]. These phenomena directly influence the performance of the material as a
separation medium [181], enhancing the permeability and diffusivity as the concentration increases.
The presence of the penetrant at high concentrations accelerates the segmental dynamics of the chains,
resulting in the case of polymer glasses in the reduction of the glass transition temperature due
to polymer softening. Plasticization phenomena are described in terms of a characteristic pressure
(known as “plasticization pressure”) which is related to a minimum in the gas permeability (Figure 7).
Under those circumstances, sorption isotherms of glassy polymers at high pressures may exhibit a
rubber type linear behavior, while following a glassy-type curve at lower pressures. Swelling and
plasticization behavior of a polymeric system is affected by temperature [182] and this can be considered
as an outcome of the interplay of the opposite trends between sorption capacity and chain mobility as
a function temperature.

 
Figure 7. Experimental measurement of CO2 permeability, solubility and diffusion coefficient as a
function of pressure in a polyimide membrane. The black dashed-line arrow is indicative of the
characteristic pressure (“plasticization pressure”) that corresponds to the minimum of permeability.
Reproduced with permission from [183].

Sorption and penetrant-induced plasticization and swelling phenomena have been investigated
by molecular simulation of bulk polymeric systems [38,183–189] using either CGMC or
implementing iterative multi-stage methods to determine the correct pressure at given penetrant
concentration [46,47,190]. Van der Vegt et al. [46,186] have studied sorption of CO2 in a
polyethylene-like membrane and have identified below Tg a hole filling mechanism in combination with
a finite positive partial molar volume of CO2 being responsible for the gas sorption thermodynamics
in the glassy polymer. Spyriouni et al. [47] used well equilibrated polystyrene configurations that
were obtained implementing a coarse-graining—reverse-mapping scheme [191] that were loaded up
with CO2 in a wide pressure range. They observed a change in the shape of both sorption isotherms
and swelling curves with increasing temperature (Figure 8). In this work, a mapping of the accessible
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volume was conducted to facilitate efficient loading of CO2. The polymer-solute matrices were subjected
to NPT MD simulations during which the solute molecules were swapped between accessible volume
cavities to achieve an efficient equilibrium repartitioning. The chemical potential calculations were
performed using the Direct Particle Deletion method [47]. They also analyzed the polymer segmental
relaxation times in the presence of CO2 to obtain estimates of the solvent-induced glass transition
pressure at various temperatures below the Tg of pure polystyrene, obtaining good agreement with
available experimental measurements. Sorption and dilation effects have been modeled in fluorinated
polyimides (6FDA-ODA,6FDA-DPX,6FDA-DAM) [183,192,193], in poly (ether sulfone) (PES) and
polysulfone [185] polymers and in copolyimide polymers [188] up to high pressures. Performance and
plasticization resistance of an emerging class of polymeric membrane materials called ‘thermally
rearranged polymers’ [194–204] that are generated by thermally modifying aromatic polyimide chains,
has also been investigated computationally [205–211] in recent years. These phenomena have been
also simulated for high free volume polymers of intrinsic microporosity (PIM) [56,189,212,213].

Figure 8. Molecular simulation results on (a) isotherms of CO2 sorption and (b) polymer swelling for
polystyrene at various temperatures and pressures. Reproduced with permission from [47].

As the penetrant concentrations increase, the volume dilation phenomena are often
semi-permanent and, after desorption of the sorbed gas, part of the additional volume that has
been created due to swelling during sorption is preserved, a phenomenon that is often referred to
as “conditioning” [214]. A hysteretic behavior is thus observed during subsequent sorption cycles,
the extent of which depends on the conditions of the experiment and on the amorphous glass
thermodynamic history. Plasticization and conditioning effects are in many cases dependent on the
thickness of the amorphous polymer membrane [215]. Physical aging generally takes place more
rapidly in thin films. [215–217] than in the corresponding thicker ones or the ones of bulk glassy
matrices and a different permeability trend is observed during the timescale of the measurements [216].
Physical aging of a glassy polymer matrix is characterized by a decrease in the free volume, leading to
a densification [218–220] that affects sorption and permeability properties [221,222] as well as the
plasticization behavior of the polymer matrix.
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Molecular simulations have been applied incorporating thin membrane models [57,223–230]
and explicit gas feed reservoirs that attempt to approximate experimental conditions using MD or
NEMD [57]. Such simulations of interfacial phenomena often result in more intense interfacial effects
due to the small thickness of the models and the large surface to volume ratio used in simulations,
as modeling of dense polymeric films would require the implementation of a very extended surface
area corresponding to system sizes that are currently not computationally feasible [223]. In the course
of MD of 6FDA-6FpDA fluorinated polyimide membranes [231] using a CO2 gas reservoir on both sides
of the film, a rapid adsorption was initially observed at polymer-gas interfaces that was subsequently
followed by a slower uptake. During the sorption process, swelling effects were detected and the
additional free volume regions were occupied at short time by the sorbed penetrants. The same models
were also used for the study of the effect of structural isomerism in the plasticization of meta-linked
and para-linked polyimides, obtaining a plasticization resistance in the meta-linked isomer [228]. In an
effort to study the reversibility of polymer membrane dilation, MD simulation has been applied in
an explicit film model of 6FDA-6FpDA polyimide with surfaces in contact with a gas reservoir [229].
Two cycles of sorption and post-degassing phases have been applied and metastable states of enhanced
solubility after degassing have been identified that depend on the former swelling stages of the material.
The two sorption phases were found to differ at short times, as additional void spaces remain after the
first cycle of post-degassing relaxation.

Sorption of mixtures of various gases in glassy polymers is common in membrane separations.
The mechanism of permeation varies with the concentration of the mixed gas and the competitive
character of the sorption among individual species. At low concentrations, each penetrant type may
sorb without being affected by the presence of the other components. For an increasing amount of
sorbed gases, one species may be more soluble in the polymer matrix leading to plasticization of the
membrane, thus modifying the sorption environment of the other components [175,232]. A more
complex behavior may arise if strong interactions are present between one of the components and
the polymeric membrane material, or among the various penetrants themselves, thus altering the
permselectivity performance of the membrane. The mixed gas behavior generally hinges on the
chemical identity of the gas pair and its composition along with the pressure conditions and the thickness
of the membrane [233]. The actual permselectivity, a∗i j, differs from the ideal one (Equation (6)) [232,234]
necessitating the investigation of mixed-gas conditions [235,236] along with the ones of the pure gases
for the evaluation of the membrane permselectivity performance.

Mixed-gas simulations [57,223,237] have been recently performed for the study of the actual
permeability performance of polymeric membranes. Tanis et al. [237] investigated the permeation
properties of pure and mixed gas N2/CH4 in two 6FDA-based fluorinated polyimides and in their
block copolymer. For the pure CH4 gas, they extracted a similar methane sorption behavior in the three
polyimides, accompanied by a linear-type volume swelling. Small differences were observed in the
gas solubility coefficients of each species calculated also for the N2/CH4 mixture in a 2:1 composition,
indicating that the permselectivity performance is primarily governed by the kinetics of the gas mixture.
MD simulation has been conducted for O2/N2 simultaneous sorption and separation in a 6FDA-6FpDA
polyimide glassy polymer film in the presence of gas reservoirs on each side of the film [223].

High initial pressures were applied and very long simulations of 300ns were employed in order
for the system to reach equilibrium both in terms of gas concentration and pressure stabilization.
The volume swelling effects for the O2/N2 gas mixture were rather limited and the glassy structure was
not significantly affected by the air sorption. Figure 9a depicts the average solubility in the film with
increasing pressure both including and excluding the probe interactions with the other air molecules,
while Figure 9b shows the solubility selectivity with respect to pressure. Both gases were found to
occupy the same low energy voids and the calculated solubility selectivity was extracted in good
agreement with single gas permeation experimental measurements [238–241].
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Figure 9. (a) Average (dimensionless) solubility as a function of pressure for O2 and N2 in a 6FDA-6FpDA
polyimide glassy polymer film excluding (dashed lines) or including (solid lines) interactions with the
other air molecules. (b) Solubility selectivity for O2/N2 separation in the same film. Reprinted with
permission from [223].

4.2. Diffusion

Diffusion through a dense amorphous polymer matrix is a very slow process at temperatures near
or below Tg. In dilute systems, the diffusivity of the penetrant depends on the penetrant size and its
interaction with the polymer and also on the size and connectivity of the unoccupied volume in the
polymer matrix. Below Tg, there is nearly no redistribution of the unoccupied space and the penetrant
spends most of its time trapped in one cavity; a jump from one cavity to another rarely takes place
when local fluctuations of the polymer segments open a channel that closes again directly after the
jump. Diffusion in the dense glassy amorphous matrix consists of a sequence of infrequent events
described by a hopping mechanism [242,243] and is directly related to the rate constants that govern
the jumps between the neighboring cavities as well as the distance and connectivity of the pre-existing
cavities in the polymer matrix.

The long time scales of structural decorrelation in amorphous polymers (even above Tg) result in
the existence of an anomalous diffusion regime at short times which is characterized by < r2 >∝ tn,
n < 1, with < r2 > being the penetrant’s mean square displacement and t being the time. The penetrant
experiences heterogeneities in its local environment and very long time scales are required to enter
the Einstein (or Fickian) regime of normal diffusion. Anomalous diffusion can be associated with the
wide range of rate constants that govern the penetrant jumps [244–246] or with the connectivity of the
sorption sites [7,36,43], as well as with the penetrant size [70]. TST-based molecular simulation studies
have investigated the diffusion mechanism in glassy polymers, revealing important factors that govern
the penetrant’s diffusional behavior such as the range of jump rate constants [32,33], the size, shape and
connectivity of the volume clusters that are accessible to the penetrant molecule [33,91], the energetic
and entropic contributions to the jump rate constants [9,32,33,247] and the characteristics of the
cooperative motion of the polymer chains during the elementary penetrant jumps [32–34]. In glassy
amorphous solids, a spatially non-uniform dynamics is detected and energy and entropy contributions
to the rate constants differ from one region of the polymer matrix to the other. A range of rate constants
of the order of 10−3–103 μs−1 were determined for CH4 in glassy atactic polypropylene [32] with a
mean jump length of 5 Å. In the TST study of CO2 diffusivity in a complex poly (amide imide) system,
[-NH-C6H4-C(CF3)2-C6H4-NH-CO- C6H4(CH3)-N(CO)2C6H3-CO-]n [33] the rate constants appear
widely distributed, with the majority of transitions being characterized by rate constants of the order
of 10−1–102 μs−1, an average jump length of 5.3 Å and activation energies in the range of 2–11 kcal/mol
that fall within range of experimental values of activation energy for diffusion of gases in glassy
polymers. The dimensionality of the conducted calculations drastically affects the jump energy barrier,
which is significantly decreased by increasing the polymer degrees of freedom in the vicinity of the
penetrant included, until an asymptotic behavior in the energy is observed and the energy barrier is no
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longer influenced by the incorporation of additional polymer degrees of freedom [9,32,33]. Detailed
analysis of the CO2 diffusion mechanism reveals the existence of a concerted motion of the polymer
segments along the transition path that allows the penetrant to pass from one sorption state to an
adjacent one. Along the pathway, changes in the orientation of the CO2 penetrant take place that are
important for the realization of the elementary jumps [33,92].

Increasing the penetrant concentration has a diverse effect on penetrant diffusivity, depending
on the specific penetrant-polymer system [232]. The diffusion coefficient remains unaffected if low
sorbing penetrants are incorporated in the polymer matrix. If penetrant clustering phenomena are
present in the system, then a decrease in diffusivity may be observed. For highly condensable
penetrants, high concentrations cause volume swelling effects and increase the free volume and
segmental mobility [248], a fact that leads to an acceleration in the mobility of the penetrants in
the matrix, resulting in higher diffusivities. Even in this case, though, the jump-type hopping
mechanism still characterizes the penetrant diffusional motion [38,227,231] with shorter residence
times at these conditions.

Interdiffusion phenomena in the presence of more than one penetrant species have a direct effect
on the permeability properties of the polymeric system [249]. In some cases, the presence of the more
mobile penetrant has the tendency to accelerate the kinetics of the slower one [235,250]. As a result the
diffusional behavior of the faster penetrant is subsequently hindered by an increase in the concentration
of the slower one. This behavior was also detected in the computational study of Tanis et al. [237],
for fluorinated polyimide homopolymers, according to which actual permeabilities cannot be reliably
estimated by the ideal ones. The inverse conclusion was drawn from the simulation of air sorption in a
6FDA-6FpDA polyimide glassy polymer film from which it was determined that mixed gas conditions
for O2/N2 separation can be extracted based on single gas data [223], a fact that is expected for the
case of light gases such as O2 and N2 and in the absence of plasticization and competitive sorption
effects [232].

5. New Materials, Challenges and Future Outlook

The need to develop new high-performance task specific functional polymer-based membranes
necessitates the investigation and use of hybrid and composite materials [251–271]. Examples of
advanced polymer-based separation media include polymer/inorganic membranes incorporating,
for example, zeolites, inorganic particles, or nanoparticles in polymer matrices; carbon nanotube
(CNT)/polymer composites; glassy polymerized ionic liquids; polymer/ionic liquid composites;
and many other multicomponent combinations of materials in polymeric membranes. Several molecular
simulation studies in recent years have focused on the investigation of polymer-based composite and
mixed matrix membranes [272–275]. Ionic liquid/ionic polyimide composites [276,277] have been
studied using molecular simulations as gas separation media and the effect of the anion structure on gas
permeability and selectivity has been studied and is to be confirmed by experimental measurements.
Moreover, polymer electrolyte membranes have been studied computationally for use as clean
water and desalination membranes [278] and the transport of ions in polymer electrolytes has been
simulated [258] also in the presence of nanoparticles [170,171,279,280]. Gas barrier properties in
several mixed matrix organic-inorganic membranes have been studied computationally such as in
MOF/polymer composites [281–283], in zeolite/polymer mixed matrix materials [284], in polyhedral
oligomeric silsesquioxane/polymer systems [230,285] and in polymer/nanotube composites [286].

In terms of molecular simulation, for the reliable prediction of properties and the fundamental
understanding of the underlying mechanisms in complex and multicomponent materials, it is crucial
that the existing hierarchical methods, described in the previous sections, be extended and generalized
so that they can be implemented in a straightforward manner. Additionally, unravelling the interfacial
interactions [287,288] and characteristics [289–291] in polymer-based composite materials is of great
importance for an accurate description of their behavior. Development and implementation of efficient,
hybrid and adaptive resolution multiscale molecular simulation methods [125,292–298] may in many
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cases be necessary for the systematic study of microscopic behavior at the interfaces in composite
materials and mixed matrix membranes and for further advancement of the materials-by-design
target. In this direction it would be worthwhile to study many technologically and commercially
important polymer-based nanocomposite membranes [299–305] such as Matrimid-based ones [306–308],
incorporating a number of potential inorganic fillers. Multiscale molecular simulation strategies in the
area of next generation multicomponent nanostructured materials are important in identifying how
the fillers can be tailored towards an optimum selectivity and permeability behavior, investigating a
number of crucial factors such as the effects of the size and the dispersity of the fillers and nanoparticles
in the terminal properties as well as the influence of the morphology and surface treatment on the
behavior and stability of the multicomponent membrane. Systematic strategies need to be applied for
the study of nanocomposite materials [275,309] and for the modeling of complex membranes as for
example dense glassy 3D networks, developing in this case efficient cross-linking algorithms [310].
The challenge of modeling materials with increasing complexity and the high demands in terms of
system sizes and in the accuracy of predictions is greatly supported by the constant increase in the
computational power in the one hand and on the development of novel efficient new algorithms and
methods that need to be implemented to enable the in-depth understanding of the composite materials.

In parallel, artificial intelligence and machine learning approaches [311–317] appear as very
promising in the direction of development of improved atomistic interaction potentials utilizing
directly the quantum mechanical scale, or of more accurate CG force fields extracted on the basis of the
atomistic detail. In the field of force field development in general, the open challenge of optimized
transferable interaction potentials is still to be met.

Apart from design of new materials with controlled properties, molecular modeling can also
significantly contribute to the design and optimization of novel separation processes. For example,
membrane technologies that are based in pervaporation [318–320] are used for the dehydration
of water-organic mixtures, the separation of organic compounds from water or for separations in
organic-organic mixtures. Molecular simulation using NEMD techniques can be utilized to simulate
such a process and aid in the optimization of the applied fluxes.

Membrane technology is of great economic, environmental and industrial importance and is
directly connected to many societal challenges that need to be faced world-wide in the years to
come. Future sustainability relies on the indisputable need for green technologies and security of the
water-food-energy nexus around the globe. Efficient membrane materials design is a prerequisite for the
development of advanced green cutting-edge separation and barrier processes and the complementary
contribution of novel experimental and computational techniques is pivotal in order for the scientific
and engineering community to address the critical environmental and sustainability issues.
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